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2021 Family Law Intensive 
Presented by the 

South Carolina Bar-Continuing Legal Education Division 
Sponsored in part by the South Carolina Bar Family Law Section 

 
1:30 p.m.   
Registration 
 
2:00 p.m.   
The Art of Drafting Agreements 
John O. McDougall, McDougall, Self, Currence & McLeod, LLP 
James T. McLaren, McLaren & Lee Attorneys at Law 
Reid T. Sherard, Haynsworth Sinkler Boyd, PA 
    
3:30 p.m.   
Break 
 
3:45 p.m.   
The Art of Drafting Agreements - Continued 
John O. McDougall, James T. McLaren and Reid T. Sherard 
 
4:45 p.m.   
Adjourn 
 
5:00 - 6:30 p.m.  
Welcome Reception  

Sponsored by Dixon Hughes Goodman LLP 

 

Saturday,  October 23rd   
 
8:00 a.m.   
Registration and Breakfast 
 
9:00 a.m.       
The Do’s and Don’ts for Custody/Visitation Provisions 
Marie-Louise Ramsdale, Ramsdale Law Firm 
 
9:30 a.m.   
ADR Issues 
Chris Paton, Chris Paton LLC 

 
10:30 a.m.   
Break 
 
10:45 a.m.  
The Right Language for Retirement Issues in your Agreement 
Taylor Long, QDRO Professionals 
 
11:15    
Military Issues 
Mary Fran Quindlen, Quindlen Law Firm, P.A.   



  
12:00 p.m.      
Lunch  

Sponsored in part by SOBERLINK 

 
1:00 p.m.  
Thinking Ahead-Estate/Probate Issues and How to Address  
Jessica Christophillis, Christophillis & Gallivan, P.A. 
 
1:30 p.m.   
How to Address Bankruptcy in your Agreement 
Sean P. Markham, Markham Law Firm, LLC 

 
2:00 p.m.    
Restraining Orders 
Nancy Jo Thomason, Thomason & Pracht, LLP 
 
2:30 p.m.    
Break 

 
2:45 p.m.  
Prenuptial/Postnuptial/Reconciliation Agreements 
Robert N. Rosen, Rosen Law Firm, LLC 

 
3:45 p.m.   
Addressing Assisted Reproductive Issues 
Stephanie M. Brinkley, Brinkley Law Firm, LLC 
 
4:15 p.m.   
Adjourn 
 

Sunday, October 24th 
 
 
9:00 a.m.   
Ethical Considerations in Cooperative Law   
Jill E.M. HaLevi, Office of Jill E.M. HaLevi, Mediation & Legal Svc. 
 
10:00 a.m.   
Mediated Agreements and Enforcement 
Emily G. Johnston, Law Office of Emily G. Johnston 
 
 
10:30 a.m.   
How to Avoid Lawyer Burnout…or How to Deal With it When you Didn’t Avoid it 
Kevin M. Barth, Barth, Ballenger & Lewis, LLP 
 
11:30 a.m.   
Break 
 
11:45 p.m.   
Cell Phone / Computer Forensics: Benefits and Hurdles  



Jeremy Gilbert, Dixon Hughes Goodman LLP 
 
12:45 p.m.   
Adjourn 
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 SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES 
(by order of presentation) 

 
John O. McDougall 

McDougall, Self, Currence & McLeod, LLP 
 

As a founding partner of McDougall, Self, Currence & McLeod, LLP, John O. McDougall hosts over 40 
years of experience practicing law in South Carolina. He earned his Juris Doctor from the University 
of South Carolina School of Law in 1971, and was admitted to the South Carolina Bar in the same 
year. In addition to his work with McDougall, Self, Currence & McLeod, LLP, he is also a member of 
the American Trial Lawyers Association, the American Bar Association, and the South Carolina 
Association for Justice. 
John O. McDougall is the second lawyer to be president of the South Carolina Trial Lawyers 
Association and the South Carolina Bar Association within the history of the two organizations. He 
is also the only lawyer limiting his practice to matrimonial law to be president of the South 
Carolina Trial Lawyers Association and the South Carolina Bar Association. John O. McDougall has 
been nominated as one of the Best Lawyers in America by Woodward/White, Inc. since 1991. 

 
James T. McLaren 

McLaren & Lee, Attorneys at Law 
 

Mr. James T. McLaren maintains a statewide family law practice emphasizing complex marital 
litigation in Columbia, South Carolina.  He is a partner in the law firm of McLaren & Lee.  He has 
served the American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers in various capacities since becoming a 
Fellow, including National President in 2015.  He received the AAML Fellow of the Year from the 
Academy in 2007 and the AAML Professionalism Award in 2020.  He serves on various Academy 
Committees.  He has served on the Board of the AAML Foundation, where he currently serves on 
the Advisory Board.  For the South Carolina Chapter of the Academy, he has served as President 
and National Delegate.  He is a Diplomate of the American College of Family Trial Lawyers and 
currently serves on the Executive Committee.  He is a Fellow of the International Academy of 
Family Lawyers. He is currently the South Carolina Chapter President for the International 
Network of Boutique Law Firms.  He currently serves on the South Carolina Bar Family Law Council 
and was appointed to the President’s Task Force on Alimony.  Mr. McLaren has been named in the 
Best Lawyers in America, Family Law Designation, since 1993, received an “AV” designation from 
Martindale Hubbell since 1996, and has been named in the South Carolina Super Lawyers 
publication since 2008. He is a contributing author to the South Carolina Equitable Apportionment 
Act (§20-7-741, et. seq., S.C. Code of Laws) and the South Carolina Alimony Statute (§20-3-130, 
South Carolina Code of Laws). Mr. McLaren received his undergraduate degree (1973) from the 
University of South Carolina and Juris Doctorate degree (1976) from the University of South 
Carolina School of Law.  He was admitted to practice in 1976 and has maintained a private practice 



in Columbia, South Carolina since that time.  He is admitted to practice in the U.S. Court of Appeals, 
4th Circuit, U.S. District Court, South Carolina District, and the U.S. Supreme Court.  He is a frequent 
speaker on various family law topics for the South Carolina Bar, American Academy of Matrimonial 
Lawyers, American Bar Association, South Carolina Association for Justice and Mandatory Judicial 
and Continuing Legal Education Seminars. He has been a faculty member of the ABA/NITA Family 
Law Trial Advocacy Institute, offered annually in Boulder, Colorado.   

 
Reid T. Sherard 

Haynsworth Sinkler Boyd, PA 
 

Reid Sherard leads Haynsworth Sinkler Boyd’s Family Law practice group. He concentrates his 
time in complex divorce-related litigation, particularly involving significant assets, income, 
valuation, or other challenging financial issues as well as contested custody matters, interstate and 
international jurisdiction disputes, and premarital and postnuptial agreements. He enjoys helping 
individuals find solutions to difficult personal problems, whether through negotiated settlement or 
in trial. Reid is sensitive to the private nature of the matters he handles and recognizes the 
importance of each case.  
  
Reid is based in Greenville, his hometown, but practices across the state. He is frequently requested 
to speak on family law issues at statewide seminars.  
Reid is listed in The Best Lawyers in America® and South Carolina Super Lawyers (top 25 in the 
state for 2017, 2018, and 2020, and 2021, regardless of practice area), and enjoys the AV 
Preeminent® Rating by Martindale-Hubbell.  Reid’s peers have recognized him as the top attorney 
vote getter for Greenville Business Magazine Legal Elite for six consecutive years.  Reid is a Fellow 
of the American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers, and is a certified family court mediator.  Reid 
received both the Distinguished Honors Alumni Award from the USC Honors College and the USC 
School of Law’s Compleat Lawyer Award (Silver).   
Reid also maintains a litigation and appellate practice.  He has tried cases in the family court, 
federal district and magistrate court, and various state and local courts. He has argued ten appeals, 
including in the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, the South Carolina Supreme 
Court, and the South Carolina Court of Appeals. 
  
Before joining Haynsworth Sinkler Boyd, Reid practiced for 15 years at an AmLaw 100 firm.  He is a 
graduate of the nationally recognized Family Law Trial Institute in Houston, Texas. Reid 
commenced his career as a law clerk to the late Hon. G. Ross Anderson, Jr., U.S. District Judge for the 
District of South Carolina. 
Reid currently serves as President-Elect of the Greenville County Bar Association, as the Chair of 
the 2022 American Heart Association Upstate Heart Walk, and Member of both the SC Bar Family 
Law Section Council and House of Delegates.  He previously served as President of the Board of 
Directors of A Child’s Haven. 
Education: 
University of South Carolina School of Law, JD (2004) 
University of Aberdeen, Scotland, MLitt, with distinction (2001) 
University of South Carolina, Honors College, BA, magna cum laude (2000) 
 



Marie-Louise Ramsdale 
Ramsdale Law Firm 

 
Marie-Louise Ramsdale is the principal lawyer of the Ramsdale Family Law firm in Mount Pleasant, 
South Carolina, and practices solely in the area of family law.  She has served as President of the 
South Carolina Bar Foundation and as a member of numerous committees of the SC Bar. Marie-
Louise holds an AV rating from Martindale-Hubbell. 
 
Marie-Louise was the volunteer attorney-coach for the Moultrie Middle School Mock Trial Team 
from 2012 to 2016, taking the team to first place in the State competition in 2016. She presently co-
coaches the Wando High School Mock Trial Team. She is also working to address mental health 
issues for members of our profession through the Charleston County Bar and is excited to be the 
finance chair for a winning SC Governor's race this fall!  In her (occasional) downtime she tries to 
parent two teenagers and, when that fails, resorts to power yoga and naps. 

 
Chris Paton 
Chris Paton LLC 

 

Chris began his legal career serving as law clerk to Circuit Judge Joseph M. McLaughlin of the 
United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit and District Judge Raymond J. Dearie of the 
United States District Court for the Eastern District of New York. He also worked as an associate at 
Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton, LLP, and Rosen Law Firm, LLC before starting Paton Law Firm. 
Chris is "AV" rated by Martindale-Hubbell and is a member and former Chair of the Family Law 
Section Council of the South Carolina Bar. Chris devotes his practice primarily to family law with a 
focus on appeals. He lives in Folly Beach with his wife Laura Paton, also an attorney, and their two 
daughters. 

 
Taylor Long 

QDRO Professionals 
 

Taylor was born and raised in Greenwood, South Carolina. She graduated from the University of 
South Carolina, in 2006, with a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, with a dual focus on 
Marketing and Management.  
She moved to Charleston, South Carolina, where she attended the Charleston School of Law. While 
in law school, Taylor was an active member of the Phi Delta Phi legal fraternity, the Real Estate 
Society, Children's Rights and Family Law Society, and Women in Law Society. Taylor was honored 
by receiving the CALI Excellence for the Future award in the study of Criminal Trial Practice. After 
graduating from law school in 2009, Taylor worked as an associate for the Law Office of Paul E. 
Tinkler. Taylor opened her own practice in March of 2015 focusing on Family Law, Military 
Divorce, Estate Planning, and QDROs. 
Taylor is a member of the South Carolina Bar and Charleston County Bar and is licensed to practice 
in the Federal District Court of South Carolina and the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals. She is a 
member of the National Trial Lawyers Association and was awarded the "Top 40 Under 40," in 
2012. Taylor is also a member of the South Carolina Association for Justice, National Women Trial 
Lawyers, American Bar Association, and Charleston Cooperative Family Law Association. 
Since being admitted to the South Carolina Bar in 2010, Taylor has practiced almost exclusively in 



the Family Courts of South Carolina. She established QDRO Professionals, LLC in 2013, which offers 
an all-inclusive service assisting attorneys and clients with the intricacies of Qualified Domestic 
Relations Orders. In addition to her active litigation practice, Taylor is also a certified Family Court 
Mediator and acts as a Guardian ad Litem in private custody matters.  
Taylor resides in James Island with her husband, Kyle, her daughter, Henley, and her two dogs. In 
her free time, she enjoys serving as a chair member for the Cinderella Project of Charleston and 
spending time with her family on the beach or the boat. 

 
Mary Fran Quindlen 

Quindlen Law Firm, P.A. 
 

Mary Fran Quindlen holds two bachelor's degrees in History and English from Rutgers University. 
She received her law degree from the University of South Carolina in 1998, where she was a 
member of Women in Law and the Phi Alpha Delta Fraternity. Following her admission to the 
South Carolina Bar, Mary Fran practiced as a Marine Corps Judge Advocate serving as a Legal 
Assistance Attorney and Defense Counsel. She continued to serve in the United States Marine Corps 
Reserve until May of 2006 when she resigned her commission as a Major. After her release from 
active duty in 2002, Mary Fran became an Associate at Harvey & Battey, P.A. in Beaufort, South 
Carolina. She worked as their family law practitioner until 2005 when she opened her own practice 
in Beaufort. Mary Fran's practice is concentrated in the areas of Military and Family Law, to include 
custody, visitation and divorce. Mary Fran is a Fellow in the American Academy of Matrimonial 
Lawyers, the International Academy of Family Lawyers, is a Member of the South Carolina Family 
Law Council, and serves on the South Carolina Bar's Fee Dispute Resolution Board.  Mary Fran has 
been qualified as an expert in South Carolina Family Courts regarding military matters related to 
divorce and she teaches military family law CLE's around the country. 

 
Jessica Christophillis 
Christophillis & Gallivan, P.A. 

 

Jessica Christophillis practices family law in Greenville, South Carolina and the in Upstate of South 
Carolina. Jessica attended the University of South Carolina where she earned her B.S. in accounting 
(2005) and her J.D. (2008). After law school, Jessica attended Northwestern University in Chicago 
earning her L.L.M in taxation. Jessica practices family law at the firm Christophillis & Gallivan. She 
has been recognized through peer nomination in the Greenville Business Magazine Legal Elite and 
has been rated as AV Preeminent® and Client Champion by Martindale-Hubbell. Jessica has been 
listed as a Rising Star in South Carolina Super Lawyers. Jessica is a certified family court mediator 
and enjoys volunteer work with the Upstate Mediation Center. Above all of these roles and 
distinctions, Jessica is most proud of her role as mom to her four-year-old twin boys and wife to her 
husband Cory. 

 
Sean P. Markham 
Markham Law Firm, LLC 

 

Sean Markham is certified by the South Carolina Supreme Court as a specialist in bankruptcy and 
debtor-creditor law as well as a circuit court mediator. Sean handles a wide range of business and 
consumer insolvency matters throughout the state of South Carolina.  Representations include 



bankruptcy matters, collections, settlement negotiations, and other matters related to 
debtor/creditor law.  Sean is a graduate of ECU and was a member of the first graduating class of 
the Charleston School of Law.  He is licenses in both North and South Carolina. Sean and his wife 
regularly foster Labrador retrievers for a local rescue for almost 15 years and have helped over 70 
dogs find forever homes. 

 
Nancy Jo Thomason 

Thomason & Pracht, LLP 
 

Nancy Jo Thomason was born in Columbia, where her father, Glenn W. Thomason, was finishing 
law school. Nancy Jo had a passion for the legal profession at a young age. She grew up in the legal 
community in Anderson watching her father and other lawyers try cases. Her legal education really 
started long before even graduating high school. 
After obtaining a BA in Journalism, from the University of South Carolina, Nancy Jo earned her Juris 
Doctorate from the University of South Carolina, School of Law. She has spent most of her 28 year 
practicing law in the Family Court. 

 
Robert N. Rosen 
Rosen Law Firm, LLC 

 

Robert N. Rosen is a partner in the Rosen Law Firm in Charleston. He received his B.A. degree in 
history from the University of Virginia in 1969, his M.A. degree in History from Harvard University 
in 1970, and his J.D. degree from the University of South Carolina School of Law in 1973. 
Mr. Rosen has served as Assistant Corporation Counsel for the City of Charleston and General 
Counsel for the Charleston County School District. He is a fellow of the American Academy of 
Matrimonial Lawyers and the International Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers. He is listed in The 
Best Lawyer in America and “Super Lawyers.” 
He has served on the Board of Editors of The Family Advocate, a publication of the Family Law 
Section of the American Bar Association, and as President of the South Carolina Chapter of the 
American Academy. 
He is the author of A Short History of Charleston, the best selling history of the city; Confederate 
Charleston: An Illustrated History of the City and the People During the Civil War; and The Jewish 
Confederates, all published by the University of South Carolina Press; Charleston: A Crossroads of 
History with Isabella Leland; Saving the Jews: Franklin D. Roosevelt and the Holocaust; and Straight 
Talk About South Carolina Divorce Law. 
Mr. Rosen has served on the boards of the South Carolina Historical Society, the Historic Charleston 
Foundation, and the American Jewish Historical Society. He was Chairman of the History 
Commission of the City of Charleston, President of the Jewish Historical Society of South Carolina, 
and President of the Fort Sumter-Fort Moultrie Historical Trust. 

 
Stephanie M. Brinkley 

Brinkley Law Firm, LLC 
 

As a 2010 graduate of the Charleston School of Law, Stephanie focuses her practice on the complex 
area of Assisted Reproductive Technology (ART) and related legal issues impacting future families.  
She is Vice Chair for the ART Division under the American Bar Association's (ABA) Family Law 



Section and manages its successful mentorship program.   Her professional memberships also 
include the Academy of Adoption and Assisted Reproduction Attorneys (AAAA), the American 
Society for Reproductive Medicine (ASRM), Resolve, and the Society for Ethics in Egg Donation and 
Surrogacy (SEEDS). She is also the co-author of Developing a Successful Assisted Reproduction 
Technology Law Practice, written with colleague Richard B. Vaughn, which is published by the 
American Bar Association. 
 
As part of her practice, Stephanie represents clients seeking to build their families through 
surrogacy and/or gamete donation.  She is also called upon to represent gestational carriers who 
have offered their services.  With greater frequency, Stephanie is consulted to advise families 
transitioning divorce after creating children through third party reproduction.  Parental disputes 
arising from genetic relationships (or lack thereof), misapplication of medical consent forms, and 
ownership rights of unused embryos are rising among divorce litigants.   

 
Jill E. M. HaLevi 

Office of Jill E.M. Halevi, Mediation & Legal Svc. 
 

Jill received her law degree from the University of Michigan, and she has been a member of the 
South Carolina Bar since 1995. She spent the first 10 years of her legal career as a county and then 
federal public defender, during which time she was active in the creation of the Charleston County 
Drug and Mental Health Courts. Jill spent two years working on legal issues relating to Israel, first 
at an organization dedicated to advocating and mediating on behalf of workers in employment 
disputes, and then as an attorney representing victims of terrorist attacks. Jill has been trained in 
civil, criminal, and family court mediation. She was also trained and worked as a Guardian ad Litem 
and in Collaborative Law. Jill served for many years on the South Carolina Bar Dispute Resolution 
Section Council, including a term as Chair of that Council. She was a co-founder of the MMCC as well 
as the Charleston Cooperative Family Law Association, where she currently serves as President and 
Chair, respectively. 

 
Emily G. Johnston 

Law Office of Emily G. Johnston 
 

Emily G. Johnston practices family law in Mount Pleasant, South Carolina and the surrounding 
Charleston low country area.  Emily attended MBA/JD school at UNC-Chapel Hill after graduating 
from UNC-Chapel Hill with a major in French. She spent her junior year in Montpellier, France. 
During law school and MBA school, she frequently saw famous basketball players on the Tar Heel 
team because the gym was in between the law and business schools. 
After graduating with her prized degree, Emily relocated to the Charleston area to be close to her 
parents who had retired on Kiawah Island. Kiawah remains one of her favorite places, but her 
favorite activity is hiking in the mountains near Caesars Head, South Carolina. She is the proud 
mother of a son and twin daughters. Emily loves practicing law and meeting and helping new 
people.  
Emily has focused on Family Court litigation throughout her 35-year career.  She is a certified 
mediator.  She actively promotes friendship amongst her peers and believes that we can all 
improve our working environment in family court. 

 



Kevin M. Barth 
Barth, Ballenger & Lewis, LLP 

 

Kevin was born and raised in Marion, South Carolina before attending college at Clemson 
University (graduating in 1979) and USC Law School (graduating in 1982).  Kevin is married to 
Donna Barth, whom he met in law school, in Domestic Relations of all things.  They have two 
children, Brendan, who practices law with Kevin and John Robert who is employed with Colonial 
Life.  They have three wonderful grandchildren, Taylor (7), Marshall (6) and Hampton (2), who are 
the highlight of their lives now.  Lastly, Kevin and Donna are the proud parents of two large 
bullmastiffs, Hettie and Ellie, both of whom think they are lapdogs. 
After law school, Kevin clerked for Honorable Ralph King Anderson, Jr.  for one year when Judge 
Anderson was on the circuit bench.  He has tried many cases throughout his career including a few 
murder cases and a death penalty case, but his practice has primarily been civil plaintiff’s trials and 
Family Court trials.  Lately, much of his practice has involved trying and mediating civil cases and 
mediating family court cases. 
Kevin has practiced with his current law firm, Barth Ballenger & Lewis since 1987.  During that 
time he has been lead counsel in six trials that resulted in verdicts in excess of $1,000,000 and was 
co-trial counsel in one that resulted in a $237,000,000 verdict.  He was President of the Florence 
County Bar Association and has served on numerous committees such as the Board of 
Commissioners on Grievances and Discipline, Fee Dispute Board, Supreme Court Commission on 
CLE’s and Specialization, Supreme Court ADR Long Range Planning Committee and the S.C. Bar 
Judicial Qualifications Screening Committee.  He has been rated AV by Martindale Hubbell every 
year since 1999 and a South Carolina Super Lawyer every year since 2010. 
The highlight of Kevin’s legal career occurred in the fall of 2019 when he was inducted into the 
American College of Trial Lawyers at its Vancouver, Canada meeting, an international invitation 
only organization which recognizes lawyers whose careers have consistently displayed excellence 
in ethics, civility, and competence as a trial lawyer. 
 

Jeremy Gilbert 
Dixon Hughes Goodman LLP 

 

Jeremy serves as a director in charge of the digital forensics lab in DHG’s Charleston, SC office and 
manages a team of data analytics professionals around the firm. 
Jeremy’s digital forensic experience includes extracting relevant data from computers, 
smartphones, and cloud accounts. Jeremy assists attorneys and clients with digital forensics and 
electronic discovery issues in a wide variety of matters, including intellectual property theft, 
improper computer use, hacking incidents, malware incidents, family law, personal injury, worker 
compensation, and financial fraud. 
Jeremy’s analytics experience includes assisting clients with fraud investigations, model validation, 
predictive analytics, fraud deterrence, class certification/decertification, wage and hour claims. 
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MARITAL SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT CHECKLIST 
 

1. HEADER (STATE, COUNTY, TITLE) 
  

1.1(a) STANDARD 
 
2. DATE, PLACE, AND PARTIES TO AGREEMENT 
 

2.1(a) STANDARD 
 

3. PREAMBLE 
 

3.1 DATE AND PLACE OF MARRIAGE 
 

3.1(a) CIVIL MARRIAGE 
3.1(b) COMMON LAW MARRIAGE 
3.1(c) COHABITATION 
3.1(d) CIVIL UNIONS/PARTNERSHIPS 
3.1(e) PRIOR MARRIAGES/LAWFULLY DIVORCED 
3.1(f) SAME SEX MARRIAGE 

 
3.2 CHILDREN 
 

3.2(a) NO CHILDREN 
3.2(b) CHILD 
3.2(c) CHILD, EMANCIPATED 
3.2(d) CHILDREN 
3.2(e) CHILDREN, SOME EMANCIPATED 
3.2(f) CHILDREN, ALL EMANCIPATED 
3.2(g) BIOLOGICAL PARENTS – FINALIZE STEP-

PARENT ADOPTION 
3.2(h) BIOLOGICAL PARENTS – M PREGNANT; 

F NOT BIOLOGICAL PARENT 
3.2(i) HOME STATE 

 
3.3 DATE AND PLACE OF SEPARATION 
 

3.3(a) SEPARATION AND DATE 
3.3(b) SEPARATION AND NO DATE 
3.3(c) PREPARING TO SEPARATE 

 
3.4 COUNSEL 
 

3.4(a) SEPARATE COUNSEL (BOTH HAVE ATTORNEYS) 
3.4(b) SEPARATE COUNSEL (ONE HAS ATTORNEY) 

 
3.5 CPA 
 

3.5(a) CPA (BOTH HAVE CPA) 
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3.5(b) CPA (ONE HAS CPA) 
3.5(c) CPA (NONE, BUT HAD OPPORTUNITY) 

 
 3.6 GAL 
 

3.6(a) BOTH SATISFIED WITH GAL 
3.6(b) GAL (SILENT AS TO SATISFACTION) 

 
3.7 MEDIATION 

  
3.7(a) BOTH SATISFIED WITH MEDIATION 
3.7(b) MEDIATION (SILENT AS TO SATISFACTION) 

 
 3.8 ISSUES RESOLVED 
 

3.8(a) INCLUDING CHILDREN 
3.8(b) NO CHILDREN 
3.8(c) PENDING SUIT 
3.8(d) PENDING RULES AND MOTIONS 

 
 3.9 DISCLOSURE 
 

3.9(a) FULL DISCLOSURE 
3.9(b) WAIVE FURTHER DISCLOSURE 

 
 3.10 CIRCUMSTANCES 
 

3.10(a) GENERAL CIRCUMSTANCES, WITHOUT SPECIFICS 
3.10(b) GENERAL CIRCUMSTANCES, WITH SPECIFICS  
 

 3.11 NOW, THEREFORE 
 

3.11(a) NOW, THEREFORE (STANDARD) 
 

         3.12   FULL SAMPLE PREAMBLE 
 

4. INCORPORATE RECITALS 
 

4.1(a) INCORPORATE RECITALS (STANDARD) 
 
5. PRENUPTIAL AGREEMENT 
 

5.1(a) VOID PRENUPTIAL AGREEMENT 
5.1(b) AFFIRM AND MODIFY PRENUPTIAL AGREEMENT 
 

6. TEMPORARY AGREEMENTS/ORDERS 
 

6.1(a) CONTROL THROUGH MONTH END  
(NOT CURRENTLY THE LAW) 

6.1(b) CONTROL THROUGH DATE 
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6.1(c) TAXABLE/DEDUCTIBLE 
6.1(d) NONTAXABLE/NONDEDUCTIBLE 
6.1(e) PENDENTE LITE OBLIGATIONS SATISFIED 
6.1(f) PENDENTE LITE OBLIGATIONS UNPAID 
6.1(g) PENDENTE LITE ORDER 
6.1h) ACCOUNTING AND REIMBURSEMENT WAIVER 
6.1(i) INFORMAL SUPPORT ARRANGMENTS 
 

7. CUSTODY 
 
 7.1 SOLE CUSTODY 
 

7.1(a) CUSTODY 
7.1(b) SOLE CUSTODY WITH DEFINITION 
7.1(c) CUSTODY – LEGAL AND PHYSICAL 

 
 7.2 JOINT (EQUAL) 
 

7.2(a) JOINT CUSTODY 
7.2(b) JOINT CUSTODY WITH DEFINITION 

 
 7.3 JOINT (ONE PRIMARY) 
 

7.3(a) JOINT (ONE PRIMARY) 
7.3(b) JOINT (ONE PRIMARY) WITH DEFINITION 

 
7.4 PARENTING PLAN 
 

7.4(a) PARENTING PLAN 
7.4(b) RESIDENCE 
7.4(c) SCHEDULING 
7.4(d) CONDITIONS 

 
7.5 DECISIONS  

 
7.5(a) BY CUSTODIAL PARENT 
7.5(b) BY CUSTODIAL PARENT AFTER CONFERRING 
7.5(c) JOINT 
7.5(d) JOINT, PRIMARY FINAL DECISION MAKER 
7.5(e) DECISIONS – BY CUSTODIAL PARENT. DETAILED 

DUTY TO CONSULT 
 
8. VISITATION 
 
 8.1 REASONABLE VISITATION WITHOUT SPECIFICS 
 

8.1(a) STANDARD 
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 8.2 STANDARD VISITATION (SOLE CUSTODY) 
 

8.2(a) STANDARD 
 

 8.3 EXPANDED VISITATION 
 

8.3(a) STANDARD 
 

 8.4 STANDARD PARENTING SCHEDULE (JOINT CUSTODY) 
 

8.4(a) STANDARD 
 

 8.5 EXPANDED PARENTING SCHEDULE (JOINT CUSTODY) 
 

8.5(a) STANDARD 
 

 8.6 SUPERVISED 
 

8.6(a) STANDARD 
 

 8.7 ALTERNATING WEEKEND 
 

8.7(a) ALTERNATING WEEKENDS (FRIDAY – SUNDAY) 
8.7(b) ALTERNATING WEEKENDS (FRIDAY – SUNDAY), 

INCLUDE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 
8.7(c) ALTERNATING WEEKENDS (THURSDAY – MONDAY) 
8.7(d) ALTERNATING WEEKENDS (FRIDAY – MONDAY), 

INCLUDE SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 
 

8.8 ALTERNATING WEEKS 
 

8.8(a) SUNDAY TO SUNDAY 
 
8.9 WEEKDAYS 
 

8.9(a) OVERNIGHT WEEKDAYS ALTERNATE WEEKS 
8.9(b) OVERNIGHT WEEKDAYS EVERY WEEK 
8.9(c) NON-OVERNIGHT WEEKDAYS ALTERNATE WEEKS 
8.9(d) NON-OVERNIGHT WEEKDAYS EVERY WEEK 

 
8.10 THANKSGIVING 

 
8.10(a) ALTERNATE WEDNESDAY - SUNDAY  
8.10(b) ALTERNATE THANKSGIVING DAY ONLY 
8.10(c) ALWAYS WITH ONE PARENT 

 
8.11 CHRISTMAS 
 

8.11(a) ALTERNATE HALVES, CHRISTMAS AT 2:00 P.M. 
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8.11(b) ALTERNATE HALVES, CHRISTMAS AT 2:00 P.M., 
PLUS WEEKEND AT END 

8.11(c) CHRISTMAS EVE AND CHRISTMAS DAY ALWAYS 
WITH ONE PARENT 

8.11(d) FIRST HALF, PLUS WEEKEND AT END ALWAYS WITH 
ONE PARENT 

8.11(e) EACH PARENT RECEIVES SAME DESIGNATED WEEKS 
EVERY YEAR 

 
8.12 EASTER AND SPRING BREAK 

 
8.12(a) ALTERNATE EASTER WEEKEND 
8.12(b) EASTER WEEKEND ALWAYS WITH ONE PARENT, 

SPLIT SPRING BREAK 
8.12(c) ALTERNATE SPRING BREAK (NOT INCLUDING 

EASTER WEEKEND) 
8.12(d) SPLIT EASTER BREAK (NOT INCLUDING EASTER 

WEEKEND) 
 

8.13 MEMORIAL DAY 
 

8.13(a) ALTERNATE MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND 
8.13(b) ALTERNATE MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND 
8.13(c) ALWAYS WITH ONE PARENT 
8.13(d) EXTEND WEEKEND OF VISITING PARENT 

 
8.14 FOURTH OF JULY 

 
8.14(a) ALTERNATE FOURTH OF JULY DAY AND ASSOCIATED  

WEEKDAY AND WEEKEND 
8.14(b) ALTERNATE FOURTH OF JULY DAY ONLY 
8.14(c) ALWAYS WITH ONE PARENT 

 
8.15 LABOR DAY 
 

8.15(a) ALTERNATE LABOR DAY WEEKEND 
8.15(b) ALTERNATE LABOR DAY ONLY 
8.15(c) ALWAYS WITH ONE PARENT 

 
8.16 MOTHER’S DAY 

 
8.16(a) FULL WEEKEND WITH MOTHER 
8.16(b) MOTHER’S DAY ONLY WITH MOTHER 

 
8.17 FATHER’S DAY  

 
8.17(a) FULL WEEKEND WITH FATHER 
8.17(b) FATHER’S DAY ONLY WITH FATHER 

 
8.18 CHILDREN’S BIRTHDAYS 
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8.18(a) ALWAYS WITH ONE PARENT, OTHER HAS ACCESS 
8.18(b) WITH PARENT THEN SCHEDULED TO HAVE CHILD 
8.18(c) WITH PARENT THEN SCHEDULED TO HAVE CHILD, 

WITH ACCESS BY OTHER PARENT 
 

8.19 PARENTS’ BIRTHDAYS 
 

8.19(a) EACH PARENT HAS CHILDREN ON PARENT’S 
BIRTHDAY 

 
8.20 SUMMER BREAK 

 
8.20(a) VISITING PARENT HAS SPECIFIC NUMBER OF 

WEEKS, PLUS REGULAR TIME 
8.20(b) ALTERNATE WEEKS, EXCHANGING ON SUNDAYS 
8.20(c) NO EXTENDED TIME, REGULAR SCHEDULE 

CONTINUES 
8.20(e) NOTICE OF WEEKS 
8.20(f) COORDINATE ACTIVITIES AND VACATIONS 
8.20(g) VISITING PARENT HAS ONE WEEK OF EACH SUMMER 

MONTH 
 

8.21 OTHER VISITATION 
 

8.21(a) STANDARD LANGUAGE re SUCH OTHER VISITS AS 
MAY BE AGREED UPON BETWEEN PARTIES 

 
8.22 HOLIDAY PRIORITY 
 

8.22(a) HOLIDAY SCHEDULING HAS PRIORITY OVER 
REGULAR SCHEDULE 

8.22(b) ALTERNATING WEEKENDS BEGIN ANEW AFTER 
SUMMER SCHEDULE AND EACH HOLIDAY 

 
8.23 JEWISH HOLIDAYS 

 
8.23(a) STANDARD 

 
8.24 HOLIDAY VISITATION SAMPLE 

 
9. CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
 
 9.1 DISPARAGEMENT 
 

9.1(a) NO DISPARAGE PARENTS 
9.1(b) DUTY TO PROMOTE OTHER PARENT 
9.1(c) NO DISPARAGE EXTENDED FAMILY 
9.1(e) NO DISCUSSION REGARDING FAMILY COURT SUIT 
9.1(f) NAICO PROVISIONS 
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 9.2 PARENTAL DESIGNATIONS 
 

9.2(a) REFER TO THESE PARENTS AS “MOTHER” AND 
“FATHER” 

9.2(b) NEITHER ALIENATE, BOTH ENCOURAGE LOVE, 
RESPECT AND HONOR 

 
 9.3 HOMEWORK AND READINESS OF TESTS 
 

9.3(a) STANDARD 
 
 9.4 ACTIVITIES 
 

9.4(a) STANDARD 
 

9.5 DISCUSSIONS WITH CHILDREN REGARDING CHANGES IN 
PLANS 

 
9.5(a) DISCUSSION BETWEEN PARENTS FIRST 
9.5(b) OK TO DISCUSS WITH CHILD 
9.5(c) 48HRS NOTICE TO CUSTODIAL PARENT IF UNABLE 

TO EXERCISE VISITATION 
 
 9.6 FAMILY FUNCTION, ATTENDANCE 
 

9.6(a) STANDARD 
 

 9.7 INFORMATION AND ARRANGEMENTS 
 

9.7(a) EACH PARENT KEEP OTHER INFORMED OF ADDRESS 
AND TELEPHONE NUMBER 

9.7(b) MAILING LISTS 
9.7(c) MEDICAL INFORMATION 
9.7(d) ONLY CUSTODIAL PARENT SCHEDULES MEDICAL 

VISITS 
9.7(e) EDUCATION INFORMATION 
9.7(f) ACTIVITY INFORMATION 
9.7(g) ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF INFO STATUS 

 
 9.8 MORALS 
 

9.8(a) NO EXPOSURE TO NON-SPOUSE OVERNIGHT 
9.8(b) NO EXPOSURE TO NON-SPOUSE AT ANY TIME 
9.8(c) ALCOHOL BY ONE PARENT 
9.8(d) ALCOHOL BY BOTH PARENTS 
9.8(e) ALCOHOL AND DRUGS BY ONE PARENT 
9.8(f) ALCOHOL AND DRUGS BY BOTH 
9.8(g) FOUL AND PROFANE LANGUAGE 
9.8(h) VIOLENT CONDUCT 
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 9.9 TELEPHONE ACCESS 
 

9.9(a) PARENTS ENTITLED TO REASONABLE TELEPHONE 
AND/OR EMAIL ACCESS 

9.9(b) CHILDREN ENTITLED TO REASONABLE TELEPHONE 
AND/OR EMAIL ACCESS TO PARENTS 

9.9(c) TELEPHONE CONTACT SPECIFIC TIMES 
 
 9.10 DISPUTES  
 

9.10(a) SUBMIT TO MEDIATION 
9.10(b) FEES AND COSTS IN DISCRETION OF MEDIATOR 
9.10c) SUBMIT TO ARBITRATION 
9.10(d) SUBMIT TO FAMILY COURT 
9.10(e) COUNSELING AND MEDIATION 
9.10(f) ARBITRATION 

 
 9.11 DUAL NATIONALITY OF CHILDREN, PASSPORTS 
 

9.11(a) STANDARD 
 
 9.12 NAMES OF CHILDREN 
 

9.12(a) STANDARD 
 

 9.13 RELIGION 
 

9.13(a) ONE RELIGION 
9.13(b) EXPOSURE TO BOTH RELIGIONS 
9.13c) RELIGIOUS SERVICE ATTENDANCE (ONE) 
9.13(d) RELIGIOUS SERVICE ATTENDANCE (BOTH) 

 
 9.14 TRANSPORTATION, CAR SEATS, AND SEAT BELTS 
 

9.14(a) ONE PARENT TRANSPORTS 
9.14(b) ONE PARENT EACH WAY 
9.14(c) USE SEAT BELTS AND CAR SEATS 

 
9.15 TRANSFER OF CLOTHES 

 
9.15(a) SEND AND RETURN 
9.15(b) EACH PARENT PROVIDE 

 
9.16 UNBORN ISSUE 

 
9.16(a) ACKNOWLEDGE AND RESERVE ISSUE 

 
 9.17 RELOCATION  
 

9.17(a) RELOCATION (PROHIBITED) 
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9.17(b) RELOCATION (NOT PROHIBITED, 90 DAYS NOTICE) 
9.17(c) RELOCATION (CONTEMPLATED) 
9.17(d) NO RELOCATION FOR SPECIFIC TIME 
9.17(e) NO RELOCATION OUTSIDE SPECIFIC AREA 

  
9.18 VIDEOTAPING AND RECORDING 

 
9.18(a) NOT ALLOWED 
9.18(b) ALLOWED 

 
9.19 STANDARD FOR MODIFICATION 
 

9.19(a) CHANGE OF CIRCUMSTANCES 
9.19(b) SOLE CUSTODY STANDARD 
 

9.20 FULL VISITATION SAMPLE 
 

9.21 GRANDPARENT CUSTODY/VISITATION 
 
10. CHILD SUPPORT 
 
 10.1 COORDINATE PL ORDER 
 

10.1(a) IN EFFECT THROUGH CURRENT MONTH 
10.1(b) IN EFFECT THROUGH SPECIFIC DATE 

 
 10.2 DIRECT CHILD SUPPORT 
 

10.2(a) MONTHLY DIRECT, WITH FIVE DAY CLAUSE 
10.2(b) MONTHLY THROUGH STATE DISBURSEMENT UNIT 
10.2(c) NONE, EACH SUPPORT CHILD 
10.2(d) RESERVED FOR LATER DETERMINATION 
10.2(e) NORMAL CONTINGENCIES 
10.2(f) NORMAL CONTINGENCIES, CONTINUE SUPPORT 

UNTIL COLLEGE DEPARTURE 
10.2(g) REDUCTION UPON EMANCIPATION OF CHILD 
10.2(h) MONTHLY PAYMENT BY WAY OF INSTALLMENTS 
10.2(i) NO DIRECT CHILD SUPPORT 
10.2(j) CHILD EMANCIPATION DEFINITION/EMANCIPATION  

DELAY 
10.2(k) SPECIAL NEEDS TRUST 

 
 10.3 HEALTH INSURANCE 
 

10.3(a) ONE PARENT PROVIDES 
10.3(b) ONE PRIMARY, OTHER SECONDARY 
10.3(c) USE BEST POLICY 
10.3(d) QMSO 
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 10.4 UNCOVERED HEALTH EXPENSES 
 

10.4(a) ONE PARENT PAY ALL 
10.4(b) DIVIDE BY PERCENTAGE 
10.4(c) DIVIDE BY PERCENTAGE, AFTER $250.00 
10.4(d) ORTHODONTICS 
10.4(e) COUNSELING 
10.4(f) REIMBURSEMENT METHOD (SPECIFIED # OF DAYS) 
10.4(g) REIMBURSEMENT METHOD (ANNUALLY) 
10.4(h) REIMBURSEMENT METHOD (PREPAYMENT) 

 
 10.5 PRIVATE SCHOOL 
 

10.5(a) ONE PARTY PAY 
10.5(b) PARENTS SPLIT 
10.5(c) RESERVED 

 
 10.6 COLLEGE 
 

10.6(a) ONE PARENT PAY 
10.6(b) PARENTS SPLIT 
10.6(c) APPLICATION FOR SCHOLARSHIPS AND GRANTS 
10.6(d) RISINGER STANDARD 
10.6(e) STATE TUITION PLAN 
10.6(f) EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTS SHALL BE ESTABLISHED 
10.6(g) USE OF EXISTING EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTS 
10.6(h) SET ASIDE FUNDS 
10.6(i) RESERVED 
10.6(j) COLLEGE EXPENSES - S.C. STATE LEVEL 

 
 10.7 SECURITY FOR CHILD SUPPORT (LIFE INSURANCE) 
 

10.7(a) ONE PARENT (SIMPLE) 
10.7(b) ONE PARENT (TRUST) 
10.7(c) BOTH PARENTS (SIMPLE) 
10.7(d) BOTH PARENTS (TRUST) 
10.7(e) ONE PARENT (SINGLE) WITH RIGHT TO SECURE 

MODIFIED INSURANCE 
 

10.8 SECURITY FOR CHILD SUPPORT (BIND ESTATES) 
 

10.8(a) ONE PARENT 
10.8(b) BOTH PARENTS 

 
 10.9 TAXATION, EXEMPTIONS, TAX CREDITS 
 

10.9(a) DEPENDENCY TAX CREDITS ALL TO ONE PARENT 
10.9(b) DEPENDENCY TAX CREDITS ALTERNATE 
10.9(c) DEPENDENCY TAX CREDITS ALL TO ONE, 

REVERT/REVIEW IF PARENT CANNOT USE 
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10.9(d) DEPENDENCY TAX CREDITS, ONE CAN PURCHASE 
FROM THE OTHER 

10.9(e) SIGN IRS FORMS 
10.9(f) HEAD-OF-HOUSEHOLD STATUS 
10.9(g) CHILD SUPPORT NON TAXABLE/NON DEDUCTIBLE 
10.9(h) FILE CONSISTENT TAX RETURNS 

 
 10.10 ACTIVITIES/PAYMENT 
 

10.10(a) PAY FROM CHILD SUPPORT 
10.10b) ONE PARENT PAY 
10.10(c) PARENTS SPLIT COST 

 
 10.11 CHILD CARE, PAYMENT 
 

10.11(a) PAY FROM CHILD SUPPORT 
10.11b) ONE PARENT PAY 
10.11(c) PARENTS SPLIT COST 

 
 10.12 CLOTHING ALLOWANCE, PAYMENT 
 

10.12(a) PAY FROM CHILD SUPPORT 
10.12b) ONE PARENT PAY 
10.12(c) PARENTS SPLIT COSTS 
10.12(d) CAP 

 
10.13 VEHICLE FOR CHILD 

 
10.13(a) PAY FROM CHILD SUPPORT 
10.13(b) ONE PARENT PAY 
10.13(c) PARENTS SPLIT COST 
10.13(d) AUTO INSURANCE 
10.13(e) OTHER EXPENSES 

 
 10.14 GIFTS TO CHILDREN 
 

10.14(a) NO REDUCTION IN CHILD SUPPORT 
10.14(b) REDUCTION IN CHILD SUPPORT 

 
 10.15 TRUSTS 
 

10.15(a) EXISTING TRUSTS 
10.15(b) ESTABLISH TRUST 
 

 10.16 SUPPORT ARREARS 
 

10.16(a) EXISTING ARREARS, WAIVED 
10.16b) EXISTING ARREARS, PAY 
10.16(c) NO ARREARAGES 
10.16(d) FUTURE ARREARS BEAR INTEREST 
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 10.17 RESERVATION OF SUPPORT ISSUES   
 

10.17(a) RESERVE SUPPORT ISSUES 
 
          10.18  FULL CHILD SUPPORT SAMPLES  

 
11. ALIMONY 
 
 11.1 COORDINATE PL ORDER 
 

11.1(a) IN EFFECT THROUGH CURRENT MONTH 
11.1(b) IN EFFECT THOUGH SPECIFIC DATE 

 
 11.2 PERMANENT PERIODIC 
 

11.2(a) DIRECT MONTHLY WITH 5 DAY CLAUSE 
11.2(b) MONTHLY THROUGH STATE DISBURSEMENT UNIT 
11.2(c) INCREASE UPON EMANCIPATION OF CHILD 
11.2(d) NORMAL CONTINGENCIES 
11.2(e) SURVIVE REMARRIAGE 
11.2(f) PAYABLE UNTIL DATE 
11.2(g) FAULT DOES NOT APPLY 
11.2(h) SALARY CONTINUES AS ALIMONY 
11.2(i) PERMANENT PERIODIC ALIMONY (TAXABLE) 

 
 11.3 LUMP SUM, NON-MODIFIABLE 
 

11.3(a) ONE PAYMENT 
11.3(b) MONTHLY PAYMENTS FOR DEFINITE PERIOD 
11.3(c) NORMAL CONTINGENCIES 
11.3(d) SURVIVE REMARRIAGE 
11.3(e) FAULT DOES NOT APPLY 
11.3(f) 5-DAY CLAUSE 
11.3(g) LUMP-SUM NON-MODIFIABLE ALIMONY MONTHLY 
11.3(h) LUMP-SUM ALIMONY 

 
 11.4 REHABILITATIVE 
 

11.4(a) ONE PAYMENT 
11.4(b) MONTHLY PAYMENT FOR DEFINITE PERIOD 
11.4(c) MONTHLY PAYMENT UNTIL THREE RETURNS 

COMPLETE 
11.4(d) PAYMENT SPECIFIC EXPENSES 
11.4(e) MODIFIABLE 
11.4(f) EXTENDABLE 
11.4(g) NON-MODIFIABLE 
11.4(h) NORMAL CONTINGENCIES 
11.4(i) SURVIVE REMARRIAGE 
11.4(j) FAULT DOES NOT APPLY 
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 11.5 REIMBURSEMENT 
 

11.5(a) ONE PAYMENT 
11.5(b) MONTHLY PAYMENTS FOR DEFINITE PERIOD 
11.5(c) MODIFIABLE 
11.5(d) NON-MODIFIABLE 
11.5(e) NORMAL CONTINGENCIES 
11.5(f) SURVIVE REMARRIAGE 
11.5(g) FAULT DOES NOT APPLY 
   

 11.6 PAYMENT OF EXPENSES 
 

11.6(a) SPECIFIC EXPENSES 
 
 11.7 ALIMONY RESERVED 
 

11.7(a) RESERVED INDEFINITELY 
11.7(b) RESERVED UNTIL DATE 
11.7(c) RESERVED SUBJECT TO CONDITIONS 

 
 11.8 ALIMONY WAIVED  
 

11.8(a) BY BOTH 
11.8(b) BY WIFE 
11.8(c) BY HUSBAND 
11.8(d) CONDITIONAL WAIVER 
11.8(e) MUTUAL WAIVER WITH DELAY FOR HEALTH 

INSURANCE 
11.8(f) SPOUSAL SUPPORT WAIVER 

 
 11.9 HEALTH INSURANCE 
 

11.9(a) PROVIDE UNTIL DIVORCE 
11.9(b) PROVIDE UNTIL NO LONGER ELIGIBLE FOR ALIMONY 
11.9(c) COBRA 
11.9(d) SCHIP 
11.9(e) NAMED INSURED 
11.9(f) SHARE EXPENSE 
11.9(g) DELAY DIVORCE 
11.9(h) KEEP ON STATE POLICY 
11.9(i) MEDICAL INSURANCE AND OTHER BENEFITS 
 

 11.10 UNCOVERED HEALTH EXPENSES 
 

11.10(a) PAY UNTIL DIVORCE 
11.10(b) PAY UNTIL NO LONGER ELIGIBLE FOR ALIMONY 
11.10(c) SHARE EXPENSE 
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 11.11 SECURITY FOR ALIMONY (LIFE INSURANCE) 
 

11.11(a) SIMPLE 
11.11(b) TRUST 

 
 11.12 SECURITY FOR SUPPORT (BIND ESTATES) 
 

11.12(a) ARREARAGES ONLY 
11.12(b) ARREARAGES AND FUTURE SUPPORT 
11.12(c) FUTURE SUPPORT 
 

 11.13 TAX CONSEQUENCES 
 

11.13(a) TAXABLE AND DEDUCTIBLE (NO LONGER APPLIES) 
11.13(b) NOT TAXABLE, NOT DEDUCTIBLE 
11.13(c) PENDENTE LITE AWARD,  TAXABLE, DEDUCTIBLE 
11.13(d) PENDENTE LITE AWARD, NON TAXABLE, NOT 

DEDUCTIBILITY 
11.13(e) MIXED PAYABILITY/DEDUCTIBILITY 
11.13(f) FILE RETURNS CONFORMING TO AGREEMENT 
11.13(g) ADJUST SUPPORT IF INTENDED TAX RESULT 

DIFFERS 
 
 11.14 TERMINATION/MODIFICATION   
 

11.14(a) MODIFIABLE 
11.14(b) NON-MODIFIABLE 
11.14(c) LIMITED MODIFIABILITY 
11.14(d) NO MODIFICATION OR TERMINATION FOR 

MISCONDUCT 
11.14(e) SURVIVES REMARRIAGE 
11.14(f) SURVIVES DEATH 
11.14(g) ADDITIONAL ALIMONY TERMINATION LANGUAGE 
11.14(h) ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS RE: SPOUSAL SUPPORT 

 
 11.15 ALIMONY TRUST 
 

11.15(a) STANDARD ALIMONY TRUST 
 
 11.16 SUPPORT ARREARS  
 

11.16(a) EXISTING ARREARS WAIVED 
11.16(b) EXISTING ARREARS PAY 
11.16(c) NO ARREARAGES 
11.16(d) FUTURE ARREARS BEAR INTEREST 
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12. EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
 
 12.1 LEAD IN 
 

12.1(a) STANDARD  
 
 12.2 HEADERS 
 

12.2(a) E/D TO WIFE 
12.2(b) E/D TO HUSBAND 
12.2(c) E/D TO BOTH 

 
 12.3 MARITAL HOME 
 

12.3(a) RETAIN WITHOUT DEBT 
12.3(b) RETAIN WITH DEBT 
12.3(c) SELL AND SPLIT 
12.3(d) BUYOUT 
12.3(e) REFINANCE AND REMOVE OTHER SPOUSE  
12.3(f) TAX EXCLUSION 
12.3(g) MARITAL HOME EXAMPLE 
12.3(h) MARITAL HOME EXAMPLE 
 

 12.4 RENTAL PROPERTY 
 

12.4(a) RETAIN WITHOUT DEBT 
12.4(b) RETAIN WITH DEBT 
12.4(c) SELL AND SPLIT 
12.4(d) BUYOUT 
12.4(e) REFINANCE AND REMOVE OTHER SPOUSE 

 
 12.5 LOT 
 

12.5(a) RETAIN WITHOUT DEBT 
12.5(b) RETAIN WITH DEBT 
12.5(c) SELL AND SPLIT 
12.5(d) BUYOUT 
12.5(e) REFINANCE AND REMOVE OTHER SPOUSE 

 
 12.6 OTHER REAL ESTATE 
 

12.6(a) RETAIN WITHOUT DEBT 
12.6(b) RETAIN WITH DEBT 
12.6(c) SELL AND SPLIT 
12.6(d) BUYOUT 
12.6(e) REFINANCE AND REMOVE OTHER SPOUSE 
 

 12.7 CHECKING/SAVINGS ACCOUNTS 
 

12.7(a) RETAIN 
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12.7(b) SPLINT 
12.7(c) CLOSE ACCOUNTS 

 
 12.8 INVESTMENT ACCOUNTS 
 

12.8(a) RETAIN 
12.8(b) SPLINT 
12.8(c) CLOSE ACCOUNTS 
12.8(d) NON-MARITAL ACCOUNTS 

 
12.9 RETIREMENT FUNDS 

 
12.9(a) RETAIN 
12.9(b) SPLINT 
12.9(c) QDRO SUM CERTAIN 
12.9(d) QDRO SHARE GAINS AND LOSSES 
12.9(e) RETAIN AFTER DISTRIBUTION TO SPOUSE 
12.9(f) NAVY RESERVE RETIREMENT PAY BENEFITS 
12.9(g) WAIVER OF MILITARY RETIREMENT BENEFITS 

 
 12.10 STOCK OPTIONS 
 

12.10(a) RETAIN 
12.10(b) SPLINT NOW 
12.10(c) SPLIT LATER 

 
12.11 STOCKS AND BONDS 

 
12.11(a) RETAIN 
12.11(b) SPLINT NOW 
12.11(c) SPLIT LATER 
12.11(d) RETAIN AFTER DISTRIBUTION TO SPOUSE 
 

 12.12 VEHICLES 
 

12.12(a) EACH KEEP OWN 
12.12(b) ONE PAYS OFF OTHER SPOUSE’S VEHICLE 
12.12(c) HUSBAND AND WIFE KEEP PARTICULAR VEHICLES 
12.12(d) RETAIN, NO LIEN 

 
 12.13 PERSONAL PROPERTY 
 

12.13(a) ALL DIVIDED 
12.13(b) EXCEPT SCHEDULES A AND B 
12.13(c) RETAIN PLUS SPECIFIC ITEMS 
12.13(d) RETAIN, LESS ITEMS TO SPOUSE, PLUS OTHER 

ITEMS 
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 12.14 CLUB MEMBERSHIPS 
 

12.14(a) RETAIN 
12.14(b) SPLINT 
12.17(c) SEPARATE MEMBERSHIPS 
12.14(d) REACTIVATE AND RETAIN 
12.14(e) USE OF CLUB MEMBERSHIPS 

 
 12.15 BUSINESS 
  

12.15(a) RETAIN 
12.15(b) SPLINT 
12.15(c) BUYOUT 
12.15(d) SELL AND SPLIT 
12.15(e) REDEMPTION 
12.15(f) PARTNERSHIPS AND INVESTMENTS 
12.15(g) BROKERAGE AND FINANCIAL SERVICES CO 
12.15(h) BUSINESS INTEREST WAIVER 

 
 12.16 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE 
 

12.16(a) RETAIN 
12.16(b) BUYOUT 

 
 12.17 LIFE INSURANCE 
 

12.17(a) RETAIN 
12.17(b) SPLINT 
12.17(c) RETAIN SUBJECT TO SECURITY PROVISIONS 
 

 12.18 NOTES RECEIVABLE 
 

12.18(a) RETAIN 
12.18(b) SPLINT 

 
12.19 CASH PAYMENT 
 

12.19(a) STANDARD 
12.19(b) CASH PAYMENT EXAMPLE 
12.19(c) CASH PAYMENT EXAMPLE 
12.19(d) CASH PAYMENT SECURED BY LIFE INSURANCE 

 
 12.20 CHARITABLE FOUNDATION, WAIVER 
 

12.20(a) STANDARD 
 
 12.21 TRUST, WAIVER 
 

12.21(a) STANDARD 
12.21(b) TRUST FUND WAIVER 
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12.21(c) RELEASE OF CLAIMS AS TO TRUSTS 
 
 12.22 ESTABLISH TRUST 
 

12.22(a) STANDARD 
 
 12.23 PETS 
 

12.23(a) RETAIN 
12.23(b) SPLIT 
12.23(c) SHARE 

 
 12.24 USE OF VACATION HOME 
 

12.24(a) STANDARD 
 

 12.25 OTHER PROPERTY (RESERVED) 
 

12.25(a) STANDARD 
12.25(b) STANDARD, PLUS FOLLOW-UP VISITATION 

 
12.26 FULL EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT SAMPLE 
 
12.27 HOLD HARMLESS BUSINESS 
 

13. DEBTS 
 

13.1 EACH PAY OWN, JOINT HOLD HARMLESS 
 
13.2 DEBTS TO BE PAID 
 
13.3 PENDING SUIT AGAINST PARTIES 

 
13.4 EACH PAY OWN, ONE WAY HELD HARMLESS 

 
13.5   FULL DEBT SAMPLE 
 

14. TAX RETURNS 
 

14.1   JOINT THROUGH SPECIFIC YEAR 
 
14.2   SEPARATE RETURNS THEREAFTER 
 
14.3   AMENDMENTS OF PRIOR JOINT RETURNS 
 
14.4   AVOID UNINTENDED TAX CONSEQUENCES 
 
14.5   SIMPLE HOLD HARMLESS BY ONE 
 
14.6 EXPANDED HOLD HARMLESS BY ONE 
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14.7 MUTUAL HOLD HARMLESS 
 
14.8 SPECIFIC TAX DEBTS 
 
14.9 REFUNDS/LIABILITIES 
 
14.10 JOINT THROUGH SPECIFIC YEAR WITH ONE WAY HELD 
          HARMLESS 
 
14.11 FULL TAX RETURN SAMPLE 
 

15. ATTORNEY FEES 
 

15.1 EACH PAY OWN 
 
15.2 ONE PAYS FEES OF OTHER 
 
15.3 GAL FEES 
 
15.4 MEDIATION FEES 
 
15.5 COUNSELOR/EVALUATOR FEES 
 
15.6 PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR FEES 
 
15.7 ONE PAY FEES, MEDIATION, GAL, AND COUNSELOR 

 
15.8  FULL ATTORNEY FEE SAMPLE 

 
15.9  TAXES AND INDEMINFICATIONS 
 

16. SEPARATION AND NON-INTERFERENCE 
 

16.1 GENERAL 
 
17. RELEASE AND DISMISS ALL CLAIMS 
 

17.1 GENERAL 
 
17.2 MUTUAL RELEASES 
 

18. BINDING EFFECTS HEIRS AND ASSIGNS 
 

18.1 GENERAL 
 

19. DISCLOSURE  
 

19.1 GENERAL 
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 20. FAIRNESS OF AGREEMENT 
  

20.1 GENERAL 
 

21. APPROVAL MODIFICATION AND ENFORCEMENT 
 

21.1 GENERAL 
 
21.2 ONLY CHILD ISSUES MODIFIABLE 
 
21.3 ONLY CHILD AND ALIMONY ISSUES MODIFIABLE 
 
21.4 ALL NON MODIFIABLE, BUT ENFORCEABLE  

 
21.5 APPROVAL MODIFICATION ENFORCEMENT SAMPLE 
 

22. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
 

22.1 VOLUNTARY 
 
22.2 COMPLETE AGREEMENT 
 
22.3 FULL DISCLOSURE 
 
22.4 WAIVER ESTATE RIGHTS 
 
22.5 ENFORCEMENT 
 
22.6   DEFAULTS NOT WAIVED 
 
22.7 APPLICABLE LAWS 
 
22.8   ADDRESSES 
 
22.9  RECONCILIATION 
 
22.10  SEVERABILITY 
 
22.11  LANGUAGE USAGE 
 
22.12  CONSTRUCTION 
22.13  HEADINGS 
 
22.14  MODIFICATION 
 
22.15  IMPLEMENTATION 
 
22.16  CONFIDENTIALITY 
 
22.17  SEAL RECORD 
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22.18  GENERAL PROVISIONS SAMPLE 
 

23. IN WITNESS WHEREOF 
  

23.1   STANDARD 
 

24. PARTY AND WITNESS SIGN LINES 
  

24.1   STANDARD 
  

24.2   STANDARD WITH SEAL 
 

25. PROBATES 
 

25.1   STANDARD 
 

26. ATTORNEY CERTIFICATE - HUSBAND 
 

26.1   STANDARD 
 

27. ATTORNEY CERTIFICATE - WIFE 
 

27.1  STANDARD 
 

28. SCHEDULE A. 
 
29. SCHEDULE B. 
 
30. OTHER MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
 

30.1   RELIGIOUS DIVORCE 
 
30.2   DISMISSAL OF FAULT GROUNDS, INTENTION TO PROCEED  
          ON ONE YEAR DIVORCE 
 
30.3   AGREEMENT NOT TO DIVORCE TO PRESERVE HEALTH  
          INSURANCE RIGHTS 

 
30.4 EGYPTIAN DIVORCE 
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31.     FULL AGREEMENT EXAMPLE 
 

31.1   FULL ACKNOWLEDGMENT SAMPLES 
 
31.2   PARENTING AGREEMENT 
 
31.3   ACKNOWLEDGMENT AND RELEASE (BUSINESS AS PARTY) 

 
31.4   PROPERTY DIVISION 
 
31.5   FULL AGREEMENT – McDOUGALL 

  



PREAMBLE 
HEADER (STATE, COUNTY, TITLE) 
1.1(a) STANDARD 
 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA  ) 
      ) MARITAL SETTLEMENT 
COUNTY OF [COUNTY]   )       AGREEMENT 
 
 



PREAMBLE 
DATE, PLACE, AND PARTIES TO AGREEMENT 
2.1(a) STANDARD 
 
This Marital Settlement Agreement [herein agreement] made and entered into 

this [DAY OF AGREEMENT] day of [MONTH AND YEAR OF AGREEMENT], in 

[COUNTY] County, South Carolina, by and between [H/W or First Name [herein 

"H/W" or First Name], and [H/W First Name] [herein "H/W" First Name]. 



PREAMBLE 
DATE AND PLACE OF MARRIAGE 
3.1(a) CIVIL MARRIAGE 
 
WHEREAS, [H/W] and [H/W] are [HUSBAND/WIFE] and [HUSBAND/WIFE], 

having been lawfully married to each other on [DATE OF MARRIAGE] in [CITY 

AND STATE WHERE MARRIAGE TOOK PLACE]; and  

 



PREAMBLE 
DATE AND PLACE OF MARRIAGE  
3.1(b) Common Law Marriage 
 
 
WHEREAS, [H/W]  and [H/W] are husband and wife having entered into or lawful 
consent into marriage beginning on or about [Date Common Law Marriage Began] in 
[City and state where Common Law marriage began] which common Law Marriage 
continue to date and 



PREAMBLE 
DATE AND PLACE OF MARRIAGE 
3.1(c) COHIBITATION 
 
RESERVED 
 



PREAMBLE 
DATE AND PLACE OF MARRIAGE 
3.1(d) CIVIL UNIONS/ PARTNERSHIPS 
 
RESERVED 
 



PREAMBLE 
DATE AND PLACE OF MARRIAGE 
3.1(e) PRIOR MARRIAGES/LAWFULLY DIVORCED 
 
RESERVED 
 



PREAMBLE 
3.1(f) SAME SEX MARRIAGE 
 

 WHEREAS, _______ and _________ are lawfully married to each other, having been 

married on __________ in ____________, __________; and  

 
  WHEREAS, ____ and _____ are same sex spouses, having been lawfully 

married to each other on ___________ in ____________; and  

 



PREAMBLE 
CHILDREN 
3.2(a) NO CHILDREN 
 
 WHEREAS, no children have been born of this marriage and none are 

expected; and, 



PREAMBLE 
CHILDREN 
3.2(b) CHILD 
 
WHEREAS, one (1) child was born of this marriage, to-wit:  [CHILD’S FULL 

NAME] [herein “[CHILD]”], born [CHILD’S DATE OF BIRTH], and now [CHILD’S 

AGE] years of age. No other children have been born of this marriage and none 

are expected; and 



PREAMBLE 
CHILDREN 
3.2(c) CHILD, EMANCIPATED 
 

WHEREAS, one (1) child has been born of this marriage, to-wit: [CHILD’S FULL 

NAME], [CHILD’S DOB] who is now emancipated; and 



PREAMBLE 
CHILDREN 
3.2(d) CHILDREN 
 
WHEREAS, [NUMBER OF CHILDREN] children were born of this marriage, 

[CHILD’S FULL NAME] [hereinafter “[OLDEST CHILD]”], born [OLDEST CHILD’S 

DOB], and now [OLDEST CHILD’S AGE] years of age; [YOUNGER CHILD’S FULL 

NAME] [hereinafter “[YOUNGER CHILD]”], born [YOUNGER CHILD’S DOB], and 

now [YOUNGER CHILD’S AGE]] years of age; and 



PREAMBLE 
CHILDREN 
3.2(e) CHILDREN, SOME EMANCIPATED 
 
WHEREAS, of this marriage, [NUMBER OF CHILDREN] children were born, 

to-wit: [OLDEST CHILD’S FULL NAME], born [OLDEST CHILD’S DOB], now 

age [OLDEST CHILD’S AGE] and emancipated; and, [YOUNGER CHILD’S 

FULL NAME], born [YOUNGER CHILD’S DOB], now age [YOUNGER CHILD’S 

AGE].  No other children were born of this marriage and none are expected; 

and 



PREAMBLE 
CHILDREN 
3.2(f) CHILDREN, ALL EMANCIPATED 
 
WHEREAS, [NUMBER OF CHILDREN] children were born of this marriage, 

[OLDEST CHILD’S FULL NAME]; and [YOUNGER CHILD’S FULL NAME], 

[BOTH/ALL] of whom are now emancipated; and 



3.2 (g) Biological Parents 
Finalize Step-Parent Adoption 

 

WHEREAS, MOTHER is the biological mother of _____, born XX/XX/2005, now ___ years of 

age.  While FATHER is not her biological father, he has served as her psychological parent for 

the last ___ years, beginning when s/he was approximately ___years of age, and continuing to 

date.  FATHER and MOTHER agree to cooperate with and finalize the step-parent adoption of 

AC by FATHER, including signing an irrevocable step-parent adoption consent form; 

 



3.2(h) Biological Parents 
M Pregnant, F Not Biological Parent 
 

WHEREAS, MOTHER is currently pregnant with a child.  Both parties acknowledge that 

FATHER is not the biological parent of this child and both parties acknowledge that Defendant 

____ is the biological parent of this child; 

 



3.2(i)  Home State 
 

WHEREAS, South Carolina is the “home state” of ___, ___ and ___ as defined under the 

UCCJEA, §63-15-302(7), S.C. Code of Laws, 1976, as amended; 

 



PREAMBLE 
DATE AND PLACE OF SEPARATION 
3.3(a) SEPARATION AND DATE 
 
WHEREAS, [H/W]  and [H/W] last resided and cohabited as [HUSBAND/WIFE] 

and [HUSBAND/WIFE] in [COUNTY OF RESIDENCE AT TIME OF SEPARATION] 

County, South Carolina, and are now living separate and apart, having last 

separated on [DATE OF SEPARATION]; and 

 



PREAMBLE 
DATE AND PLACE OF SEPARATION 
3.3(b) SEPARATION AND NO DATE 
 
WHEREAS, [H/W] and [H/W] last resided and cohabited as [HUSBAND/WIFE] 

and [HUSBAND/WIFE] in [COUNTY OF RESIDENCE AT TIME OF SEPARATION] 

County, South Carolina, and are now living separate and apart; and 



 
PREAMBLE 
DATE AND PLACE OF SEPARATION 
3.3(C) Preparing to Separate 
 
WHEREAS, [H/W] and [H/W] last resided and cohabitated as [husband and wife in 

[state] and upon the execution of this agreement intend to separate; and 

 



PREAMBLE 
COUNSEL 
3.4(a) SEPARATE COUNSEL (BOTH HAVE ATTORNEYS) 
 
WHEREAS, the parties acknowledge that they are and have been represented 

by separate legal counsel of their respective choosing, [H/W] being represented 

by James T. McLaren, Esquire, of the law firm of McLaren & Lee, Columbia, 

South Carolina; and [H/W] being represented by [OPPOSING COUNSEL], 

Esquire, of the law firm [OPPOSING COUNSEL LAW FIRM], [CITY OF 

OPPOSING COUNSEL LAW FIRM], South Carolina; and the parties acknowledge 

that they have been completely and fairly represented and believe that they 

have been fully advised of all their rights and responsibilities generally, and 

especially hereunder; and 



PREAMBLE 
COUNSEL 
3.4(b) SEPARATE COUNSEL (ONE HAS ATTORNEY) 
 
WHEREAS, the parties acknowledge that they have each had the opportunity to 

be represented by separate legal counsel of their respective choosing.  [H/W] has 

been represented by James T. McLaren, Esquire, and [H/W] has been advised by 

an attorney of [HIS/HER] choosing, however, [HE/SHE] now desires to continue 

without representation of counsel; and 

 
VERSION #2 
 
 WHEREAS, [H/W] acknowledges that [HE/SHE] has had ample 

opportunity to retain separate counsel to represent [HIM/HER] in this matter, 

but has chosen not to do so; [HE/SHE] believes that [HE/SHE] is fully aware of 

all of [HIS/HER] rights and responsibilities generally, and especially hereunder 

and hereby waives the right to have separate counsel in this matter; and 

 WHEREAS, [H/W] acknowledges and represents that James T. McLaren 

of McLaren & Lee only represents [H/W] and that [H/W] has not received any 

legal or other advice from James T. McLaren and McLaren & Lee, except to 

retain the services of separate counsel of his choosing, which [H/W] has 

declined to do; and, 

 



PREAMBLE 
CPA 
3.5(a) BOTH HAVE CPA 
 

WHEREAS, both parties acknowledge that they have each had the benefit of the 

services of separate certified public accountants to advise them of the tax and 

financial consequences associated with this Agreement, [CLIENT CPA], CPA, for 

[H/W], and [OPPOSING PARTY CPA], CPA for [H/W], with whom [H/W] and 

[H/W] express satisfaction with their respective services, and acknowledge that 

each party to this Agreement accepts and is aware of the tax and financial 

consequences associated with this Agreement; and 



PREAMBLE 
CPA 
3.5(b) ONE HAS CPA 
 



PREAMBLE 
CPA 
3.5(c) CPA (NONE, BUT HAD OPPORTUNITY) 
 
WHEREAS, both parties acknowledge that they have each had the opportunity 

to have the benefit of the services of separate certified public accountants to 

advise them of the tax and financial consequences associated with this 

Agreement, and acknowledge that each party to this Agreement accepts and is 

aware of the tax and financial consequences associated with this Agreement; 

and 

 
 



PREAMBLE 
GAL 
3.6(a) BOTH SATISFIED WITH GAL 
 
 WHEREAS, [GUARDIAN ad LITEM], Esquire, of the [COUNTY OF 

GUARDIAN ad LITEM] County Bar was appointed as Guardian ad Litem to 

represent the interests of [CHILDREN] in the pending Family Court litigation; 

and the parties hereby acknowledge that [GUARDIAN ad LITEM] has properly 

performed [HIS/HER] duties as Guardian ad Litem; and,   



PREAMBLE 
GAL 
3.6(b) GAL (SILENT AS TO SATISFACTION) 
 
 WHEREAS, [GUARDIAN ad LITEM], Esquire, of the [COUNTY OF 

GUARDIAN ad LITEM] County Bar was appointed as Guardian ad Litem to 

represent the interests of [CHILDREN] in the pending Family Court litigation 

 



PREAMBLE 
MEDIATION 
3.7(a) BOTH SATISFIED WITH MEDIATION 
 
WHEREAS, the parties acknowledge that they mediated the issues between 

them with [MEDIATOR], Esquire of the [COUNTY OF MEDIATOR] County Bar, 

with whom they each express satisfaction; and, 



PREAMBLE 
MEDIATION 
3.7(b) MEDIATION (SILENT AS TO SATISFACTION) 
 
WHEREAS, the parties acknowledge that they mediated the issues between 

them with [MEDIATOR], Esquire of the [COUNTY OF MEDIATOR] County, with 

whom they each express satisfaction; and, 

 



PREAMBLE 
ISSUES RESOLVED 
3.8(a) INCLUDING CHILDREN 
 
 WHEREAS, the parties hereto now consider it to their respective best 

interests and the interests of their [CHILD/CHILDREN] to settle between 

themselves all matters in issue and all matters heretofore arising or hereafter to 

arise from their marital union, and have reached a permanent and complete 

agreement and now wish to reduce their agreement to writing and desire that it 

shall constitute the total agreement between them, both now and following any 

decree of divorce or final decree of separate maintenance which either might 

obtain, with respect to all matters relative to child custody, child support and 

visitation, alimony, debt allocation, property division, attorney fees, tax matters, 

and all other matters which were raised or could have been raised between the 

parties hereto, other than the issue of divorce itself; and 

 



PREAMBLE 
ISSUES RESOLVED 
3.8(b) NO CHILDREN 
 
WHEREAS, the parties hereto now consider it to their respective best interests 

to settle between themselves all matters in issue and all matters heretofore 

arising or hereafter to arise from their marital union, and have reached a 

permanent and complete agreement and now wish to reduce their agreement to 

writing and desire that it shall constitute the total agreement between them, 

both now and following any decree of divorce or final decree of separate 

maintenance which either might obtain, with respect to all matters relative to 

alimony, debt allocation, property division, attorney fees, tax matters, and all 

other matters which were raised or could have been raised between the parties 

hereto, other than the issue of divorce itself; and 



PREAMBLE 

ISSUES RESOLVED 

3.8(c) PENDING SUIT 

 



PREAMBLE 

ISSUES RESOLVED 

3.8(d)  PENDING RULES AND MOTIONS 

 



PREAMBLE 
DISCLOSURE 
3.9(a) FULL DISCLOSURE 
 

WHEREAS, both parties acknowledge that each is sufficiently 

familiar with the financial ability, income, debts, expenses, worth and assets of 

the other and each recognizes that they are not entering into this Agreement as a 

result of duress or any undue influence but as the natural consequence of the 

breakdown of their marriage and they fully recognize that each party has freely, 

actively and fully taken part in the negotiation hereof over a reasonable period of 

time and each fully accepts the terms and conditions hereof and each party 

acknowledges and considers the same to be fair, just and equitable under the 

circumstances; and 

 



PREAMBLE 

DISCLOSURE 

3.9(b) WAIVE FURTHER DISCLOSURE 

 



PREAMBLE 

CIRCUMSTANCES 

3.10(a) GENERAL CIRCUMSTANCES, WITHOUT SPECIFICS 

 



PREAMBLE 
CIRCUMSTANCES 
3.10(b) GENERAL CIRCUMSTANCES, WITH SPECIFICS 
 
WHEREAS, [H/W] and [H/W] acknowledge and represent that the general 

circumstances under which this Agreement is entered into include the financial 

circumstances set forth on their Financial Declarations, as amplified by the 

following: (1) [H/W] is [H/W AGE] years of age, born [H/W DOB], is in good 

health, is [H/W EMPLOYMENT DESCRIPTION] anticipating a gross annual 

income of approximately $[H/W INCOME], and resides at [H/W ADDRESS]; and, 

(2) [H/W] is [H/W AGE] years of age, born [H/W DOB], is in good health, is [H/W 

EMPLOYMENT DESCRIPTION] anticipating a gross annual income of 

approximately $[H/W INCOME], and resides at [H/W ADDRESS];  

 

UNNECESSARY IF NO CHILDREN 

and, (3) [OLDEST CHILD] is [OLDEST CHILD’S AGE] years of age [OLDEST 

CHILD’S DOB] and attends [OLDEST CHILD’S SCHOOL], and, (4) [YOUNGER 

CHILD] is [YOUNGER CHILD’S AGE] years of age [YOUNGER CHILD’S DOB] and 

attends [YOUNGER CHILD’S SCHOOL]. 



PREMABLE 
3.11(a) NOW, THEREFORE (STANDARD) 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual and several binding 

promises, covenants and undertakings herein contained and for other good and 

valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby 

acknowledged, the parties hereto do hereby acknowledge full satisfaction with 

regard to the terms and conditions hereof and acknowledge that they are fair, 

just, adequate and reasonable, and hereby freely and voluntarily agree as 

follows: 



3.12 FULL SAMPLE PREAMBLE 
 
  This Agreement made and entered into this ____day of __________,  20___, in _______ 

County, South Carolina, by and between [WIFE’S FULL NAME] (herein "[FIRST NAME"), and 

[HUSBAND’S FULL NAME] (herein "[FIRST NAME]"). 

WITNESSETH: 

  WHEREAS, WIFE and HUSBAND are wife and husband, having been lawfully married 

to each other on __________ in[CITY], [STATE]; and  

  WHEREAS, three (3) children were born of this marriage, [CHILD’S INITIALS], born 

[YEAR OF BIRTH], and now [AGE]  years of age; , [CHILD’S INITIALS], born [YEAR OF BIRTH], 

and now [AGE]  years of age and , [CHILD’S INITIALS], born [YEAR OF BIRTH], and now [AGE]  

years of age; and 

  WHEREAS, WIFE and HUSBAND last resided and cohabited as wife and husband in 

_____ County, South Carolina, and are now living separate and apart, having last separated on [DATE 

OF SEPARATION]; and 

  WHEREAS, the parties acknowledge that they are and have been represented by separate 

legal counsel of their respective choosing, WIFE being represented by [ATTORNEY NAME], Esquire, of 

the law firm of [FIRM NAME], [CITY], South Carolina; and HUSBAND being represented by 

[ATTORNEY NAME], Esquire, of the law firm of [FIRM NAME], [CITY], South Carolina; and the 

parties acknowledge that they have been completely and fairly represented and believe that they have 

been fully advised of all their rights and responsibilities generally, and especially hereunder; and 

  WHEREAS, both parties acknowledge that they have each had the benefit of the services 

of separate certified public accountants to advise them of the tax and financial consequences associated 

with this Agreement, [CPA NAME] for WIFE, and [CPA NAME] for HUSBAND, with whom WIFE and 

HUSBAND express satisfaction for their respective services, and acknowledge that each party to this 

Agreement accepts and is aware of the tax and financial consequences associated with this Agreement; 

and 

  WHEREAS, [GAL NAME], Esquire, of the ___________County Bar was appointed as 

Guardian ad Litem to represent the interests of [CHILD(REN) INITIALS] in the pending Family Court 

litigation; and the parties hereby acknowledge that [GAL NAME] has properly performed her duties as 

Guardian ad Litem; and,   

  WHEREAS, the parties acknowledge that they mediated the issues between them with 

[MEDIATOR’S NAME], Esquire of the _________ County Bar, with whom they each express 

satisfaction; and, 

  WHEREAS, the parties hereto now consider it to their respective best interests and the 



interests of their children to settle between themselves all matters in issue and all matters heretofore 

arising or hereafter to arise from their marital union, and have reached a permanent and complete 

agreement and now wish to reduce their agreement to writing and desire that it shall constitute the total 

agreement between them, both now and following any decree of divorce or final decree of separate 

maintenance which either might obtain, with respect to all matters relative to child custody, child support 

and visitation, alimony, debt allocation, property division, attorney fees, tax matters, and all other matters 

which were raised or could have been raised between the parties hereto, other than the issue of divorce 

itself; and 

  WHEREAS, both parties acknowledge that each is sufficiently familiar with the financial 

ability, income, debts, expenses, worth and assets of the other and each recognizes that they are not entering 

into this Agreement as a result of duress or any undue influence but as the natural consequence of the 

breakdown of their marriage and they fully recognize that each party has freely, actively and fully taken part 

in the negotiation hereof over a reasonable period of time and each fully accepts the terms and conditions 

hereof and each party acknowledges and considers the same to be fair, just and equitable under the 

circumstances; and 

  WHEREAS, WIFE and HUSBAND acknowledge and represent that the general 

circumstances under which this Agreement is entered into include the financial circumstances set forth on 

their Financial Declarations, as amplified by the following: (1) WIFE is [AGE] years of age, is in good 

health, is a [OCCUPATION AND EMPLOYER] anticipating a gross annual income of approximately 

[INCOME], and resides at [ADDRESS]; and, (2) HUSBAND is [AGE] years of age, is in good health, is an 

[OCCUPATION AND EMPLOYER] anticipating a gross annual income of approximately [INCOME], and 

resides at [ADDRESS]; and, (3) [CHILD’S INITIALS] is [AGE] years of age and attends the [GRADE #] 

grade at [SCHOOL] ; and, (4) [CHILD’S INITIALS]is [AGE] years of age and attends the [GRADE #] grade 

a [SCHOOL]; and,  (5) [CHILD’S INITIALS] is [AGE] years of age  and attends the [GRADE #] grade at 

[SCHOOL].  None of the children are believed to have any special needs at this time. 

  NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual and several binding 

promises, covenants and undertakings herein contained and for other good and valuable consideration, the 

receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto do hereby acknowledge full 

satisfaction with regard to the terms and conditions hereof and acknowledge that they are fair, just, 

adequate and reasonable, and hereby freely and voluntarily agree as follows: 

 



INCORPORATE RECITALS 
4.1(a) INCOPORATE RECITALS (STANDARD) 
 

I.  RECITALS: 

  The Recitals set forth above are not mere recitals, but are a part and 

parcel of this Agreement and are incorporated herein by reference. 

 



PRENUPTIAL AGREEMENT 

5.1(a) VOID PRENUPTIAL AGREEMENT 

 



PRENUPTIAL AGREEMENT 

5.1(b)  AFFIRM AND MODIFY PRENUPTIAL AGREEMENT 

 



TEMPORARY AGREEMENTS/ORDERS 
6.1(a) CONTROL THROUGH MONTH END 
 
TEMPORARY SUPPORT:  Pursuant to the Pendente Lite Order dated [DATE 

OF PL ORDER], [H/W] is required to pay certain of [H/W]'s household bills 

and to pay direct support for [H/W]'s benefit, without tax consequence. The 

rights and responsibilities of the parties under the Pendente Lite Order dated 

[DATE OF PL ORDER] shall terminate effective the first day of the first 

calendar month after this Agreement is signed by the parties and shall be 

replaced by the permanent support arrangements set forth below. 



TEMPORARAY AGREEMENTS/ORDERS 

6.1(b) CONTROL THROUGH DATE 



TEMPORARY AGREEMENTS/ORDERS 

6.1(c) TAXABLE/DEDUCTIBLE 

 



TEMPORARY AGREEMENTS/ORDERS 

6.1(d) NONTAXABLE/NONDEDUCTIBLE 

 



TEMPORARY AGREEMENTS/ORDERS 

6.1(e) PENDENTE LITE OBLIGATIONS SATISFIED 

 



TEMPORARY AGREEMENTS/ORDERS 

6.1(f) PENDENTE LITE OBLIGATIONS UNPAID 

 



6.1(g) PENDENTE LITE ORDER 
 
The Pendente Lite Orders of the Court shall remain in full force and effect through ____________, except 

child support which shall be effective _____________.  The provisions of this Agreement shall commence 

and become effective ________________. 
 



6.1(h) Accounting and Reimbursement Waiver 
 
ACCOUNTING AND REIMBURSEMENT WAIVER:  Under the Pendente Lite Order of the 

Court, HUSBAND and WIFE were required to share certain expenses.  All further accountings are 

waived and WIFE and HUSBAND are deemed current through __________ for all 

reimbursements, except as to [CHILD’S INITIALS]’s private school expenses for the [YEAR] 

school year. 

 



6.1(i) Informal Support Arrangements 
 

 During the separation of the parties and continuing during the pendency of this action, 

HUSBAND has provided support, directly and indirectly, to and on behalf of WIFE.  Both 

parties acknowledge that these interim temporary support arrangements have been intended to 

and shall have no tax consequences to WIFE or HUSBAND.  These temporary support 

arrangements shall continue and remain in effect until the permanent support arrangements 

begin, as set forth below. 

 



CUSTODY 
SOLE CUSTODY 
7.1(a) SOLE CUSTODY 
 
Custody:  [H/W] shall have custody of [CHILDREN]. 



CUSTODY 
SOLE CUSTODY 
7.1(b) SOLE CUSTODY WITH DEFINITION 
 
Custody:  [H/W] shall have sole legal custody of the parties minor children.  
 
Physical custody shall be shared by the parties with mother/father having  
 
primary physical custody, and mother/father have parenting time as set out  
 
herein. 
 



7.1 (c) CUSTODY 
 
LEGAL AND PHYSICAL 
 
Custody of the Minor Children: Mother shall have sole legal custody of the parties’ two minor 

children.  Physical custody shall be shared by the parties with Mother having primary physical 

custody, and Father shall have parenting time as set out herein. 

 



CUSTODY 
JOINT (EQUAL) 
7.2(a) JOINT CUSTODY 
 
Custody:  The parties shall share jointly the physical custody of [CHILDREN], 

with the intent that [CHILDREN] shall spend equal time with both parents.  The 

specific dates and times shall be arranged between the parents and the children, 

with the activities, desires, and needs of [CHILDREN] being the paramount 

consideration in specific parenting schedules. 



CUSTODY 
JOINT (ONE PRIMARY) 
7.3(b) JOINT (ONE PRIMARY) WITH DEFINITION 
 
CUSTODY:  [H/W] and [H/W] shall have joint custody of [CHILDREN], with 

[H/W] designated as primary custodian.  [H/W] and [H/W] shall each have 

liberal time with and access to [CHILDREN] as set forth specifically below, it 

being the general philosophy of [H/W] and [H/W] that regular contact with both 

parents is in [CHILDREN]’s best interest and consistent with [HIS/HER/THEIR] 

continuing welfare. 



CUSTODY 
PARENTING PLAN 
7.4(b) RESIDENCE 
 
[CHILDREN] shall reside primarily with [H/W].   



CUSTODY 
PARENTING PLAN 
7.4(c) SCHEDULING 
 
SCHEDULING:  [CHILDREN] shall reside with [H/W] at [H/W ADDRESS].  

[H/W] shall have the following reasonable and liberal visitation with and access 

to [CHILDREN], together with the hereinafter stated allocation of the school 

holidays and vacations: 

 
VERSION #2 
 
The parties acknowledge and agree that it is in the best interest of [CHILDREN] 

for them to work out a schedule for [CHILDREN]'s time that enables each of 

them to maximize their time with [CHILDREN], while using their time away 

from [CHILDREN] to enhance their careers and incomes.  Both parties agree 

that it is in [CHILDREN]'s best interests for the parties to create a schedule that 

allows for considerable flexibility, and after considering their ages and maturity, 

the parties agree that their activities, desires and preferences should be given 

due deference.   



CUSTODY 
DECISIONS 
7.5(a) BY CUSTODIAL PARENT 
 
DECISIONS:   
The sole legal custodian shall have final decision-making authority at to all major  
 
decisions regarding the education, healthcare, religious training, welfare, and  
 
other matters of similar importance affecting the minor children. Custodial parent  
 
agrees to consult with other Non-Custodial parent prior to making any major  
 
decisions, including but not limited to changing the minor child/children schools  
 
and/or physicians, the education, healthcare, religious training, and other  
 
matters of similar importance affecting the minor children, but Mother shall have  
 
final decision-making authority on all such decisions.  



CUSTODY 
DECISIONS 
7.5(b) BY CUSTODIAL PARENT AFTER CONFERRING 
 
Decisions:  [H/W] and [H/W] shall consult with each other before any major 

decisions are made, such as those pertaining to health care, religious upbringing, 

educational matters, major discipline and the like.  In the event that the parties 

are unable to jointly make any of those decisions, [H/W], as primary custodian, 

shall have the right to make the final decision after good faith consultation, 

subject to the right of [H/W] to have the matter determined in mediation or by the 

Family Court. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
Consultation and Decisions:  The parties shall consult with each other with 

respect to any major changes to be made in [CHILDREN]’s [LIFE/LIVES] or 

activities, and with regard to [CHILDREN]’s education and religious training, 

summer camp selection, illness and operations (except in emergencies), health, 

welfare, and other matters of similar importance affecting [CHILDREN], whose 

well-being, education and development shall at all times be the paramount 

consideration of [H/W] and [H/W].  However, as stated herein, after such 

consultation, [H/W], as the custodial parent, shall have the right to make the 

final decision. 

ALTERNATIVE: 

Consultation and Decisions:  The parties shall consult with each other with 

respect to any major decisions to be made in [CHILDREN]’s [LIFE/LIVES] or 

activities, and with regard to [CHILDREN]’s education and religious training, 

summer camp selection, extracurricular activities, illness and operations 

(except in emergencies), health, welfare, and other matters of similar 



importance affecting [CHILDREN], whose well-being, education and 

development shall at all times be the paramount consideration of [H/W] and 

[H/W].  However, as stated herein, after such consultation, [H/W], as the 

custodial parent, shall have the right to make the final decision. 

 



CUSTODY 
DECISIONS 
7.5(c) JOINT 
 
Consultation and Decisions:  The parties shall consult with each other with 

respect to any major changes to be made in [CHILDREN]’s [LIFE/LIVES] or 

activities, and with regard to [CHILDREN]’s education and religious training, 

summer camp selection, illness and operations (except in emergencies), health, 

welfare, and other matters of similar importance affecting [CHILDREN], whose 

well-being, education and development shall at all times be the paramount 

consideration of [H/W] and [H/W]. 



CUSTODY 
DECISIONS 
7.5(d) JOINT, PRIMARY FINAL DECISION MAKER 
 
DECISIONS:  Whenever emergencies arise or when major decisions are to be 

made or substantial changes brought about affecting the life or well-being of 

[CHILDREN] with respect to such non-routine matters as education, medical 

care, and religious upbringing, [H/W] and [H/W] shall consult with one 

another, to solicit the insights and opinions of the other concerning the same; 

and each agrees to give due deference to input and opinions of the other.  Both 

parents agree to be reasonable and cooperative in this process and shall always 

act in a manner calculated to serve the best interests and continuing welfare of 

[CHILDREN].  [H/W] acknowledges, however, that [H/W] as the primary 

custodial parent, has the right to make the final decision.  Should either party 

be aggrieved by the decision made, the parent may seek Family Court 

intervention. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
Decisions:  As parents, [H/W] and [H/W] shall in good faith endeavor to jointly 

confer with each other to make all major decisions regarding [CHILDREN]’s 

education, medical care and religious upbringing.  Both parties shall deal with 

one another in good faith and shall be cooperative in that process.  Consent 

shall not be unreasonably withheld.  In the event that an impasse is reached, 

[H/W] shall have the right to make the final decision, but either parent shall 

have the right to submit the matter to mediation or to bring the matter to 

Family Court for determination.   



7.5(e) Decisions 
 
By Custodial Parent, Detailed Duty to Consult 
 
Decisions Regarding the Minor Children: As the sole legal custodian, Mother shall have final 

decision-making authority as to all major decisions regarding the education, healthcare, religious 

training, welfare, and other matters of similar importance affecting the minor children.  Mother 

agrees to consult with Father prior to making any major decisions, including but not limited to 

changing the minor children’s schools and/or physicians, the education, healthcare, religious 

training, and other matters of similar importance affecting the minor children, but Mother shall 

have final decision-making authority on all such decisions.   

Consultation Regarding Major Decisions:  Both parents shall consult on major issues 

concerning the child/children such as education, health, extracurricular activities, and the like.  

The parties shall endeavor to reach agreements on these issues and shall attempt to present a 

united front to the child/children.  In the event the parents are unable to reach an agreement as to 

issues concerning the child/children then Mother shall make the decision for the benefit of the 

child/children.  In the event the parties do not reach a mutual agreement and Mother must make 

the decision, Father shall not undermine Mother’s decision or convey to the child/children his 

disagreement with Mother’s decision or convey to the child/children his disagreement with 

Mother’s decision in the presence of the child/children. Father shall not attempt to usurp 

Mother’s role in the event of a disagreement or countermand Mother’s instructions given to those 

individuals involved with the care, education or supervision of the child/children.  This 

Agreement shall not prevent either parent from petitioning the Family Court to review a decision 

made by Mother or from modifying which parent shall be entitled to decision-making authority 

regarding issues impacting the children.  The Family Court may award attorney’s fees and costs 

to the prevailing party as permitted under South Carolina law. 

 



VISITATION 
REASONABLE VISITATION WITHOUT SPECIFICS 
8.1(a) STANDARD 
 
[H/W] shall have such reasonable contact and visitation with [CHILDREN] as is 

mutually agreeable between the parties.  If [H/W] and [H/W] cannot agree upon 

the specifics of [H/W]’s visitation, after good faith discussions, either party shall 

have the right to petition the Court to set specific visitation and the conditions 

thereof; and 



VISITATION 
ALTERNATING WEEKEND 
8.7(a) ALTERNATING WEEKENDS (FRIDAY-SUNDAY) 
 
Alternate Weekends:  [CHILDREN] shall spend alternate weekends with [H/W] 

commencing [DATE ALTERNATING WEEKENDS SCHEDULE COMMENCES], with 

[H/W] picking [CHILDREN] up at [H/W]’s home on Friday at 6:00 P.M. and 

returning [CHILDREN] to [H/W]’s home on Sunday at 6:00 P.M.  

 



VISITATION 
ALTERNATING WEEKEND 
8.7(b) ALTERNATING WEEKENDS (FRIDAY-SUNDAY), INCLUDE SCHOOL 
HOLIDAYS 
 
Alternating Weekends:  [H/W] shall have [CHILDREN] every other weekend 

commencing at 6:00 P.M. on Friday and concluding with [H/W] returning 

[CHILDREN] to [H/W] at 6:00 P.M. on Sunday.  If the Monday immediately 

following [H/W]’s normal weekend visitation is a school holiday, [H/W] may 

return [CHILDREN] to [H/W] on Monday at 6:00 P.M.  If the Friday of [H/W]’s 

normal weekend visitation is a school holiday, the visitation shall commence at 

6:00 P.M. on Thursday.  [H/W] shall give [H/W] 48 hours advance notice if 

[HE/SHE] intends to exercise Friday or Monday school holiday visitation.  The 

current weekend rotation shall continue.  School holiday visitation does not 

include any day specifically set forth below.   



VISITATION 
ALTERNATING WEEKEND 
8.7(c) ALTERNATING WEEKENDS (THURSDAY-MONDAY) 
 
Alternate Weekends:  [CHILDREN] shall spend alternating weekends with 

[H/W] from 6:00 p.m. on Thursday until the following Monday when [H/W] 

shall take [CHILDREN] to school. 



VISITATION 
ALTERNATING WEEKEND 
8.7(d) ALTERNATE WEEKENDS (FRIDAY-MONDAY), INCLUDE SCHOOL 
HOLIDAYS 
 
Alternate Weekends:  [CHILDREN] will be with [H/W] every other weekend from   

6:00 P.M. on Friday until the Monday morning immediately following, at which 

time [HE/SHE] takes [CHILREN] to school.  When [CHILDREN] are out of school 

for the summer, the pick up time and return place shall be [LOCATION OF 

CHILD(ren) PICK UP] at [TIME CHILD(ren) SHALL BE PICKED UP] P.M. on Friday 

and Monday at  [TIME OF CHILD(ren) PICK UP] A.M. to [LOCATION CHILD(ren) 

SHALL BE RETURNED].  During the school year if the children are out of school 

on Monday immediately following the weekend that the children are scheduled to 

be with [H/W], [CHILDREN] will remain with [H/W] until the Tuesday immediately 

following at which time [HE/SHE] will take [CHILDREN] to school.  During the 

school year, if [CHILDREN] [IS/ARE] out of school on Friday of the weekend that 

[CHILDREN] are scheduled to be with [H/W], [HIS/HER] time with [CHILDREN] 

will begin on Thursday at 6:00 P.M. rather than on Friday.   



VISITATION 
WEEKDAYS 
8.9(b) OVERNIGHT WEEKDAYS EVERY WEEK 
 
Weekdays:  [CHILDREN] shall spend [DAY OF WEEK] evenings with [H/W], as 

[HE/SHE] will be responsible for picking [CHILDREN] up from school and 

returning [HIM/HER/THEM] to school on the following morning. 



VISITATION 
WEEKDAYS 
8.9(d) NON-OVERNIGHT WEEKDAYS EVERY WEEK 
 
Weekday Evenings:  During the school year, on one (1) evening during the week, 

preferably [DAY OF WEEK], [H/W] shall be entitled to visit with [CHILDREN] on 

a non-overnight basis between the hours of [TIME VISITATION BEGINS] and 

[TIME VISITATION ENDS], picking up and returning [CHILDREN] to [H/W]’s 

home. 



VISITATION 
THANKSGIVING 
8.10(a) ALTERNATE WEDNESDAY-SUNDAY 
 
Thanksgiving: [H/W] shall have [CHILDREN] with [HIM/HER] for the 

Thanksgiving Holiday in all [ODD/EVEN]-numbered years commencing with the 

year [YEAR THANKSGIVING SCHEDULE COMMENCES]. [H/W] shall have 

[CHILDREN] for the Thanksgiving Holiday in all [ODD/EVEN]-numbered years 

beginning with the year [YEAR THANKSGIVING SCHEDULED REVERSES]. The 

Thanksgiving Holiday is defined as beginning when [CHILDREN] [GET/GETS] 

out of school at the commencement of the holiday and concluding at 6:00 P.M. 

on the day before school resumes after the holiday.  The holiday schedule 

supercedes the normal weekend schedule.  The normal weekend schedule shall 

continue as if uninterrupted. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
Thanksgiving Holidays: During the [ODD/EVEN]-numbered years commencing 

with the year [YEAR THANKSGIVING SCHEDULE COMMENCES], [CHILDREN] 

shall be with [H/W] for the Thanksgiving holiday, which is hereby defined as 

6:00 P.M. on the day [CHILDREN] [IS/ARE] released from school until 6:00 P.M. 

on Sunday.  During the [ODD/EVEN]-numbered years, commencing with the 

year [YEAR THANKSGIVING SCHEDULE REVERSES], [CHILDREN] shall be 

with [H/W] during said holiday. 



VISITATION 
CHRISTMAS 
8.11(a) ALTERNATE HALVES, CHRISTMAS AT 2:00 P.M. 
 

Christmas Holidays: During the [ODD/EVEN]-numbered years commencing 

with the year [YEAR CHRISTMAS SCHEDULE COMMENCES], [CHILDREN] 

shall be with [H/W] from 6:00 P.M. on the day school Christmas vacation 

commences and continuing until 2:00 P.M. on December 25th; and with [H/W] 

from 2:00 P.M. on December 25th until 6:00 P.M. on the New Year's Day. 

During the [ODD/EVEN]-numbered years, commencing with [YEAR 

CHRISTMAS SCHEDULE REVERSES], this scheduling shall be reversed. 



VISITATION 
CHRISTMAS 
8.11(b) ALTERNATE HALVES, CHRISTMAS AT 2:00 P.M., PLUS WEEKEND 
AT END 
 
Christmas Holidays:  Commencing with the Christmas Holiday [YEAR 

CHRISTMAS SCHEDULE COMMENCES], and continuing in all [ODD/EVEN]-

numbered years thereafter, [H/W] shall have [CHILDREN] from [TIME 

CHRISTMAS VISITATION BEGINS] on the day [HE/SHE/THEY] [IS/ARE] 

released from school for the Christmas Holiday until 2:00 p.m. on Christmas 

Day.  [H/W] shall then have [CHILDREN] with [HIM/HER] from 2:00 p.m. on 

Christmas Day until the day [CHILDREN] [IS/ARE] to return to school at the 

conclusion of the Christmas Holiday.  The regular rotation of visitation shall 

continue at the conclusion of the Christmas holiday allocation as if not 

interrupted by the intervening Christmas holiday. 

 



VISITATION 
CHRISTMAS 
8.11(c) CHRISTMAS EVE AND CHRISTMAS DAY ALWAYS WITH ONE 
PARENT 
 
Christmas Holiday:  During all Christmas Holidays, commencing with the 

Christmas Holiday [YEAR CHRISTMAS SCHEDULE COMMENCES], [CHILDREN] 

shall be with [H/W] from the time school is released for the Christmas Break until 

2:00 P.M. on December 26th.  [CHILDREN] shall be with [H/W] from 2:00 P.M. on 

December 26th through [DATE/TIME CHRISTMAS VISITATION ENDS]. 

 
VERSION #2 
 

Christmas Holiday:  Commencing with the Christmas Holiday [YEAR CHRISTMAS 

SCHEDULE COMMENCES], [CHILDREN] shall be with [H/W] from 5:00 P.M. on 

the day that school lets out at the beginning of the Christmas Holiday until 2:00 

P.M. on Christmas Eve afternoon, December 24th. [H/W] shall pick up and return 

the children from and to [H/W]’s home.  [CHILDREN] shall spend the remainder of 

[HIS/HER/THEIR] Christmas Holiday with [H/W] until [CHILDREN] 

[RETURN/RETURNS] to school after the New Year. 

 



VISITATION 
CHRISTMAS 
8.11(e) EACH PARENT RECEIVES SAME DESIGNATED WEEKS EVERY 
YEAR 
 
Christmas:  [H/W] shall have [CHILDREN] with [HIM/HER] for the first part of 

the Christmas vacation from school commencing from the time [CHILDREN] 

[IS/ARE] out of school until 12:00 Noon on Christmas Day; [H/W] shall have 

[CHILDREN] from 12:00 Noon on Christmas Day until 6:00 P.M. on January 1st.    

 
VERSION #2 
 
Christmas Holiday:  Commencing with the Christmas Holiday [YEAR CHRISTMAS 

SCHEDULE COMMENCES], [CHILDREN] shall be with [H/W] from 5:00 P.M. on 

the day that school lets out at the beginning of the Christmas Holiday until 2:00 

P.M. on Christmas Eve afternoon, December 24th. [H/W] shall pick up and return 

[CHILDREN] from and to [H/W]’s home.  [CHILDREN] shall spend the remainder 

of [HIS/HER/THEIR] Christmas Holiday with [H/W] until [CHILDREN] 

[RETURN/RETURNS] to school after the New Year. 

 
VERSION #3 
 
Christmas Holiday:  The Christmas Holiday shall be split into two separate 

periods, the first such period being from 2:00 P.M. on the day school lets out 

until 2:00 P.M. on December 25th, and the second such period being from 2:00 

P.M. on December 25th until 6:00 P.M. on the day before school resumes. [H/W] 

shall have the first period during all years beginning with the year [YEAR 

CHRISTMAS SCHEDULE COMMENCES], and [H/W] shall have the second 

period during all years beginning with the year [YEAR CHRISTMAS SCHEDULE 

COMMENCES]. 



VISITATION 
EASTER AND SPRING BREAK 
8.12(a) ALTERNATE EASTER WEEKEND 
 
Easter Weekend:  Commencing with the year [YEAR EASTER SCHEDULE 

COMMENCES], and continuing in all [ODD/EVEN]-numbered years 

thereafter, [CHILDREN] shall spend the Easter weekend with [H/W]. In all 

[ODD/EVEN]-numbered years, commencing with the year [YEAR EASTER 

SCHEDULE REVERSES], [CHILDREN] shall spend the Easter weekend with 

[H/W]. The Easter weekend is defined to begin Friday after school and 

conclude on the following Monday when [CHILDREN] [IS/ARE] to be returned 

to school. 



VISITATION 
EASTER AND SPRING BREAK 
8.12(b) EASTER WEEKEND ALWAYS WITH ONE PARENT, SPLIT SPRING 
BREAK 
 
Easter/Spring Break:  During all Easter weekends, commencing with the year 

[YEAR EASTER SCHEDULE COMMENCES], [CHILDREN] shall remain with [H/W] 

from 5:00 P.M. on the Friday before Easter until 5:00 P.M. on Sunday of Easter 

weekend.  In all years, commencing with the year [YEAR EASTER SCHEDULE 

COMMENCES], Spring Break (excluding Easter weekend) shall be equally divided 

with [H/W] having [CHILDREN] during that portion of Spring Break closest in 

time to Easter weekend.  Wednesday at 5:00 P.M. shall be the designated mid-

week exchange time.  [H/W] shall have [CHILDREN] during the other half of 

Spring Break, including the non-Easter weekend of Spring Break. 

 
 



VISITATION 
EASTER AND SPRING BREAK 
8.12(c) ALTERNATE SPRING BREAK (NOT INCLUDING EASTER WEEKEND) 
 
Easter/Spring Break:   The parties shall alternate the time that [CHILDREN] 

[IS/ARE] out of school for [HIS/HER/THEIR] spring break each year.  As to 

Easter, there will be no special provision regarding Easter and the parent who 

has [CHILDREN] on Easter weekend during his or her normal rotation will have 

[CHILDREN] with him or her on Easter Sunday and Easter weekend.  In all 

[ODD/EVEN]-numbered years, commencing with [YEAR EASTER SCHEDULE 

COMMENCES], [H/W] shall have [CHILDREN] with [HIM/HER] for Spring 

Break.  In all [ODD/EVEN]-numbered years, commencing with [YEAR EASTER 

SCHEDULE REVERSES], [H/W] shall have [CHILDREN] with [HIM/HER] for 

Spring Break. 



VISITATION 
EASTER AND SPRING BREAK 
8.12(d) SPLIT EASTER BREAK (NOT INCLUDING EASTER WEEKEND) 
 
Spring Break:  Spring Break shall be equally divided with each parent having 

the additional days that coincide with his or her normal weekend schedule.  

The exchange date shall be Wednesday at 6:00 P.M. 



VISITATION 
MEMORIAL DAY 
8.13(a) ALTERNATE MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND 
 
Memorial Day:  In all [ODD/EVEN]-numbered years, commencing with the 

year [YEAR MEMORIAL DAY SCHEDULE COMMENCES], [H/W] shall have 

[CHILDREN] for the Memorial Day Holiday from 5:00 P.M. on the day that the 

school releases [CHILDREN] for the holiday until 6:00 P.M. on Monday.  In all 

[ODD/EVEN]-numbered years, commencing with the year [YEAR MEMORIAL 

DAY SCHEDULE REVERSES], this schedule shall be reversed with [H/W] 

having [CHILDREN] with [HIM/HER] on the Memorial Day Holiday. 



VISITATION 
MEMORIAL DAY 
8.13(c) ALWAYS WITH ONE PARENT 
 
Memorial Day Weekend:  In all years commencing with the year [YEAR 

MEMORIAL DAY SCHEDULE COMMENCES], [CHILDREN] shall spend the 

Memorial Day Weekend with [H/W].  The Memorial Day Weekend shall be defined 

as being from the day [CHILDREN] [IS/ARE] released from school for the 

Memorial Day Weekend through Tuesday morning. 

 



VISITATION 
FOURTH OF JULY 
8.14(a) ALTERNATE FOURTH OF JULY DAY AND ASSOCIATED WEEKDAY 
AND WEEKEND 
 
Fourth of July:  During the [ODD/EVEN]-numbered years, commencing with 

the year [YEAR 4TH OF JULY SCHEDULE COMMENCES], [CHILDREN] shall be 

with [H/W] for the July Fourth Holiday from 6:00 P.M. on July 3rd until 6:00 

P.M. on July 5th.  During the [ODD/EVEN]-numbered years, commencing with 

[YEAR 4TH OF JULY SCHEDULE REVERSES], [CHILDREN] shall be with [H/W] 

during this holiday.  

 



VISITATION 
LABOR DAY 
8.15(a) ALTERNATE LABOR DAY WEEKEND 
 
Labor Day:  In all [ODD/EVEN]-numbered years, commencing with the year 

[YEAR LABOR DAY SCHEDULE COMMENCES], [H/W] shall have [CHILDREN] 

for the Labor Day Holiday from 5:00 P.M. on the day the school releases 

[CHILDREN] for the holiday until 6:00 P.M. on Monday.  In all [ODD/EVEN]-

numbered years, commencing with the year [YEAR LABOR DAY SCHEDULE 

REVERSES], this schedule shall be reversed with [H/W] having [CHILDREN] 

with [HIM/HER] on the Labor Day Holiday. 



VISITATION 
LABOR DAY 
8.15(c) ALWAYS WITH ONE PARENT 
 
Labor Day Weekend:  In all years commencing with the year [YEAR LABOR DAY 

SCHEDULE COMMENCES]], [CHILDREN] shall spend the Labor Day Weekend 

with [H/W]. The Labor Day Weekend shall be defined as being from the day 

[CHILDREN] are released from school for the Labor Day Weekend through 

Tuesday morning, when [CHILDREN] shall be returned to school. 



VISITATION 
MOTHER’S DAY 
8.16(a) FULL WEEKEND WITH MOTHER 
 
Mother’s Day:  [W] shall always have [CHILDREN] for the Mother’s Day 

weekend.  The weekend shall be defined as Friday at 6:00 P.M. to Sunday at 

6:00 P.M. 



VISITATION 
MOTHER’S DAY 
8.16(b) MOTHER’S DAY ONLY WITH MOTHER 
 
Mother’s Day:  [CHILDREN] shall spend Mother’s Day with [W].  

 



VISITATION 
FATHER’S DAY 
8.17(a) FULL WEEKEND WITH FATHER 
 
Father’s Day:  [H] shall always have [CHILDREN] for the Father’s Day weekend.  

The weekend shall be defined as Friday at 6:00 P.M. until Sunday at 6:00 P.M. 



VISITATION 
FATHER’S DAY 
8.17(b) FATHER’S DAY ONLY WITH FATHER 
 
Father’s Day:  [CHILDREN] shall spend Father’s Day with [H]. 



VISITATION 
CHILDREN’S BIRTHDAYS 
8.18(a) ALWAYS WITH ONE PARENT, OTHER HAS ACCESS 
 
[Children]’s Birthdays: Regardless of the other scheduling herein provided, 

[CHILDREN] shall celebrate [HIS/HER/THEIR] respective birthdays in the home 

of [H/W], with [H/W] having reasonable access. 



VISITATION 
CHILDREN’S BIRTHDAY 
8.18(c) WITH PARENT THEN SCHEDULED TO HAVE CHILD, WITH ACCESS 
BY OTHER PARENT 
 
[CHILDREN]’s Birthdays:  On [CHILDREN]’s [BIRTHDAY/BIRTHDAYS], the 

parent who is not with [CHILDREN] shall have the right to a two (2) hour 

visitation period on that day. 

 
 
VERSION #2 
 
[Children]’s’ Birthdays: [H/W] and [H/W] shall each have access to [CHILDREN] 

on [HIS/HER/THEIR] birthdays. If a child's birthday falls when they are 

normally scheduled to be in [H/W]'s home, the child’s birthday shall be 

celebrated at [H/W]’s home but [H/W] shall have access to the child for two (2) 

hours on that day or early evening. If the child's birthday falls when they are 

normally scheduled to be in [H/W]'s home, the child's birthday shall, be 

celebrated at [H/W]'s home, but [H/W] shall have access to the child for two (2) 

hours on that day or early evening. The parent to have the two (2) hour access 

time shall be required to pickup and return the child to the home of the other 

parent. 



VISITATION 
PARENTS’ BIRTHDAYS 
8.19(a) EACH PARENT HAS CHILDREN ON PARENT’S BIRTHDAY 
 
Parent’s Birthdays:  Regardless of the other scheduling herein provided, 

[CHILDREN] shall spend the day with the parent who is having a birthday. 



VISITATION 
SUMMER BREAK 
8.20(a) VISITING PARENT HAS SPECIFIC NUMBER OF WEEKS, PLUS 
REGULAR TIME 
 
Summer:  In addition to [HIS/HER] other allocated time with [CHILDREN], 

[H/W] shall have first choice of the [# OF WEEKS OF SUMMER VISITATION] 

weeks [HE/SHE] desires with [CHILDREN] during the summer and shall notify 

[H/W] by [DATE NOTIFICATION FOR SUMMER VISITATION IS REQUIRED] of 

each [ODD/EVEN]-numbered year, in writing, as to the particular weeks 

[HE/SHE] desires to have [CHILDREN]; then [H/W] shall notify [H/W] in writing 

by [DATE NOTIFICATION FOR SECOND PICK OF SUMMER VISITATION IS 

REQUIRED] of the [# OF WEEKS OF SUMMER VISITATION] weeks [HE/SHE] 

desires.  During [ODD/EVEN]-numbered years, [H/W] shall have first choice of 

[HIS/HER] [# OF WEEKS OF SUMMER VISITATION] weeks as described below;  

[HE/SHE] shall notify [H/W] in writing by [DATE NOTIFICATION FOR SUMMER 

VISITATION IS REQUIRED] of the particular weeks [HE/SHE] desires, then 

[H/W] shall notify [H/W] in writing by [DATE NOTIFICATION FOR SECOND 

PICK OF SUMMER VACATION IS REQUIRED] of the [# OF WEEKS OF 

SUMMER VISITATION] weeks [HE/SHE] desires.  [H/W] summer weeks may be 

exercised such that only [# OF CONSECUTIVE WEEKS ALLOWED FOR 

SUMMER VISITATION] of the weeks are exercised consecutively; a week defined 

as Monday through Friday and the normal weekend scheduled shall continue 

during the summer.  [H/W] shall also have [# OF WEEKS OF SUMMER 

VISITATION] weeks with [CHILDREN] in the summer as to allow [HIS/HER] 

vacation time, only [# OF CONSECUTIVE WEEKS ALLOWED FOR SUMMER 

VISITATION] of such weeks may be exercised consecutively. 

 



VERSION #2 
 
Summer:   [H/W] and [H/W] will continue the normal rotation of their time with 

[CHILDREN] during the summer, however, the parties will make such 

adjustments in the rotation of their time with [CHILDREN] so that [H/W] will 

get three (3) non-consecutive full weeks with [CHILDREN] and [H/W] will get 

three (3) non-consecutive full weeks with [CHILDREN].  Although it is provided 

that the three (3) weeks are non-consecutive, nothing should prohibit the 

parties from mutually agreeing for the three (3) weeks to be consecutive.  In 

[YEAR SUMMER SCHEDULE COMMENCES], and all [ODD/EVEN]-numbered 

years [H/W] shall select [HIS/HER] weeks first, and in all [ODD/EVEN]-

numbered years commencing in [YEAR SUMMER SCHEDULE REVERSES], 

[H/W] shall select [HIS/HER] weeks first.  The selections shall be made by 

[DATE NOTIFICATION OF SUMMER VISITATION IS REQUIRED] and [DATE 

NOTIFICATION OF SECOND PICK OF SUMMER VISITATION IS REQUIRED], 

respectively.  If a selection is not made by this time, then the parent who fails to 

make a selection shall forfeit his or her option to select and defer to the other 

parent’s schedule.  [H/W] and [H/W] agree not to tack their summer seven (7) 

day weeks to the weekends which they are allocated above on the alternating 

weekend schedule.  In other words, neither parent will have [CHILDREN] for 10 

days straight without contact by the other parent. 



VISITATION 
SUMMER BREAK 
8.20(c) NON EXTENDED TIME, REGULAR SCHEDULE CONTINUES 
 
Summer:  [H/W] and [H/W] will continue the normal rotation of their time with 

[CHILDREN] during the summer. 



VISITATION 
SUMMER BREAK 
8.20(e) NOTICE OF WEEKS 
 
Summer Visitation:  [H/W] shall have [# OF WEEKS OF SUMMER 

VISITATION] non-consecutive weeks of visitation with [CHILDREN] during each 

summer.  [H/W] shall have [# OF WEEKS OF SUMMER VISITATION] non-

consecutive weeks with [CHILDREN] during each summer.  By [DATE 

NOTIFICATION OF SUMMER VISITATION SCHEDULE IS REQUIRED] each 

year, [H/W] shall provide [H/W] with the weeks [HE/SHE] wishes to exercise 

summer visitation.  Should [H/W] fail to provide [H/W] with [HIS/HER] 

intended extended summer visitation dates by the stated date, [H/W] forfeits 

[HIS/HER] extended summer visitation and [HE/SHE] shall be entitled to such 

visitation during the summer as the parties may agree upon. 



VISITATION 
OTHER VISITATION 
8.21(a) STANDARD LANGUARE re SUCH OTHER VISITS AS MAY BE 
AGREED UPON BETWEEN PARTIES 
 
[H/W] shall have such other contact and time with [CHILDREN] as is mutually 

agreeable between the parties. 



VISITATION 
HOLIDAY PRIORITY 
8.22(a) HOLIDAY SCHEDULING HAS PRIORITY OVER REGULAR SCHEDULE 
 
All holiday scheduling takes priority over regular alternating weekend 

scheduling. 



VISITATION 
HOLIDAY PRIORITY 
8.22(b) ALTERNATING WEEKENDS BEGIN ANEW AFTER SUMMER 
SCHEDULE AND EACH HOLIDAY 
 
The weekend visitation schedule continues as if uninterrupted by the holiday 

schedule.   



8.24 HOLIDAY VISITATION SAMPLE 
 

The parties shall equally (50/50) divide all major holidays/breaks with the minor 

children.  The parties shall follow the school calendar for the children.  The holiday/break 

schedule is as follows: 

i. Christmas Holiday:  In even-numbered years, beginning with[YEAR], the 
parties shall divide the Christmas holidays with mother having the parties’ children when 
school is released for the Christmas holidays through Christmas Day at 3:00 p.m. and 
Father having the parties’ children from 3:00 p.m. on Christmas Day until 6:00 p.m. the 
Sunday before school resumes.  In odd-numbered years, beginning with [YEAR], he 
parties shall divide the Christmas holidays with Father having the parties’ children when 
school is released for the Christmas holidays through Christmas Day at 3:00 p.m. and 
Mother having the parties’ children from 3:00 p.m. on Christmas Day until 6:00 p.m. the 
Sunday before school resumes.  This holiday shall take precedence over the weekday and 
weekend parenting time set forth hereinabove. 

 
ii. Thanksgiving:  In all even-numbered years, beginning with [YEAR], the 

parties shall alternate the Thanksgiving holiday, with Father having the parties’ children 
from 6:00 p.m. when the minor children are released from school for Thanksgiving 
through 6:00 p.m. the Sunday before they are to return to school.  In all odd-numbered 
years, commencing in [YEAR], Mother shall have the Thanksgiving holiday with the 
parties’ children from when the minor children are released from school for the 
Thanksgiving holiday through 6:00 p.m the Sunday before they are to return to school. 
This holiday shall take precedence over the weekday and weekend parenting time set 
forth hereinabove. 
 

iii. Winter Break:  In all odd-numbered years, beginning with [YEAR], the 
parties shall alternate the winter break, with Father having the parties’ children from 6:00 
p.m. when the minor children are released from school for the break through 6:00 p.. the 
day before they are to return to school.  In all even-numbered years, commencing in 
[YEAR], Mother shall have the winter break with the parties’ children from when the 
minor children are released from school for the break through the day they return to 
school. 
 

iv. Spring Break/Easter:  In all odd-numbered years, commencing in [YEAR], 
Mother shall have the Spring Break/Easter holiday with the parties’ children from 6:00 
p.m. the day the minor children are released from school until they return to school.  In 
all even-numbered years, commencing in [YEAR], Father shall have the Spring 
Break/Easter holiday with the parties’ children from 6:00 p.m. the day the minor children 
are released from school until 6:00 p.m. the Sunday before they return to school. 
 



v. Summer Break:  The parties shall alternate weeks beginning with the first 
Sunday after the children are released from school and continuing until the Sunday before 
school resumes. Father shall have the first week beginning on Sunday at 6:00 p.m. until 
the following Sunday at 6:00 p.m.  The parties acknowledge that the minor children have 
historically had extensive summertime activities to include out-of-state camps and events.  
Neither party shall unilaterally schedule any summertime events on the other parent’s 
time without input and approval from the other party.  Should any activity/event be 
scheduled and/or overflow onto Father’s time, it shall be Father’s choice whether or not 
to continue with the activity/event. 
 

vi. July 4th:  In all odd-numbered years, commencing in [YEAR], Mother 
shall have the parties’ children for July 4th  from 6:00 P.M. on July 3rd until 6:00 p.m. on 
July 5th.   In all even-numbered years, commencing in [YEAR] Father shall have the 
parties’ children for July 4th from 6:00 p.m. on July 3rd until 6:00 p.m. on July 5th. 
 

vii. Labor Day:  In all odd-numbered years, commencing in [YEAR], Father 
shall have the parties’ children on Labor Day from 6:00 p.m. the day before until 6:00 
p.m. the day of Labor Day.  In all even-numbered years, commencing in [YEAR] Mother 
shall have the parties’ children on Labor Day from 6:00 p.m. the day before until 6:00 
p.m. the day of Labor Day. 
 

viii. Memorial Day:  In all odd-numbered years, commencing in [YEAR] 
Father shall have the parties’ children on Memorial Day from 6:00 p.m. the day before 
until 6:00 p.m. the day of Memorial Day.  In all even-numbered years, commencing in 
[YEAR] Mother shall have the parties’ children on Memorial Day from 6:00 p.m. the day 
before until 6:00 p.m. the day of Memorial Day 
 

ix. Father shall have the minor children with him on Father’s day of every 
year from Saturday at 6:00 p.m. until Sunday at 6:00 p.m.  Mother shall have the parties’ 
children with her on Mother’s Day of every year from Saturday at 6:00 p.m. until Sunday 
at 6:00 p.m. 

 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
DISPARAGEMENT 
9.1(a) NO DISPARAGE PARENTS 
 
Neither parent shall make or allow disparaging comments about the other 

parent or his/her family in the presence of [CHILDREN], or allow or encourage 

anyone else to do so. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
Disparagement:  Neither parent shall disparage, speak ill of or otherwise attempt 

to undermine the relationship between [CHILDREN] and either parent.  Neither 

parent shall allow other persons to disparage either parent to or in the presence of 

[CHILDREN].  Neither parent shall encourage or attempt to have [CHILDREN] alter 

[HIS/HER/THEIR] living arrangements or the schedule herein set forth. 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
DISPARAGEMENT 
9.1(b) DUTY TO PROMOTE OTHER PARENT 
 
Neither party shall intentionally do anything to cause [CHILDREN] to be 

estranged from the other party, injure [CHILDREN]’s [OPINION/OPINIONS] as 

to [HIS/HER/THEIR] mother or father, or which may hamper the free and 

natural development of [CHILDREN]’s love and respect for the other party.  

Each party shall use their best efforts to encourage [CHILDREN]’s love and 

respect for the other parent. 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
DISPARAGEMENT 
9.1(c) NO DISPARAGE PARENTS 
 
Neither parent shall make or allow disparaging comments about the other 

parent or [HIS/HER] family in the presence of [CHILDREN], or allow or 

encourage anyone else to do so. 

 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
DISPARAGEMENT 
9.1(e) NO DISCUSSION REGARDING FAMILY COURT SUIT 
 
Neither parent shall discuss the facts giving rise to these Family Court 

proceedings with or in the presence of [CHILDREN]. 



9.1(f) NAICO PROVISIONS 
The parties shall be mutually subject to a “no adverse contact order” (NACO) that shall 

restrain and enjoin the parties from engaging, directly or indirectly, in any adverse, hostile, 

argumentative, threatening or unpleasant conduct, or any conduct beyond or worse than that 

described.  This NACO shall allow the parties to contact, associate and communicate with each 

other only so long as both parties consent to such conduct; however, either party may end any 

contact, association or communication if he or she deems any contact, association or 

communication as being adverse, hostile or unpleasant.  The purpose of this NACO is to 

encourage positive contact and communication between the parties, and this NACO is not 

intended to trigger any elements of 18 USCA Section 922(g)(9) nor is it intended to rise to the 

level of or be considered an Order of Protection under the SC Protection from Domestic Abuse 

statutes.  However, willful violations of this NACO shall subject the offending party to an action 

for contempt of court.  Further, during communications between the parties, each party shall act 

civility and use appropriate language. All communications shall be productive and concerning 

the welfare and best interests of the parties’ children only.  All communications between the 

parties concerning the parties’ children, but for a bona fid emergency, shall be by email or text 

message. 

 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
PARENTAL DESIGNATIONS 
9.2(a) REFER TO THESE PARENTS AS MOTHER AND FATHER 
 
Parental Designations:  At all times [H/W] shall be referred to as 

[FATHER/MOTHER], or its equivalent. At all times, [H/W] shall be referred to as 

[FATHER/MOTHER], or its equivalent.  Neither parent shall allow any third 

parties to be referred to or designated by [CHILDREN] in that fashion. 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
HOMEWORK AND READINESS OF TESTS 
9.3(a) STANDARD 
 
Both parties shall ensure that [CHILDREN]’s homework is done before sending 

[HIM/HER/THEM] to school and shall assist [HIM/HER/THEM] in completing 

those tasks that are necessary for [HIM/HER/THEM] to be prepared for school 

the next day.   

 
VERSION #2 
 
Homework and Readiness for Tests:  The parent with whom [CHILDREN] 

[IS/ARE] then residing has the responsibility to see to it that [CHILDREN] are 

properly prepared for [HIS/HER/THEIR] homework, testing and projects.  Both 

parents shall keep each other advised of such matters as are necessary to see that 

those goals are attained.  Neither parent may defer homework, testing preparation 

or projects to homeroom or other study periods at school or for time when 

[CHILDREN] [IS/ARE] scheduled to be with the other parent. 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
ACTIVITIES 
9.4(a) STANDARD 
 
Activities:  When [CHILDREN] [IS/ARE] scheduled to be at activities, the parent 

then having physical custody of [CHILDREN] shall have the responsibility of 

getting [CHILDREN] prepared for and to and from such activities.  Provided, 

however, activities shall not be intentionally scheduled that will interfere with the 

time allocated to the parties, respectively, without consent.  Both parties 

understand, however, that activities such as organized sports, and the scheduling 

associated therewith, may be beyond the control of the parties and will require 

flexibility by both parents. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
Activities:  When [CHILDREN] [IS/ARE] scheduled to be at activities, including 

birthday parties and other social events to which [CHILDREN] may be invited, the 

parent then having physical custody of [CHILDREN] shall have the responsibility 

of getting [CHILDREN] prepared for and to and from such activities. 

 
VERSION #3 
 
Extracurricular Activities:  Both parents will attempt to ensure that 

[CHILDREN] attend all extracurricular activities, sports, and other events that 

occur during the time [HE/SHE/THEY] [IS/ARE] with the other parent.  Both 

parents shall be entitled to participate in all of [CHILDREN]’s extracurricular 

activities, sports, camps and other events, except those events occurring at 

their respective residences.  The parties agree that they shall each give prompt 

and timely notification (preferably by e-mail) to the other of special events, 

extracurricular activities, sports events, camps, etc., in which [CHILDREN] 



[PARTICIPATE/PARTICIPATES].  The parties agree that it is in the best interest 

of [CHILDREN] that [HE/SHE/THEY] be supported by both parents’ presence at 

such special events whenever possible.  Both parties shall be entitled to full 

access to all records and information concerning [CHILDREN]’s education and 

healthcare.  The parties will need to cooperate, coordinate and be reasonable 

with each other regarding this specific provision of their agreement.  Provided, 

however, if an activity or event is more of a one-on-one activity between one 

parent and [CHILDREN], then the other parent shall give due respect to that 

parent and [CHILDREN], and allow the one-on-one activity between the parent 

and [CHILDREN] to occur.  Both parents should not attend an activity where it 

would not be appropriate for both parents to attend. 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
DISCUSSIONS WITH CHILDREN REGARDING CHANGES IN PLANS 
9.5(a) DISCUSSION BETWEEN PARENTS FIRST 
 
Alteration of visitation or other plans affecting the other parent's time with 

[CHILDREN] shall not be discussed with or made known to [CHILDREN] prior to 

that parent consenting to such alteration of visitation or other plans. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
Arrangements: All arrangements regarding [CHILDREN] shall be made through 

the parents and not through [CHILDREN].  Any changes in schedule must be first 

discussed between the parents.  Each parent shall avail him or herself to the 

other parent for this purpose. 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
INFORMATION AND ARRANGEMENTS 
9.7(a) EACH PARENT KEEP OTHER INFORMED OF ADDRESS AND 
TELEPHONE NUMBER 
 
Addresses and Telephone Numbers:  Each party shall keep the other informed 

of his or her address and telephone numbers, business, home and cell phone.  

In addition, if either parent is planning to travel with [CHILDREN] outside of the  

[AREA IN WHICH CHILDREN WILL BE LIVING] Area for more than one (1) 

overnight, they shall provide the other parent with the address(es) and 

telephone number(s) of their planned destination(s), and flight numbers and 

itineraries in advance of such travel. 

 
VERSION #2 
Each parent shall keep the other informed of his/her car phone, cellular phone 

number and beeper number.  Notice by FAX, e-mail or voicemail shall be 

sufficient notice under the terms of this Agreement.  Neither parent shall use 

this requirement to burden the other parent with unreasonable, burdensome, 

hostile, or harassing messages or conversations. 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
INFORMATION AND ARRANGEMENTS 
9.7(b) MAILING LISTS 
 

Mailing Lists and Other Information:  Both parents shall be placed on all 

mailing lists at [CHILDREN]’s [SCHOOL/SCHOOLS], at the offices of 

[HIS/HER/THEIR] pediatricians and dentists, and with any formal activities. As 

the primary legal and physical residential custodian, [H/W] shall be listed as the 

custodial parent and [H/W] shall be listed as the secondary contact.  [H/W] shall 

have the exclusive right to make these arrangements and shall do so promptly. 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
9.7(c) MEDICAL INFORMATION 
 
Each parent acknowledges that the other is entitled to all information and 

records from any pediatrician, general physician, dentist, consultant, or 

specialist attending [CHILDREN] for any reason whatsoever and both parties 

shall sign any documents which may be necessary for the other to obtain such 

information or records relating to [CHILDREN].  Each parent shall notify the 

other when he/she takes [CHILDREN] to a medical provider other than routine 

checkups or routine medical care.  Notification by FAX, e-mail, or voicemail is 

sufficient notice. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
Medical Information:  Each parent shall be entitled to complete, detailed 

information from any pediatrician, general physician, dentist, consultant, or 

specialist attending [CHILDREN] for any reason whatsoever and to be furnished 

with copies of any reports given by the latter, or any of them, to the other 

parent.  Each party shall sign whatever documents necessary to authorize the 

other party to obtain such information directly from the physician/professional 

attending to [CHILDREN]. 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
INFORMATION AND ARRANGEMENTS 
9.7(e) EDUCATION INFORMATION 
 
Each parent shall be entitled to complete detailed information from any teacher 

or school giving instructions to [CHILDREN].  [H/W] shall sign any documents 

that might be necessary for [H/W] to obtain any such information directly from 

the teacher or school.    

 
VERSION #2 
 
Educational Information:  Each parent shall be entitled to complete, detailed 

information from any teacher or school giving instructions to [CHILDREN], or 

which [CHILDREN] may attend, and to be furnished with copies of all reports 

given by them, or any of them, to the other parent.  Each parent shall sign 

whatever authorizations necessary to permit the other parent to obtain 

information directly from any teacher or school giving instructions to 

[CHILDREN], or which [CHILDREN] may attend. 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
INFORMATION AND ARRANGEMENTS 
9.7(g) ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF INFO STATUS 
 
If information concerning unscheduled special events and unscheduled 

extracurricular activities of [CHILDREN] is not normally available to [H/W] or if 

[HE/SHE] requests such information, [HE/SHE] shall be provided such 

information by [H/W].  Notification by FAX, e-mail, or voicemail is sufficient.  

[H/W] acknowledges that it is [HIS/HER] responsibility and not [H/W]’s to pick 

up school schedules and bulletins, to communicate with [CHILDREN]’s school 

and teachers and that it is not [H/W]’s responsibility to provide [HIM/HER] 

information equally available to [HIM/HER]. 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
MORALS 
9.8(a) NO EXPOSURE TO NON-SPOUSE OVERNIGHT 
 
Neither parent shall expose [CHILDREN] to a non-spouse romantic companion 

overnight or under circumstances that are immoral or illegal. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
Morals:  Neither party shall expose [CHILDREN] to overnight guests of the 

opposite sex to whom he or she is not married or related to, or allow dates or 

romantic partners to stay in the home past midnight if [CHILDREN] [IS/ARE] 

present, and each parent shall use the utmost discretion in bringing such 

individuals into [CHILDREN]’s [LIFE/LIVES].   



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
MORALS 
9.8(f) ALCOHOL AND DRUGS BY BOTH 
 

Neither parent shall expose [CHILDREN] to the excessive use of alcohol or any 

use of any illegal or non-prescribed drugs or other intoxicants. 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
MORALS 
9.8(g) FOUL AND PROFANE LANGUAGE 
 
Neither parent shall use or allow the use of vulgar, profane, demeaning or 

violent language in the presence of [CHILDREN], or allow or encourage anyone 

else to do so. 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
MORALS 
9.8(h) VIOLENT CONDUCT 
 
Neither parent shall expose [CHILDREN] to violent conduct. 

 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
TELEPHONE ACCESS 
9.9(a) PARENTS ENTITLED TO REASONABLE TELEPHONE AND/OR EMAIL 
ACCESS 
 
Both parties shall be permitted to contact [CHILDREN] by e-mail or telephone 

at reasonable times during the day/evening, at reasonable hours up to 7:30 

P.M. 

 
VERSION #2 
Telephone Contact:  Each parent shall be entitled to reasonable telephone 

contact with [CHILDREN] when in the care of the other parent.  “Reasonable 

telephone contact” shall include one (1) call per day.  Neither parent shall screen 

calls, such as using “caller ID,” to avoid or thwart telephone contact between the 

other parent and [CHILDREN].  Neither parent shall monitor telephone calls 

between the other parent and [CHILDREN].  Both parents shall promote telephone 

contact between the other parent and [CHILDREN]. 

 
 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
TELEPHONE/EMAIL ACCESS 
9.9(b) CHILDREN ENTITLED TO REASONABLE TELEHONE AND/OR EMAIL 
ACCESS TO PARENTS 
 
[CHILDREN] shall have reasonable telephone and email access to both parents at 

all times.   



DISPUTES 
 
9.10(f)  ARBITRATION 
 

THIS AGREEMENT IS SUBJECT TO FINAL AND BINDING ARBITRATION  
PURSUANT TO SC CODE §15-48-10, ET.SEQ., 1976 CODE OF LAWS AS  
AMENDED AND THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT. 

 
 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
RELIGION 
9.13(d) RELIGIOUS SERVICE ATTENDANCE (BOTH) 
 
Religious Training:  As to religious training, [CHILDREN] may attend a church 

of [H/W]’s choosing while in the physical custody of [H/W] and [CHILDREN] 

may attend a church of [H/W]’s choosing when [CHILDREN] [IS/ARE] in the 

physical custody of [H/W].   



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
TRANSPORTATION, CAR SEATS, AND SEAT BELTS 
9.14(a) ONE PARENT TRANSPORTS 
 
Transportation:  Unless the parties otherwise agree, [H/W] shall be responsible 

for transporting [CHILDREN] during [HIS/HER] visitation.  [HE/SHE] shall pick 

up and return [CHILDREN] at [H/W]’s home, except as otherwise provided 

herein. [H/W] shall not enter [H/W]’s home at the pick up time for [CHILDREN] 

or at any other time without [H/W]’s express consent.  [H/W] shall not enter 

[H/W]’s home, at any time, without [H/W]’s express consent. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
Transportation for Visitation Purposes:  [H/W] shall be responsible for 

transporting [CHILDREN] for visitation purposes.  Unless otherwise specified, 

the pickup and return place shall be at [H/W]’s home.  This transportation 

provision is based upon the fact that [H/W] and [H/W] currently live within[# 

OF MILES BETWEEN PARENTS’ HOMES] miles of each other.  If either party 

moves outside the [AREA WHERE BOTH PARENTS’ HOMES ARE LOCATED] 

area, then this transportation provision will be subject to review and 

modification by the Family Court if mediation does not resolve the issue. 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
TRANSPORTATION, CAR SEATS, AND SEAT BELTS 
9.14(c) USE SEAT BELTS AND CAR SEATS 
 
If applicable, parents and other persons transporting [CHILDREN] must see to 

it that [CHILDREN] [USE/USES] seat belts and/or other child restraints. 

 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
TRANSFER OF CLOTHES 
9.15(a) SEND AND RETURN 
 
At the commencement of [H/W]’s visitation, [H/W] shall send sufficient clothes, 

educational materials and other items necessary to [CHILDREN]’s visitation 

with [H/W].  At the conclusion of such visitation, [H/W] shall return such items 

with [CHILDREN] in the same condition as they were sent. 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
RELOCATION 
9.17(a) RELOCATION (PROHIBITED) 
 
Relocation:  Neither party shall relocate [CHILDREN] outside the [AREA 

WHERE CHILD(ren) IS/ARE LIVING] area without prior written consent of 

[H/W] and [H/W], or by Court Order after due notice and proper hearing. 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
RELOCATION 
9.17(b) RELOCATION (NOT PROHIBITED, 90 DAYS NOTICE) 
 
The parties agree that prior to relocating [CHILDREN] outside the [AREA 

WHERE CHILD(ren) RESIDE] area, the relocating parent shall give the other 

parent no less than ninety (90) days advance written notice of his/her intention to 

relocate, the place to which he/she intends to relocate, and the general reasons 

for doing so.  The issue of relocation is subject to Court review at any time during 

[CHILDREN]’s minority.  These relocation provisions nether allow or prohibit 

relocation. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
Relocation:  Should either party intend to relocate [CHILDREN] outside of the 

greater [AREA WHERE CHILD(ren) RESIDE] area, they shall give the other parent 

no less than ninety (90) days advance written notice of his or her intention to 

relocate, the place to which he or she intends to relocate, and the general reasons 

for doing so.  The issue of relocation and [CHILDREN]’s 

[SCHEDULE/SCHEDULES] are subject to Court review at any time during 

[CHILDREN]’s minority. 



CUSTODY/VISITATION CONDITIONS 
STANDARD FOR MODIFICATION 
9.19(a) CHANGE OF CIRCUMSTANCES 
 
MODIFICATION:  All provisions set forth above as to the custody and visitation 

of and with [CHILDREN] shall be subject to modification upon a substantial 

change in condition as if ordered by the Court. 



9.20 FULL VISITATION SAMPLE 

Visitation:  HUSBAND shall have the following visitation with the children, subject to the 

hereinafter stated conditions: 

  1. Alternate Weekends:  The children, [CHILD’S INITIALS] and [CHILD’S 

INITIALS], will be with HUSBAND every other weekend from 5:00 P.M. on Friday from WIFE’s 

home until Monday morning immediately following, at which time he takes the children to school.  

When the children are out of school for the summer, the pick up time and return place shall be at 

WIFE’s home at 5:00 P.M. on Friday from WIFE’s home and Monday at 8:00 A.M. to WIFE’s 

home.  During the school year if the children are out of school on Monday immediately following 

the weekend that the children are scheduled to be with HUSBAND, the children will remain with 

HUSBAND until the Tuesday immediately following at which time he will take the children to 

school.  During the school year, if the children are out of school on Friday of the weekend that the 

children are scheduled to be with HUSBAND, his time with the children will begin on Thursday at 

5:00 P.M. rather than on Friday.  HUSBAND and WIFE shall use their reasonable best efforts to 

keep the other informed of any of the children’s school or extracurricular matters that come to their 

attention while the children are in their care and which it is reasonable to believe that the other 

parent would not have otherwise known and which are important for the other parent to know. 

  2. Weekdays:  On Tuesdays, HUSBAND shall have the children, [CHILD’S 

INITIALS] and [CHILD’S INITIALS], from 5:00 P.M. to 8:30 P.M., picking the children up from 

and returning them to WIFE’s home.     

 C. Holidays:  Each parent shall have the children with them in accordance with the 

following holiday schedule, which shall take precedence over the regular scheduling provided 

above: 

  1.   Thanksgiving:   HUSBAND shall have the children during Thanksgiving 

holidays on odd-numbered years, commencing in [YEAR] and WIFE shall have the children 

with her during Thanksgiving holidays on even-numbered years, commencing in [YEAR].  

Thanksgiving holidays shall be defined as the day that the children get out of school for 

Thanksgiving holidays until the Sunday immediately following Thanksgiving, with the exchange 

times and places to be from 5:00 P.M.  on the day school releases the children for the holiday 

and 6:00 P.M. on the following Sunday at WIFE’s home.  [CHILD’S INITIALS], if at boarding 

school, shall stay with the parent who does not have the Thanksgiving Holiday with the other 



children from the time she is released from school for the Thanksgiving Holiday until the day the 

other children go to the other parent (this typically would be from the Saturday before 

Thanksgiving until the Wednesday before Thanksgiving). 

  2.  Christmas Holidays:  The children will be with HUSBAND during the 

Christmas holiday recess from Christmas Day, December 25, at 6:00 P.M. until January 2 at 6:00 

P.M.  The children shall remain with WIFE for the remainder of the Christmas recess from 

school, before and after the Christmas time allocated to HUSBAND.  Pick up and return shall be 

at WIFE’s home. 

  3.  Spring Break:   The parties shall equally divide the time that the children are 

out of school for their spring break each year.  The party who has the children on the weekend 

immediately prior to the children’s spring break will have the children through Wednesday at 

5:00 P.M.  The other party shall receive the children at 5:00 P.M. on Wednesday and be able to 

keep the children through the weekend following the conclusion of their spring break ending at 

6:00 P.M. on Sunday.  As to Easter, there will be no special provision regarding Easter and the 

parent who has the children on Easter weekend during his or her normal rotation will have the 

children with him or her on Easter Sunday. 

  4.  Memorial Day:  In all odd-numbered years, commencing with the year 

[YEAR], WIFE shall have the children for the Memorial Day Holiday from 5:00 P.M. on the day 

that school releases the children for the holiday on Friday until 6:00 P.M. on Monday at WIFE’s 

home.  In all even-numbered years, commencing with the year [YEAR], this schedule shall be 

reversed with HUSBAND having the children with him on the Memorial Day Holiday. 

  5.  Summer:   The parties will continue the normal rotation of their time with the 

children during the summer, however, the parties will make such adjustments in the rotation of 

their time with the children so that WIFE will get three (3) non-consecutive full weeks with the 

children and HUSBAND will get three (3) non-consecutive full weeks with the children.  As to 

the three (3) non-consecutive weeks that the children are with HUSBAND or the three (3) non-

consecutive weeks that the children will be with WIFE, such may be “tacked on” to the normal 

rotation period that the children are with WIFE/HUSBAND on their regular rotation time and 

such time will be included in the three-week summer visitation period.  Although it is provided 

that the three (3) weeks are non-consecutive, nothing should prohibit the parties from mutually 

agreeing for the three (3) weeks to be consecutive.  The schedule has been agreed upon for the 



Summer of [YEAR].  In [YEAR], and all even-numbered years WIFE shall select her weeks 

first, and in all odd-numbered years commencing in [YEAR], HUSBAND shall select his weeks 

first.  The selections shall be made by March 1st and March 5th, respectively.  If a selection is not 

made by this time, then the parent who fails to make a selection shall forfeit his or her option to 

select and defer to the other parent’s schedule. 

  6.  Labor Day:  In all odd-numbered years, commencing with the year [YEAR], 

HUSBAND shall have the children for the Labor Day Holiday from 5:00 P.M.  on the day the 

school releases the children for the holiday on Friday until 6:00 P.M. on Monday at WIFE’s 

home.  In all even-numbered years, commencing with the year [YEAR], this schedule shall be 

reversed with WIFE having the children with her on the Labor Day Holiday. 

  7.  Mother’s Day/Father’s Day:   WIFE shall have the children with her each 

Mother’s Day and HUSBAND shall have the children with him each Father’s Day beginning at 

5:00 P.M. on Friday immediately preceding Mother’s Day/Father’s Day until the Sunday of 

Mother’s Day/Father’s Day at 6:00 P.M. These weekends shall supercede the regular weekend 

schedule, but an alternative make-up weekend may be allowed (but is not required) if the normal 

rotation of weekends is disrupted. 

  8.  Children’s Birthdays:   The children shall celebrate their respective birthdays 

in the home they are scheduled to be in under the normal rotation, with the other parent having a 

two (2) hour visit on each child’s birthday. 

  9.  [CHILD’S INIITALS]:  [CHILD’S INITIALS] is currently attending 

boarding school in [STATE].  To the extent that it is practical, when [CHILD’S INITIALS] is in 

the Columbia area or during  her holidays, i.e., spring break, summer, Thanksgiving and 

Christmas, [CHILD’S INITIALS] shall be with the parent during the same periods of time that 

[CHILD’S INITIALS] and [CHILD’S INITIALS] are with each of the parents under the 

schedule of holidays provided above, unless otherwise agreed upon between the parties.  

[CHILD’S INITIALS] has a winter break and a spring break.  Her winter break and spring break 

will be split equally between WIFE and HUSBAND.  WIFE shall have first pick of the weeks 

with [CHLD’S INITIALS] in all even-numbered years beginning [YEAR], notifying 

HUSBAND by December 31st of her selection.  HUSBAND shall have first pick of the weeks 

with [CHILD’S INITIALS] in all odd-numbered years beginning [YEAR], notifying WIFE by 

December 31st of his selection.  If [CHILD’S INITIALS] desires to participate in an activity 



during her winter and/or spring break, the parties shall mutually decide, with [CHILD’S 

INITIALS]’s input, whether she should be permitted to participate in that activity.  The parents 

shall weigh heavily her wishes for these holidays, and neither parent shall unreasonably withhold 

consent.  If either parent is unavailable due to unavoidable circumstances, they will forfeit this 

time to the other parent. 

 D.  Conditions:   

  1. Notification Regarding Health:  If either party has any knowledge of any 

illness or accident, or other circumstances seriously affecting the children’s health or general 

welfare, WIFE or HUSBAND, as the case may be, will promptly notify the other of such 

circumstances. 

  2. Addresses and Telephone Numbers:  Each party shall keep the other 

informed of his or her address and telephone numbers, business, home and cell phone.  In 

addition, if either parent is planning to travel with the children outside of the Greater [CITY] 

Area for more than one (1) overnight, they shall provide the other parent with the address(es) and 

telephone number(s) of their planned destination(s), and flight numbers and itineraries in 

advance of such travel. 

  3. Promote Parental Relationships:  Each party shall exert every 

reasonable effort to maintain free access and unhampered contact between the children and each 

of the parties and to foster a feeling of affection between the children and the other party.  

Neither party shall do anything which may estrange the children from the other party or injure 

the children’s opinion as to his/her mother or father or which may hamper the free and natural 

development of the children’s love and respect for the other party.  Both parents have the 

affirmative obligation to promote the other parent to the children. 

  4. Medical Information:  Each parent shall be entitled to complete, detailed 

information from any pediatrician, general physician, dentist, consultant, or specialist attending 

either of the children for any reason whatsoever and to be furnished with copies of any reports 

given by the latter, or any of them, to the other parent.  Each party shall sign whatever 

documents necessary to authorize the other party to obtain such information directly from the 

physician/professional attending to each of the children. 

  5. Educational Information:  Each parent shall be entitled to complete, 

detailed information from any teacher or school giving instructions to either of the children, or 



which either of the children may attend, and to be furnished with copies of all reports given by 

them, or any of them, to the other parent.  Each parent shall sign whatever authorizations 

necessary to permit the other parent to obtain information directly from any teacher or school 

giving instructions to either of the children, or which either of the children may attend.  Both 

parents shall be listed as parents and contacts on the school records of the children. 

  6. Telephone and Video Access:  Each party shall be permitted to contact 

the children, by telephone, FaceTime, or other video platform while the children are with the 

other party, one (1) time each day between the hours of 6:30 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. 

  7.  Extracurricular Activities:  Both parents will attempt to ensure that the 

children attend all extracurricular activities, sports, and other events that occur during the time 

they are with the other parent.  Both parents shall be entitled to participate in all of the children’s 

extracurricular activities, sports, camps and other events, except those events occurring at their 

respective residences.  The parties agree that they shall each give prompt and timely notification 

(preferably by email) to the other of special events, extracurricular activities, sports events, 

camps, etc., in which the children participate.  The parties agree that it is in the best interest of 

the children that they be supported by both parents’ presence at such special events whenever 

possible.  Both parties shall be entitled to full access to all records and information concerning 

the children’s education and healthcare.  The parties will need to cooperate, coordinate and be 

reasonable with each other regarding this specific provision of their agreement.  Provided, 

however, if an activity or event is more of a one-on-one activity between one parent and the 

child(ren), then the other parent shall give due respect to that parent and child(ren), and allow the 

one-on-one activity between the parent and child(ren) to occur.  Both parents should not attend 

an activity where it would not be appropriate for both parents to attend. 

  8. No Disparagement:  Both parties shall refrain from making disparaging 

remarks about the other in the presence of the children and shall discourage third parties from 

doing so.  Both parents will encourage the children to love, respect and honor the other parent 

and neither of them shall alienate or attempt to alienate or diminish the affections of the children 

from the other parent or disparage or allow others to disparage the other parent in the presence of 

the children, and neither party shall discuss this litigation with the children, except in a 

therapeutic setting or with the Guardian ad Litem.  This Marital Settlement Agreement shall be 

confidential and shall not be disseminated in the community or elsewhere.  The following shall 



not be considered a ‘gag order,’ a violation of which would subject either party to a finding of 

contempt in the Family Court.  The parties shall exercise appropriate discretion when discussing 

this litigation or referring to the other parent in communications with third parties.  The parties 

are aware that any damage of reputation to the other parent may inadvertently come to the 

attention of the children and therefore may have unintended effect of harming the children. The 

parties are also mindful of the fact that it is in the children’s best interests for each parent to 

foster and encourage a positive relationship between the children and the other parent and that 

such is most easily and practically accomplished when the parents are not disparaging each other 

in the community. 

  9.  Care and Homework:  HUSBAND shall be responsible for feeding and 

ensuring that the children do their homework and complete their projects while they are in his 

care.  WIFE shall be responsible for feeding and ensuring that the children do their homework 

and complete their projects while they are in her care. 

  10. Property Exchange:  The children’s personal property, clothing and other 

items of personalty shall be exchanged between the parents at pick up and delivery times before 

and after periods of visitation. 

  11. Arrangements:   

  (a)   All arrangements regarding scheduling of visitation and other matters 

regarding access to the children shall be made between the parents.  If HUSBAND is unable, for 

any reason, to pick up or return the children in accordance with this Agreement HUSBAND shall 

immediately contact WIFE so that reasonable and appropriate substitute transportation and 

arrangements can be made thereby minimizing inconvenience and disruption to WIFE and the 

children. 

  (b) If HUSBAND is unable to exercise any period of scheduled visitation, he 

shall immediately notify WIFE and HUSBAND shall, as soon as possible, provide WIFE in 

writing, by e-mail or otherwise, with the reason why he was unable to exercise the scheduled 

visitation with the children. 

  (c) In the event HUSBAND is out of the Columbia area on work related 

matters over a weekend (a Friday and Saturday night) when he is scheduled to have weekend 

visitation with the children and if WIFE is given at least 35 days notification of his unavailability 

to visit with the children over such weekend, WIFE shall allow HUSBAND a makeup weekend 



to be exercised on either the weekend immediately before or immediately following the 

conflicted weekend, at WIFE’s option.   

  (d) In the event HUSBAND misses a regularly scheduled weekend visit with 

the children when he has not provided WIFE with a minimum of 35 days notice and when at the 

time of WIFE’s receiving notice of the conflict WIFE has previously made plans to be out of the 

Columbia area overnight Friday and Saturday night of such weekend, HUSBAND shall be solely 

responsible for making weekend childcare arrangements for the children and for paying for such 

childcare.  Along with notification that he will be unable to exercise his visitation over such 

weekend, HUSBAND shall provide WIFE with the specifics of his proposed childcare 

arrangements and the name and contact information for the care provider.  WIFE, at her option 

and upon prompt notification to HUSBAND, shall have the right to decline HUSBAND’s offer 

of childcare for the children and shall, at her expense, then have the right to make childcare 

arrangements for the children as she deems necessary and appropriate.   

  (e) On any such occasion as HUSBAND does not provide a minimum of 35 

days notice of his inability to exercise a regularly scheduled weekend visit with the children, 

WIFE shall give good faith consideration to allowing HUSBAND to make up such missed 

weekend visit, but such accommodation shall not be required. 

  12.  Transportation:  HUSBAND shall be responsible for transporting the 

children during his visitation.  The children shall be picked up and returned at WIFE’s home 

except as otherwise provided for by the parties’ Agreement (or as may otherwise be agreed 

between the parties).  HUSBAND shall not enter WIFE’s home at the pickup time for the 

children nor at any other time without WIFE’s express consent.  WIFE shall not enter 

HUSBAND’s home, at any time, without HUSBAND’s express consent. 

  13. Consultation and Decisions:  The parties shall consult with each other 

with respect to any major changes to be made in the children’s lives or activities, and with regard 

to the children’s education and religious training, summer camp selection, illness and operations 

(except in emergencies), health, welfare, and other matters of similar importance affecting the 

children, whose well-being, education and development shall at all times be the paramount 

consideration of HUSBAND and WIFE.  However, as stated herein, WIFE, as the custodial 

parent, shall have the right to make the final decision, with HUSBAND having the right to 

petition the Family Court to determine if WIFE’s decision is in the best interest of the children, 



with the Family Court making the final decision if the Court determines that WIFE’s decision is 

not in the best interests of the children. 

  14. Religious Training:  As to religious training, the children may attend a 

church of HUSBAND’s choosing while in the physical custody of HUSBAND and the children 

may attend a church of WIFE’s choosing when the children are in the physical custody of WIFE.  

The children shall, however, become official members of the church of WIFE’s choosing and 

shall be made available for significant events relating to their church membership, such as 

confirmation activities and confirmation ceremonies. 

  15. Informal Adjustments to Schedule:  WIFE and HUSBAND shall have 

the children with her/him during such other times as are mutually agreeable between the parties, 

without the necessity of further written agreement or court order.   

  16. Other Parental Guidelines, Rights & Instructions: 

  A. Neither party shall have any form of physical or verbal confrontation or 

allow another to do so in front of the children. 

  B. Neither party shall excessively consume or be under the influence of 

alcohol (defined the same as might apply to driving under the influence), the consumption of any 

illegal drug or the abuse of any prescription drug or allowing another to do so while the children 

are under his or her care. 

  C. Neither party shall use profanity or make any derogatory comments about 

or toward the other parent or allow anyone else to do so in front of the children or in any manner 

whereby the children might learn of the same. 

  D. Neither party shall expose the children to any paramours, or their children, 

family and friends, until after these parties are divorced.  Neither party shall expose the children 

to overnight guests with whom he or she is romantically involved or to any situation that would 

give he children an impression of an overnight stay by a romantic companion to whom they are 

not related by blood or marriage. 

  E. All parties are required to keep the children in a moral and safe 

environment at all times. 

  F. All parties are required to see that the children in their care properly attend 

school and are not out of school in violation of any educational requirement of this State. 

  G. All parties are required to see that the children in their care receive proper 



medical attention and appropriately take prescribed medications or reasonably necessary medical 

treatments and to that end shall ensure that the children in their care attend any scheduled 

medical appointments and shall exchange medications which are to be taken, all as might be 

reasonable and appropriate to the circumstances, a specific court order or the law.  WIFE shall 

not schedule medical appointments for the children during the period of time that the children are 

to be with HUSBAND, except in case of an emergency or with HUSBAND’s express agreement. 

  H. Neither the parties nor others shall be allowed to smoke tobacco products 

inside either party’s home or their automobiles while any one of the children are present.  

Further, the parties shall use their reasonable best efforts to not expose the children to any smoke 

contaminated environment for an extended period of time which the parties are aware could be 

detrimental to the children’s health. 

  J. Neither party shall allow the children to see or be exposed to age-

inappropriate movies, games or other material or forms of entertainment and shall take all 

reasonable precautions against the same.  In no case shall the children be exposed to any X-rated 

or pornographic material or R-rated movies.  The parents may use discretion as to children 

fifteen (15) and over as to R-rated movies but if either parent objects, the child shall not be 

exposed to the R-rated movie. 

  K. Neither party shall bother, abuse, threaten, harass, or interfere with the 

other party. 

  17. Family Therapy and Counseling:   The parties are currently attending 

family therapy with Dr. __________.  The parties shall continue to attend family therapy until 

they mutually agree that it is no longer necessary, or until the counselor recommends to them 

that they cease the family therapy.  HUSBAND and WIFE shall share this cost equally. 

  Prior to and/or during the litigation between these parties, the children have been 

seen and attended to by the following counselors:  [LIST COUNSELORS/PHYSICIANS].  The 

children (and the parents if deemed necessary by the counselors) shall continue to attend 

counseling until WIFE and HUSBAND mutually agree that it is no longer necessary, or until the 

counselor recommends to them that counseling cease for each particular child, or parent.  

HUSBAND and WIFE shall share equally the cost of these counseling sessions.   

  WIFE and HUSBAND acknowledge that, from time to time, there may need to be 

adjustments in the visitation schedule.  In the event that either party believes there is a legitimate 



reason for modification of HUSBAND’s visitation with the children, such reason shall be 

promptly communicated to the other party.  If the parties are unable to agree on a revised 

visitation schedule, the parties agree to engage in mediation in an attempt to resolve such issue 

prior to either initiating a new action in the Family Court seeking to modify the visitation 

arrangement then in effect. 

 E. MODIFICATION:  All provisions set forth above as to the custody and 

visitation of and with the children shall be subject to modification upon a substantial change in 

condition as if ordered by the Court. 

 



9.21 Grandparent Custody/Visitation 
 

The remaining parties to this action have reached a full and complete final settlement 

agreement as to all of the children’s issues.  That settlement agreement is as follows: 

a. MATERNAL GRANDPARENTS shall have sole legal and physical custody of 

the minor children.  MATERNAL GRANDPARENTS shall have the right to 

make all decisions impacting the minor children. 

b. BIOLOGICAL PARENTS shall have visitation with the minor children at the 

discretion of MATERNAL GRANDPARENTS and at such times and upon 

such conditions as MATERNAL GRANDPARENTS may set.  BIOLOGICAL 

PARENTS shall come alone to and exercise their visitation without the 

presence of others (except MATERNAL GRANDPARENTS when they are 

supervising). 

c. PATERNAL GRANDPARENT shall have visitation with the children as 

follows: 

i. For the first six (6) months following approval of this Agreement, 

PATERNAL GRANDPARENT shall see the children once every other 

month for two (2) hours.  This visitation shall be supervised by one or 

both of MATERNAL GRANDPARENTS, or supervised by a paid 

supervisor mutually acceptable to MATERNAL GRANDPARENTS 

and PATERNAL GRANDPARENT and at PATERNAL 

GRANDPARENT’s expense.  The visitation shall take place between 

1:00 AM and 3:00 PM, unless otherwise agreed upon in writing by 

PATERNAL GRANDPARENT and MATERNAL 

GRANDPARENTS, in a public setting, or supervised by a paid 

supervisor mutually acceptable to MATERNAL GRANDPARENTS 

and PATERNAL GRANDPARENT and at PATERNAL 

GRANDPARENT’s expense. 

ii. Assuming no issues arise during the first six (6) months of visitation, 

the next three (3) months visitation – months 6 through 9 following 

approval of this Agreement – PATERNAL GRANDPARENT shall visit 

with the children once every month for three (3) hours.  This daytime 



visitation shall be supervised by one or both of MATERNAL 

GRANDPARENTS, in a public setting, or supervised by a paid 

supervisor mutually acceptable to MATERNAL GRANDPARENTS 

and PATERNAL GRANDPARENT and at PATERNAL 

GRANDPARENT’s expense 

iii. Assuming no issues arise in the first nine (9) months of visitation as set 

forth above, PATERNAL GRANDPARENT shall have daytime 

visitation with the children once every month, unsupervised, for three 

(3) hours in a public setting. 

iv. The following conditions apply to all of PATERNAL 

GRANDPARENT’s visitation with the minor children, including all 

supervised and unsupervised visits: 

1. The visitation shall take place in a public place in _____ County, 

South Carolina. 

2. The visitation shall take place on Saturdays, unless the parties 

agree in writing to visitation on a different day.  The parties shall 

communicate with one another to select which weekend of each 

month PATERNAL GRANDPARENT will have visitation.   

3. PATERNAL GRANDPARENT shall come alone to and 

exercise her visitation without the presence of others (except 

MATERNAL GRANDPARENTS when they are supervising or 

a paid supervisor). 

4. All participants in the visitation shall maintain safe COVID 

practices throughout the visitation for as long as the pandemic 

continues. 

5. If PATERNAL GRANDPARENT photographs the children 

during her visits, she is restrained and enjoined from posting any 

photos of the children to social media, or allowing others to do 

so.   

 



CHILD SUPPORT 
COORDINATE PL ORDER 
10.1(b) IN EFFECT THROUGH SPECIFIC DATE 
 
TEMPORARY SUPPORT:  Pursuant to the Temporary Order issued on [DATE 

TEMPORARY ORDER ISSUED], [H/W] is required to pay child support for 

[CHILDREN]'s benefit. The rights and responsibilities of the parties under the 

Temporary Order dated [DATE OF TEMPORARY ORDER], shall terminate 

effective the last day of [MONTH IN WHICH TEMPORARY ORDER 

TERMINATES] and shall be replaced by the permanent support 

arrangements set forth below. 



CHILD SUPPORT 
DIRECT CHILD SUPPORT 
10.2(a) MONTHLY DIRECT, WITH FIVE DAY CLAUSE 
 
Direct Payments of Child Support:  Commencing and effective [DATE CHILD 

SUPPORT COMMENCES], [H/W] shall pay directly to [H/W] the sum of 

$[DOLLAR AMOUNT OF MONTHLY CHILD SUPPORT] per month as child 

support by the first day of each month thereafter until the earlier of a child 

attaining the age of 18 years, entering the military service, death of a child, or is 

otherwise emancipated.  These payments shall be modifiable as if ordered by 

the Court.  In the event that [H/W] is two or more times more than five (5) days 

late in making these payments in any year, then upon verified Affidavit of [H/W] 

payments shall be made through the [COUNTY] County Clerk of Court, together 

with the Court service fee, which is currently five percent (5%).   

 
 



CHILD SUPPORT 
DIRECT CHILD SUPPORT 
10.2(b) MONTHLY THROUGH STATE DISBURSEMENT UNIT 
 
Commencing and effective [DATE CHILD SUPPORT COMMENCES], [H/W] shall 

pay all child support to [H/W] through the State Disbursement Unit in the 

amount of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT OF MONTHLY CHILD SUPPORT], plus service 

fee, for a total of $[TOTAL DOLLAR AMOUNT OF MONTHLY CHILD SUPPORT 

PLUS SERVICE FEE].  If available to [H/W], [HE/SHE] shall pay [HIS/HER] 

child support by automatic wage withholding to the State Disbursement Unit.   



CHILD SUPPORT 
DIRECT CHILD SUPPORT 
10.2(c) NONE, EACH SUPPORT CHILD 
 
Direct Payments of Child Support:  Neither party shall pay direct payments of 

child support to the other parent.  [H/W] shall be responsible for [CHILDREN]’s 

support when with [HIM/HER].  [H/W] shall be responsible for [CHILDREN]’s 

support when with [HIM/HER]. 



CHILD SUPPORT 
DIRECT CHILD SUPPORT 
10.2(e) NORMAL CONTINGENCIES 
 
Child support payments shall continue until each child attains the age of 18 years 

and graduates from high school or enters the military service, or is otherwise 

emancipated, or the Court otherwise orders or the parties agree.   



CHILD SUPPORT 
DIRECT CHILD SUPPORT 
10.2(f) NORMAL CONTINGENCIES, CONTINUE SUPPORT UNTIL COLLEGE 
DEPARTURE 
 
The payments of child support by [H/W] to [H/W] shall continue until 

[CHILDREN] [HAS/HAVE] completed [HIS/HER/THEIR] undergraduate college 

educations, assumed to be four (4) year programs.   



CHILD SUPPORT 
DIRECT CHILD SUPPORT 
10.2(h) MONTHLY PAYMENT THROUGH INSTALLMENTS 
 
Direct Payments:  Commencing and effective the first day of the first calendar 

month after the date of this Agreement, [H/W] shall pay directly to [H/W] the 

sum of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT OF MONTHLY CHILD SUPPORT] per month as 

child support for [CHILDREN].  This child support shall be paid in two (2) equal 

installments of $[HALF THE DOLLAR AMOUNT OF MONTHLY CHILD 

SUPPORT] on the 1st and 15th days of each month. If [H/W] is more than five (5) 

days late in making any such payments then [H/W] may request by Affidavit 

filed with the Family Court that all future payments be made through the 

Family Court, plus the Court service fee, which is currently five (5%) percent. 



10.2(i) No Direct Child Support 
 
Child Support:  Neither party will be required to pay direct child support to the other, and that 

issue shall be held in abeyance for a forty-eight (48) month period from the date of the Court’s 

approval of this Agreement. 

 



10.2(J) Child Emancipation Defined / Emancipation Delay 
1. Direct Child Support for [CHILD’S INITIALS] AND [CHILD’S INITIALS]: 

Defendant shall pay directly to Plaintiff child support in the sum of $______ per month, for the 

support and maintenance of [CHILD’S INITIALS] and [CHILD’S INITIALS].  These payments 

of child support shall commence and be effective on the first day of the first calendar month after 

court-approval of this Agreement.  All payments of child support shall be by check to be 

delivered to Plaintiff by the fifth day of the month. 

2. Emancipation Definition for [CHILD’S INITIALS]: The parties 

acknowledge and agree that [CHILD’S INITIALS] is a special needs child, having been 

diagnosed with Autism.  It is undetermined at this time whether or not [CHILD’S INITIALS] will 

be able to live independent of his parents in the future.  Accordingly, the parties agree to reserve 

and consider at the appropriate time the issues of if and when [CHILD’S INITIALS] shall be 

considered emancipated. They further agree that [CHILD’S INITIALS]shall not be considered 

emancipated by operation of law unless and until they agree in writing or the Family Court so 

finds and Orders.  

3. Emancipation Definition for [CHILD’S INITIALS]:  [CHILD’S INITIALS] 

shall be considered legally emancipated, or not eligible for child support or other payments on 

her behalf, upon her death, or the latter of her attaining the age of eighteen (18) years and 

graduating from high school. When [CHILD’S INITIALS] is legally emancipated, child support 

shall be recalculated.  

 



10.2(k) - Special Needs Child/Trust 

I find that the Agreements reached during the course of the trial should be approved and 

made the Order of the Court.  Those Agreements are as follows: 

  A. Emancipation Definition for [CHILD]:  The parties acknowledge and 

agree that [CHILD] is a special needs child, having suffered a ___________.  It is undetermined 

at this time whether or not [CHILD] will be able to live independent of his parents in the future.  

Accordingly, the parties agree to reserve and consider at the appropriate time the issues of if and 

when [CHILD] shall be considered emancipated.  They further agree that [CHILD] shall not be 

considered emancipated by operation of law unless and until they agree in writing or the Family 

Court so finds and Orders. 

  B. [CHILD]’ Trust:  As a result of a _______ injury that [CHILD] received 

______, a personal injury action was brought resulting in a favorable verdict netting 

approximately _________ Dollars after the payment of fees and costs associated with that action.  

Those funds have now been paid into a Trust, known as the Irrevocable Supplemental Care Trust 

for the Benefit of [CHILD] (the “Trust”), for which _____________ is the sole trustee.  The 

parties agree to abide by the terms and conditions of that Trust, specifically acknowledging that 

both parties will continue to have equal rights to information, statements, input and decision 

making regarding the Trust, with neither party having the right to veto or override the decision of 

the other, and subject to the right of the corporate trustee to make the final decision, all as is 

more specifically provided in the Trust. 

  C. Medical Insurance:  FATHER shall continue to maintain and keep in force 

health, hospitalization and dental insurance covering [CHILD] and [CHILD] while they remain 

dependents as defined by the insurance policy, consistent with the current coverage.  The parties 

acknowledge that this insurance coverage cost FATHER approximately $_____ per year.   

  D. Therapy for [CHILD]:  FATHER shall continue to pay all of [CHILD]’ 

therapy expenses, specifically including all speech, occupational and physical therapy 

(____________), and tutoring.  The parties acknowledge that these expenses cost FATHER 

approximately $_____ per month. 

  E. Private School for [CHILD]:  [CHILD] currently attends [SCHOOL], 

which is a private school located at [ADDRES], South Carolina.  The parties agree that 

[SCHOOL] is the institution that currently best suited to meet [CHILD]’ special needs at this 



time.  The parties acknowledge that the current cost for [CHILD]’ attendance at [SCHOOL] is 

approximately $_____ per year, subject to increases.  FATHER shall continue to pay all 

published contractual expenses of [CHILD] at [SCHOOL], or other appropriate private school 

fitting his needs, until he completes the 12th grade.   

 



CHILD SUPPORT 
HEALTH INSURANCE 
10.3(a) ONE PARENT PROVIDES 
 
Medical and Health Insurance:  [H/W] shall continue to provide and pay for 

health and hospitalization insurance for [CHILDREN] concurrent with [H/W]’s 

obligation to pay child support and subject to the same contingencies. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
Health Insurance:  [H/W] currently provides and pays for family medical, 

dental, prescription drug, and major medical coverage for 

[HIMSELF/HERSELF], [H/W] and [CHILDREN] through [HIS/HER] 

employment.  [H/W] shall continue to provide and pay for medical, dental 

prescription drug, and major medical coverage for [CHILDREN] consistent with 

the coverage currently in place until the earlier of [HIS/HER/THEIR] graduation 

from college or until [HE/SHE/THEY] reach the age of 24 years, as long as 

[HE/SHE/THEY] are eligible under [HIS/HER] health insurance policy and [IS 

/ARE] [A] full-time [STUDENT/STUDENTS] in good standing.  [H/W] shall 

provide [H/W] with current insurance cards as they are issued, together with 

copies of the current health insurance plan and descriptions and booklets. 



CHILD SUPPORT 
UNCOVERED HEALTH EXPENSES 
10.4(a) ONE PARENT PAY ALL 
 
Uncovered Medical Expenses:  [H/W] shall be responsible for and shall pay all 

of [CHILDREN]’s reasonable and necessary medical and dental expenses 

concurrent with [H/W]’s obligation to pay child support and subject to the same 

contingencies. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
Uninsured Medical, Dental and Counseling Fees:  [H/W] will be responsible 

for 100% of the reasonable and necessary uninsured medical and dental 

expenses of [CHILDREN] (excluding non-prescription or non-doctor/hospital 

expenses), provided the medical expenses are medically necessary, with 

reimbursement to be made to [H/W] for any such expenses [HE/SHE] has paid 

on behalf of [CHILDREN], by [H/W] within thirty (30) days of receiving 

documentation of the expenses.  These obligations shall continue through the 

earlier of [CHILDREN]’s college graduation or four (4) years from graduation 

from high school.   



CHILD SUPPORT 
UNCOVERED HEALTH EXPENSES 
10.4(b) DIVIDE BY PERCENTAGE 
 
Uninsured Medical, Dental and Healthcare Expenses: After application of the 

health insurance benefits, the reasonable and necessary medical and dental 

expenses shall be paid by [H/W] paying [% OF UNINSURED HEALTH 

EXPENSES ONE PARENT MUST PAY]% and [H/W] paying [% OF UNINSURED 

HEALTH EXPENSES OTHER PARENT MUST PAY]%.  Reimbursement shall be 

made within thirty (30) days of receipt of appropriate documentation. 



CHILD SUPPORT 
UNCOVERED HEALTH EXPENSES 
10.4(c) DIVIDE BY PERCENTAGE, AFTER $250.00 
 
[H/W] shall be responsible for the first $250.00 per year of [CHILDREN]’s 

uninsured medical and dental expenses each year commencing and effective 

[DATE RESPONSIBILITY FOR UNCOVERD HEALTH EXPENSES OF 

COMMENCES].  The parties shall thereafter share the uninsured medical and 

dental expenses with [H/W] paying [% OF UNCOVERED HEALTH EXPENSES 

ONE PARENT MUST PAY]% percent and [H/W] paying [% OF UNCOVERED 

HEALTH EXPENSES OTHER PARENT MUST PAY]% percent commencing and 

effective [DATE RESPONSIBILITY FOR UNCOVERED HEALTH EXPENSES 

COMMENCES].  “Medical expenses” includes all reasonable and necessary 

medical, dental, optical, orthodontic, prescription and counseling expenses.   

 
VERSION #2 
 
Uninsured Medical, Dental and Healthcare Expenses: After application of the 

health insurance benefits, the reasonable and necessary medical and dental 

expenses shall be paid by [H/W] paying 50% and [H/W] paying 50%.  

Reimbursement shall be made within thirty (30) days of receipt of appropriate 

documentation, with [H/W] being responsible for the first $250 per year of 

[CHILDREN]’s uninsured medical expenses. 

 



CHILD SUPPORT 
UNCOVERED HEALTH EXPENSES 
10.4(f) REIMBURSEMENT METHOD, SPEICIFIED # OF DAYS 
 
Reimbursement shall be made within [# OF DAYS BEFORE REIMBUSEMENT 

FOR PAYMENT OF UNCOVERED HEALTH EXPENSES IS REQUIRED] days of 

[H/W] being provided proof of the threshold $250.00 being paid by [H/W] and of 

the claimed expense for which [HE/SHE] is seeking reimbursement. 

 



CHILD SUPPORT 
PRIVATE SCHOOL 
10.5(a) ONE PARTY PAY 
 
Private School:  [H/W] shall continue to be responsible for and shall pay 

[CHILDREN]’s tuition at [PRIVATE SCHOOL], through and including the 12th 

grade, concurrent with [H/W]’s obligation to pay child support and subject to 

the same contingencies. 



CHILD SUPPORT 
PRIVATE SCHOOL 
10.5(b) PARENTS SPLIT 
 
Private School:  [H/W] shall pay [% ONE PARENT MUST PAY FOR PRIVATE 

SCHOOL]% and [H/W] shall pay [% OTHER PARENT MUST PAY FOR PRIVATE 

SCHOOL]% of the published private school tuition, books and fees, together 

with the parishioner’s fee, for [CHILDREN] through graduation from high 

school.  This obligation shall continue until [CHILDREN] 

[GRADUATE/GRADUATES] from the 12th grade.   



CHILD SUPPORT 
COLLEGE 
10.6(a) ONE PARENT PAY 
 
College:  [H/W] shall be responsible for and shall pay [CHILDREN]’s reasonable 

and necessary college expenses for four (4) years, to include reasonable and 

necessary tuition, on-campus room and board, books, and published fees to the 

extent not provided by scholarships or grants.  [CHILDREN] shall have the 

responsibility to attend full-time, maintain passing grades and normal 

progression towards a four (4) year degree.  These arrangements shall be made 

directly between [H/W] and [CHILDREN]. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
College:  As [CHILDREN] [ATTAIN/ATTAINS] the age of 18 years and 

[HAS/HAVE] graduated from high school, [H/W] will then be responsible and 

shall pay [CHILDREN]’s living and college expenses as long as [HE/SHE/THEY] 

[IS/ARE] [A] full-time [STUDENT/STUDENTS] in good standing.   



CHILD SUPPORT 
COLLEGE 
10.6(b) PARENTS SPLIT 
 

After the grants, scholarships and funds from [CHILDREN]’s trust 

accounts have been applied and exhausted, each party’s responsibility or 

obligation to contribute toward [CHILDREN]’s college education shall be equal 

to one-half (1/2) of the costs incurred for SAT and other testing, college 

applications, required or recommended supplies, tuition, books, room and 

board, a laptop and related supplies if recommended or required by the school, 

together with all other published fees and expenses for [CHILDREN] to attend 

four years of college at a private or state-supported institution, in-state or out-

of-state.   

The parties shall discuss the sharing of expenses relating to travel to and 

from school once a decision as to where [CHILDREN] will be attending college is 

made.  The parties’ obligation to contribute toward the college-related expenses 

for [CHILDREN] shall end upon a child obtaining a four-year college degree 

immediately following graduation from high school, or a child attaining age 

twenty-three (23), whichever event shall first occur, however, the parties may 

mutually agree to pay for a child to attend graduate school, or pay for a child’s 

college-related expenses beyond a four-year period or beyond age twenty-three 

(23).  These obligations shall be subject to modification in the same manner 

that child support is modifiable under South Carolina law. 



CHILD SUPPORT 
COLLEGE 
10.6(c) APPLICATION FOR SCHOLARSHIPS AND GRANTS 
 
While the parties agree that [CHILDREN] should receive a collegiate education, 

they specifically agree that [CHILDREN] shall be required to apply for all 

reasonably available grants, scholarships and college loans to the extent 

necessary. 



COLLEGE 
10.6(e) STATE TUITION PLAN 
 
Mother and Father shall pay and be responsible for one-half of that college education  
 
expenses for each child up to the level of a South Carolina state supported college or  
 
university to include tuition, fees, room, board, books and any other necessary  
 
expenses. The tuition of an in-state school should be used to determine half of the  
 
college expenses. If either child chooses an out of state or private school, Mother or  
 
Father will pay the amount of one half of the expenses of what an in-state school  
 
would cost. The parties may utilize any college funds within his or her control to assist  
 
in the collegiate expenses. 
 
 
 



CHILD SUPPORT 
COLLEGE 
10.6(f) EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTS SHALL BE ESTABLISHED 
 
In order to properly prepare financially for the collegiate education 

requirements of [CHILDREN], [H/W] and [H/W] agree that sufficient funds 

should be set aside in advance so as to do so.  To facilitate that intent, [H/W] 

agrees that within [# OF DAYS ALLOWED FROM DATE OF AGREEMENT UNTIL 

EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTS MUST BE ESTABLISHED] days of Court approval of 

this Agreement, [HE/SHE] will pay into an educational account to be used only 

for the collegiate education of [CHILDREN] the sum of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT TO 

BE PAID INTO EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNT].  In addition, [H/W] agrees that 

[HE/SHE] will likewise pay the sum of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT TO BE PAID INTO 

EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNT] to be added to the educational accounts established 

by [H/W] for [CHILDREN]’s college education. 

 After the college accounts are established, [H/W] and [H/W] shall be 

entitled to receive the monthly, quarterly and annual statements relating to 

each of the college accounts established hereunder.  [H/W] shall be responsible 

for establishing and managing the college accounts.  How those funds will be 

distributed when [CHILDREN] [BECOME/BECOMES] of college age and after 

the decision is made as to where [CHILDREN] will go to school, the mechanics 

of how those funds will be distributed and applied is reserved for future 

determination.  The parties agree, however, that as to each college account, the 

child for which the account is created should be the primary beneficiary of the 

account, with the other child being designated as the secondary beneficiary, 

and should both of the children predecease the expenditure of the funds, then 



the remaining funds in the account will revert to the parent or person who 

funded the account. 



CHILD SUPPORT 
COLLEGE 
10.6(g) USE OF EXISTING EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTS 
 
Education Expenses:  [H/W] and [H/W] agree that approximately $[DOLLAR 

AMOUNT SET ASIDE FOR COLLEGE EDUCATION FUNDS] has been set aside 

to fund [CHILDREN]’s education expenses.  [H/W] may manage the funds 

herein established; provided, however, [HE/SHE] shall provide [H/W] with the 

quarterly statements and shall not diminish the funds for any other purpose.   

 If the fund herein established is exhausted prior to [CHILDREN] 

completing [HIS/HER/THEIR] undergraduate education, then [H/W] shall pay 

such costs and expenses. [H/W]’s obligation to pay for the educational needs of 

[CHILDREN] shall not extend beyond a four year undergraduate degree. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
College:  [H/W] and [H/W] acknowledge that [CHILDREN] [IS/ARE] suitable for 

and should attend the college.  They further acknowledge that approximately 

$[DOLLAR AMOUNT SET ASIDE FOR COLLEGE EDUCATION FUNDS] was set 

aside to educate [CHILDREN] post-high school.  [H/W] and [H/W] therefore 

agree that the existing funds shall continue to be set aside for the collegiate 

education of [CHILDREN]. 

 All expenditures shall require the signatures of both [H/W] and [H/W], 

and they shall also be entitled to all records pertaining to the accounts.  It shall 

be [H/W]’s responsibility to manage the accounts.  Neither party shall 

unreasonably withhold his or her signature to pay the college expenses for 

[CHILDREN]. 



CHILD SUPPORT 
COLLEGE 
10.6(h) SET ASIDE FUNDS 
 
 [H/W] and [H/W] agree that [CHILDREN] should receive a collegiate 

education commensurate with [HIS/HER/THEIR] respective needs and the 

financial abilities of the parties. 

 In order to properly prepare financially for the collegiate education 

requirements of [CHILDREN], [H/W] and [H/W] agree that sufficient funds 

should be set aside in advance so as to do so.   



CHILD SUPPORT 
COLLEGE 
10.6(i) RESERVED 
 
As the issue of a college education for [CHILDREN] is not yet ripe for 

adjudication, and the full facts are not currently known, the parties specifically 

reserve all issues and rights as to where [CHILDREN] should attend college and 

under what circumstances and the degree to which either parent should 

contribute additionally to the education of [CHILDREN]. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
College:  [H/W] and [H/W] agree that [CHILDREN] should receive a collegiate 

education commensurate with [HIS/HER/THEIR] needs and abilities.  That issue 

is reserved for later determination when the matter is ripe for adjudication.   



10.7 COLLEGE EXPENSE – S.C. STATE LEVEL 

CHILDREN'S COLLEGE EXPENSES: Mother and Father shall pay and be 

responsible for one-half of the college education expenses for each child up to the level of a 

South Carolina state supported college or university to include tuition, fees, room, board, 

books and any other necessary expenses. The tuition of an in-state school should be used to 

determine half of the college expenses. If either child chooses an out of state or private school, 

Mother will pay the amount of one half of the expenses of what an in-state school would 

cost. The parties may utilize any college funds within his or her control to assist in the 

collegiate expenses. 

 



CHILD SUPPORT 
SECURITY FO CHILD SUPPORT (LIFE INSURANCE) 
10.7(a) ONE PARENT (SIMPLE) 
 
SECURITY FOR SUPPORT:  [H/W] shall secure and maintain no less than 

$[DOLLAR AMOUNT PARENT IS REQUIRED TO KEEP IN LIFE INSURANCE TO 

SECURE CHILD SUPPORT] of life insurance on [HIS/HER] life to secure 

[HIS/HER] obligation to pay child support and alimony.  [H/W] shall be named 

as beneficiary for [HIS/HER] benefit and the benefit of [CHILDREN].  [H/W] 

shall be entitled to receive directly from the insurance company evidence of the 

amount of life insurance, payment of premiums, and beneficiary designations.  

Within [# OF DAYS FROM AGREEMENT THAT PARTY HAS TO ESTABLISH 

LIFE INSURANCE POLICY TO SECURE CHILD SUPPORT] days of the date of 

Court-approval of this Agreement, [H/W] shall provide such proof to [H/W].  

This obligation to maintain life insurance shall be subject to the same 

contingencies as provided for child support and alimony. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
Security for Support (Child Support and Education):  [H/W] shall maintain 

and keep in force, at [HIS/HER] expense, no less than $[DOLLAR AMOUNT 

PARENT IS REQUIRED TO KEEP IN LIFE INSURANCE TO SECURE CHILD 

SUPPORT]  in life insurance on [HIS/HER] life to secure [HIS/HER] child 

support and educational obligations to [H/W] and the children.  As long as 

there is an alimony obligation, [H/W] shall be named as sole beneficiary of no 

less than $[DOLLAR AMOUNT REQUIRED AS DEATH BENEFIT FOR FORMER 

SPOUSE] of the death benefit and [CHILDREN] named as sole co-equal 

[BENEFICIARY/BENEFICIARIES] of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT REQUIRED AS 

DEATH BENEFIT FOR CHILDREN] in death benefits, with [H/W] named as 



trustee for [CHILDREN]’s share.  Once the alimony terminates, [CHILDREN] 

shall be named as sole [BENEFICIARY/BENEFICIARIES] of the full $[FULL 

SUM OF DEATH BENEFIT] in death benefit until the child support and college 

education obligations terminate, naming [H/W] as the trustee.  Within thirty 

(30) days of Court approval of this Agreement, [H/W] shall provide [H/W] with 

proof of said insurance, policy designation, and paid premiums. [H/W] shall 

continue to do so annually thereafter on the anniversary of this Agreement.  

[H/W] shall also authorize the insurance company to provide direct information 

to [H/W] regarding said policies of insurance. [H/W] shall be made the owner of 

this policy(ies). 



CHILD SUPPORT 
SECURITY FOR CHILD SUPPORT (LIFE INSURANCE) 
10.7(b) ONE PARENT (TRUST) 
 
Security for Child Support:  [H/W] and [H/W] agree that in order for [H/W] to 
secure [HIS/HER] obligation for the support of [CHILDREN], [HE/SHE] shall 
maintain and keep in force life insurance in the face amount of no less than 
$[DOLLAR AMOUNT OF LIFE INSURANCE REQUIRED TO SECURE CHILD 
SUPPORT], with [TRUSTEE FOR CHILDREN], designated as trustee thereof for 
the benefit of [CHILDREN], decreasing to $(             ) once (         ) completes 
college. This obligation shall continue until both children have completed 
college, but no later than when both children have attained the age of age 23 
years.  Within (    ) days of Court approval, [H/W] shall provide to [H/W] proof of 
said policy, including the policy amount, beneficiary designation and paid 
premiums, and annually thereafter.  [H/W] shall also provide such proof 
annually thereafter on the anniversary of this Agreement and shall authorize 
the insurance company to provide direct information regarding the policy, policy 
designations, and premium payments directly to [H/W]. 



CHILD SUPPORT 
SECURITY FOR CHILD SUPPORT (LIFE INSURANCE) 
10.7(d) BOTH PARENTS (TRUST) 
 

Security for Support:  At present, [H/W] and [H/W] each have a [# OF YEARS FOR 

TERM OF LIFE INSURANCE POLICY]-year term life insurance policy owned by their 

respective trusts, each having approximately [# OF YEARS REMAINING ON TERM] 

years remaining on the term.  From this or other coverage, at least $[DOLLAR 

AMOUNT REQUIRED TO SECURE CHILD SUPPORT] on each party’s life shall be 

maintained in said trust until the term of the current life insurance policy expires from 

which the Trustee shall contribute to the support and educational benefit of [CHILDREN] 

to assure compliance with the support and educational obligations of this Agreement.  

Within [# OF DAYS PARTY HAS FROM TIME OF AGREEMENT UNTIL PROOF 

OF INSURANCE MUST BE SHOWN] days of Court approval of this Agreement, the 

Trustee of each trust shall provide the other party with proof of said insurance, policy 

designation, and paid premiums.  The Trustee shall continue to do so annually thereafter 

on the anniversary of this Agreement.  The Trustee shall also authorize the insurance 

company to provide direct information to the other party regarding said policies of 

insurance. 



CHILD SUPPORT 
TAXATION, EXEMPTIONS, TAX CREDITS 
10.9(a) DEPENDENCY ALL TO ONE PARENT 
 
[H/W] shall be entitled to claim [CHILDREN] as [HIS/HER] 

[DEPENDENT/DEPENDENTS], tax deduction, and tax credit commencing with 

the tax year [YEAR TAX EXEMPTIONS COMMENCE] and in every year 

thereafter.  [H/W] shall sign such tax forms and waivers as may be necessary 

each year.  This tax provision is subject to modification upon a substantial 

change in circumstances.   



CHILD SUPPORT 
TAXATION, EXEMPTIONS, TAX CREDITS 
10.9(c) DEPENDENCY ALL TO ONE, REVERT/REVIEW IF PARENT CANNOT 
USE 
 
Dependency Exemptions and Tax Credits:  [H/W] shall be entitled to claim 

[CHILDREN] as [HIS/HER] [DEPENDENT/DEPENDENDTS, tax exemption and 

tax credit in all years going forward.  However, if such dependency exemptions 

do not benefit [H/W] by reason of the level of [HIS/HER] income, then [H/W] 

shall be entitled to claim [CHILDREN] as [HIS/HER] 

[DEPENDENT/DEPENDENTS], tax exemption and tax credit if [HE/SHE] will 

benefit therefrom.  At tax time each year, [H/W] shall have the affirmative duty 

to advise [H/W] if [HIS/HER] income exceeds the level by which the dependency 

exemptions and tax credit would no longer benefit [HIM/HER]. 



CHILD SUPPORT 
TAXATION, EXEMPTIONS, TAX CREDITS 
10.9(d) DEPENDENCY, ONE MAY PURCHASE FROM THE OTHER 
 
[H/W], at [HIS/HER] election, may purchase [H/W]’s right to claim [CHILDREN] 

as [A] [DEPENDENT/DEPENDENTS], [CREDIT/CREDITS], and to claim head of 

household by paying to [H/W] a sum equal to the amount of the refund 

[HE/SHE] loses by giving up such status, with [H/W] to be responsible for the 

tax payment costs to make that determination.  The amount due [H/W] shall be 

paid at the time [HE/SHE] signs the tax form allowing [H/W] to claim the 

exemption and must be paid prior to April 15th of each year. 



CHILD SUPPORT 
TAXATION, EXEMPTIONS, TAX CREDITS 
10.9(f) HEAD-OF-HOUSEHOLD STATUS 
 
[H/W] shall be entitled to claim head-of-household in all years.   



CHILD SUPPORT 
TAXATION, EXEMPTIONS, TAX CREDITS 
10.9(g) CHILD SUPPORT NON TAXABLE/NON DEDUCTIBLE 
 
Both parties acknowledge that any payments made to or on behalf of either 

parent for the support or education of [CHILDREN] shall not be taxable nor 

deductible for [H/W] or [H/W] for State or Federal income tax purposes.   

 

CHILD SUPPORT 
TAXATION, EXEMPTIONS, TAX CREDITS 
10.9(g) CHILD SUPPORT NON TAXABLE/NON DEDUCTIBLE 
 
Taxation:  None of the payments made by [H/W] for the benefit of [CHILDREN] 

shall be taxable to [H/W] or deductible by [H/W] under federal or state tax laws. 

 



CHILD SUPPORT 
VEHICLE 
10.13(b) ONE PARENT PAY 
 
[CHILDREN]’S AUTOMOBILE(s):  [H/W] shall provide and pay for [AN] 

[AUTOMOBILE/AUTOMOBILES] for [CHILDREN] and shall be responsible for all 

expenses associated therewith with arrangements regarding said 

[VEHICLE/VEHICLES] to made and agreed upon between [H/W] and the 

individual child.   

 
VERSION #2 
 
[CHILDREN]’S AUTOMOBILE(s):   [H/W] and [H/W] acknowledge that 

[CHILDREN] currently [DRIVE/DRIVES] a [CHILD(ren)’(s) CAR(s)] which is 

owned free of lien.  [THIS/THESE] [VEHICLE/VEHICLES] shall be transferred to 

[CHILDREN] for [HIS/HER/THEIR] use.  [H/W] shall pay gasoline, taxes, 

insurance and repairs for [THIS/THESE] [VEHICLE/VEHICLES] so long as 

[HE/SHE] is obligated to pay child support and college education expenses.   



10.18 – Full Child Support Samples 
 
A. CHILD SUPPORT: 

  (1) Direct Payments of Future Child Support:  Commencing and effective 

[DATE], HUSBAND shall pay directly to WIFE the sum of [AMOUNT] per month as child support for 

the children.  These payments shall be made directly by HUSBAND to WIFE by the first day of each 

month.  If HUSBAND is more than five (5) days late in any payments, then all future payments will be 

made through the State Disbursement Unit, together with the applicable service fee, which is currently 

___ (___%) percent. 

  (2) Health Insurance:  HUSBAND shall continue to provide and pay for health and 

dental insurance coverage for the children consistent with the coverage currently in place.  A Qualified 

Medical Child Support Order shall be entered to allow WIFE to communicate directly with the insurance 

provider and to receive Explanation of Benefits and reimbursements directly from the insurance carrier.  

If HUSBAND chooses less expensive health insurance with a higher deductible, then he shall be 

responsible for paying the deductible per child per year over and above $250.00, which is the current per 

year per child deductible. 

  (3) Uninsured Medical, Dental and Counseling Fees:  WIFE will be responsible 

for the first $250.00 per year per child of the children’s uninsured medical, dental and orthodontic 

expenses (not including counseling expenses, which are to be paid equally by HUSBAND and WIFE).  

The excess expenses (excluding counseling expenses) will be paid 50/50 by HUSBAND and WIFE, with 

reimbursement to be made within thirty (30) days of receiving documentation of the expenses. 

  As noted above, all counseling charges for the children, together with any charges by the 

parents with the children relating to their counseling, will be paid equally by HUSBAND and WIFE. 

  (4) Private School:  [CHILD’S INITIALS] and [CHILD’S INITIALS] are currently 

attending public schools.  However, [CHILD’S INITIALS] is attending [SCHOOL NAME], a private 

school in ________.  The expenses for [CHILD’S INITIALS] at private school will be split 50/50 

between WIFE and HUSBAND commencing with he [YEAR] school year.  This obligation includes all 

published fees and other expenses in accordance with the attached schedule (and each schedule hereafter 

provided), together with all travel to and from school, a computer and related software and supplies, if 

required or suggested by the school.  In addition, HUSBAND and WIFE shall share equally the expenses 

relating to [CHILD’S INITIALS]’s tennis activities, including private lessons, tennis camps, necessary 

tennis equipment, tennis tournaments entry fees, consistent with historical expenses for [CHILD’S 

INITIALS]’s tennis activities.  

  (5) College:  The parties agree that the children should receive a college education 

commensurate with each child’s needs and abilities.  The parties agree to confer with each other when 



each child becomes of college age.  At that time, the parties shall assist each child with the selection of an 

appropriate college or university and course of study.  Each party, and each child, shall participate in this 

selection.  The parties may insist that each child apply for grants and/or scholarships.  The parties agree to 

share equally in the costs incurred for each child to attend college or a university to the extent that such 

expenses are not paid by grants, scholarships and the children’s _______ accounts, which have been 

previously set aside for each child’s college education (see children’s ___________ accounts in Section 

V, Paragraph C).  The parties shall require each child to apply her funds which have been set aside in the 

trust accounts for each child’s college education toward the costs for each child to attend college (See 

children’s ____________ accounts in Section V, Paragraph C).  After the grants, scholarships and funds 

from the children’s trust accounts have been applied and exhausted, each party’s responsibility or 

obligation to contribute toward a child’s college education shall be equal to one-half (1/2) of the costs 

incurred for SAT and other testing, college applications, required or recommended supplies, tuition, 

books, room and board, a laptop and related supplies if recommended or required by the school, together 

with all other published fees and expenses for a child to attend four years of college at a private or state-

supported institution, in-state or out-of-state.  The parties shall discuss the sharing of expenses relating to 

travel to and from school once a decision as to where the child(ren) will be attending college is made.  

The parties’ obligation to contribute toward the college-related expenses for the children shall end upon a 

child obtaining a four-year college degree immediately following graduation from high school, or a child 

attaining age twenty-three (23), whichever event shall first occur, however, the parties may mutually 

agree to pay for a child to attend graduate school, or pay for a child’s college-related expenses beyond a 

four-year period or beyond age twenty-three (23).  These obligations shall be subject to modification in 

the same  manner that child support is modifiable under South Carolina law. 

  (6) Security for Support:  At present, WIFE and HUSBAND each have a 20-year 

term life insurance policy owned by their respective trusts described in Section V, Paragraph D. Life 

Insurance below, each having approximately fifteen (15) years remaining on the term.  From this or other 

coverage, at least $__________ on each party’s life shall be maintained in said trust until the term of the 

current life insurance policy expires from which the Trustee shall contribute to the support and 

educational benefits for each child described above (allocated $____________ per child) to assure 

compliance with the support and educational obligations of this Agreement.  Within thirty (30) days of 

Court approval of this Agreement, the Trustee of each trust shall provide the other party with proof of 

said insurance, policy designation, and paid premiums.  The Trustee shall continue to do so annually 

thereafter on the anniversary of this Agreement.  The Trustee shall also authorize the insurance company 

to provide direct information to the other party regarding said policies of insurance. 

  (7) Modification:  All provisions set forth above as to the support and education of 



the children shall be subject to modification as if ordered by the Court. 

 



ALIMONY 
COORDINATE PL ORDER 
11.1(b) IN EFFECT THROUGH SPECIFIC DATE 
 
TEMPORARY SUPPORT:  Pursuant to the Temporary Order issued on [DATE 

OF TEMPORARY ORDER], [H/W] is required to pay certain of [H/W]'s 

household bills and to pay alimony for [H/W]. The rights and responsibilities 

of the parties under the Temporary Order dated [DATE OF TEMPORARY 

ORDER], shall terminate effective [DATE TEMPORARY ORDER TERMINATES] 

and shall be replaced by the permanent support arrangements set forth 

below. 



ALIMONY 
PERMANENT PERIODIC 
11.2(a) DIRECT MONTHLY WITH 5 DAY CLAUSE 
 
[H/W] shall pay [H/W] as alimony the sum of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR 

MONTHLY ALIMONY] per month. All payments of this alimony shall be made 

by cash (check, currency, money order or electronic transfer), or by similar 

instrument payable in immediately available U.S. funds, and shall be mailed, 

delivered or electronically transferred to [H/W] at [HIS/HER] then current 

address in sufficient time to reach [HIM/HER] by the first (1st) day of each 

month. 

Should it appear on Affidavit of [H/W] that [H/W] is on two (2) or more occasions 

late five (5) or more days in one (1) calendar year making these payments of  

alimony, then all future payments shall be paid through the State Disbursement 

Unit plus all applicable fees, without the necessity of further hearing or order.  

 
VERSION #2 
 
Direct Payments of Permanent Periodic Alimony:  Commencing [DATE 

ALIMONY COMMENCES], [H/W] shall pay directly to [H/W] the sum of $[DOLLAR 

AMOUNT FOR MONTHLY ALIMONY] per month in permanent periodic alimony.  

This alimony will terminate upon the earlier of [H/W]’s death, remarriage or 

cohabitation, or upon [H/W]’s death.  These payments shall be made directly by 

[H/W] to [H/W] by the first day of each month payable in immediately 

available U.S. funds, and shall be mailed, delivered or electronically 

transferred to [H/W].  If [H/W] is more than five (5) days late in any alimony 

payments, then, upon Affidavit by [H/W] to the Family  Court, all future 

payments will be made through the State Disbursement Unit, together with the 

applicable Court service fee.   



ALIMONY 
LUMP SUM, NON-MODIFIABLE 
11.2(b) MONTHLY PAYMENTS THROUGH STATE DISBURSEMENT UNIT 
 
Non-Modifiable Lump Sum Alimony:  Commencing and effective [DATE 

ALIMONY COMMENCES] [H/W] shall pay to [H/W] the sum of $[DOLLAR 

AMOUNT OF MONTHLY ALIMONY] per month as non-modifiable lump sum 

alimony for a maximum period of [MAXIMUM # OF MONTHS ALIMONY CAN BE 

PAID] months through the SC Disbursement Unit, together with all applicable 

fees.  



ALIMONY 
PERMANENT PERIODIC 
11.2(h) SALARY CONTINUES AS ALIMONY 
 
Salary:  [H/W] agrees to continue [H/W]’s employment with [NAME OF 

BUSINESS WHERE ONE SPOUSE EMPLOYED THE OTHER] for a period of 

[PERIOD FROM DATE OF AGREEMENT UNTIL ONE SPOUSE IS ALLOWED TO 

END THE OTHER’S EMPLOYMENT] from the date of this Agreement at [H/W]’s 

current salary, which is [SPOUSE’S SALARY], together with health insurance.  

In the alternative, [H/W] shall have the right to terminate [H/W]’s employment 

at any time during that period but [HE/SHE] shall continue to pay [H/W] 

[HIS/HER] weekly salary for the remaining time left and shall continue 

[HIS/HER] health insurance for the remaining time left.  The payment of this 

salary and continuation of insurance for [H/W]’s benefit shall not be designated 

as alimony and shall not be taxed as alimony to [H/W].  This salary provision 

shall not be subject to modification, termination or extension. 

 



11.3(i) Permanent Periodic Alimony (Taxable): 

Permanent Periodic Alimony:  Commencing and effective [DATE], HUSBAND shall pay 

directly to WIFE permanent periodic alimony in the amount of $_______ per month, to be paid 

$_______ on the first and $__________ on the fifteenth of each month.  These payments of 

permanent periodic alimony shall be subject to modification and termination as if ordered by the 

Court and shall terminate upon the earlier of the death of HUSBAND or WIFE, or WIFE’s 

remarriage or cohabitation with a person with whom she is romantically involved for a period of 

time in excess of ninety (90) consecutive days, as provided by South Carolina Statute.  These 

payments of permanent periodic alimony shall be taxable to WIFE and deductable to 

HUSBAND as alimony for state and federal income tax purposes.  If HUSBAND is five (5) or 

more days late in paying the permanent periodic alimony to WIFE, then on Affidavit of WIFE, 

all future payments shall be made through the Office of the Court for _____________ County, 

South Carolina plus the Court’s service fee, which is currently five (5%) percent. 

 



ALIMONY 
LUMP SUM, NON-MODIFIABLE 
11.3(b) MONTHLY PAYMENTS FOR DEFINITE PERIOD 
 
Lump Sum, Non-Modifiable Alimony:  Commencing and effective [DATE 

ALIMONY COMMENCES], [H/W] shall pay directly to [H/W] the sum of 

$[DOLLAR AMOUNT OF MONTHLY ALIMONY] per month as permanent 

alimony.  These payments shall be made directly by [H/W] to [H/W] by the first 

day of each month.  Should it appear on Affidavit of [H/W] that [H/W] is more 

than five (5) days late in any payments, then all future payments will be made 

through the State Disbursement Unit, together with the applicable Service Fee.   

[H/W]’s obligation to pay this permanent alimony to [H/W] shall be in the 

nature of lump-sum non-modifiable, non-terminable alimony to be paid for a 

total of [# OF MONTHS ALIMONY MUST BE PAID] consecutive months 

commencing [DATE ALIMONY COMMENCES]. 



ALIMONY 
LUMP SUM, NON-MODIFIABLE 
11.3(c) NORMAL CONTINGENCIES 
 

This non-modifiable lump sum alimony shall not be subject to modification, 

termination or extension, except as provided by this Paragraph.   



ALIMONY 
LUMP SUM, NON-MODIFIABLE 
11.3(d) SURVIVE REMARRIAGE 
 

This non-modifiable, non-terminable lump sum alimony shall not be subject 

to judicial or other modification, and the parties hereby stipulate and agree 

that no further judicial supervision shall be authorized in connection 

therewith, except upon the death of either party and for enforcement 

purposes.  The Family Court shall have no authority or jurisdiction to modify 

this obligation in any manner whatsoever, including but not limited to 

increase, decrease, terminate, modify, whether occasioned by changes in 

economic conditions, changes in tax laws, changes in earnings or capacities 

of the parties, changes in the health or needs of the parties, or remarriage of 

either or both of the parties, or otherwise. 



ALIMONY 
LUMP SUM, NON-MODIFIABLE 
11.3(f) 5-DAY CLAUSE 
 
If [H/W] is ever more than five (5) days late in making any such payment, then 

[H/W] may request by Affidavit filed with the Family Court that all future 

payments be paid through the Family Court plus the Court service fee which is 

currently five (5%) percent. 



11.3(g) LUMP SUM NON-MODIFIABLE ALIMONY MONTHLY 
 

A. Wife shall pay Husband lump sum, non-modifiable alimony in the non-taxable, 

non-deductible amount of ____________ Dollars ($___________), to be paid in monthly 

payments of _____________ Dollars ($____________) per month commencing on [DATE] and 

on the fifteenth day of each month thereafter for four (4) years or forty-eight (48) months with 

the last payment due on [DATE].  This alimony shall terminate upon the death of Husband or 

death of Wife or payment of the final forty-eight (48) month installment provided for herein.   

B. The alimony provision herein contained shall not be subject to judicial or other 

modification, and the parties hereby stipulate and agree that no further judicial supervision or 

intervention shall be authorized in connection therewith, except for enforcement purposes.  The 

Family Court shall have no authority or jurisdiction to modify these obligations in any manner 

whatsoever, including but not limited to an increase, decrease or termination, whether 

occasioned by changes in economic conditions, changes in tax laws, changes in earnings or 

earning capacity of the parties, changes in the health or needs of the parties, or otherwise. 

 



11.3(h) LUMP SUM ALIMONY 
 

A. Direct Alimony: FATHER shall pay directly to MOTHER the sum of $_______ per 

month for eighty-four (84) months as lump sum non-modifiable alimony (herein “alimony”).  

These payments of alimony shall commence and be effective on the fifth day of the first calendar 

month after court-approval of this Agreement.  All payments of alimony shall be made by 

delivery of a check to MOTHER by the fifth day of the month.  

This obligation to pay alimony shall not be subject to modification, but shall sooner 

terminate upon the earlier of the death of MOTHER or FATHER, or MOTHER’s remarriage or 

cohabitation as defined by South Carolina law. 

These payments of alimony of $_______ per month shall be tax-deductible to FATHER and 

taxable to MOTHER as alimony for state and federal income tax purposes.  Both parties shall 

file tax returns consistent with this tax treatment.  

Except for the payment of the alimony provided by this Agreement, MOTHER and FATHER 

irrevocably and forever waive any and all claims for spousal support, including but not limited to 

separate maintenance and support, alimony, medical insurance and healthcare, housing and 

transportation, pendente lite and permanently, past, present, and future. 

 



ALIMONY 
REHABILITATIVE 
11.4(b) MONTHLY PAYMENT FOR DEFINITE PERIOD 
 
Rehabilitative Alimony:  [H/W] shall pay directly to [H/W], as and for 

rehabilitative alimony, the sum of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT OF MONTHLY ALIMONY] 

per month to be paid on or before the first (1st) day of each and every month 

thereafter, either directly or by direct deposit so that such payments are received 

by [H/W] no later than the first (1st) day of each month for a total [# OF MONTHS 

ALIMONY IS REQUIRED] continuous months, unless otherwise terminated by the 

earlier of the death of [H/W] or [H/W], or remarriage by [H/W].   



ALIMONY 
ALIMONY WAIVED 
11.8(a) BY BOTH 
 

ALIMONY 

 Both parties hereby permanently and irrevocably waive their 

respective rights to seek, claim and/or receive alimony from each other, past, 

present, and future, pendente lite and permanently. 
 



ALIMONY 
ALIMONY WAIVED 
11.8(b) BY WIFE 
 
[W] hereby irrevocably waives any and all right to receive alimony or related 

support from [H], past, present and future. 



ALIMONY 
ALIMONY WAIVED 
11.8(c) BY HUSBAND 
 
[H] hereby irrevocably waives any and all right to receive alimony or related 

support from [W], past, present and future. 

 



11.8(e) Alimony Waiver: 
 
ALIMONY WAIVER: HUSBAND and WIFE hereby irrevocably waive all spousal support rights, 

including but not limited to rights to alimony and separate maintenance and support, past present and future.    

Notwithstanding this waiver, HUSBAND shall keep WIFE covered under his health, hospitalization, medical 

and dental insurance plan through his employment until a Decree of Divorce is entered.  HUSBAND and 

WIFE agree to reasonably delay the entry of the Decree of Divorce until [DATE], or seven (7) days 

thereafter, to allow WIFE to get her health insurance in place.  The intent of this provision is to assure that 

WIFE is able to secure her own health insurance without lapse or break in coverage.  This waiver of alimony 

and provisions for health insurance shall not be subject to modification. 

 



11.8(f) Spousal Support Waivers 
 
Husband releases and discharges Wife of and from all obligations, duties or services which, as a 

wife, she may owe him, and all duties, liabilities, responsibilities of whatsoever nature she may 

be under to him by reason of their marital relationship, including any right he may have to 

support or alimony.  Husband specifically waives any and all claims to alimony and/or spousal 

support from Wife, and he understands this waiver is a permanent and irrevocable one. 

 



ALIMONY  
HEALTH INSURANCE 
11.9(a) PROVIDE UNTIL DIVORCE 
 
Health Insurance Coverage:  [H/W] currently provides and pays for family 

medical, dental, prescription drug, and major medical coverage for [H/W] 

through [HIS/HER] employment.  [H/W] shall continue to provide and pay for 

[H/W]’s current health insurance coverage until the parties are divorced.  Upon 

Court-approval of this Agreement, [H/W] will be responsible for [HIS/HER] own 

deductibles and co-pays as well as [HIS/HER] uncovered medical expenses.   



ALIMONY 
HEALTH INSURANCE 
11.9(b) PROVIDE UNTIL NO LONGER ELIGIBLE FOR ALIMONY 
 
Health Insurance for WIFE:  [H/W] shall continue to provide and pay for 

health, hospitalization, medical, vision, prescription drug, and dental insurance 

coverage for [H/W] consistent with the coverage currently in place.  If [H/W] 

chooses less expensive health insurance with a higher deductible, then 

[HE/SHE] shall be responsible for paying the deductible for [H/W] over and 

above $[DIFFERENCE IN DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR DEDUCTIBLE OF OLD AND 

NEW POLICY], which is the current deductible for [H/W]. These payments shall 

not be deductible by [H/W] or taxable to [H/W] as alimony.  The obligation of 

[H/W] to provide health insurance for H/W shall terminate when [HIS/HER] 

obligation to pay alimony to [HIM/HER] terminates.   



ALIMONY 
HEALTH INSURANCE 
11.9(c) COBRA 
 
Health Insurance:  [H/W] represents and warrants that [HE/SHE] currently 

has [H/W] covered under [HIS/HER] health and hospitalization insurance 

through [HIS/HER] employment. [H/W] shall continue to provide and pay for 

health and hospitalization insurance for [H/W] through and including the 

month in which [H/W] and [H/W] are divorced. Upon divorce, [H/W] shall be 

responsible and pay for [HIS/HER] health and hospitalization insurance 

premiums.  [H/W] shall fully cooperate with COBRA procedures, if any, to 

afford [H/W] ongoing health and hospitalization insurance coverage to be 

paid for by [H/W]. 

 
 



11.9(i) Medical Insurance and Other Benefits: 

  (1) Group Private Health Insurance:  WIFE was previously covered and 

insured through HUSBAND’s group health, hospitalization, major medical and dental insurance 

plan in her capacity as HUSBAND’s “spouse.”  HUSBAND represents and warrants that upon 

the entry of the Divorce Decree in this matter, WIFE will no longer be eligible to remain insured 

under that group health insurance policy, but will be eligible for COBRA benefits.  However, as 

HUSBAND represents and warrants that WIFE became eligible for Medicare A and B and 

Tricare for Life permanent benefits on [DATE] (before the anticipated divorce of HUSBAND 

and WIFE), HUSBAND and WIFE agree that the best option was for WIFE to go from coverage 

under HUSBAND's group health, hospital, major medical and dental plan directly to coverage 

under Medicare A and B and Tricare for Life permanent benefits and to forego COBRA 

coverage.  At WIFE's election, if she wishes to secure a Medicare supplemental private insurance 

policy, she may do so at her cost, but without contribution from HUSBAND. 

  During the interim period between [DATE] (WIFE’s sixty-fifth birthday) and the 

date of the Decree of Divorce, WIFE has been eligible for and has paid the premium for 

Medicare Part B, in lieu of health insurance coverage under HUSBAND’s group health insurance 

policy.  HUSBAND has reimbursed WIFE for fifty-percent (50%) of the premiums she has 

already paid for Medicare B through [MONTH, YEAR].  There is no charge for Tricare for Life.  

The monthly premium for Medicare B is $_____, plus a surcharge of $_____ per month based on 

the modified adjusted joint income of HUSBAND and WIFE. In addition, HUSBAND shall pay 

directly to WIFE fifty-percent (50%) of the Medicare monthly premium until the coverage is 

reduced by her own modified adjusted gross income, established either by her [YEAR] income 

taxes filings or the Decree of Divorce establishing her income satisfactorily for the Social 

Security Department. 

 (2) Tricare:  HUSBAND represents that WIFE is currently covered with Tricare 

benefits as a result of HUSBAND’s service in the Navy.   He also represents that upon divorce, 

WIFE will thereafter become eligible for permanent Tricare for Life benefits.  HUSBAND and 

WIFE agree to do whatever is necessary in order to make that election.  Any benefits provided to 

or on behalf of WIFE for Tricare shall be without tax consequence to WIFE. 

 (3) Social Security/Medicare:  HUSBAND and WIFE acknowledge that based upon 

their respective work histories it will most probably be more advantageous to WIFE to claim 



Social Security and Medicare benefits based upon HUSBAND’s Social Security record, which is 

her right to do as a matter of federal law.  To the extent that any cooperation is required between 

HUSBAND and WIFE, they each agree to fully cooperate and do whatever is necessary to assure 

that WIFE receives the maximum benefits available to her, as long as HUSBAND's full benefit 

will not be diminished. 

 (4) Other Benefits:  As a result of HUSBAND’s service in the Navy and the length 

of the parties’ marriage, WIFE is also entitled to PX and other similar benefits.  To the extent 

that cooperation is necessary to ensure that WIFE receives the maximum benefits available to 

her, HUSBAND and WIFE agree to fully cooperate and do whatever is necessary in that regard. 

 



ALIMONY 
SECURITY FOR ALIMONY (LIFE INSURANCE) 
11.11(a) SIMPLE 
 
Security for Alimony:  So as to secure [HIS/HER] obligation to support [H/W], 

[H/W] shall maintain and keep in force no less than $[DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR 

LIFE INSURANCE TO SECURE ALIMONY] of [HIS/HER] [NAME OF LIFE 

INSURANCE COMPANY] life insurance on [HIS/HER] life, designating [H/W] as 

sole beneficiary thereof for a period of five (5) years following the date of this 

Agreement.  Within thirty (30) days of Court approval of this Agreement, [H/W] 

shall provide [H/W] with proof of said policy benefit, beneficiary designation and 

proof of payment of premiums.  [H/W] shall also provide such proof annually 

thereafter on the anniversary of this Agreement and shall authorize the 

insurance company to provide direct information regarding the policy, policy 

designations, and premium payments directly to [H/W].  [H/W] is restrained 

and enjoined from designating any other person as beneficiary of the policy 

during this five (5) year period.  Should [H/W]’s obligation to pay alimony to 

[H/W] terminate for any reason prior to the five (5) year period in which 

[HE/SHE] is required to maintain life insurance, then [H/W]’s obligation to 

maintain this life insurance as security for alimony shall likewise cease at the 

same time. 



ALIMONY 
SECURITY FOR ALIMONY (LIFE INSURANCE) 
11.11(d) SAME SECURITY AS CHILD SUPPORT 
 
Security for Support (Child Support, Alimony and Education):  [H/W] shall 

maintain and keep in force, at [HIS/HER] expense, no less than $[DOLLAR 

AMOUNT IN INSURANCE ON LIFE TO SECURE ALIMONY] in life insurance on 

[HIS/HER] life to secure [HIS/HER] alimony, child support and educational 

obligations to [H/W] and [CHILDREN].  As long as there is an alimony 

obligation, [H/W] shall be named as sole beneficiary of no less than $[DOLLAR 

AMOUNT OF DEATH BENEFIT FOR H/W] of the death benefit and the children 

named as sole co-equal beneficiaries of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT OF DEATH 

BENEFIT FOR CHILDREN] in death benefits, with [H/W] named as trustee for 

[CHILDREN]’s share.  Once the alimony terminates, [CHILDREN] shall be 

named as sole beneficiaries of the full $[DOLLAR AMOUNT OF DEATH BENEFIT 

FOR CHILDREN ONCE ALIMONY TERMINATES] in death benefit until the child 

support and college education obligations terminate, naming [H/W] as the 

trustee.  Within thirty (30) days of Court approval of this Agreement, [H/W] 

shall provide [H/W] with proof of said insurance, policy designation, and paid 

premiums.  [H/W] shall continue to do so annually thereafter on the 

anniversary of this Agreement.  [H/W] shall also authorize the insurance 

company to provide direct information to [H/W] regarding said policies of 

insurance.  [H/W] shall be made the owner of this policy(ies). 

 



ALIMONY 
TAX CONSEQUENCES 
11.13(a) TAXABLE AND DEDUCTIBLE 
 
These payments of permanent periodic alimony shall be taxable to [H/W] and 

deductible to [H/W] for state and federal income tax purposes. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
  Pursuant to §20-3-130 (F) of the South Carolina Code of Laws, 

1976, as amended, and in accordance with the elective provisions of §215 

and §71(b)(1)(B) of the Internal Revenue Code, and §1.71-IT(b)(Q-8) of the 

Internal Revenue Regulations, the parties hereby elect and designate that 

this alimony provided herein, shall be deductible to [H/W] for state or federal 

income tax purposes as alimony and shall be taxable to [H/W] for state or 

federal income tax purposes as alimony.  Both parties agree to sign and file 

state and federal income tax returns consistent with the terms and 

conditions hereof.  The parties hereby confer jurisdiction on the Family 

Court for the [JUDICIAL CIRCUIT] Judicial Circuit in [CITY WHERE 

JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IS LOCATED], South Carolina, to enforce the tax 

provisions herein contained and to grant monetary relief to the aggrieved 

spouse equal to any taxes, interest, penalties, costs, accountant’s fees and 

attorney’s fees incurred or occasioned by the failure of a party to comply with 

the terms and conditions hereof. 

ALIMONY TAX PROVISIONS: 

Here are two versions from old agreements that address this kind of issue: 
  
The parties have agreed upon the Maintenance Payments herein specified to be 
made by Husband with the understanding that, under existing United States, 
New York State and New York City income tax laws, payments for the support 
and maintenance of Wife are deductible from Husband’s gross income, and 
includible in Wife's gross income, for income tax purposes.  In the event the 



Internal Revenue Service or any other taxing authority adopts a contrary view, 
or in the event that such tax laws should be changed or interpreted differently 
in the future, so that such Maintenance Payments are not deductible by 
Husband and not taxable to Wife, then the Maintenance Payments to be made 
to Wife shall be reduced equitably so that Husband's obligation to Wife will be 
approximately no greater than his "after-tax" obligation to Wife had said 
payments been deductible by Husband for income tax purposes, and shall be 
prospectively adjusted equitably so as to approximate the amount Wife received 
on an “after-tax” obligation basis.  If the tax law is amended retroactively so 
that the tax-deductibility of the Maintenance Payments are affected, the 
adjustment shall be made as of the retroactive date. 
  
The parties acknowledge that, pursuant to §71 of the Code, the payments set 
forth in ¶46-47 required to be made by the Husband shall not be deemed 
"alimony or separate maintenance payments," and shall neither be includable 
in the Wife's gross income nor allowable as a deduction to the Husband under 
§215 of the Code.  The Husband shall not deduct such sums from his gross 
income on his federal, state and local income tax returns, and the Wife shall not 
declare such payments as income on her federal, state and local income tax 
returns. In the event that, for any reason, the payments made under ¶¶46-47 
shall be deductible by the Husband and includable by the Wife for federal 
income tax purposes, notwithstanding that the parties did not report such 
payments on their tax returns, such payments shall be readjusted so that the 
net after-tax cost to the Husband for the payments made pursuant to such 
paragraphs and the net after-tax amount received by the Wife shall be 
substantially the same as such amounts would have been had the payments 
not been deductible to the Husband nor includable by the Wife, and any 
difference between the net amount received by the Wife and the net cost to the 
Husband shall be fairly apportioned between them. 
  
A third version: 
  
If for any reason the payments required pursuant to this Article are 
subsequently determined by any taxing authority to be non-deductible to the 
Husband, in whole or in part, then the parties shall equitably adjust the 
amount of maintenance payable to reflect the changed tax treatment.  The 
purpose of the adjustment will be to achieve a net cost to the Husband that is 
as nearly equal as possible to the net cost he would have incurred had there 
been no change in the law, provided that under no circumstances should such 
an adjustment result in the Wife receiving a net after-tax payment that is less 
than that which she would have received had there been no change in the law. 
 
You could put in an arbitration clause that states that in the event Congress 
passes legislation which makes alimony non taxable and non deductible and 
the payor in your case cannot deduct it blah blah, then such will be considered 
a change of circumstance in which case the parties shall submit to arbitration 
with an agreed upon CPA (or CPA firm) the recalculation of the payor’s alimony 
such that the modified amount will net the parties  the same after tax benefits 
as the original alimony amount, or something along these lines.  Concept is 
push them directly to the person who can run the numbers and tell everyone 



what to pay. It would need some messaging to take into account that the tax 
rates today will be different from the tax rates of tomorrow.  
  
This approach is only triggered if the change in the tax code does not have a 
Grandfather clause and is an efficient way of resolving it.  
 

If for any reason the payments required pursuant to Paragraph 

B(1)  

above are subsequently determined by any taxing authority to be non-

deductible to JACK, in whole or in part, then the parties shall equitably adjust 

the amount of permanent alimony payable to reflect the changed tax 

treatment.  The purpose of the adjustment will be to achieve a net cost to JACK 

that is as nearly equal as possible to the net cost he would have incurred had 

there been no change in the current 2017 tax law, provided that under no 

circumstances should such an adjustment result in MUFFIE receiving a net 

after-tax payment that is less than that which she would have received had 

there been no change in the law. 

Or, alternatively  

  The parties acknowledge that at the time of the execution of this 

Agreement, federal and state tax law provides that alimony is taxable to the 

payee and deductible to the payor, and that this Agreement and the amount of 

permanent alimony set forth above in Paragraph B(1) above is based on this 

premise, and it is the parties’ intent that alimony be deductible to the payor 

(JACK) and taxable to the recipient (MUFFIE).  Should the laws regarding 

taxability and deductibility change as to create a change to the original intent of 

this provision, the parties specifically stipulate that this would constitute a 

substantial change in circumstance and that the amount of alimony is subject 

to modification by the court should the parties be unable to agree as to a 



modified amount of alimony.  The parties further stipulate that the court should 

take into account any taxability issues which have changed since the execution 

of this Agreement, and that any modification be retroactive to the effective date 

of the change in tax law regardless of when the modification is finalized, 

provided that under no circumstances should such an adjustment result in the 

payee (MUFFIE) receiving a net after-tax payment that is less than that which 

she would have received had there been no change in the law. 

OR 

  In the event that all of any part of the permanent periodic alimony 

payments required by Paragraph B(1) above are not so includible in MUFFIE’s 

income and are not so deductible by JACK’s in the determination of their 

respective taxable incomes, whether be reason of Internal Revenue Service 

interpretation, amendment or repeal of existing revenue statutes, or otherwise, 

then the payments required by Paragraph B(1) above shall be adjusted by 

agreement of the parties to carry out the intention of the parties with respect to 

after-tax dollars paid and received.  In the event the parties are unable to agree 

as to the amount of said adjustment, as to the manner of effecting said 

adjustment, or as to any other aspect thereof, said issue may be submitted to 

the Family Court in Richland County, South Carolina for determination upon 

proper notice, petition and hearing.   

OR, 

  This Agreement has been negotiated and executed on the 

assumption that the payments described in this paragraph will be deductible to 

JACK and taxable to MUFFIE.  If, as a result of a final and binding judicial 

determination or because of a subsequent change in the governing law or its 



authoritative interpretation, it is established that any or all of said payments 

are not deductible by JACK, the parties agree to renegotiate the amount of the 

alimony payments so that this amount is consistent with the intention of the 

parties.  If they are unable to agree, they shall resolve the issue by submitting 

the matter to the Family Court in Richland County, South Carolina.   

 



11.14(g) Additional Alimony Termination Language 

 

 Terminating automatically on the death of either party, [Petitioner/Respondent]’s 

remarriage, or [Petitioner/Respondent]’s registration as a domestic partner or its equivalent in 

any state or county, or until modified or terminated by further order or written agreement. 

whichever event occurs first. 

*           *          *          * 

 [Petitioner/Respondent] is under an obligation to notify [Petitioner/Respondent] in the 

event [he / she] remarries or registers as a domestic partner or its equivalent in any state or 

county.  If [Petitioner/Respondent] continues to accept spousal support payments after either of 

those terminating events occurs, [he / she] shall refund all of those payments to 

[Petitioner/Respondent] with interest at 10% per annum until repaid in full. 

*           *          *          * 

 [if applicable]  Termination of Child Support.  The parties agree that the termination of 

[Petitioner/Respondent]’s child support obligation as to any of the children shall not be 

considered a material change in circumstances warranting a modification of spousal support. 

 



11.14(h) Additional Conditions re: Spousal Support 
 
 The parties stipulate to the following findings regarding spousal support: 

1. Petitioner has gross monthly income of _____, and Respondent has gross monthly 

income of ____. 

2. The Court finds that the amount of spousal support required by this Agreement 

meets [or does not meet] the marital standard of living and meets [or does not meet] the 

reasonable needs of the supported party. 

3. This spousal support agreement and order is based on the circumstances described 

below, and the parties agree that any material change in such circumstances will [or will not] 

warrant a modification of the amount or duration of spousal support: 

A. State each party’s income or earning capacity 

B. State each party’s current expenses and/or need for support 

C. Describe each party’s health 

D. State each party’s occupation 

E. State each party’s education, vocational training, licenses 

F. Retirement. 

4. In the event either party becomes unemployed, it [shall or shall not] be one of the 

factors considered by the Court as a basis for modifying or terminating spousal support. 

5. In the event either party becomes disabled, it [shall or shall not] be one of the 

factors considered by the Court as a basis for modifying or terminating spousal support. 

6. In the event either party becomes eligible to take penalty free withdrawals or 

distributions from any defined contribution pension plan or retirement account, including any 

plan benefits or accounts awarded to such party by this Agreement. it [shall or shall not] be one 

of the factors considered by the Court as a basis for modifying or terminating spousal support. 

7. In the event either party becomes eligible to receive benefits from any defined 

benefit pension plan, including any plan benefits awarded to such party by this Agreement, it 

[shall or shall not] be one of the factors considered by the Court as a basis for  modifying or 

terminating spousal support. 



8. In the event either party becomes eligible to receive Social Security retirement or 

disability benefits, it [shall or shall not] be one of the factors considered by the Court as a basis 

for modifying or terminating spousal support. 

9. The parties acknowledge that it is the goal of this state that each party will make 

reasonable good faith efforts to become self-supporting.  The failure to make reasonable good 

faith efforts it [shall or shall not] be one of the factors considered by the Court as a basis for 

modifying or terminating spousal support. 

10. The parties acknowledge that each of them is expected to make reasonable good 

faith efforts to become self-supporting by prudently using, saving, and/or investing the property 

awarded or confirmed to each of them by this Agreement. The failure to do so it [shall or shall 

not] be one of the factors considered by the Court as a basis for modifying or terminating spousal 

support. 

11. Upon request, the parties shall exchange copies of their respective income tax 

returns and all tax-related forms and reports, such as 1099s, W-2s an K-1s, for each tax year 

while spousal support is payable under this Agreement. 

12. The parties understand that the right to spousal support terminates on the death of 

either party or the remarriage of the supported spouse by operation of law.  Northing contained 

in this agreement extends the right of spousal support beyond the death of either party or the 

remarriage of the supported spouse.  For purposes of this Agreement, remarriage shall include 

the registration of domestic partnership by the supported spouse. 

 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
LEAD IN 
12.1(a) STANDARD 
 

V.  DIVISION OF PROPERTY: 

  The properties owned by or in the names of [H/W] and/or [H/W], 

together with their respective equitable, title, special equity, statutory and other 

rights therein shall be divided and apportioned as follows, to-wit: 

 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
MARITAL HOME 
12.3(a) RETAIN WITHOUT DEBT 
 
NAME/ADDRESS OF MARITAL HOME:  The former marital residence, 

which is located at [MARITAL HOME ADDRESS], is currently titled in [H/W]'s 

name and has a present market value of approximately $[MARKET VALUE 

OF FORMER MARITAL RESIDENCE]. [H/W] represents and warrants that 

this property is not subject to any mortgage, lien or other encumbrance 

except a line of credit on which there is no balance owing. Upon approval of 

this Agreement by the Court, [H/W] shall transfer ownership of the former 

marital residence to [H/W] by general warranty deed, which [HE/SHE] shall 

execute and deliver through counsel. In doing so, [HE/SHE] shall also 

transfer all policies of insurance pertaining to this property, specifically 

including all homeowner's insurance policies and shall pay the real estate 

taxes in full if currently due and owing. [H/W] shall execute, deliver, and file 

all necessary documents to give [H/W] a full fee-simple interest in this 

property. [H/W] shall be responsible for the costs of deed preparation and 

deed recording. [H/W] shall be responsible for all expenses pertaining to this 

property, including but not limited to insurance, taxes not due and owing at 

the time of transfer, maintenance and repair incurred (or which have 

payment due after transfer) by [H/W] since the date of filing of this action.  

[H/W] warrants and guarantees that there are no other liens, judgments, 

mortgages or other liabilities pertaining to this property except the current 

obligation to pay real estate taxes not yet due and owing.  [H/W] and [H/W] 

warrant and guarantee to each other that they have not placed any liens or 



other encumbrances upon this property and that all workmen and materials 

for the property have been fully paid. 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
MARITAL HOME 
12.3(b) RETAIN WITH DEBT 
 
NAME/ADDRESS OF HOME:  [H/W] shall retain the marital home and the 

remaining contents located therein, which is located at [MARITAL HOME 

ADDRESS] which is titled in the [NAME/NAMES] of [H/W].  This property is 

subject only to [NAME/DECRIPTION OF MORTGAGE(s)].  Within [LIMIT ON # OF 

DAYS ALLOWED AFTER AGREEMENT FOR TRANSFER OF DEED] days of Court 

approval of this Agreement, [H/W] shall transfer to [H/W] by general warranty 

deed all of [HIS/HER] right, title and interest in an to said property and contents, 

together with all escrows, policies of insurance, and utility accounts and deposits 

pertaining thereto. [H/W] shall take this property subject to the [FIRST/SECOND] 

[MORTGAGE/MORTGAGES] with [BANK/LENDER NAME(s)] which as of [DATE 

REFERENCED FOR BALANCE OF MORTGAGE] had a balance of $[DOLLAR 

AMOUNT OF MORTGAGE BALANCE], from and against which [HE/SHE] shall 

hold [H/W] harmless and indemnify [HIM/HER].   



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
MARITAL HOME 
12.3(c) SELL AND SPLIT 
 
(NAME/ADDRESS OF PROPERTY):  This property, located at [MARITAL HOME 

ADDRESS], is titled in [H/W]’s name and has been appraised for $[DOLLAR 

AMOUNT OF APPRAISAL ON MARITAL HOME] and is not subject to any debt.  

[H/W] and [H/W] acknowledge that this property is marital property.  This 

property shall be listed for sale with a mutually agreeable real estate broker and 

sold “as is” at fair market value, but if these properties do not sell within twelve 

(12) months of listing, either party shall have the right of first refusal at terms 

and conditions determined appropriate by the Family Court, or as they may 

agree.  The Family Court shall also have the discretion to order further 

marketing of the property, changes in the sale price, and/or auction of the 

property.  If the parties cannot agree upon a broker, the Family Court shall 

appoint a broker.  The property shall be listed at the appraised value unless 

[H/W] and [H/W] otherwise agree.  After the payment of normal and ordinary 

closing costs, real estate commissions, and the Dozier appraisal fee $[DOLLAR 

AMOUNT OF DOZIER APPRAISAL FEE], the net proceeds shall be divided 

equally between [H/W] and [H/W] with deed and disbursements to be handled 

through the closing attorney.   



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
MARITAL HOME 
12.3(d) BUYOUT 
 
Marital Residence:  The parties jointly own the marital residence located at 

[MARITAL HOME ADDRESS].  [H/W] shall have exclusive ownership, use, and 

possession of the marital residence and shall be responsible for all debts and 

liabilities associated with the home and indemnify [H/W] and hold [HIM/HER] 

harmless from any liability thereon. This property has an approximate fair 

market value of $[DOLLAR AMOUNT OF MARITAL HOME MARKET VALUE] and 

is subject only to a first mortgage, with an outstanding balance of 

approximately $[DOLLAR AMOUNT OF MORTGAGE BALANCE]. 

 The parties therefore agree that within [MAXIMUM # OF DAYS ALLOWED 

AFTER AGREEMENT FOR REFINANCE, REMOVAL, & BUYOUT] days after 

Court-approval of this Agreement, [H/W] will refinance the existing mortgage on 

this property, removing [H/W]’s name therefrom, by satisfaction of the original 

note and mortgage, and then will pay to [H/W] within that time period, the 

excess money resulting from the refinance, which [H/W] believes will be at least 

$[DOLLAR AMOUNT OF EXCESS MONEY RESULTING FROM REFINANCE]. 

   



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
MARITAL HOME 
12.3(e) REFINANCE AND REMOVE OTHER SPOUSE 
 
Within [MAXIMUM # OF MONTHS ALLOWED AFTER AGREEMENT FOR 

REFINANCE & REMOVAL] months of Court approval of this Agreement, [H/W] 

shall cause this property to be refinanced and remove [H/W]’s name from the 

mortgage(s) debt currently associated therewith.  [H/W] shall use [HIS/HER] 

best efforts to refinance the home in [HIS/HER] name.   

 



12.3(g) Marital Home Example 
Marital Residence:  Wife shall be the sole owner of the property located at [insert address], 

South Carolina.  Husband shall convey this property free of all liens, judgments or mortgage and 

so that Wife shall have good and clear title to same prior to this case being dismissed with 

prejudice.  Husband shall tender to the lender payment in full of the outstanding mortgage on 

said property upon Court approval of this Agreement (the parties acknowledge that the recording 

of the satisfaction of the mortgage is within the bank’s control but Husband shall see to it that the 

satisfaction is recorded with a reasonable time).  Husband warrants that he is transferring all of 

his right, title and interest in and to this property to Wife by quitclaim deed, that he is conveying 

clear title thereto, and that there are no liens, mortgages or judgments against or affecting this 

property (with the exception of the $_____ mortgage discussed herein).  Thereafter, Wife shall 

be solely responsible for all incidents of ownership in connection with said property, including 

but not limited to maintenance, insurance, and property taxes, and shall hold the Husband 

harmless therefrom.  Husband shall tender payment of the existing loan balance upon Court 

approval of this Agreement and shall ensure the existing mortgage/equity line against the 

property is satisfied within thirty (3) days of the approval of this Agreement. Husband shall 

provide Wife with a Quit Claim Deed transferring title of this property to Wife upon Court 

approval of this Agreement.  Husband shall authorize, including, but not limited to, execution of 

any and all documents, the transfer to Wife of any household bills/utilities/insurances not in 

Wife’s name within thirty (30) days of the approval of this Agreement. 

 



12.3(h) Marital Home Example 
Columbia Home:  WIFE currently resides at the home located at [PROPERTY ADDRESS].  WIFE 

shall receive ownership of this home and its contents, free and clear of all claims by HUSBAND.  

This home was purchased on or about _____ for an original purchase price of approximately $_____.  

The parties believe that this property has a current market value of less than approximately $_____ 

and is subject to a first mortgage with a current balance of approximately $_____.  This property is 

titled in HUSBAND’s name only.  Neither party is aware of any other liens or encumbrances upon 

this property, except current real estate taxes, which are not yet due and payable.  Within thirty (30) 

days of the date of this Agreement, HUSBAND shall sign and deliver to WIFE a general warranty 

deed conveying fee simple title to this property to her, together with all escrows, utility deposits and 

accounts, and insurance policies.  HUSBAND shall also, within forty-five (45) days of the date of 

this Agreement, fully pay off and satisfy of record the mortgage on this property (balance less than 

approximately $_____), providing to WIFE evidence that he has done so within forty-five (45) days 

of the date of this Agreement.  HUSBAND and WIFE acknowledge that the payoff of this mortgage 

is in the nature of equitable division and shall not have any tax consequence to WIFE.  WIFE shall 

retain this property free and clear of all claims of HUSBAND.  HUSBAND represents and warrants 

that the real property taxes normally paid on or before [DATE] have been paid and that the next real 

estate taxes will not be due again until [DATE], the latter of which shall be WIFE’s responsibility 

going forward.  HUSBAND also represents and warrants that the homeowner’s insurance is currently 

paid through [DATE].  WIFE shall be responsible for the payment of her homeowner’s insurance 

beginning [DATE].  WIFE shall be responsible for all other expenses pertaining to this property. 

 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
RENTAL PROPERTY 
12.4(a) RETAIN WITHOUT DEBT 
 
The parties own a [TYPE OF RENTAL PROPERTY] in [LOCATION OF RENTAL 

PROPERTY], having a [% OF INTEREST HELD IN RENTAL PROPERTY] interest 

in that property.  [H/W] shall retain that [TYPE OF RENTAL PROPERTY] free 

and clear of all claims by [H/W] and shall be responsible for all costs associated 

therewith, from and against which [HE/SHE] shall hold [H/W] harmless and 

indemnify [HIM/HER]. 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
LOT 
12.5(a) RETAIN WITHOUT DEBT 
 
[NAME/ADDRESS OF LOT]: The lot located at [LOT ADDRESS], is currently 

titled in [H/W]’s name and has a present market value of approximately 

$[MARKET VALUE OF LOT].  [H/W] represents and warrants that this 

property is not subject to any mortgage, lien or other encumbrance, except 

for real estate taxes not yet due and owing.  Upon approval of this Agreement 

by the Court, [H/W] shall transfer ownership of the lot, together with all 

rights pertaining to this property, to [H/W] by general warranty deed, which 

[HE/SHE] shall execute and deliver through counsel. In doing so, [HE/SHE] 

shall also transfer all policies of insurance pertaining to this property and 

shall pay the real estate taxes in full, if due and owing.  [H/W] shall execute, 

deliver, and file all necessary documents to give [H/W] a full fee-simple 

interest in this property. [H/W] shall be responsible for the costs of deed 

preparation and deed recording. [H/W] shall be responsible for all expenses 

pertaining to this property, including but not limited to insurance, taxes (not 

yet due and owing), maintenance and repair incurred since the date of filing of 

this action.  [H/W] warrants and guarantees that there are no other liens, 

judgments, mortgages or other liabilities pertaining to this property except the 

current obligation to pay real estate taxes not yet due and owing; and each 

[H/W] and [H/W] further warrant and guarantee to each other that they have 

not placed any liens or other encumbrances upon this property and that all 

workmen and materials for the property have been fully paid. 

 
VERSION #2 
 



[NAME/ADDRESS OF LOT]:  [H/W] shall receive ownership of 

[NAME/ADDRESS OF LOT], free and clear of all claims by [H/W].  [H/W] shall 

be responsible for paying the property taxes and any insurance. 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
LOT 
12.5(b) RETAIN WITH DEBT 
 
[NAME/ADDRESS OF LOT]:  This property has been appraised for $[DOLLAR 

AMOUNT LOT WAS APPRAISED FOR] and is subject to a mortgage debt of 

approximately $[DOLLAR AMOUNT OF MORTGAGE DEBT ON LOT].  This 

property is titled in [H/W]’s name.  [H/W] and [H/W] acknowledge that this 

property is marital property.  [H/W] shall retain this property free and clear of 

any claims by [H/W].  [H/W] shall take this property subject to and assuming 

responsibility for all debts and liabilities pertaining to this property, including 

but not limited to the mortgage indebtedness, taxes, insurance, utilities and 

normal expenses on this property, together with any expenses associated with 

environmental cleanup matters (if any), from and against which [HE/SHE] shall 

indemnify and hold [H/W] harmless. 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
OTHER REAL ESTATE 
12.6(a) RETAIN WITHOUT DEBT 
 

[NAME/ADDRESS OF OTHER REAL ESTATE]:  [H/W] owns property at 

[ADDRESS OF OTHER REAL ESTATE] having a value of approximately 

$[VALUE OF OTHER REAL ESTATE] as of [DATE ON WHICH VALUE OF 

OTHER REAL ESTATE WAS DETERMINED]. This property is not subject to 

any mortgage, lien or other encumbrance. [H/W] shall retain this property 

free and clear of all claims of [H/W] and shall hold [HIM/HER] harmless from 

any liabilities pertaining to this property. [H/W] warrants and guarantees 

that [H/W] is not liable for any liens, judgments, mortgages or other 

liabilities pertaining to this property and [H/W] shall hold [H/W] harmless 

and indemnify [HIM/HER] against and from such obligation, from and 

against which [HE/SHE] shall hold [H/W] harmless and indemnify 

[HIM/HER] in all respects. 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
OTHER REAL ESTATE 
12.6(b) RETAIN WITH DEBT 
 
(TITLE/ADDRESS OF PROPERTY):  This property has a present market value 

of approximately $[MARKET VALUE OF OTHER REAL ESTATE] and is subject 

to a mortgage of $[BALANCE OF MORTGAGE ON OTHER REAL ESTATE].  This 

property is titled in [H/W]’s name.  [H/W] shall retain ownership of this 

property subject to the debt, from and against which [HE/SHE] shall hold 

[H/W] harmless. 

 
 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
OTHER REAL ESTATE 
12.6(c) SELL AND SPLIT 
 

Sale of [NAME/ADDRSS OF OTHER REAL ESTATE]:  [H/W] shall have the 

obligation to list and sell the property and pay $[AMOUNT TO BE PAID TO 

SPOUSE FROM SALE OF OTHER REAL ESTATE] from those proceeds to [H/W] 

no later than [MAXIMUM # OF MONTHS ALLOWED FROM TIME OF 

AGREEMENT FOR PAYMENT FROM SALE OF OTHER REAL ESTATE TO BE 

MADE TO SPOUSE] months after the date of Court-approval of this Agreement.  

If [H/W] sells these properties, [HE/SHE] will be responsible for the 

transactional costs, including closing costs and taxes – nonetheless, [H/W] will 

receive the sums certain stated.  If [H/W] elects to sell these properties [H/W] 

will cooperate by signing all such documents so long as the proceeds are used 

to fund the sums owed by [H/W] to [H/W], as provided herein.  [H/W] will have 

the necessary deeds prepared, which will be signed when [H/W] is paid the 

sums owed [HIM/HER] for each of those properties.   



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
CHECKING/SAVINGS ACCOUNTS 
12.7(a) RETAIN 
 

[H/W] currently has a checking account at [BANK WHERE CHECKING 

ACCOUNT IS HELD], account #[ACCOUNT # OF CHECKING ACCOUNT], with a 

balance of approximately $[CHECKING ACCOUNT BALANCE].  [H/W] shall 

retain this account free and clear of all claims of [H/W]. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
Bank Accounts:  [H/W] shall retain, free and clear of any right or claim by [H/W], 

[HIS/HER] bank accounts, including but not limited to [HIS/HER] [BANK(s) 

WHERE CHECKING ACCOUNT(s) IS/ARE HELD] [ACCOUNT/ACCOUNTS]. 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
INVESTMENT ACCOUNTS 
12.8(a) RETAIN 
 
(NAME/# OF ACCOUNT):  [H/W] shall retain [HIS/HER] [NAME OF INVESTMENT 

ACCOUNT] Account #[ACCOUNT # OF INVESTMENT ACCOUNT], which for the 

purposes of this Agreement had a balance of approximately $[BALANCE OF 

INVESTMENT ACCOUNT AT TIME OF FILING] as of the date of filing [DATE OF 

FILING].  [H/W] acknowledges that [HE/SHE] has had control of this account 

during the pendency of this action and that the current balance is approximately 

$[CURRENT BALANCE OF INVESTMENT ACCOUNT], which [HE/SHE] shall 

retain free and clear of all claims by [H/W]. 

 
VERSION #2 
NAME/# OF ACCOUNT:  [H/W] shall retain the [NAME OF INVESTMENT 

ACCOUNT] Account #[ACCOUNT # OF INVSTMENT ACCOUNT]. This account 

had a balance of approximately $[BALANCE OF INVESTMENT ACCOUNT AT 

SPECIFIC DATE] as of [DATE ON WHICH BALANCE OF INVESTMENT 

ACCOUNT WAS CALCULATED]. 



12.8(d) Non-Marital Accounts 
 
HUSBAND’s Non-Marital Accounts:  HUSBAND represents and warrants that he has certain 

non-marital accounts that he received through gift or inheritance from his family, which WIFE 

acknowledges are HUSBAND’s non-marital and separate property.  This includes [HERE LIST].  

HUSBAND shall retain these [DESCRIPTION] free and clear of all claims by WIFE.  

HUSBAND shall be responsible for all debts and liabilities associated with these non-marital 

assets, from and against which he shall indemnify and hold WIFE harmless. 

 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
RETIREMENT FUNDS 
12.9(a) RETAIN 
 
[NAME OF RETIREMENT FUND/BENEFIT PROVIDER]: [H/W] has a 

retirement benefit from [NAME OF RETIREMENT FUND/BENEFIT PROVIDER] 

with a present value of approximately $[VALUE OF RETIREMENT 

FUND/BENEFIT] which is [H/W]’s separate non-marital property. [H/W] shall 

retain ownership of these retirement funds free and clear of all claims of [H/W].  

[H/W] shall waive any interest in the account. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
Individual Retirement Accounts:  [H/W] shall retain, free and clear of all claims 

by [H/W], [HIS/HER] [NAME OF RETIREMENT ACCOUNT(s)]. 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
RETIREMENT FUNDS 
12.9(b) SPLIT 
 
[NAME/# OF RETIREMENT ACCOUNT]:  The [NAME OF RETIREMENT 

ACCOUNT] Account #[ACCOUNT # OF RETIREMENT ACCOUNT], has an 

approximate value of  $[VALUE OF RETIREMENT ACCOUNT] as of [DATE ON 

WHICH VALUE OF RETIREMENT ACCOUNT WAS CALCULATED]. As soon as 

practicable after Court approval of this Agreement, this account shall be divided 

between [H/W] and [H/W], with [H/W] receiving $[DOLLAR AMOUNT RECEIVED 

BY H/W IN DIVISION OF RETIREMENT ACCOUNT] and [H/W] receiving 

approximately $[DOLLAR AMOUNT RECEIVED BY SPOUSE IN DIVISION OF 

RETIREMENT ACCOUNT], in a fashion by which each of them receive an 

approximately proportional  mix of the funds, bonds and other investments that 

comprise this account.   

 
VERSION #2 
 
Retirement Accounts:  The parties agree that [H/W] shall receive a sum of 

money equal to one-half (1/2) of the balance in [H/W]’s [NAME OF 

RETIREMENT ACCOUNT/PLAN] as of [DATE ON WHICH VALUE OF 

RETIREMENT PLAN WAS CALCULATED], plus or minus any appreciation or 

depreciation on [H/W]’s share of the retirement accounts from [DATE ON 

WHICH VALUE OF RETIREMENT PLAN WAS CALCULATED-DATE OF 

AGREEMENT]. 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
RETIREMENT FUNDS 
12.9(c) QDRO SUM CERTAIN 
 
[H/W] and [H/W] agree that a Qualified Domestic Relations Order shall be 

entered providing that [H/W] shall receive a distribution equal to [% OF 

RETIREMENT FUND TO BE RECEIVED BY SPOUSE UNDER QDRO]% of the 

[NAME OF RETIREMENT FUND(s)], and that [H/W] will receive the remainder, 

which is [% OF RETIREMENT FUND TO BE RETAINED AFTER DIVISION 

UNDER QDRO]% of the [NAME OF RETIREMENT FUND(s)] at the date of 

distribution.   

 
VERSION #2 
 
[NAME/# OF RETIREMENT ACCOUNT]:  Contemporaneous with the entry of the 

Order approving this Agreement, a Qualified Domestic Relations Orders shall be 

entered transferring [% OF RETIREMENT ACCOUNT TO BE TRANSFERRED 

UNDER QDRO] of [H/W]’s [NAME OF RETIREMENT ACCOUNT] account which, 

as of [DATE ON WHICH VALUE OF RETIREMENT ACOUNT WAS CALCULATED], 

had a value of approximately $[VALUE OF RETIREMENT ACCOUNT], by trustee-

to-trustee qualified, non-taxable transfer to [H/W]’s retirement account, as may 

be hereafter designated. 



12.9 (f) Navy Reserve Retired Pay Benefits 
 
Navy Reserve Retired Pay Benefits: 
 

(a) For all uniformed services retired pay received on or after [DATE], HUSBAND 

shall pay WIFE 50% of his military retired pay each month.  HUSBAND has served at least ten 

years of creditable service concurrent with at least ten years of marriage to WIFE.  WIFE is entitled 

to direct payments from the Defense Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS).  In order to 

effectuate direct payments from DFAS, WIFE shall tender a certified copy of this Marital 

Settlement Agreement to DFAS along with a certified copy of the parties’ Divorce Decree and an 

executed DD Form 2293. 

(b) WIFE is a resident of _____ County, South Carolina.  WIFE’s current address is 

[ADDRESS].  Her Social Security number is [SSN IDENTIFIER].  Her date of birth is[DATE OF 

BIRTH].  HUSBAND is a resident of _______ County, South Carolina.  HUSBAND’s current 

address is [ADDRESS].  His Social Security number is [SSN IDENTIFIER].  His date of birth is 

[DATE OF BIRTH]. 

(c) The marital portion of the uniformed services retired pay of HUSBAND (hereafter 

military pension or retired pay) is subject to marital property division. WIFE is entitled to a share 

of HUSBAND’s military retirement benefits, as set out herein. WIFE’s entitlement to retired pay 

accrues upon the retirement of HUSBAND.  The remaining portion of HUSBAND’s military 

retired pay is the sole and separate property of HUSBAND.   

(d) HUSBAND retired with the rank of Captain (O-6) in the U.S. Navy Reserve with 

over ____ years of creditable years of service and is currently receiving $_____ gross retired pay 

per month with a deduction of $_____ for Survivor Benefit Plan (SBP) coverage. 

(e) Currently, there is no waiver in place for disability payments, and the agreement of 

the parties as to WIFE’s share of HUSBAND’s military retired pay as set out herein is based on 

this fact.  The parties have agreed that WIFE shall receive her full share of HUSBAND’s military 

retired pay, calculated as set out below and without reduction for disability payments (VA 

disability pay, disability severance pay, military disability retired pay, CRSC) or any other reason.  

For the purposes of their settlement herein, military retired pay includes retired pay actually paid 

or to which HUSBAND would be entitled based only on length of HUSBAND’s creditable service.  

HUSBAND shall indemnify WIFE as to any reduction in her payments from what they would have 



been based solely on length of service.  Upon the court’s acceptance and approval of this Marital 

Settlement Agreement, the parties consent to the court’s retaining continuing jurisdiction to modify 

the pension division payments or the property division specified herein if HUSBAND should 

waive military retired pay in favor of disability payments or take any other action (such as receipt 

of severance pay, bonuses or an early-out payment) which reduces WIFE’s share or amount herein.  

This retention of jurisdiction is to allow the court to adjust WIFE’s share or amount to the pre-

reduction level, to reconfigure the property division or to award compensatory alimony or damages 

so as to carry out the original intent of the court. 

(f) WIFE shall receive payments at the same time as HUSBAND.  The parties 

acknowledge that DFAS is not required to begin payments to the former spouse until 90 days after 

receipt of an acceptable court order (or Marital Settlement Agreement) or the start of retired pay, 

whichever is later.  HUSBAND shall be responsible for making these payments each month to 

WIFE until DFAS begins making these payments to her, and during this interim, HUSBAND will 

pay WIFE directly her full share.  Payments are due on the first day of each month.  Pursuant to 

Pfister v. Comm’r, 359 F.3d 352, Proctor v. Comm’r, 129 T.C. 92 (2007), Mitchell v. Comm’r, 

T.C. Summary Opinion 2004-160, Mess v. Comm’r, 79 T.C.M. (CCH) 1443 and Eatinger v. 

Comm’r, 59 T.C.M. (CCH) 954, the parties agree that the periodic payments made by HUSBAND 

to WIFE for this interim period of time until direct payments commence from DFAS shall be 

included in WIFE’s income under Section 61 of the Internal Revenue Code, and these payments 

are likewise deductible from HUSBAND’s gross income. 

(g) WIFE shall notify DFAS in writing about any changes in her address or in this 

document affecting these provisions, or in the eligibility of any recipient receiving benefits 

pursuant to this agreement.  HUSBAND shall provide promptly to WIFE any information that she 

needs in order to have this agreement honored for direct payment of military pension benefits. 

(h) HUSBAND’s rights under the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act, 50 U.S.C. App. § 

501 et seq., have been observed and honored. 

(i) If HUSBAND receives any amount that belongs to WIFE, he shall reimburse her 

immediately.  The monthly payments herein shall be paid to WIFE regardless of her marital status 

and shall not end at remarriage.  Any future overpayments to WIFE by DFAS are recoverable and 

subject to involuntary collection from WIFE or from the estate of WIFE. 



(j) WIFE shall be responsible for the taxes on her share of HUSBAND’s military 

retired pay received from DFAS (or from HUSBAND directly).  WIFE shall not be entitled to any 

portion of retired pay upon the death of either party. 

(k) WIFE is entitled to former spouse coverage as the beneficiary of HUSBAND’s 

Survivor Benefit Plan (SBP).  HUSBAND shall provide coverage for WIFE through the Survivor 

Benefit Plan (SBP) as follows: 

i. WIFE shall be the spouse beneficiary of HUSBAND’s SBP.  Upon their divorce, 

WIFE shall be his former spouse beneficiary, with his monthly retired pay as the 

base amount.  He shall do nothing to reduce or eliminate her benefits. 

ii. WIFE shall effectuate a deemed election for former spouse coverage within one 

year of the entry of the Divorce Decree incorporating this Marital Settlement 

Agreement by sending a certified copy of this agreement to DFAS along with a 

certified copy of the Divorce Decree and an executed DD Form 2656-10. 

iii. If HUSBAND does anything that changes the former spouse election, then an 

amount equal to the present value of SBP coverage for WIFE shall, at the death 

of HUSBAND, become an obligation of his estate.  In addition, WIFE shall be 

entitled to such remedies for breach as are available to her in a court of law.  

(l) If either party shall violate the terms of this agreement, then the court shall 

indemnify the party seeking enforcement and shall award damages, interest at the statutory rate, 

and reasonable expenses and attorney’s fees to that party. 

 



12.9 (g) Waiver of Military Retirement Benefits 
 
Retirement Interests: HUSBAND is on active duty in the United States  

Army and is or will be eligible for military retired pay and/or benefits from a military pension 

("Military Retirement Benefits") as a result of his military service, a portion of which the Parties 

acknowledge may be marital property. WIFE waives any interest, right, division or distribution of 

all or any part of HUSBAND's Military Retirement Benefits, currently owned or hereafter 

acquired, including, without limitation, any interest which WIFE might otherwise have, take or 

receive as a result of any existing law, regulation, statute, contract, plan provision, beneficiary 

designation, will, or otherwise. This waiver includes a waiver of any survivorship interests, future 

expectancies or interests. WIFE shall, within five (5) days of the request by HUSBAND, execute 

such documents as may be necessary in order to effectuate the purposes of this Paragraph. 

 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
STOCK OPTIONS 
12.10(a) RETAIN 
 
[DESCRIPTION OF STOCK OPTIONS].  [H/W] shall retain [HIS/HER] stock 

options, free and clear of all claims by [H/W].   



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
STOCKS AND BONDS 
12.11(a) RETAIN 
 
[NAME OF STOCK/BOND]:  [H/W] currently owns [# OF SHARES OWNED IN 

SPECIFIC STOCK] shares of [NAME OF STOCK] valued at approximately 

$[VALUE OF SINGLE SHARE OF STOCK] per share, which are [H/W]’s separate 

non-marital property.  [H/W] shall retain ownership of [NAME OF STOCK] free 

and clear of all claims of [H/W]. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
[NAME OF STOCK/BOND]:  [H/W] shall retain ownership of [HIS/HER] [# OF 

SHARES OF SPECIFIC STOCK] shares of [NAME OF STOCK] Stock which had a 

value of approximately $[VALUE OF TOTAL SHARES OF STOCK AT SPECIFIC 

DATE] as of [DATE ON WHICH VALUE OF TOTAL SHARES OF STOCK WAS 

CALCULATED], free and clear of all claims of [H/W]. 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
STOCKS AND BONDS 
12.11(b) SPLIT NOW 
 
[NAME/# OF STOCK/BOND ACCOUNT]:  The  Account #[ACCOUNT # FOR 

STOCK/BOND ACCOUNT], had an approximate value of $[VALUE OF 

STOCK/BOND ACCOUNT] as of [DATE AT WHICH VALUE OF STOCK ACCOUNT 

WAS CALCULATED].  This [STOCK/BOND] account produces income of 

approximately $[YEARLY INCOME PRODUCED BY STOCK/BOND] per year.  

Commencing with the first interest/dividend payment disbursed on or after the 

first day of the first calendar month after Court-approval of this Agreement, and 

continuing until the [STOCK/BOND] account principal is divided between [H/W] 

and [H/W], as provided herein, such interest/dividend payments shall be divided 

between [H/W] and [H/W], with [H/W] receiving [% OF INTEREST/DIVIDEND 

PAYMENTS ONE SPOUSE IS ENTITLED TO] percent and [H/W] receiving [% OF 

INTEREST/DIVIDEND PAYMENTS OTHER SPOUSE IS ENTITLED TO] percent 

and each of them being responsible for the timely payment of all State, Federal, 

and other taxes due on their respective distributions from the bond account, 

which shall be handled by timely reimbursement for taxes based upon their 

respective interests.   

 After the payment of any such taxes, interest, penalties, and cost of 

defense, the remaining principal in the [STOCK/BOND] account shall be divided 

between [H/W] and [H/W] with [H/W] receiving [% OF PRINCIPAL OF 

STOCK/BOND ACCOUNT ONE SPOUSE WILL RECEIVE]] percent and [H/W] 

receiving [% OF PRINICIPAL OF STOCK/BOND ACCOUNT OTHER SPOUSE WILL 

RECEIVE] percent. In the event that the taxes, interest, penalties, and cost of 

defense, exceed the amount of the bond account, then any excess liability shall be 



shared on the percentage basis reflected above and paid by [H/W] [% OF EXCESS 

LIABILITY ONE SPOUSE WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR] and [H/W] [% OF 

EXCESS LIABILITY OTHER SPOUSE WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR].    



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
VEHICLES 
12.12(a) EACH KEEP OWN 
 
[YEAR MAKE MODEL OF VEHICLE RETAINED BY H/W]:  [H/W] shall retain 

the [YEAR MAKE MODEL OF VEHICLE RETAINED BY H/W] vehicle, free and 

clear of all claims by [H/W], and [HE/SHE] shall be responsible for any 

expenses associated therewith.  



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
VEHICLES 
12.12(c) HUSBAND AND WIFE KEEP PARTICULAR VEHICLES 
 
[YEAR MAKE MODEL OF VEHICLE TO BE RETAINED BY H/W]:  [H/W] shall 

retain the [YEAR MAKE MODEL OF VEHICLE TO BE RETAINED BY H/W] 

vehicle, free and clear of all claims by [H/W], and [HE/SHE] shall be 

responsible for any expenses associated therewith.  If necessary, all titles and 

policies of insurance regarding this vehicle shall be transferred to [H/W] by 

[H/W] within [MAXIMUM # OF DAYS ALLOWED BETWEEN AGREEMENT AND 

TRANSFER OF VEHICLE TITLES, POLICIES] days of Court approval of this 

Agreement. 

 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
VEHICLES 
12.12(d) RETAIN VEHICLE FREE OF LIEN 
 
Vehicle:  [H/W] shall retain, free and clear of all claims by [H/W], [HIS/HER] 

[YEAR MAKE MODEL OF VEHICLE H/W WILL RETAIN FREE OF LIEN], which is 

owned free of lien.  Within [MAXIMUM # OF DAYS ALLOWED BETWEEN 

AGREEMENT AND TRANSFER OF VEHICLE OWNERSHIP] days of Court approval 

of this Agreement, [H/W] shall sign and deliver all necessary documents to 

transfer ownership of this vehicle to [H/W]. 

 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
CLUB MEMBERSHIPS 
12.14(a) RETAIN 
 
[NAME OF CLUB]:  [H/W] shall retain the [NAME OF CLUB] Club Membership 

which had a value of approximately $[VALUE OF CLUB MEMBERSHIP] as of the 

date of filing [DATE OF FILING], free and clear of all claims by [H/W]. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
[NAME OF CLUB]:  [H/W] and [H/W] own a membership at [NAME OF CLUB].  

[H/W] is hereby apportioned the [NAME OF CLUB] membership, subject to 

[HIM/HER] assuming responsibility for all payments in connection therewith 

effective the date of this Agreement. [H/W] agrees to sign all such documents as 

are necessary to relinquish [HIS/HER] interest therein and to cause the transfer 

to [H/W].  [H/W] shall be responsible for any fees associated with this transfer, 

from and against which [HE/SHE] shall hold [H/W] harmless. 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
CLUB MEMBERSHIPS 
12.14(b) SPLIT 
 
[NAME OF CLUB]:  During the marriage, the parties have maintained a 

membership at the [NAME OF CLUB] Club. The membership is currently 

held in [H/W]'s name. This membership shall be split into separate 

memberships, which the parties understand is permissible, upon the 

approval of this Agreement by the Court. 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
CLUB MEMBERSHIPS 
12.14(c) SEPARATE MEMBERSHIPS 
 
[NAME OF CLUB/MEMBERSHIP]:  [H/W] and [H/W] are currently members of 

[NAME OF CLUB]. The membership is owned in [H/W]’s name.  Within 

[MAXIMUM # OF DAYS ALLOWED BETWEEN AGREEMENT AND 

TRANSFER/CREATION OF CLUB MEMBERSHIP] days of the date of this 

Agreement, [H/W] shall take such action as is necessary to either cause the 

transfer of the [NAME OF CLUB] Membership to [H/W], or to pay such sums and 

make such arrangements as are necessary to allow [H/W] to become a separate 

member of [NAME OF CLUB], at [H/W]’s expense.  [H/W] shall be responsible for 

[HIS/HER] monthly charges and dues thereafter. 



12.14(e)  Use of Club Memberships 
 
Club Memberships:  HUSBAND (individually or through his company) is a member of the 

_____ Club in _____, South Carolina and the _____ Club in _____ South Carolina.  HUSBAND 

shall make arrangements for WIFE to use these club memberships.  WIFE shall be responsible 

for her individual charges, but not for the memberships or other fees. 

 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
BUSINESS/PARTNERSHIPS 
12.15(a) RETAIN 
 
[H/W] shall retain ownership of [HIS/HER] interest in [NAME OF BUSINESS] 

free and clear of all claims of [H/W], and shall hold [H/W] harmless from all 

liabilities associated therewith. 



12.15(f) Partnerships and Investments 
 
Other Partnerships/Investments.    Husband shall retain all right, title, and interest in any business 

interests he has and Wife waives and releases any and all right, title, interest or claim she has, 

had, or may have, to said entities.  Husband shall pay and be fully responsible for all expenses, 

notes, mortgages, liens, capital calls, taxes, and any other expenses related to or costs from said 

entities and shall hold het Wife harmless therefrom. 

 



12.15(g) Brokerage and Finacnial Services Company 
 
 [ENTITY NAME], Inc.:  HUSBAND represents and warrants that he has a _____% interest in 

the business known as [ENTITY NAME], Inc. which is an insurance brokerage and financial 

services company.  The remaining interest in the company is owned by _____, who owns 

________%.  For the purposes of this Agreement, the parties have valued HUSBAND’s interest 

in the company at $_____, subject to indebtedness, which value the parties agreed to extrapolate 

from a prior shareholder buyout, adjusted for HUSBAND’s statement concerning the asset status 

and value of the Company.  Neither party has elected to have the business formally evaluated 

and have instead chosen to stipulate a value based upon currently known information.  

HUSBAND and WIFE acknowledge that if a formal evaluation was conducted, the value may be 

higher or lower, but nonetheless accept this value and waive the right to a formal evaluation.  

HUSBAND shall retain this business free and clear of all claims by WIFE.  HUSBAND hereby 

assumes and shall hold WIFE harmless and indemnify her against all claims, liabilities and debts 

relating to this business.  HUSBAND represents and warrants that WIFE has not signed nor is 

she liable for any debts pertaining to the business. 

 



12.15(h) Business Interest Waiver 
 

Business Interests: Wife shall retain all interest in her business interests, LLCs, 

corporations, and business entities of any kind and held in he name.  Husband waives and 

releases any and all right, title, interest or claim he has, had, or may have to Wife’s business 

assets, corporations, partnerships, LLCs, Wife’s businesses, business entities of any kind, 

interests in businesses, partnership interests, stocks, bonds, equipment, real estate, investments, 

bank accounts, receivables, or any other assets belonging to Wife or her business entities or 

interests. Wife shall be responsible for any promissory notes or other debts and obligations 

associated with these entities and shall hold Husband harmless from and indemnify him from 

same. 

 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE 
12.16(a) RETAIN 
 
[NAME OF PRACTICE]:  [H/W] shall retain [HIS/HER] [% OF INTEREST OWNED 

IN PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE]% ownership interest in [NAME OF PRACTICE], 

which had a value of approximately $[VALUE OF PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE AT 

DATE OF FILING] as of the date of filing [DATE OF FILING], free and clear of all 

claims by [H/W]. 

 
VERSION #2 
[NAME OF PRACTICE]:  [H/W] shall retain, free and clear of all claims by 

[H/W], [HIS/HER] interests in [NAME OF PRACTICE], subject to and assuming 

all debts and other liabilities associated therewith, from and against which 

[HE/SHE] shall hold [H/W] harmless. 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
LIFE INSURANCE 
12.17(a) RETAIN 
 
[NAME OF INSURANCE CARRIER/POLICY]:  [H/W] currently owns a whole 

life insurance policy with [NAME OF INSURANCE CARRIER] which has a value 

of $[VALUE OF LIFE INSURANCE POLICY].  [H/W] shall retain ownership of 

this life insurance policy free and clear of all claims of [H/W]. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
Life Insurance Policy:  [H/W] shall retain as [HIS/HER] property, free and clear 

of all claims by [H/W], [HIS/HER] [NAME OF INSURANCE CARRIER] Life 

Insurance Policy. 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
CASH PAYMENT 
12.19(a) STANDARD 
 
CASH PAYMENT: [H/W] shall pay to [H/W] the sum of [SUM OF CASH 

PAYMENT TO SPOUSE] Dollars in immediately available U.S. funds by certified 

bank check, which [HE/SHE] shall pay to [H/W] within [MAXIMUM # OF DAYS 

ALLOWED FROM TIME OF AGREEMENT UNTIL CASH PAYMENT MUST BE 

MADE] days of Court-approval of this Agreement. These funds shall be net of 

any tax consequences and shall be non-taxable to [H/W] and non-deductible to 

[H/W]. 

 
VERSION #2 
 
Cash Payment:  Within [MAXIMUM # OF DAYS ALLOWED FROM TIME OF 

AGREEMENT UNTIL CASH PAYMENT MUST BE MADE] days of Court-approval of 

this Agreement, [H/W] shall pay to [H/W] the sum of $[SUM OF CASH PAYMENT 

TO SPOUSE] by certified bank check payable to [“PERSON CHECK FOR CASH 

PAYMENT IS MADE PAYABLE TO”] in immediately available US Funds, to be 

delivered to [H/W]’s attorney, [ATTORNEY FOR SPOUSE RECEIVING CASH 

PAYMENT], Esquire.  If this sum is not paid as aforesaid, the balance due shall 

bear interest at the statutory rate for judgments from the due date until paid in 

full, plus all reasonable attorney fees and costs of collection.  This obligation may 

not be released, extended or modified without the written consent of [H/W] and 

[HIS/HER] attorney, [ATTORNEY FOR SPOUSE RECEIVING CASH PAYMENT], 

Esquire, and [H/W] shall not assert any right to offset or any other reason to 

avoid making such payment in full. 

 



12.19(b) Cash Payment Example 
Cash to Wife.  Husband agrees to pay Wife the sum of ______ Dollars ($_____) as part of the 
equitable apportionment claimed by Wife.  Said payment to Wife is neither deductible to 
Husband nor taxable to Wife.  The payment is tax free to Wife.  Husband shall deliver a certified 
check to Wife for _____ Dollars ($_____) upon Court approval of this agreement.  These funds 
shall be in US funds and immediately available.  If this sum is not timely paid in full for any 
reason, this entire Agreement shall be null and void and the General Release and Waiver 
between Wife and the trustees shall be null and void.  This case shall not be dismissed with 
prejudice until the contingencies set forth above are met 



12.19(c) Cash Payment Example 
Cash Payment of $          :  HUSBAND shall pay directly to WIFE the sum of $_____in certified 

and immediately available U.S. funds payable in four (4) installments of $_____ each commencing 

[DATE] and payments thereafter on [DATE], [DATE] and [DATE].  HUSBAND and WIFE 

acknowledge that this payment of $_____ is in the nature of equitable division, shall be without tax 

consequence to WIFE, and shall be binding and chargeable against his estate should he predecease 

the full payment of $_____.   

 



12.19(d) Cash Payment Secured by Life Insurance 
 
A. Cash Payments: FATHER shall pay to MOTHER the total sum of $_____ to be paid as follows:  

1. $_____ payment within sixty (60) days of court-approval of this Agreement(on or 

before _____).   

2. $_____ to be paid in equal installments over 12 months with a resulting payment of 

$_____per month for 12 months to commence on the first (1st ) day of the first calendar 

month following the court approval of this Agreement ([DATE]) and to continue on 

the 1st of each month thereafter until paid in full;  

3. $_____ to be paid in equal installments over 60 months with a resulting payment of 

$_____ for 60 months to commence on the first (1st ) day of the first calendar month 

following the court approval of this Agreement ([DATE]) and to continue on the 1st 

day of each month thereafter until paid in full;  

4. This obligation to pay $_____ shall be secured by life insurance on HUSBAND’s Life, 

beginning at a death benefit of $_____ and reducing to an amount equal to the declining 

balance of the amount owed. When this $_____ obligation is satisfied, this life 

insurance death benefit shall be added to the children’s Trusts to the extent that either 

of them remains eligible for child support. 

 



12.21(b) Trust Fund Waiver 
 
 

TRUSTS/TRUST FUNDS:  Husband waives and releases any and all claims, right, title 

or interest he has, had or may have to any Trusts or Trust funds of which Wife is a beneficiary or 

from which she receives or will receive any funds.   

 



12.21(c) Release of Claims as to Trusts 
 
 During this litigation, Wife made claims and allegations as to the Trusts and Trustees.  As 

a part of this global resolution, Wife agrees to dismiss all claims against the various Trusts and 

Trustees, with prejudice, subject to the contingencies listed below in this paragraph.  

Accordingly, Wife releases any and all claimed right, title, and interest in the following Trusts: 

[HERE LIST EACH TRUST].  Wife further agrees not to contest the validity of the Trusts now 

or in the future.  As a part of the consideration for this global Agreement, Wife shall execute the 

mutual releases with the Trustees, copy attached. Wife’s release of her claims is contingent upom 

the following: 

(1)  That the payment of _____ Dollars ($_____) by Husband to Wife pursuant to this 

Complete Marital Settlement Agreement is made at the hearing to approve the agreement. 

(2) That the mortgage on [PROPERTY] is paid off and the property is transferred to Wife 

with clear title and free of all debts. 

(3) That security for Wife’s alimony ($_____ in escrowed funds) in the event of Husband’s 

death is in place. 

(4) That the $_____ payment of attorneys’ fees and costs from Husband to Wife’s attorneys 

is made at the hearing to approve the agreement. 

If these conditions are not met, these releases shall be null and void and the case shall be 

restored to the docket.  If these contingencies are not met, the parties shall return to the status 

quo in this litigation prior to the settlement. 

 Husband does not concede that Wife is entitled to any interest in the corpus or income of 

any Trust.  Husband asserts that the Trusts are valid and bone fide and that neither he nor Wife 

have any enforcement right or claim to the Trust corpus or income.  Nonetheless, Husband is 

willing to settle this marital litigation based upon the terms outlined in this Agreement to bring 

this litigation to its conclusion. 

 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
OTHER PROPERTY (RESERVED) 
12.25(a) STANDARD 
 

Other Property:  [H/W] and [H/W] hereby acknowledge and represent that 

there is no other property real, personal or mixed, to be apportioned between 

them.  By signing this Agreement, both parties affirm and verify that each has 

disclosed all assets and liabilities, marital or non-marital, known to that party 

to be owned by either him or her regardless of where the property may be 

presently located.  The parties further acknowledge that the division of 

properties and liabilities as is provided for specifically in this Agreement has 

been determined with reference to all known assets and liabilities which are 

disclosed in this Agreement, on any addendum attached hereto, or identified on 

either of the party's respective Financial Declarations or other schedules or 

exhibits used in the negotiations of this Agreement.  The parties further 

acknowledge that should there hereafter be discovered any marital property not 

disclosed by either party, intentionally or unintentionally, that marital property 

shall be subject to division by the parties in any Court of competent 

jurisdiction.  The parties further acknowledge that the assets referenced in this 

Agreement have been stated at “as of dates” and the current account balances 

may vary.  As further assurances of full disclosure, [H/W] and [H/W] shall 

provide and exchange copies of their [YEAR(s) COPIES OF TAX RETURNS WILL 

BE EXCHANGED AS ASSURANCE OF FULL DISCLOSURE] State and Federal 

income tax returns, personal and business, within fifteen (15) days of filing 

such returns. 

 



EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT 
12.26 
 
Marital Home: [H/W] shall be the sole owner of the property. [H/W] shall convey this  
 
property free of all liens, judgements, or mortgage that [H/W] shall have good and  
 
clear title to same prior to this case being dismissed with prejudice. [H/W] shall tender  
 
to the lender payment in full of the outstanding mortgage on said property upon Court  
 
approval of this agreement (the parties acknowledge that the recording of the  
 
satisfaction of the mortgage is within the bank’s control but [H/W] shall see to it that  
 
the satisfaction is recorded within reasonable time). [H/W] warrants that he/she is  
 
transferring all of his/her rights, title and interest in and to the property to the [H/W]  
 
by quitclaim deed, that he/she in conveying clear title thereto, and that there are no  
 
liens, mortgages or judgements against or affecting the property. Therefore [H/W] shall  
 
be solely responsible for all incidents of ownership on connection with the property,  
 
including but not limited to maintenance, insurance, and property taxes, and shall  
 
hold the [H/W] harmless therefrom. [H/W] shall tender payment of the existing loan  
 
balance upon Court approval of this Agreement and shall ensure the existing  
 
mortgage/equity line against the property is satisfied within (30) days of the approval  
 
of this Agreement. [H/W] shall provide a Quit Claim Deed transferring title of the  
 
property to Wife upon Court approval of the agreement. [H/W] shall authorize,  
 
including, but not limited to, execution of any and all documents, the transfer to  
 
[H/W] any household bills/utilities/insurances not in he/she name within (30) days of  
 
the approval of this agreement.  



12.26 – Full Equitable Apportionment Sample 
The properties owned by or in the names of WIFE and/or HUSBAND, together with their 

respective equitable, title, special equity, statutory and other rights therein, shall be divided and 

apportioned as follows, to-wit: 

 A. WIFE is hereby apportioned the following properties and liabilities: 

  (1) [ADDRESS]:  WIFE shall retain the former marital residence located at 

[ADDRESS], which is owned free of lien.  This property has been appraised in the range of 

$________ to $__________.  Within twenty (20) days of the date of this Agreement, HUSBAND 

shall transfer to WIFE by general warranty deed all of his right, title and interest in said property, 

together with all escrows, policies of insurance, and utility accounts and deposits pertaining thereto.  

WIFE shall be responsible for all debts and expenses pertaining to this property, from and against 

which she shall hold HUSBAND harmless and indemnify him. 

  (2) Bank of America Checking Account #     :   WIFE shall retain her Bank of 

America Checking Account #_______, which for the purposes of this Agreement had a balance of 

approximately $_______ as of the date of filing ([DATE]).  WIFE acknowledges that she has had 

control of this account during the pendency of this action and that the current balance as of [DATE] 

is approximately $________, which she shall retain free and clear of all claims by HUSBAND. 

  (3) Bank of America Checking #            - Beach Account:  WIFE shall retain 

the Bank of America Checking Account #____________, which was opened after the date of filing 

([DATE]).  WIFE acknowledges that she has had control of this account during the pendency of this 

action and that the current balance as of [DATE] is approximately $______, which she shall retain 

free and clear of all claims by HUSBAND. 

  (4) Bank of America Checking Account #_______ - Household Account:  

WIFE shall retain the Bank of America Checking Account #______, which was opened after the 

date of filing ([DATE]). WIFE acknowledges that she has had control of this account during the 

pendency of this action and that the current balance as of [DATE] is approximately $________, 

which she shall retain free and clear of all claims by HUSBAND. 

  (5) Merrill Lynch Account #         :  WIFE shall retain Merrill Lynch Account 

#________, which for the purposes of this Agreement had a balance of approximately $__________ 

as of the date of filing ([DATE]).  WIFE acknowledges that she has had control of this account 

during the pendency of this action and that the current balance is approximately $_______, which 



she shall retain free and clear of all claims by HUSBAND. 

  (6) Merrill Lynch Account #_____:  WIFE shall retain Merrill Lynch Account 

#_____, which for the purposes of this Agreement had a balance of approximately $_____ as of the 

date of filing ([DATE]).  WIFE acknowledges that she has had control of this account during the 

pendency of this action and that the current balance is approximately $_____, which she shall retain 

free and clear of all claims by HUSBAND. 

  (7) Merrill Lynch IRA #_____: WIFE shall retain Merrill Lynch IRA #_____, 

which for the purposes of this Agreement had a balance of approximately $_____ as of the date of 

filing ([DATE]).  WIFE acknowledges that she has had control of this account during the pendency 

of this action and that the current balance is approximately $_____, which she shall retain free and 

clear of all claims by HUSBAND. 

  (8) [ENTITY NAME] Profit Sharing Plan:  WIFE shall retain her ownership 

of the [ENTITY NAME]Profit Sharing Plan, which for the purposes of this Agreement had a 

balance of approximately $_____ as of the date of filing ([DATE]), plus the post-filing 

contributions and earnings thereon of approximately $_____. 

  (9) [ENTITY NAME], P.A.  WIFE shall retain her 100% ownership interest in 

her [TYPE OF BUSINESS] known as [NAME OF ENTITY] P.A. which had a value of 

approximately $_____ as of the date of filing ([DATE]), free and clear of all claims by HUSBAND. 

  (10) [ENTITY NAME] Partnership:  WIFE shall retain her 50% interest of  an 

____% interest in [ENTITY NAME] Partnership which, as of the date of filing ([DATE]), had a 

value of approximately $_____ free and clear of all claims by HUSBAND. 

  (11) Personal Property:  WIFE shall retain ownership of all personal property, 

household goods and furnishings, jewelry and furs in her possession, and those located at the 

[RESIDENCE] home, free and clear of all claims by HUSBAND. 

 (12) [VEHICLE YEAR AND MAKE/MODEL]:  WIFE shall retain 

ownership of the [VEHICLE YEAR AND MAKE/MODEL], which is owned free of lien, and 

the current auto insurance policy, free and clear from all claims by HUSBAND.  

 (13) [VEHICLE YEAR AND MAKE/MODEL]:  WIFE shall receive 

ownership of the [VEHICLE YEAR AND MAKE/MODEL] which is owned free of lien and 

currently titled in HUSBAND’s name.  HUSBAND shall transfer ownership of this vehicle to 

WIFE within ten (10) days of the date of this Agreement. 



 (14) Tax Overpayment:  WIFE shall retain ownership of the tax overpayment 

of $_____, free and clear of all claims by HUSBAND.   WIFE and HUSBAND shall coordinate 

the application of this portion of the tax overpayment through their respective tax preparers. 

B. HUSBAND is hereby apportioned the following properties and liabilities: 

  (1) Beach House:  HUSBAND shall receive ownership of the parties Beach 

House located at [PROPERTY ADDRESS], which was appraised in the range of $_____ to $_____ 

and is subject to a mortgage debt of approximately $_____ as of the date of filing ([DATE]).  

Within twenty (20) days of the date of this Agreement, WIFE shall transfer to HUSBAND by 

general warranty deed all of her right, title and interest in said property, together with all escrows, 

policies of insurance, and utility accounts and deposits pertaining thereto.  Within ninety (90) days 

of the date of this Agreement, HUSBAND shall cause WIFE to be removed from the mortgage debt 

on this property, and shall hold WIFE harmless and indemnify her from and against such debt.  

HUSBAND shall be responsible for all debt and other expenses pertaining to this property and shall 

hold WIFE harmless and indemnify her. 

  (2) [REAL PROPERTY ADDRESS]:  HUSBAND shall retain ownership of 

his residence located at [REAL PROPERTY ADDRESS] which was purchased by him after the 

date of filing ([DATE]), subject to and assuming all debt and other responsibilities pertaining 

thereto, from and against which he shall hold WIFE harmless and indemnify her. 

  (3) Bank of America Checking Account #______:   HUSBAND shall 

retain the joint Bank of America Checking Account #_____, which for the purposes of this 

Agreement had a balance of approximately $_____ as of the date of filing ([DATE]).  HUSBAND 

acknowledges that he has had control of this account during the pendency of this action and that the 

current balance is approximately $_____, which he shall retain free and clear of all claims by WIFE. 

  (4) Bank of America Checking Account #_____:  HUSBAND shall retain 

Bank of America Checking Account #_____, the current balance being $_____. 

  (5) Merrill Lynch Account #_____:  HUSBAND shall retain Merrill Lynch 

Account #_____, which for the purposes of this Agreement had a value of $_____ as of the date of 

filing ([DATE]).  HUSBAND acknowledges that he has had control of this account during the 

pendency of this action and that the current balance is approximately $_____, which he shall retain 

free and clear of all claims by WIFE. 

  (6) Merrill Lynch Account #_____:  HUSBAND shall retain Merrill Lynch 



Account #_____, which for the purposes of this Agreement had a value of $_____ as of the date of 

filing ([DATE]).    HUSBAND acknowledges that he has had control of this account during the 

pendency of this action and that the current balance is approximately $_____, which he shall retain 

free and clear of all claims by WIFE. 

  (7) Merrill Lynch Account #_____:  HUSBAND shall retain Merrill Lynch 

Account #_____, which for the purposes of this Agreement had a value of $_____ as of the date of 

filing ([DATE]).  HUSBAND acknowledges that he has had control of this account during the 

pendency of this action and that the current balance is approximately $_____, which he shall retain 

free and clear of all claims by WIFE. 

  (8) Merrill Lynch #_____:  HUSBAND shall retain Merrill Lynch Account 

#_____, which for the purposes of this Agreement had a balance of approximately $_____ as of the 

date of filing ([DATE]).  HUSBAND acknowledges that he has had control of this account during 

the pendency of this action and that the current balance is approximately $_____, which he shall 

retain free and clear of all claims by WIFE. 

  (9) Merrill Lynch IRA#_____:  HUSBAND shall retain Merrill Lynch 

IRA#_____, which for the purposes of this Agreement had a balance of approximately $_____ as of 

the date of filing ([DATE]), free and clear of all claims by WIFE. 

  (10) [ENTTY NAME] Keogh/Profit Sharing Plan:  HUSBAND shall retain his 

[ENTITY NAME] Keogh/Profit Sharing Plan, which for the purposes of this Agreement had a 

balance of approximately $_____ as of the date of filing ([DATE]), free and clear of all claims by 

WIFE, plus post-filing contributions and earnings thereon of approximately $_____. 

  (11) [ENTITY NAME] Defined Benefit Plan:  HUSBAND shall retain his 

[ENTITY NAME] Defined Benefit Plan, which for the purposes of this Agreement had a balance of 

approximately $_____ as of the date of filing ([DATE]), free and clear of all claims by WIFE. 

  (12) ING [ENTITY NAME] 401K Plan:  HUSBAND shall retain his ING 

[ENTITY NAME] 401k, which for the purposes of this Agreement had a balance of approximately 

$_____ as of the date of filing ([DATE]), free and clear of all claims by WIFE plus post-filing 

contributions and earnings thereon of approximately $_____. 

  (13) [ENTITY NAME] Fixed Capital Account:  HUSBAND shall retain his 

[ENTITY NAME] Fixed Capital Account, which for the purposes of this Agreement had a balance 

of approximately $_____ as of the date of filing ([DATE]), free and clear of all claims by WIFE. 



  (14) [ENTITY NAME] - Undistributed Profit:  HUSBAND shall retain his 

[ENTITY NAME] Undistributed Profit, which for the purposes of this Agreement had a balance of 

approximately $_____ as of the date of filing (_____), free and clear of all claims by WIFE. 

  (15) [ENTITY NAME], LP:  HUSBAND shall retain his _____% ownership in 

the [ENTITY NAME], LP, which for the purposes of this Agreement had a balance of 

approximately $_____ as of the date of filing (______), free and clear of all claims by WIFE. 

  (16) Country Club Membership:  HUSBAND shall retain the ______ Country 

Club Membership which had a value of approximately $_____ as of the date of filing (_____), free 

and clear of all claims by WIFE. 

  (17) Country Club:  HUSBAND shall retain the _____Country Club 

Membership which had a value of approximately $_____ as of the date of filing (_____), free and 

clear of all claims by WIFE. 

  (18) Personal Property:  HUSBAND shall retain ownership of all personal 

property, household goods and furnishings, jewelry and furs in his possession and those located at 

the [STREET NAME] and [STREET NAME] houses, free and clear of all claims by WIFE. 

  (19) Golf Cart:  HUSBAND shall retain the golf cart currently located at the  

[STREET NAME] residence which had a value of approximately $_____ as of the date of filing 

(_____), free and clear of all claims by WIFE. 

  (20) Boat:  HUSBAND shall retain the boat, motor and trailer currently located at 

the  [STREET NAME] residence which had a value of approximately $_____ as of the date of filing 

(_____), free and clear of all claims by WIFE. 

  (21) Jet Ski:  HUSBAND shall retain ownership of the jet ski, free and clear of 

all claims by WIFE. 

 (22) Tax Overpayment:  HUSBAND shall retain ownership of the tax 

overpayment of $______, free and clear of all claims by WIFE.  WIFE and HUSBAND shall 

coordinate the application of this portion of the tax overpayment through their respective tax 

preparers. 

 C. CHILDREN’S TRUST ACCOUNTS:  The trust accounts listed below were 

previously established for the benefit of the children of this marriage.  WIFE shall remain/become 

the trustee of said accounts, with HUSBAND having the right to receive copies of all account 

statements, transactions, reports, tax returns, and disbursements from the account.  These funds shall 



be used exclusively for the higher education of the children after graduation from high school.  If 

any such funds remain after the education of the children is complete, then the remaining funds shall 

be distributed to the children from their respective accounts.  WIFE shall have the responsibility of 

making all tax reports and paying any taxes that may become due, to which she shall be entitled to 

reimbursement from the respective trust funds of the children.  The parties agree to convert these 

accounts to §529 accounts.  In making that decision, the parties have considered the advice of the 

professionals handling those accounts.  The trust accounts and balances as of _____ are as follows: 

  (1) Merrill Lynch for [CHILD’S INITIALS] #_____:  This account had an 

approximate balance of $_____. 

  (2) Merrill Lynch for [CHILD’S INITIALS] #_____:  This account had an 

approximate balance of $_____. 

  (3) Merrill Lynch for [CHILD’S INITIALS] #_____:  This account had an 

approximate balance of $_____. 

  (4) Merrill Lynch for [CHILD’S INITIALS] #_____:  This account had an 

approximate balance of $_____. 

  D. LIFE INSURANCE:  As set forth in the attached Schedule of Life 

Insurance Policies, certain life insurance policies were secured and maintained during this marriage.  

  The ____________ Life insurance Company policy number _____ and _____ Life 

Insurance number _____ are owned by the [TRUST] created for the benefit of the children of this 

marriage.  The Trustee of the [TRUST] is HUSBAND’s father, ____________., who is not 

currently in good health. 

  __________ Life Insurance Company policy number _____ on HUSBAND’s life is 

owned by him. 

  _______ Life Insurance Company policy number _____ on WIFE’s life is owned by 

WIFE.  The ______ Life Insurance Company policy number _____ is owned by the [TRUST] dated 

_____ for the benefit of the children of this marriage.  The Trustee of the [TRUST] is HUSBAND’s 

father, _____, who is not currently in good health. 

  Given the fact that these parties are divorcing, HUSBAND shall secure the signature 

of his father, _____., resigning as Trustee of each of said trusts and appointing the corporate 

fiduciary chosen by WIFE and HUSBAND.  WIFE has the right to secure an order of the Family 

Court changing the trustee of her Irrevocable Trust, if necessary, and/or requiring the Trustee to 



convey ownership of _____ Life Insurance Company policy number _____ to a separate 

Irrevocable Life Insurance Trust created by WIFE.  HUSBAND will assist WIFE in effectuating 

this transaction by consenting to an order issued in this regard and, as may be possible, securing the 

signature of the current trustee.  WIFE has employed _____, Esquire to bring such an action(s) on 

her behalf and on behalf of her children at her expense, and HUSBAND shall fully cooperate with 

said action. 

  Given the fact that these parties are divorcing, HUSBAND has the right to secure 

an Order of the Family Court changing the trustee of his irrevocable Trust, if necessary, and 

requiring the trustee to convey ownership of the _____ Life Insurance Company Policy #____, 

and _____ Policy #_____, to a separate irrevocable life insurance trust created by HUSBAND.  

WIFE will assist HUSBAND in effectuating this transaction by consenting to any Order issued 

in this regard and, as may be possible, securing the signature of the current trustee.  HUSBAND 

may employ an attorney to bring such action(s) on his behalf and on behalf of his children at his 

expense and WIFE shall fully cooperate with said action.  HUSBAND and WIFE shall be 

entitled to copies of their respective “arrangements” immediately after the transactions have been 

completed. 

  HUSBAND and WIFE shall each be fully responsible for any tax consequences and 

costs in connection with their various trusts. 

  The transfer and return of these life insurance policies is subject to the security 

provisions set forth in the child support section of this Agreement. 

 E. Other Property:  WIFE and HUSBAND hereby acknowledge and represent 

that there is no other property real, personal or mixed, to be apportioned between them.  By signing 

this Agreement, both parties affirm and verify that each has disclosed all assets and liabilities, 

marital or non-marital, known to that party to be owned by either him or her regardless of where 

the property may be presently located.  The parties further acknowledge that the division of 

properties and liabilities as is provided for specifically in this Agreement has been determined 

with reference to all known assets and liabilities which are disclosed in this Agreement, on any 

addendum attached hereto, or identified on either of the party's respective Financial Declarations 

or other schedules or exhibits used in the negotiations of this Agreement.  The parties further 

acknowledge that should there hereafter be discovered any marital property not disclosed by 

either party, intentionally or unintentionally, that marital property shall be subject to division by 



the parties in any Court of competent jurisdiction.  The parties further acknowledge that the 

assets referenced in this Agreement have been stated at “as of dates” and the current account 

balances may vary. 

 



12.27 Hold Harmless Business 
 
Hold Harmless.  Husband agrees to hold the Wife harmless from any and all claims, suits, 

actions, causes of action, notes, mortgages or debts of any kind arising from Husband’s real 

estate or from any of his businesses, or arising from the business activities or businesses of the 

trusts or any entity owned by the trusts or entities, the personal debts of the Husband or any debt 

incurred by Husband, or any debts or liabilities of the trusts from the date of the marriage until 

the date hereof, except as specifically set forth herein. The Wife may have, in the course of the 

marriage, signed various notes contracts, or other documents to accommodate the Husband or 

trusts or entities owned by the trusts, and participated in various business transactions of the 

Husband’s or trust or entities and the Husband agrees to hold her harmless from any and all 

claims arising from these notes or obligations relating to the Husband’s (or trust’s) business or 

business activities as aforesaid.  Husband will hold Wife harmless from any claims made by the 

trusts against Wife.  The Husband warrants and represents that the Wife is not a signatory to any 

undisclosed note, mortgage, debt or lien to which Husband, the trusts or any trusts or entities he 

or one of his business entities is a party or which arises out of or secures any business interest of 

debts of the Husband’s or trusts or entities or real estate owned by the Husband, the trusts, or 

entities.  The Husband has disclosed all such notes, mortgages, liens, debts or claims to which 

the Wife is, or could be, presently a party and all parties agree to hold her free and harmless 

therefrom.  In the event the Wife is called upon to defend herself in any suit or claim or any 

liability from which Husband has agreed to hold her harmless, Husband agrees to pay Wife’s 

legal fees, experts’ fees and costs.  Husband is not liable for any notes incurred by Wife for her 

personal debts except as otherwise provided herein, and to the extent she has entered into 

contracts or done anything to obligate Husband, she agrees to hold him harmless from same.  In 

the event the Husband is called upon to defend himself in any suit or claim or any liability from 

which Wife has agreed to hold him harmless, Wife agrees to pay Husband’s legal fees, experts’ 

fees and costs.  Except as specifically provided in this Agreement the Husband shall be 

responsible and shall hold he Wife harmless from all of this personal and business debts and 

liabilities. 

 



DEBTS 
13.1 STANDARD 
 

VI.  DEBTS AND OTHER OBLIGATIONS 

  Upon the execution of this Agreement, each of the parties shall 

return to the other all credit cards and other indicia of credit and shall make no 

further charges thereon.  All accounts of a joint and several nature shall be 

closed so as to not impair the credit of the other. 

  The parties hereby agree that they shall not make any further 

charges for services, property or any other matter in the name of the other or 

against the account of the other.  The parties acknowledge that there are no 

other debts, except those specifically listed in this Agreement, to apportion 

between them. 

 



DEBTS 
13.2 EACH PAY OWN, JOINT HOLD HARMLESS 
 
Except as specifically provided for herein [H/W] and [H/W] shall each pay 

his/her own debts and other obligations. 



DEBTS 
13.3 DEBTS TO BE PAID 
 
[H/W] shall be responsible for and shall timely pay the following debts: 

  
  [LIST OF DEBTS, FOLLOWED BY DESCRIPTION OF PAYMENT  
 ARRANGEMENTS] 
  
 a.   
 b.  
 



13.5  Debts and Other Obligations 
 

  Upon the execution of this Agreement, each of the parties shall return to the other all 

credit cards and other indicia of credit and shall make no further charges thereon.  All accounts of a 

joint and several nature shall be closed so as to not impair the credit of the other. 

  The parties hereby agree that they shall not make any further charges for services, 

property or any other matter in the name of the other or against the account of the other.  The parties 

acknowledge that there are no other debts, except those specifically listed in this Agreement, to 

apportion between them. 

  HUSBAND shall be responsible for and shall timely pay the following debts, 

from and against which he shall hold WIFE harmless and indemnify her: 

  (1) Mortgage debt associated with the _____ beach property; 

  (2) HUSBAND’s mortgages debt associated with his post-filing purchase  

   of _____ Drive, Columbia, SC; 

  (3) HUSBAND’s _____ credit card debt; 

  (4) HUSBAND’s _____ and other credit card debt; 

  (5) The parties joint _____ credit card debt;  

  (6) _____ debt (HUSBAND’s _____);  

  (7) _____ Pledge; 

  (8) _____ Pledge; and, 

  (9) HUSBAND’s _____ lease. 

  Except as specifically provided for herein, WIFE and HUSBAND shall each pay 

their own debts and other obligations. 

  As to the _____ credit card, that credit card was cancelled in [DATE] (with regard to 

WIFE’s use), and WIFE paid her one-half of the charges at that time.  WIFE has not made any 

charges to the _____ joint credit card since her charging privileges were cancelled in [DATE].   

 



TAX RETURNS 
14.1 JOINT THROUGH SPECIFIC YEAR 
 

The parties shall sign and file joint state and federal tax returns through and 

including the tax year [LAST YEAR JOINT TAX RETURNS WILL BE FILED]. 



TAX RETURNS 
14.2 SEPARATE RETURNS THEREAFTER 
 
The parties filed joint State and Federal income tax returns through the [LAST 

YEAR JOINT TAX RETURNS WERE FILED] tax year.  Commencing with the year 

[FIRST YEAR IN WHICH SEPARATE TAX RETURNS SHALL BE FILED] and 

thereafter, the parties shall file separate returns.  In the event that the parties 

are audited for any of their joint Federal and State income tax filings, both 

parties agree to fully cooperate and to provide such documentation and 

assistance as is reasonably needed to defend such an audit. 



TAX RETURNS 
14.3 AMENDMENTS OF PRIOR JOINT RETURNS 
 
[H/W] and [H/W] agree to sign and file such amendments to their prior joint tax 

returns as may from time to time be deemed necessary and appropriate by 

[H/W]’s Certified Public Accountants. 



TAX RETURNS 
14.4 AVOID UNINTENDED TAX CONSEQUENCES 
 
In order to avoid unintended tax consequences, the parties shall execute and 

deliver to the other such title documents as are necessary to transfer all 

properties consistent with the terms of this Agreement as soon as practicable after 

the execution of this Agreement.  Neither party shall sell or do any other act that 

would precipitate tax consequences to the other spouse, including but not limited 

to selling property while such property remains jointly titled. 



TAX RETURNS 
14.5 SIMPLE HOLD HARMLESS BY ONE 
 
[H/W] shall indemnify and hold harmless [H/W] from any and all liability 

whatsoever, including taxes, penalties, interest and costs (including attorney 

and accountant fees) related to all tax returns filed during the marriage, 

including joint personal returns, any and all returns filed for any entities in 

which [H/W] has or has had any ownership interest, and trust returns (if any), 

the representations and statements on which returns [H/W] represents and 

warrants as truthful and accurate. 

 
VERSION #2 
[H/W] shall be responsible for and shall hold [H/W] harmless from all taxes, 

penalties, interest and costs (including attorney and accountant fees) due with 

respect to such joint returns (and as to any amendments thereof) and [H/W] 

shall be entitled to keep all refunds, if any. 



TAX RETURNS 
14.7 MUTUAL HOLD HARMLESS 
 

[H/W] shall indemnify and hold [H/W] harmless from and/or against any 

taxes, penalties, assessments or interest that may exist or may become due 

with respect to [HIS/HER] income and/or any of [HIS/HER] businesses.  [H/W] 

shall indemnify and hold [H/W] harmless from and/or against any taxes, 

penalties, assessments or interest that exist or becomes due with respect to 

[HIS/HER] income.   

 



14.11 Tax Returns 
 
  The parties signed and filed joint state and federal tax returns through the tax year 

[YEAR].  Commencing with the [YEAR] tax year, the parties shall file separate state and federal 

returns.  Commencing with the [YEAR] tax year, WIFE shall be entitled to exclusively file 

“head of household”, claiming all three (3) children as her dependents, exemptions and tax 

credits. 

  In order to avoid unintended tax consequences, the parties shall execute and deliver 

to the other such title documents as are necessary to transfer all properties consistent with the terms 

of this Agreement as soon as practicable after the execution of this Agreement.  Neither party shall 

sell or do any other act that would precipitate tax consequences to the other spouse, including but 

not limited to selling property while such property remains jointly titled. 

  HUSBAND shall indemnify and hold harmless WIFE from any and all liability 

whatsoever, including taxes, penalties, interest and costs (including attorney and accountant fees) 

related to HUSBAND’s income and deductions reported on all tax returns filed during the marriage, 

including joint personal returns and any and all returns filed for any entities in which HUSBAND 

has or has had any ownership interest, the representations and statements on which returns 

HUSBAND represents and warrants as truthful and accurate.    

  WIFE shall indemnify and hold harmless HUSBAND from any and all liability 

whatsoever, including taxes, penalties, interest and costs (including attorney and accountant fees) 

related to WIFE’s income and deductions reported on all tax returns filed during the marriage, 

including joint personal returns and any and all returns filed for any entities in which WIFE has or 

has had any ownership interest, the representations and statements on which returns WIFE 

represents and warrants as truthful and accurate.  

  As to the recent tax notice regarding $_____ owed, HUSBAND shall be responsible 
for that tax debt and he shall hold WIFE harmless therefrom and indemnify her. 



ATTORNEY FEES 
15.1 EACH PAY OWN 
 

ATTORNEY'S FEES 
 

 The parties agree to be responsible for his or her attorney's fees 

and costs incurred in the negotiation and approval of this Agreement, together 

with the payment of attorney's fees and costs incurred in the bringing and 

prosecution of an action for divorce in any court of competent jurisdiction. 

 



ATTORNEY FEES 
15.4 MEDIATION FEES 
 
[H/W] and [H/W] shall each pay one-half (1/2) of the mediator’s fees and costs 

in this matter. 



15.8 Full Attorney Fee Sample 
 

 Each party shall be responsible for his or her own attorney fees, suit money and 

costs incurred or involved in this matrimonial dispute from inception and also in the negotiation, 

preparation and approval of this Agreement and for all attorney fees, suit money and costs 

heretofore or hereafter incurred in any litigation brought before any Court for the purpose of 

approving this Agreement and/or to divorce the parties, without further contribution from the 

other party.    

 HUSBAND and WIFE shall share equally in the payment of the fees and costs of 

the Guardian ad Litem, [NAME], the mediator, [NAME], and [NAME] (for the work he has done 

on the updated evaluation). 

 



15.9 Taxes and Indemnification 
 
During the marriage, the parties filed separate tax returns and never filed joint tax returns.  

Husband shall be responsible for whatever liabilities may have risen or may arise from his tax 

returns and agrees to hold Wife harmless.  Wife shall be responsible for whatever liabilities have 

risen or may arise from her tax returns and agrees to hold Husband harmless. 

Husband’s Indemnification of Wife.  Husband agrees to pay all taxes of any kind, penalties, 

deficiency assessments, and interest, resulting from income, gains, losses, transfers or any other 

taxable event of his or any entity controlled or owned by him or which arise from a joint return 

from the date of the marriage to the date hereof.  These taxes include but are not limited to 

federal and state income taxes, capital gains, gift taxes, and any other tax.  Husband agrees to 

indemnify and hold the Wife harmless from any cost to the Wife resulting from any of the 

aforementioned income tax returns and agrees, in the event he fails to hold her harmless, to pay 

her attorney fees, accountant fees, expert fees, costs, as well as any taxes, interest, and penalties.  

This provision does not preclude the Husband from settling or compromising with any entity 

(taxing authority, bank, attorney, or other) for less than what might be claimed.  The parties 

hereby confer jurisdiction on the Family Courts of the State of South Carolina to enforce these 

tax provisions and to grant monetary relief to the aggrieved spouse occasioned by a party’s 

failure to fully comply with the tax provisions hereof. 

Wife’s Indemnification of Husband.  Wife agrees to pay all taxes of any kind, penalties, 

deficiency assessments, and interest, resulting from income, gains, losses, transfers or any other 

taxable event of her or any entity controlled or owned by her or which arose from a joint return, 

from the date of the marriage to the date hereof.  These taxes include but are not limited to 

federal and state income taxes, capital gains, gift taxes, and any other tax. Wife agrees to 

indemnify and hold Husband harmless from any cost to Husband resulting from any of the 

aforementioned income tax returns and agrees, in the event she fails to hold him harmless, to pay 

Husband’s attorney fees, accountant fees, expert fees, costs, as well as any taxes, interest , and 

penalties.  This provision does not preclude the Wife from settling or compromising with any 

entity (taxing authority, bank, or other) for less than what might be claimed.  The parties hereby 

confer jurisdiction on the Family Courts of the State of South Carolina to enforce these tax 

provisions, including to award fees and costs to the prevailing party as appropriate. 



 



SEPARATION AND NON-INTERFERENCE 
16.1 GENERAL 
 
SEPARATION AND NON-INTERFERENCE: 

Each party shall be free from the control of the other.  [H/W] and [H/W] will not 

in any manner annoy, molest, or disturb the other, or compel or endeavor to 

compel the other to cohabit or dwell with her or him and will honor the request 

of one party to the other not to communicate with him or her upon such 

request not to communicate, except, however, the parties shall be required to 

communicate with regard [CHILDREN]. 

 



RELEASE AND DISMISS ALL CLAIMS 
17.1 GENERAL 

 

RELEASES AND DISMISSAL OF ALL CLAIMS: 

  Except as provided herein, [H/W] and [H/W] hereby generally and 

fully release each other from all causes of action, claims or suits, whether in law 

or in equity, which either of them may have against the other arising out of their 

marital relationship, except the specific rights and responsibilities as set forth in 

this Agreement. 

  The parties hereby declare and represent that in making this 

release and agreement, each relies wholly upon his or her own judgment, belief, 

and knowledge of the nature, extent and effect of said acts, and that each has 

not been influenced to any extent whatsoever in the making of this release by 

any representations or statements regarding the entire matter or by persons, 

firms, agents, attorneys, or corporations representing them. 

  Each party understands that this settlement is a compromise of 

disputed claims and that any payment to or by each or either of them is not to 

be construed as an admission of liability for said acts.   

  Each party has read the foregoing Release and the Agreement and 

each has had the same explained to them by their counsel.  Each knows the 

contents thereof and signs the same as their own free act fully realizing that 

execution of this instrument will bar any further claim by each against the 

other and any heirs and all other persons, agents and attorneys who are or who 

might be liable, including all those persons and entities named herein above, 

except as specifically set forth herein. 

 



VERSION #2 
Except as provided herein, [H/W] and [H/W] hereby generally and fully release 

each other from all causes of action, claims or suits, whether in law or in 

equity, which either of them may have against the other arising out of their 

marital relationship, except the specific rights and responsibilities as set forth 

in this Agreement. 

 



17.2 Mutual Releases  
 

 The parties hereby waive, release and forever acquit, and do hereby discharge the others, 

their administrators, successors, heirs, assigns, and attorneys of and from any and all suits, 

actions, causes of action, claims, demands, damages (known, unknown, foreseen, unforeseen), 

costs, expenses, compensation, and all consequential damages, including but not limited to, those 

resulting from or arising out of the relationship between Husband and Wife, their marriage, 

separation or divorce, this litigation, any physical altercation between them, assault, battery or 

any other tort, or other legal or equitable claim (except those arising from a breach of this 

Agreement) from the beginning of the world to the date of this Agreement, provided Husband 

understands and agrees that Wife’s release of her claims is contingent upon the following: 

(1) That the payment of _____ Dollars ($_____) by Husband to Wife pursuant to this 

Complete Marital Settlement Agreement is made at the hearing to approve the agreement. 

(2) That the mortgage on [RESIDENCE] is paid off and the property is transferred to Wife 

with clear title and free of all debts. 

(3) That security for Wife’s alimony ($_____ in escrowed funds) in the event of Husband’s 

death is in place. 

(4) That the $_____ payment of attorneys’ fees and costs from Husband to Wife’s attorneys 

is made at the hearing to approve the agreement. 

If these conditions are not met, these releases shall be null and void and the case shall be 

restored to the docket.  If these contingencies are not met, the parties shall return to the status 

quo in this litigation prior to the settlement. 

 The parties declare and represent that in making this release and agreement, each relies 

wholly upon his or her own judgment, belief, and knowledge of the nature, extent and effect of 

said acts, and that each has not been influenced to any extent whatsoever in the making of this 

release by any representations or statements regarding the entire matter or by persons, firms, 

agents, attorneys, or corporations representing them. 

 Each party understands that this settlement is a compromise of disputed claims and that 

any payment to or by each or either of them is not to be construed as an admission of liability for 

said acts. 

 Each party has read the forgoing Release and Agreement and each has had the same 



explained to them by their counsel.  Each knows the contents thereof and signs the same as their 

own free act fully realizing that execution of this instrument will bar any further claim by each 

against the other and any heirs and all other persons, agents, and attorneys who are or who might 

be liable, including all those persons and entities named herein above, except as specifically set 

forth herein. 

 The parties stipulate and agree that each party has complied with all provisions of the 

temporary orders issued by the Family Court and that they each release the other from any and 

all claims he or she may have pursuant to any temporary order. 

 The parties also release the other parties, attorneys, accountants, employees, experts and 

any and all persons advising or representing any of the parties in this litigation of and from any 

and all claims, actions or causes of action, debts, or suits of any kind or description from the 

beginning of the world to the date of this agreement. 

 



BINDING EFFECTS HEIRS AND ASSIGNS 
18.1 GENERAL 
 

BINDING EFFECT ON HEIRS AND ASSIGNS: 

  The terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be fully binding 

on and enforceable by the heirs, assigns and successors of the parties, and 

their estates.    

 
VERSION #2 
 The terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be fully binding on and 

enforceable by the heirs, assigns and successors of the parties, and their estates.  

The obligations of the parties under the terms and conditions of this Agreement 

shall not be extinguished by bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings or any 

assignment for the benefit of creditors.   



FAIRNESS OF AGREEMENT 
20.1 GENERAL 
 

  FAIRNESS OF AGREEMENT: 

 Each party acknowledges that this Agreement is fair and reasonable.  

Each has adequate knowledge of the other's financial situation, including 

income, expenses, debts and assets as they have exchanged sworn Financial 

Declarations.  Each party enters into this Agreement freely and voluntarily.  

This Agreement is not the result of any duress or undue influence and this 

document is executed after deliberation, consideration and consultation with 

the parties' respective attorneys.  Each party acknowledges his or her 

satisfaction with all legal assistance provided herein and neither has looked to 

the attorneys for tax advice, but has received separate tax advice from 

independent sources as desired.  

 



APPROVAL, MODIFICATION AND ENFORCEMENT 
21.1 GENERAL 
 

APPROVAL, MODIFICATION, AND ENFORCEMENT OF AGREEMENT: 

 This Agreement shall be submitted to the Family Court for the [JUDICIAL 

CIRCUIT #] Judicial Circuit in [COUNTY] County, South Carolina, for the 

purpose of having the Court review and approve the terms and conditions of 

this Agreement and for the issuance of an appropriate Order approving the 

terms and conditions hereof and making the same the Order of the Court. 

 Each party solemnly agrees to promulgate and support the Court's 

approval of this Agreement and do nothing in derogation hereof or in any way 

attempt to discourage said approval and merger by the Court.  If the Court does 

not approve this Agreement in its totality, this Agreement shall be null and void. 

 Once approved and made the Order of this Court, the Family Courts of 

the State of South Carolina shall have continuing jurisdiction to enforce the 

terms and conditions of this Agreement, along with any Order issued with 

respect thereto, and both parties shall be subject to the contempt powers and 

jurisdiction of the Family Courts of the State of South Carolina with respect to 

any breach or violation of this Agreement or the Order of this Court.  

 [H/W] and [H/W] hereby acknowledge and agree that this is a full and 

complete property and support agreement with respect to all matters raised and 

with respect to those which could have been raised in the controversy between 

them, and is considered by them to be a fully integrated agreement.   

 It is the intent of the parties hereto that the provisions of this Agreement 

shall govern all rights and obligations of the parties, as well as all rights of 

modification; and, further, that the terms and conditions of this Agreement and 



any Order approving the same, shall not be modifiable by the parties or any 

Court without the written consent of [H/W] and [H/W]. 

 The parties specifically agree that the Family Courts of the State of South 

Carolina (or any other Court) shall not have any jurisdiction to modify, 

supplement, terminate, or amend this Agreement, or the rights and obligations 

of the parties, except as provided above. 

 
VERSION #2 

APPROVAL, MODIFICATION, AND ENFORCEMENT OF AGREEMENT: 

  This Agreement shall be submitted to the Family Court for the 

[JUDICIAL CIRCUIT #] Judicial Circuit in [COUNTY] County, South Carolina, for 

the purpose of having the Court review and approve the terms and conditions of 

this Agreement and for the issuance of an appropriate Order approving the terms 

and conditions hereof and making the same the Order of the Court. 

  Each party solemnly agrees to promulgate and support the Court's 

approval of this Agreement and do nothing in derogation hereof or in any way 

attempt to discourage said approval and merger by the Court.  If the Court does 

not approve this Agreement in its totality, this Agreement shall be null and void. 

  Once approved and made the Order of this Court, the Family Courts 

of the State of South Carolina shall have continuing jurisdiction to enforce the 

terms and conditions of this Agreement, along with any Order issued with respect 

thereto, and both parties shall be subject to the contempt powers and jurisdiction 

of the Family Courts of the State of South Carolina with respect to any breach or 

violation of this Agreement or the Order of this Court. 

  [H/W] and [H/W] hereby acknowledge and agree that this is a full 

and complete property and support agreement with respect to all matters raised 



and with respect to those which could have been raised in the controversy 

between them, and is considered by them to be a fully integrated agreement.  It is 

the intent of the parties hereto that the provisions of this Agreement shall govern 

all rights and obligations of the parties, as well as all rights of modification; and, 

further, that the terms and conditions of this Agreement and any Order approving 

the same, shall not be modifiable by the parties or any Court without the written 

consent of [H/W] and [H/W].  The parties specifically agree that the Family Courts 

of the State of South Carolina (or any other Court) shall not have any jurisdiction 

to modify, supplement, terminate, or amend this Agreement, or the rights and 

obligations of the parties, but shall have jurisdiction to enforce the provisions of 

this Agreement.  

 



APPROVAL, MODIFICATION AND ENFORCEMENT 
21.2 ONLY CHILD ISSUES MODIFIABLE 
 

APPROVAL, MODIFICATION, AND ENFORCEMENT OF AGREEMENT: 

  This Agreement shall be submitted to the Family Court for the 

[JUDICIAL CIRCUIT #] Judicial Circuit in [COUNTY] County, South Carolina, 

for the purpose of having the Court review and approve the terms and 

conditions of this Agreement and for the issuance of an appropriate Order 

approving the terms and conditions hereof and making the same the Order of 

the Court. 

  Each party solemnly agrees to promulgate and support the Court's 

approval of this Agreement and do nothing in derogation hereof or in any way 

attempt to discourage said approval and merger by the Court.  If the Court does 

not approve this Agreement in its totality, this Agreement shall be null and void. 

Once approved and made the Order of this Court, the Family 

Courts of the State of South Carolina shall have continuing jurisdiction to 

enforce the terms and conditions of this Agreement, along with any Order 

issued with respect thereto, and both parties shall be subject to the contempt 

powers and jurisdiction of the Family Courts of the State of South Carolina with 

respect to any breach or violation of this Agreement or the Order of this Court.  

[H/W] and [H/W] hereby acknowledge and agree that this is a full 

and complete property and support agreement with respect to all matters raised 

and with respect to those which could have been raised in the controversy 

between them, and is considered by them to be a fully integrated agreement.  It 

is the intent of the parties hereto that the provisions of this Agreement shall 

govern all rights and obligations of the parties, as well as all rights of 

modification; and, further, that the terms and conditions of this Agreement and 



any Order approving the same, shall not be modifiable by the parties or any 

Court without the written consent of [H/W] and [H/W], saving and excepting 

the matters of child custody and visitation, and child support and education, 

which terms and conditions are now and shall always be subject to modification 

and termination by the Family Courts of the State of South Carolina.  The 

parties specifically agree that the Family Courts of the State of South Carolina 

(or any other Court) shall not have any jurisdiction to modify, supplement, 

terminate, or amend this Agreement, or the rights and obligations of the 

parties, except as provided above.  

 



21.5 Approval, Modification and Enforcement Sample 
 
  This Agreement shall be submitted to the Family Court for the _____ Judicial 

Circuit in _____ County, South Carolina, for the purpose of having the Court review and approve 

the terms and conditions of this Agreement and for the issuance of an appropriate Order approving 

the terms and conditions hereof and making the same the Order of the Court. 

  Each party solemnly agrees to promulgate and support the Court's approval of this 

Agreement and do nothing in derogation hereof or in any way attempt to discourage said approval 

and merger by the Court.  If the Court does not approve this Agreement in its totality, this 

Agreement shall be null and void. 

  Once approved and made the Order of this Court, the Family Courts of the State of 

South Carolina shall have continuing jurisdiction to enforce the terms and conditions of this 

Agreement, along with any Order issued with respect thereto, and both parties shall be subject to the 

contempt powers and jurisdiction of the Family Courts of the State of South Carolina with respect to 

any breach or violation of this Agreement or the Order of this Court. 

  HUSBAND and WIFE hereby acknowledge and agree that this is a full and 

complete property and support agreement with respect to all matters raised and with respect to those 

which could have been raised in the controversy between them, and is considered by them to be a 

fully integrated agreement.  It is the intent of the parties hereto that the provisions of this Agreement 

shall govern all rights and obligations of the parties, as well as all rights of modification; and, 

further, that the terms and conditions of this Agreement and any Order approving the same, shall not 

be modifiable by the parties or any Court without the written consent of HUSBAND and WIFE, 

saving and excepting the matters of child custody, visitation, child support and education provisions 

which terms and conditions are now and shall always be subject to modification and termination by 

the Family Courts of the State of South Carolina as provided in this Agreement.  The parties 

specifically agree that the Family Courts of the State of South Carolina (or any other Court) shall 

not have any jurisdiction to modify, supplement, terminate, or amend this Agreement, or the rights 

and obligations of the parties, except as provided in this Agreement.  

 



GENERAL PROVISIONS 
22.1 (VOLUNTARY) -22.16 (CONFIDENTIALITY) 
 
  

GENERAL PROVISIONS: 

 The parties represent to each other and further agree to the following, to-

wit: 

  A. Voluntary Agreement:  Each party acknowledges that he 

and she are fully informed as to his or her legal rights and obligations; that 

each of them has entered into and executed this Agreement after conferring 

with each of their respective independent attorneys, and having such knowledge 

and opportunity, each of them executes this Agreement freely and voluntarily, 

intending to be bound forever by it and intending that it shall be enforceable by 

either party by proceedings in the Family Court for the Sixteenth Judicial 

Circuit in York County, South Carolina.  It is further understood and agreed 

that this Agreement is not, and is not to be construed to be, an agreement for 

divorce. 

  B. Complete Agreement:  This Agreement expresses the entire 

agreement between the parties, supersedes any prior understandings or 

agreements between them and there are not any other representations or 

warranties other than those specifically set forth herein.   

  C. Full Disclosure:  Each party represents to the other that a 

true and accurate disclosure has been made to the other of all assets and 

financial matters. 

  D. Waiver of Estate Rights:  Each party hereby releases and 

relinquishes and by these presents are hereby barred from any and all rights 

and claims he or she may have or hereafter acquire as a spouse under the 



present or future laws of any jurisdiction by way of dower, inheritance, descent, 

distribution, elective share, and all other rights or claims whatsoever, including 

but not limited to claims in or to the property or estate of the other, whether 

real, personal or mixed, and whether now owned or hereafter acquired.  Both 

parties are aware of their elective share rights and they hereby release and 

relinquish any right to elective share that he or she may have with the full 

knowledge of all rights thereto. 

  E. Enforcement:  Each party may apply to the Family Courts 

of the State of South Carolina for an Order directing specific performance of any 

act or duty imposed upon the other under the terms of this Agreement, and for 

appropriate relief to enforce the terms and conditions hereof. 

 F. Defaults Not Waived:  No waiver of any breach by either 

party of the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be binding upon 

either of the parties unless reduced to writing and subscribed to by both of the 

parties.  The failure of either party to insist upon strict performance of any of 

the provisions of this Agreement shall not be construed as a waiver of any 

continuing or subsequent default of the same or similar nature. 

 G. Applicable Law:  This Agreement was duly executed and 

delivered in the State of South Carolina, and its terms and conditions shall be 

governed by and interpreted under the laws of the State of South Carolina. 

 H. Addresses:  Until all of the obligations created by this 

Agreement have been fully performed by both parties, each party shall at all 

times keep the other informed of his or her residential address and shall notify 

the other of any change of residential address within ten (10) days of any 

change, providing the address of the new residence. 



 I. Reconciliation:  This Agreement shall not be invalidated by 

a reconciliation or resumption of marital cohabitation of the parties.  This 

Agreement shall be nullified in the event of reconciliation only if the parties 

specifically execute a statement, signed by each of them with the same formality 

as this Agreement, declaring this Agreement to be null and void. 

 J. Severability:  If any provision of this Agreement is held to be 

invalid or unenforceable after court-approval of this Agreement, all other 

provisions shall nevertheless continue to be fully effective. 

 K. Language Usage:  Whenever the context of any provision 

requires, the masculine gender shall be deemed to include the feminine (or vice 

versa), the neuter to include either or both genders (or vice versa).  An error in 

such usage shall not be used by either party to defeat the intended effect of any 

provision of this Agreement. 

 L. Construction Against Drafting Party Inapplicable:  Both 

parties (and their respective counsel) shall be treated as having drafted this 

Agreement cooperatively; therefore, neither party shall have any ambiguity 

construed against him or her and neither party shall be entitled to claim the 

benefit of any ambiguity resulting from the drafting of this Agreement. 

 M. Headings:  The headings used in this Agreement are for 

convenience of the parties only and shall not be used to establish or interpret 

any of the rights or obligations set forth in this Agreement. 

 N. Modifications:  A modification of the terms of this 

Agreement shall be effective only if made in writing and executed with the same 

formality as this Agreement. 



 O. Implementation:  The parties expressly agree that, at any 

time hereafter, each of them shall make, execute and deliver any and all further 

and other instruments or papers or things as may be reasonably required or 

desirable for the purpose of giving full effect to this Agreement (including but 

not limited to deeds, renunciations, bills of sale, titles, income tax returns, tax 

reporting forms, powers of attorney authorizing amendments to tax returns and 

assignments, and other such documents). 

 P. Confidentiality:  The parties recognize that the financial and 

other information disclosed in this Marital Settlement Agreement is confidential 

and each party shall not disclose such information to any other person (except to 

their attorneys, Certified Public Accountants and counselors), directly or 

indirectly, without the express written consent of the other party. 

 



22.18 General Provisions Sample 
 
  The parties represent to each other and further agree to the following, to-wit: 

  A. Voluntary Agreement:  Each party acknowledges that he and she are fully 

informed as to his or her legal rights and obligations; that each of them has entered into and 

executed this Agreement after conferring with each of their respective independent attorneys, and 

having such knowledge and opportunity, each of them executes this Agreement freely and 

voluntarily, intending to be bound forever by it and intending that it shall be enforceable by either 

party by proceedings in the Family Court for the _____ Judicial Circuit in _____ County, South 

Carolina.  It is further understood and agreed that this Agreement is not, and is not to be construed 

to be, an agreement for divorce. 

  B. Complete Agreement:  This Agreement expresses the entire agreement 

between the parties, supersedes any prior understandings or agreements between them and there are 

not any other representations or warranties other than those specifically set forth herein.   

  C. Full Disclosure:  Each party represents to the other that a true and accurate 

disclosure has been made to the other of all assets and financial matters. 

  D. Waiver of Estate Rights:  Each party hereby releases and relinquishes and by 

these presents are hereby barred from any and all rights and claims he or she may have or hereafter 

acquire as a spouse under the present or future laws of any jurisdiction by way of dower, 

inheritance, descent, distribution, elective share, and all other rights or claims whatsoever, including 

but not limited to claims in or to the property or estate of the other, whether real, personal or mixed, 

and whether now owned or hereafter acquired.  Both parties are aware of their elective share rights 

and they hereby release and relinquish any right to elective share that he or she may have with the 

full knowledge of all rights thereto. 

  E. Enforcement:  Each party may apply to the Family Courts of the State of 

South Carolina for an Order directing specific performance of any act or duty imposed upon the 

other under the terms of this Agreement, and for appropriate relief to enforce the terms and 

conditions hereof. 

  F. Defaults Not Waived:  No waiver of any breach by either party of the terms 

and conditions of this Agreement shall be binding upon either of the parties unless reduced to 

writing and subscribed to by both of the parties.  The failure of either party to insist upon strict 



performance of any of the provisions of this Agreement shall not be construed as a waiver of any 

continuing or subsequent default of the same or similar nature. 

  G. Applicable Law:  This Agreement was duly executed and delivered in the 

State of South Carolina, and its terms and conditions shall be governed by and interpreted under the 

laws of the State of South Carolina. 

  H. Addresses:  Until all of the obligations created by this Agreement have been 

fully performed by both parties, each party shall at all times keep the other informed of his or her 

residential address and shall notify the other of any change of residential address within ten (10) 

days of any change, providing the address of the new residence. 

  I. Reconciliation:  This Agreement shall not be invalidated by a reconciliation 

or resumption of marital cohabitation of the parties.  This Agreement shall be nullified in the event 

of reconciliation only if the parties specifically execute a statement, signed by each of them with the 

same formality as this Agreement, declaring this Agreement to be null and void. 

  J. Severability:  If any provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid or 

unenforceable, all other provisions shall nevertheless continue to be fully effective. 

  K. Language Usage:  Whenever the context of any provision requires, the 

masculine gender shall be deemed to include the feminine (or vice versa), the neuter to include 

either or both genders (or vice versa).  An error in such usage shall not be used by either party to 

defeat the intended effect of any provision of this Agreement. 

  L. Construction Against Drafting Party Inapplicable:  Both parties (and their 

respective counsel) shall be treated as having drafted this Agreement cooperatively; therefore, 

neither party shall have any ambiguity construed against him or her and neither party shall be 

entitled to claim the benefit of any ambiguity resulting from the drafting of this Agreement. 

  M. Headings:  The headings used in this Agreement are for convenience of the 

parties only and shall not be used to establish or interpret any of the rights or obligations set forth in 

this Agreement.   

  N. Modifications:  A modification of the terms of this Agreement shall be 

effective only if made in writing and executed with the same formality as this Agreement, or as 

ordered by the Court in modifiable matters effecting the children. 

  O. Implementation:  The parties expressly agree that, at any time hereafter, each 

of them shall make, execute and deliver any and all further and other instruments or papers or things 



as may be reasonably required or desirable for the purpose of giving full effect to this Agreement 

(including but not limited to deeds, renunciations, bills of sale, titles, income tax returns, tax 

reporting forms, powers of attorney authorizing amendments to tax returns and assignments, and 

other such documents).   

  P. Confidentiality:  The parties recognize that the financial and other 

information disclosed in this Marital Settlement Agreement is confidential and each party shall not 

disclose such information to any other person (except to their attorneys, Certified Public 

Accountants and counselors), directly or indirectly, without the express written consent of the other 

party. 

 



24.2 Standard With Seal 
 
  IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto set their hands and seals on 

the date and year first shown above on this Agreement. 

IN THE PRESENCE OF:  

 
 
_____________________________ 
AS TO [FIRST NAME] 
                                                      (SEAL) 
      [FULL NAME] “FIRST NAME” 
_____________________________ 
AS TO [FIRST NAME] 
 
 
_____________________________ 
AS TO [FIRST NAME] 
                                                         (SEAL) 
           [FULL NAME] “FIRST NAME” 
_____________________________ 
AS TO [FIRST NAME] 
 



26.1 ATTORNEY CERTIFICATE - HUSBAND  
 
 

CERTIFICATE 
 
 I, [HUSBAND’S ATTORNEY], Esquire, an attorney licensed to practice in South 
Carolina, certify that I have examined the Marital Settlement Agreement by and between 
[WIFE’S FULL NAME], residing in [COUNTY] County, South Carolina (hereinafter 
"[COMMON NAME"), and [HUSBAND’S FULL NAME], residing in [COUNTY] County, South 
Carolina (hereinafter "[COMMON NAME") and that as [HUSBAND]’s attorney, I have 
advised him with regard to his rights and responsibilities thereunder. 
 
 
 
      ___________________________________  
      __________________, Esquire 
 
Dated: ______________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 



27.1 ATTORNEY CERTIFICATE - WIFE 
  

CERTIFICATE 
 
 I, [ATTORNEY], Esquire, an attorney licensed to practice in South Carolina, certify 
that I have examined the Marital Settlement Agreement by and between [WIFE’S FULL 
NAME], residing in [COUNTY] County, South Carolina (hereinafter "[COMMON NAME") 
and [HUSBAND’S FULL NAME], residing in [COUNY] County, South Carolina (hereinafter 
"HUSBAND’S COMMON NAME"), and that as [WIFE]’s attorney, I have advised her with 
regard to her rights and responsibilities thereunder. 
 
             
      ___________________________________ 
      _________________, Esquire 
 
Dated: _________________ 
 



30.4 Egyptian Divorce 
 
 The parties agree that a final irrevocable divorce will be perfected and registered under 

Egyptian law as soon as possible but certainly no later than thirty (30) days of entry of the no 

fault/one year separation divorce in South Carolina.  To accomplish this, FATHER shall 

immediately contact the Egyptian Embassy in Washington, D.C. and secure the first available 

appointment for FATHER and MOTHER to travel to Washington, D.C. with the appropriate 

witnesses and documents, to execute any and all necessary paperwork to finalize the Egyptian 

divorce.  The terms of this Agreement completely satisfy any claims of maintenance (nafaqa) or 

compensation (mut’a) which may have been available to the Plaintiff under Egyptian law or 

under the terms of Egyptian Marriage Certificate or Contract.  Further, the parties confirm that 

the Plaintiff/Mother has the sole care, custody and control of the parties’ minor children and that 

this Agreement satisfies entirely any and all child support obligations for or toward the children 

under Egyptian law until the children reach the age of eighteen (18) years. 

 



31.1  Full Acknowledgment Samples 
 
 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: 

 The parties acknowledge and agree that these facts are true: 

A.  Petitioner was represented by _____ of ______ in the preparation of this 

Agreement and the negotiations leading to the settlement contained herein.  Petitioner was also 

assisted by his/her forensic accountant, _____ of _____. 

B. Respondent was represented by _____ of ______ in the preparation of this 

Agreement and the negotiations leading to the settlement contained herein.  Respondent was also 

assisted by his/her forensic accountant, _____ of _____. 

C. ADD IF EITHER PARTY IS UNREPRESENTED:  [Petitioner/Respondent] 

represented [himself/herself] in this action. [Petitioner/Respondent] also acknowledges that 

[he/she] has the right to independent counsel in this action and understands the risks involved in 

acting as [his/her] own attorney.  [Petitioner/Respondent] also acknowledges that [he/she] did 

not obtain any legal advice from the attorney(s) representing [Petitioner/Respondent] in this 

action/  The court finds that [Petitioner/Respondent] has made an informed and intelligent 

decision to waive [his/her] right to have an attorney represent [him / her] with regard to the 

matters set forth in this Agreement.  [Petitioner/Respondent] was given a reasonable opportunity 

to retain independent counsel and confer with that attorney before entering into this Agreement. 

D. Each party had the opportunity to discuss with his or her respective independent 

legal counsel the numerous alternatives available regarding the form and substance of this 

Agreement and have adopted this Agreement after careful consideration of such alternatives. 

E. The consideration for this Agreement are the mutual promises by the parties. 

F. The Agreement was freely negotiated at arm’s length.  The parties understood that 

their interests were adverse to each other during such negotiations.  No fraud, duress, or undue 

influence caused either party to make this Agreement. 

G. Neither party obtained an unfair advantage over the other in this Agreement.  

Therefore, no presumption of undue influence will arise in any proceeding to enforce or interpret 

this Judgement. 



H. Each party was served with a preliminary and final Financial Declaration from the 

other party, including disclosure of income, expenses, assets and debts, with attachments thereto, 

prior to entering into this Agreement. 

I. References to property in this Agreement are to be interpreted broadly and include 

items like real and personal property, tangible or intangible assets, debts and obligations, and all 

rights relating to or arising therefrom. 

J. Each party represents and warrants to the other that he or she has made a 

complete and accurate disclosure of all material facts and information regarding the existence 

and value of all marital property, and that party’s earnings, accumulations, and expenses.  Said 

disclosures have included Financial Declarations, written communication between counsel or the 

parties, and other documentation. 

K. Neither party has relied on any statement, warranty, or representation of the other 

party in stipulating to this Agreement except as stated in this Agreement and in the written 

disclosures exchanged as described above. 

L. Independent of the disclosures, in stipulating to this Agreement. Each party has 

also relied on this or her own knowledge and opinion, about the nature, character, extent, and 

value of the marital and non-marital property in this Agreement. 

M. Each party had the opportunity to appraise the property in this Agreement. 

N. The property values stated in this Agreement are estimates.  The actual value may 

be substantially different.  The parties have accepted the estimated values as the appropriate 

measure of value on which to divide their property. 

O. The value of the property in this Agreement may change dramatically.  There is 

an overall equal division of marital property in this Agreement, notwithstanding the possibility of 

changes in the value of the property. 

P. Each party had the opportunity to discover or obtain all facts pertaining to the 

income, expenses, assets, debts, and business opportunities of the other party and the nature, 

extent, and value of property divided in this Agreement, including the opportunity to compel the 

other party or third parties to provide that information. 

Q. Each party has chosen not to conduct [further] discovery regarding the matters 

disposed of by this Agreement, including, without limitation, form and special interrogatories, 



production requests, requests for admissions, subpoenas, depositions, or expert appraisals of real 

or personal property. 

R. Each party waives his or her right to engage in [further] discovery regarding the 

maters disposed of by this Agreement, but reserves the right to determine the income available 

for support of either party in any modification proceeding [delete if spousal support terminated 

and there is no child support] or to conduct post-judgment discovery permitted by law in any 

action to set aside or interpret this Agreement. 

S. Each party and his or her representatives had sufficient time and resources to 

discover, investigate, appraise, analyze, and review the character, extent, and value of the assets, 

liabilities, income, expenses, and opportunities of the other party. 

T. Each party understands that further litigation, discovery, appraisals, and 

investigations could have led to a different result but agrees it is preferable to settle on the terms 

in this Agreement. 

U. Each party understands that the economic benefits conferred by this Agreement 

could be better or worse than the economic benefits which might be conferred by the Court after 

a full evidentiary hearing. 

V. Each party has considered the risk of litigation and the costs thereof and has 

decided that it is preferable to settle these issues in the manner provided in this Agreement. 

W. Each party knowingly waives his or her right to an evidentiary hearing and a court 

decision regarding the matters disposed of by this Agreement. 

X. The parties waive the right to appeal. 

Y. [use only to the extent applicable] The Court reserves jurisdiction over all issu7es 

not disposed of by this Agreement, including spousal support, child support, child custody, the 

valuation, division, or confirmation of other property, reimbursements, credits, and attorney’s 

fees. 

Z. Except as otherwise specifically set forth herein, this Agreement is a full, 

complete and final settlement of each party’s property interests, future and present. And 

determines all legal rights and obligations between them regarding their marriage or otherwise. 
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STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA ) IN THE FAMILY COURT FOR THE  
) ______ JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

COUNTY OF _____   ) DOCKET NO.:  ______ 
     ) 
___________________,  ) 

)    PARENTING AGREEMENT 
PLAINTIFF,  )      

)      
v.    )      

)  
___________________,  )    

) 
DEFENDANT. ) 

________________________________  )  

A mediated settlement conference was held on ______, with _____, Esquire serving 

as mediator. As a result of that mediated settlement conference, the following issues in 

this case are settled pursuant to the terms set on this mediated Parenting Agreement 

between _____ (“Mother”) and _____ (“Father”), the parents of _____ (born _____), 

_____(born _____), _____ (born _____), and _____ (born _____). The parents believe that it 

is in the children best interest to maintain a close, respectful and loving relationship 

with both of their parents, and for the parents to be involved in their welfare. To that 

end, they have developed and agreed to this Parenting Agreement which reflects a 

careful approach to parenting in which considers the development needs of the children. 

Mother and Father acknowledge that it promotes the children’s general welfare for the 

Mother and Father to share parenting time with them, as laid out on this Parenting 

Agreement. They enter into and agree to abide in good faith to the following provisions 

with the understanding that this Parenting Agreement will go into effect once it has been 

signed by both parties, and made an Order of the Court.   

I.       CUSTODY 

1. Joint Custody:  The parents agree that is in the best interest of their children that 

they both be involved in the rearing of their children. In keeping with this agreement 

the parties agree that they shall have joint custody of the minor children, and shall 
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jointly parent their children consistent with their best interests. The Mother shall 

have primary legal and physical custody of the children and Father shall have 

secondary legal and physical custody.  

2. Decisions: Whenever decisions are to be made affecting the life or well-being of the 

parties’ minor children, Mother shall have the right to make the final decisions after 

conferring with Father to seek his opinion and input. Both parents agree that 

decisions will be based on the children’s best interests at the time and be without 

malice toward each parent. This provision does not prohibit the Father from seeking 

judicial review. 

3. Right of First Refusal: Neither parent shall have the right of first refusal to have 

time with the children, if the parent spending parenting with the children is not 

traveling out of town overnight without the children for more than twenty-four (24) 

hours or more, unless both parties agree in writing. Neither parent shall have the 

obligation to agree. In the event that the parent spending time with the children is 

traveling out of town overnight without the children for twenty-four (24) hours or 

more, the traveling parent spending time with the children shall leave the children 

in the care of the other parent that is not spending time with the children. The 

children shall return to the traveling parent that is spending time with the children, 

if the traveling parent still has outstanding parenting time with the children. Both 

parents will make exchange arrangements in writing for this situation. The traveling 

parent shall provide contact information while traveling so the other parent taking 

care of the children can contact the traveling parent of any emergency while the 

traveling parent is out of town for twenty-four (24) hours or more. 

4. Disparagement:  Neither parent shall in any way impede, obstruct, or interfere with 

the exercise by the other of his or her right of companionship with the minor 
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children, or with any of them, at any time, and shall not in any way disparage, 

downgrade, or criticize the other parent, or allow any other person to do so, to or in 

the presence of the minor children or by use of third parties. A parent shall not ignore 

or fail to respond when the children mention the other parent, as this engenders a 

negative attitude and discourages mention of the other parent as “taboo.” Each 

parent should respond with neutral or positive statements and neutral or positive 

nonverbal communication, even if it is believed that the other parent does not 

deserve them. 

5. Interrogation:  Neither parent shall directly or by use of third parties interrogate or 

question the children about the activities of the other parent. Neither parent shall 

use the children to send messages to the other. Each parent is to foster love and 

respect for the other parent in all dealings with the children. 

6. Parental Conduct in Presence of Children:  Neither parent shall argue or 

participate in altercations or adversarial behavior in the presence of the children at 

any time. Their relationship in front of the children shall be business like, courteous, 

and non-adversarial. Each parent shall demonstrate respect for the other parent, 

even if he or she does not believe that the other deserves it. 

7. Scheduling:  All exchange plans and conversations about the minor children shall 

be conducted solely between the parents. Neither parent shall plan activities for the 

children which will substantially conflict or interfere with the exchange schedule 

unless discussed and agreed upon in advance in writing, with the exception of those 

times when the children are scheduled to participate in activities such as,   school 

events, extra-curricular activities, and/or for medical or emergency events.  Both 

parents must be sensitive to the developmental needs of the children and understand 

the children’s needs to be involved in school, social, church, and other 
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extracurricular activities such as organized sports, dance, music and other  lessons, 

summer camps, recitals, school functions, and the like, particularly when the 

scheduling associated therewith may be beyond the control of the parents and will 

require cooperation and flexibility by both parents.  Both parents shall have the 

responsibility to get the children prepared for and to and from the activities occurring 

during the time when the children are with him or her, respectively.   

8. Parental Designations:  The parents shall not encourage the children to call a new 

spouse or companion “Father”, “Dad”, “Mother”, “Mom”, or similar names, as such 

is normally detrimental to the relationship between the parents and may confuse 

and adversely affect the children. A substitute name such as “stepdad” or “stepmom” 

shall be suggested and encouraged. A new spouse or companion shall not discipline, 

confront or attempt to interfere with the other parent’s contacts or time with the 

children and each parent is expected to prevent any such confrontation or 

interference.   

9. Removal From School and Activities:  Except in the event of an emergency, neither 

parent shall remove the children from the day care, school, or scheduled extra-

curricular activity during their regular operation hours, for visitation or otherwise 

unless agreed upon in advance and in writing. The parents shall notify the day care, 

school, or place holding the extra-curricular activity, in writing of this agreed 

arrangement.  

10. Exchange and Return of Children’s Belongings and Medications:  Mother and 

Father shall be individually responsible to provide appropriate clean clothing, 

undergarments, shoes, personal apparel and other living items during their 

parenting time. Mother and Father will ensure that they exchange any special 

medical or orthopedic devices, etc., and any medication prescribed for the children 
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with written doctor’s instructions for frequency and dosage sufficient for the 

visitation period. Mother and Father shall administer any medication to the children 

in conformity with the doctor’s instructions. Mother and Father shall return any 

child’s item belonging to the other parent’s household in a timely manner, per written 

request, in the event the children brought it with them during the visitation time. 

Mother and Father shall return all unused medications and any other identified 

child’s items, as specified in the prior statement, at the end of the visitation in a 

clean and orderly fashion. 

11. Delivery of Items to Children:  Each parent shall immediately deliver to the 

children all letters, cards, correspondence, gifts, toys, and other items sent to the 

children by the other parent, as long as these items are not in violation or conflict 

with the other parent’s guidelines or rules for the children, does not introduce 

conflict or alienation on the other parent’s home.  Neither parent shall withhold, 

return, destroy, give away, or otherwise dispose of any such item, nor permit the 

children to do so, but shall deliver them to the children, except on those situations 

that the parent has grounded the child or removed privileges due to the child 

violating a set parenting guideline(s) or rule(s). The parent shall notify the other 

parent in the event that the child receiving the item is grounded or a privilege has 

been removed. The child can receive the item once the grounding has been lifted or 

the privilege has been returned.  

12. Additional Time:  Extra time given by Mother, in and of itself, shall not be a basis 

to decrease child support. 

13. Contact Information:  Neither parent shall conceal the whereabouts of the children 

from the other parent. Each parent shall advise the other parent at all times of the 

residence address and telephone number where the children will be and any work 
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telephone number for each parent. If a residence address changes, the parent 

making the change shall notify the other parent in writing seven (7) days in advance 

of the change. If telephone number where the children will be and any work 

telephone number for each parent changes, the parent making the change shall 

notify the other parent in writing twenty-four (24) hours in advance of the change.  

14. Traveling with children: The traveling parent shall follow the following traveling 

stipulation(s): 

a. Either parent shall notify in writing to the other parent, if he/she is 

traveling within or outside the continental United States (US) or Puerto 

Rico (PR), seven (7) days prior to the trip. 

b.  Either parent  may take the children outside of the continental United 

States (US) or Puerto Rico (PR) and shall provide the other parent notice 

in writing  six (6) weeks prior to the trip. Children’s passports shall be 

exchanged timely with Mother being the “custodian” of the passports. 

c. Neither parent shall travel to a country or place that has a travel warning 

as indicated by the Unites States travel advisories. 

d. If either parent will be traveling with the children outside of the county 

where the traveling parent’s home is, but not outside of the continental 

United States (US) or Puerto Rico (PR), for overnight or during the 

scheduled school breaks (Spring, Summer, Thanksgiving, Christmas) or 

any other  period of time that falls on each other’s parenting time, the 

traveling parent must provide the following information in writing seven 

(7) days prior to the scheduled trip:  
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i. Complete trip itinerary, based on travel transportation (i.e. air, 

train, car, boat etc), to include stopping points where a 

transportation exchange will occur.  

ii. Destination of the trip, to include multiple destinations of the trip.  

iii. Day, date, and time of the travel arrangements, to include when 

multiple destinations and/or stopping points where transportation 

or hotels exchange will occur. 

iv. Name of the hotel(s) and/or place(s), physical address(s), and phone 

number(s) where the children will be staying while traveling. 

e. If either parent will be traveling with the children outside of the continental 

United States (US) or Puerto Rico (PR) during the scheduled school breaks 

(Spring, Summer, Thanksgiving, Christmas) or any other  period of time 

that falls on each other’s parenting time, the traveling parent must provide 

the following information six (6) weeks prior to the scheduled trip:  

i. Place they are traveling to (i.e. country, non-continental US state 

(Hawaii, Alaska, or any other US territory other than Puerto Rico 

(PR)). 

ii. Complete trip itinerary, based on travel transportation (i.e. air, 

train, car, boat, etc), to include stopping points where a 

transportation exchange will occur.  

iii. Destination of the trip, to include multiple destinations of the trip.  

iv. Day, date, and time of the travel arrangements, to include when 

multiple destinations and/or stopping points where transportation 

or hotels exchange will occur. 
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v. Name of the hotel(s) and/or place(s), physical address(s), and phone 

number(s) where the children will be staying while traveling. 

f. The traveling parent shall ensure that the non-traveling parent will have 

clear telephone contact with the children throughout the trip, as stipulated  

in this Parenting Agreement. 

g. The traveling parent shall provide an alternate telephone number by  

which the non-traveling parent can communicate with the children during 

the trip, in the event there are difficulties with the primary number. 

15. Medical Information and Emergency Care:   

a. Each parent shall notify the other by telephone or other direct 

communication of any serious accident, illness, or other emergency 

occurrence which affects the children as quickly as possible and in no case 

more than two (2) hours after the parent becomes aware of it. The parent 

shall have the right to be fully informed of all aspects in the matter, shall 

have an equal right to visit or to be with the children, and shall have an equal 

right to receive all information from doctors, health care providers, and 

hospitals pertaining to the children and the emergency. 

b. Mother and Father shall communicate to each other if the children have been 

involved in a dangerous situation such as a car accident and/or an accident 

resulting in which the children are present or impacted by within two (2) 

hours of the occurrence, via telephone and written email.  

16. Cancellation Explanations: If Mother or Father cancels scheduled exchanges with 

the children, to the extent appropriate to the age and maturity of the children, 

she/he shall personally talk with the children, and explain the reason or 

circumstances so that the parent doing the canceling will not be blamed for the 
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cancellation. It is the individual responsibility of the parents to communicate directly 

with the children in matters involving their respective individual relationships with 

the children. 

17. Access to Children’s Records and Information:  Both parents shall have direct 

access to all records and information regarding the minor children (including, 

without limitation, medical, dental, vision, mental health, church, extra-curricular 

activities, school, school date, or any other relevant information about the minor 

children), and the right to whatever results and information are available with 

respect to aptitude, intelligence or psychological tests, any evaluation of personality 

or character development, any medical results concerning the minor children. Both 

parents can cooperate with each other to get access to these records; however it is 

each parent’s final responsibility to obtain access to these records. 

18. Parent’s Attendance at Activities:  Both parents shall have the right to attend the 

children’s events (i.e. school and/or extra-curricular events, dance, recital, sports or 

any events in which the children are participating or performing). 

19. Parent-Teacher Conferences:  Both parents shall schedule separate times for 

parent-teacher conferences, or any conference in which the parent is going to receive 

report on the progress of the minor children participating or enrolled in that school, 

extra-curricular, dance, recital, choir, or any event(s) in which the children are 

participating or performing. 

20. Contact Records:  Both parents shall put each other’s contact information on all 

children records. Both parents shall indicate the other parent as the first alternate 

emergency contact in all of the children’s records, including but not limited to school, 

day care, extra-curricular activities, summer camps, medical, mental health, other 

care givers, and the like. 
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21. Email Communication:  Communications between the parents shall be primarily 

through email. Both parents shall keep the other parent informed of their respective 

email address changes within twenty-four (24) hours of the change. Emails shall not 

be excessively transmitted and shall be timely responded to in a non-argumentative 

fashion as soon as possible. Each parent shall check his or her emails daily not later 

than 7:00 P.M. Emails shall not be shared with the children. 

22. Parent Coordinator:  A Parent Coordinator will work with the Mother and Father to 

ensure that there is communication and cooperation between parents, and that the 

Parenting Agreement is complied with in each and every particular. Mother and 

Father will choose the Parent Coordinator.  If they cannot agree, _____ shall make 

the decision of who will serve in that capacity. The Parent Coordinator must have 

the professional credentials and criteria stated and recommended by Dr. _____’s 

evaluation. The Parent Coordinator will report to the Court in the event that there is 

not a compliance with the Parenting Agreement. The sharing of the cost for the 

Parent Coordinator services will be addressed in the Financial Agreement. 

23. Counseling:   

a. Both parents agree that it would be in the best interest of their 

children for Mother, Father, and children to participate in counseling/therapy,  to assist 

them  with their parent’s separation, Parenting Agreement schedule,  and the dynamics 

of a divorced household, as well as their communication skills with each other.  

  b. Both parents agree that their attorneys will agree on the 

counselor/therapist(s) within ten (10) days of the signed approval of this Parenting 

Agreement.  In the event the attorneys cannot come to an agreement, _____ will select 

the counselor/therapist(s).   The roles of the selected counselor/therapist(s) shall be 
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generally that which was recommended by _____, subject to the discretion of Parent 

Coordinator.  

  c. Both parents agree to start/schedule the counseling with the 

selected counselor/therapist(s), within five (5) days after the counselor/therapist(s)  

have been agreed upon.   

  d. The selected counselor/therapist(s) shall have the professional 

credentials stated and recommended by ____’s evaluation to ensure each Treatment Plan 

is effective.  

  e. The selected counselor/therapist(s) shall be provided a soft copy 

and/or paper copy of _____’s Forensic Psychological Evaluation and Child Custody 

Advisory report.  

  f. The Parent Coordinator shall work with the selected 

counselor/therapist(s) in ensuring all parties are complying with  any recommended 

action.   The Parent Coordinator shall have access to the counseling records in order to 

ensure progress and compliance. The Parent Coordinator may report to the Court the 

progress and compliance of all parties participating in the recommended actions, as 

necessary. 

  g. Neither parent shall make the decision on when they or the children 

will stop attending the counseling.  The Parent Coordinator and the 

counselor/therapist(s) will set reasonable time parameters.  

  h. Each party agrees to encourage the process with each other and the 

children in order to facilitate communication and peaceful resolution of concerns and 

issues.  

  i. The parties acknowledge that this stipulation will be entered as an 

Order of the Court and they agree to be bound by this stipulation not only in this 
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pending litigation, but in any subsequent case. The counselor/therapist(s) may not be 

compelled to testify in any future litigation so as to promote a counseling environment 

free of fear of substantive disclosure. The Parent Coordinator may, however, testify 

concerning matters or concerns brought to the attention of the Parent Coordinator by 

such counselor/therapist(s).   

  j. The financial cost of the counseling  shall be addressed in trial or 

by agreement. 

II.      EXCHANGE PARENTING TIME AND SCHDULE 

24. Regular Parenting Exchanges (School Year): 

A. Alternate Weekends: Father shall have alternate weekend 

visitation with the children on alternating weekends beginning on 

Thursday afternoons, with Father timely picking the children up from their 

respective school(s) at the time of release. Father will return the children 

to their respective school(s) on the following Monday mornings at the start 

of the school day of the school each child attends, on time. If the Monday 

return day is a school holiday, Father will then timely return the children 

a mutually agreed neutral upon location by 6:00 P.M. on Monday. 

B. Thursday Overnights (Off-Week): Father shall have alternate 

Thursday visitation when Father is not scheduled to have the children, 

during the following weekend. Father will timely pick up the children from 

their respective school(s) at the time of release from school on Thursday 

and will then timely return the children to their respective school(s) on the 

next day on Friday morning at the start of the school day of the school 

each child attends, on time.  

25. Exchanges: Regular Parenting Time Exchanges shall take place at the  
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 children’s schools, as provided herein.  Parenting Time Exchanges shall not  

 occur at the homes of the parents. Parent Time Exchanges not scheduled to  

take place at school shall take place at an agreed neutral public place. The 

parents will agree to the neutral public place exchange in writing prior to the 

Parenting Time Exchange.   

26. Summer Schedule: 

A. The regular school year (alternating weekends and alternating 

Thursdays) shall not be exercised during the summer and shall be 

replaced by the Summer Schedule as set forth below. 

B. Mother and Father shall have the minor children on an alternating 

week-to-week (7 days) basis with the exchange(s) taking place on Fridays 

at 5:00 P.M., beginning on the first Friday after the minor children are 

released from school for the summer. The parent who did not have the 

children during the last weekend of the regular school year will have the 

children for the first weekly segment of the summer schedule. 

C. Each parent may select a one-time two-week segment during the 

summer for a vacation, to include his or her own allocated week but to be 

exercised between the segments allocated to the other parent, such that 

the vacationing parent has only two (2) weeks consecutively. The one-time 

two (2) week vacation segments shall be selected by March 15th and April 

1st, respectively, of each year. Mother will have the first pick for her one-

time two (2) week vacation segment in all odd-numbered years; Father will 

have the first pick for his one-time two (2) week vacation segment in all 

even-numbered years. 
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D. The children shall spend the last seven (7) days of the summer 

vacation in the Mother's home in preparation for the upcoming school 

year. 

E.      As the children will spend the last seven (7) days of the summer 

vacation with Mother, the normal rotation of weekends will commence with 

Father having the first alternating weekend after school resumes.  

F.   The Summer Parenting Time Exchanges shall not occur at the 

homes of the parents.  Summer Parenting Time Exchanges shall occur in 

an agreed neutral public place.  The parents will agree to the neutral public 

place exchange in writing prior to the Summer Parenting Time Exchange.  

27. Holiday and Birthday Parenting Schedule: Parenting Time for the 

 Holidays and Birthdays shall be as follows:   

A. Easter/Spring Break: 

1. Easter Weekend: Easter weekend shall not be specifically 

allocated except as set forth in the following paragraph. 

2. Spring Break: Spring Break shall be defined as beginning on 

the day the children are released from school for Spring Break and 

continuing until their return to school at the conclusion of Spring 

Break. Spring Break shall alternate with Mother having the children 

during Spring Break in all odd-numbered years and Father having 

the children during Spring Break in all even-numbered years. 

Pickup and return, during the Spring Break of the children shall be 

from school.  The resumption of the normal alternating weekend 

and Thursday visitation rotation will not be affected due to Spring 

Break.   
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B. Thanksgiving: Regardless of the rotation, Thanksgiving shall be 

defined as the day the children are released from their respective school(s) 

for the Thanksgiving Holiday and continuing until they return to school 

on the following Monday. Father shall have the children during the 

Thanksgiving Holiday in all odd-numbered years and Mother shall have 

the children during the Thanksgiving Holiday in all even-numbered years. 

Pickup and return of the children during the Thanksgiving break, shall be 

from school. The resumption of the normal alternating weekend and 

Thursday visitation will not be affected due to the Thanksgiving school 

break. 

C. Christmas: Christmas shall be divided into two (2) segments. 

Segment I shall begin when the children are released from their respective 

school(s) for the Christmas holiday and continue until December 26th at 

2:00 P.M. Segment II shall begin on December 26th at 2:00 P.M. and 

continue until the children return to school at the conclusion of the 

Christmas holiday. The regular alternating weekend schedule will reset at 

the conclusion of the Christmas holiday, with the parent who did not have 

Segment II of the Christmas holiday to have the first alternating weekend 

after the Christmas holiday. Mother shall have Segment I in odd-numbered 

years. Father shall have Segment II in even-numbered years. In the years 

the Father has the children on Segment II, Father shall return the children 

to the Mother the day before the school start at 2:00 P.M. to allow the 

Mother to settle the children and ensure they are prepared for school after 

the long Christmas school break.  
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D. Mother's Day and Father's Day: Regardless of the alternate 

weekend schedule or summer schedule, in the years that Mother's Day 

weekend does not fall during the Mother's parenting time, the children 

shall transfer to the Mother on Saturday at 6:00 P.M. of Mother's Day 

weekend and continue with the Mother until Monday, when the children 

are to return to school. In the years that Father's Day weekend does not 

fall during the Father's parenting time, the children shall transfer to 

Father on Saturday at 6:00 P.M. of Father's Day Weekend, and the 

children shall return to Mother on Sunday at 7:00 P.M. 

E. Birthday Exchange:  

1. On each parents’ birthday, the child/children shall be with 

that parent from 8:00 A.M. until 9:00 P.M. except for school days when 

the child/children shall be with that parent from 4:30 P.M. until 7:30 P.M. 

(This does not allow for the child to be taken out of school; neither does 

this require the parent to take time off from work.)  

2. On each child’s birthday, the party not having the child on 

that child's birthday shall have three (3) hours on a non-school day from 

4:30 P.M. through 7:30 P.M., and two (2) hours on a school day from 4:30 

P.M. through 6:30 P.M., independent of any activity of the party with whom 

the child is placed on that day. This visitation shall not conflict with any 

activity the primary party having the child on that day may be having for 

the child. All the children shall be together on any of their 

brother(s)/sister(s) birthdays. 

3.   The Holiday and Birthday exchanges shall not occur at the 

homes of the parents.  The Holiday and Birthday exchanges shall occur in 
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an agreed neutral public place.  The parents will agree to the neutral public 

place exchange in writing prior to the Holiday and Birthday exchanges.   

  F. Other Special Occasions:  The parents shall work together to share 

special occasions such as Halloween, family reunions, and the like. 

III.     OTHER CONDITIONS: 

28. When the children are with Mother and Father respectively, the parent  whom the 

children are with shall make the children available for and transport the children 

to and from their scheduled activities on a timely basis; shall make sure that the 

children do their homework, prepare for classes and tests, do their projects, and 

otherwise are prepared and delivered to and picked up from school on a timely 

basis; the children observe proper hygiene and cleanliness; and keep themselves 

apprised of school schedules, homework and projects and extra-curricular 

activities by availing themselves to all on-line services and mailing lists. 

29. Neither parent shall administer corporal punishment. 

30. Mother shall arrange and take the children to all "well" doctor/dentist/eye and 

other yearly routine well visits, unless Father is requested, in writing, to arrange 

and/or attend such visits. Father may attend any such appointments.  The Mother 

shall notify, in writing, Father of all appointments three (3) days prior to the 

scheduled appointment. 

31. Except in the event of an emergency, neither parent shall not remove the children 

from the day care, school, or scheduled extra-curricular activity during their 

regular operation hours unless agreed upon in advance and in writing. The parents 

shall notify the day care, school, or place holding the extra-curricular activity, in 

writing of this agreed arrangement.  
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32. Unless otherwise stated herein, all exchanges of the children during the school 

year shall take place at school. If school is not in session, the parenting time 

exchanges shall take place at an agreed neutral public location to avoid parent 

conflict. The parents will agree in writing where the neutral public place shall be. 

33. Unless agreed in writing by both parents, no Parenting Time Exchange shall occur 

in either of the parent’s homes in order to ensure the children a peaceful transition 

to that parent’s home. 

34. If issues arise regarding the children, the concerned parent shall have the 

affirmative duty to inform and consult with the other parent prior to involving 

police, DSS, or Court action, so that both parents are properly informed and 

present a uniform approach to these issues. 

35. Neither parent shall disparage the other parent, or his or her family, to or in the 

presence, hearing or sight of the children; and both parents shall have the 

affirmative duty to promote the other parent in the eyes and perception of the 

children. The parents shall respect the culture of both parents and their families 

and shall not in any way disparage the culture of the other parent or their families 

to or in the presence of the children. 

36. [CHILD] shall continue to attend the [PRIVATE SCHOOL]l unless it is determined 

by proper officials and evaluations in connection with the [PRIVATE SCHOOL] that she 

is capable of returning to and that it would be in her best interests to return to the 

public school system.  [CHILD] shall continue to attend the [PRIVATE SCHOOL] unless 

it is determined by proper officials and evaluations in connection with the [CHILD] that 

she is capable of returning to and it would be in her best interest to return to the public 

school system.  [CHILD] presently attends the [PUBLIC SCHOOL] in the _____ grade. 

[CHILD] presently attends the [PUBLIC SCHOOL] in the _____ grade. [CHILD] presently 
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attends the [PRIVATE SCHOOL] in the ____ grade. [CHILD]presently attends [PRE-K 

SCHOOL] in the ____ year old class (Pre-K). Mother and Father agree that for this 

Parenting Agreement to function appropriately, particularly the transfer of the children 

and pickup and return to school, it is preferable that the parents continue to reside in 

reasonable proximity to each other in the greater _____ County, South _____ County, 

North Carolina areas.  If, however, Mother makes the decision to relocate outside the 

greater _____ County, South Carolina/_____, North Carolina area, which decision she 

has the right to make subject to Father’s right to seek judicial intervention, as provided 

herein, Mother shall give Father no less than sixty (60) days advance written notice of 

her intention to relocate, including the appropriate details such as the date and place 

of her intended relocation, the reason or reasons therefore, and the like.  

37. _____ Circuit Guidelines shall apply to the extent they do not conflict with the terms 

of this Agreement. (Attached hereto as Exhibit “A” and made a part hereof.) 

38. The parents shall not involve the children in the communication between the 

parents, use the children as messengers for communications between the parents, 

use the children to deliver items back and forth between the parents, or in any way 

put the children "in the middle" of disputes or disagreements between the parents. 

39. Within ten (10) days of Court-Approval of this Agreement, Mother and Father shall 

sign and deliver to each other full and completed releases and authorizations to 

allow Mother and Father to obtain all medical and counseling records of the 

children for medical and counseling services rendered after Court Approval of this 

Agreement.  

40. Each parent shall have the responsibility to provide the children's schools, medical 

and dental providers, child care providers, and activity organizations with their 
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respective contact information and to obtain information pertaining to the 

children's education, medical and dental care, and activities. 

41. Each parent shall be allowed telephone access to all the children at least one time 

per day the children are with the other parent.  All telephone contact shall be at 

reasonable times of the day or night, for a reasonable duration, allowing privacy to 

the children to communicate with the parents, and in quiet background. If the 

parent calls and is not able to reach the children, the other parent shall return the 

call as soon as possible. If the children are not able to speak with their parent due 

to facts such as they are completing homework, school project, and or/engaged in 

an activity that will not allow the children to come to the phone, the parent 

spending time with the children shall notify the calling parent and shall let the 

calling parent know what time the calling parent should call back or have the 

children return the call of the calling parent.  

42. Both parents agree that the children shall have a bath every day. Further, only 

female relatives or female care takers can assist on the bathing of the smaller 

children, other than the parent.  

43. Both parents agree that the children will use seat belts and car seats as required 

by law at all times when in motor vehicles.   

44. Childcare providers for the children must be as follows: 

a. Adult 18 years or older;  
 

b. No sibling under the age of 16, shall babysit the other minor children; 
  

c. No male childcare provider shall babysit the children, unless they are 
direct blood family or related by marriage; and  
  

d. Childcare provider without any criminal record.  
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III. RETURN TO MEDIATION 
 
45. Both parents agree not to use the judicial system as their first course of action 

to resolve conflicts, issues, and/or necessary changes/revisions to the approved 

and signed Parenting Agreement.  

46. If a Parent Coordinator is working with the Mother and Father, both parents  

agree to engage the Parent Coordinator to communicate and discuss necessary 

change/revisions, conflicts and/or issues.  In the event that the Parent 

Coordinator is not able to assist the parents in resolving the matter, both parents 

agree to engage in mediation first, to resolve the issue or item under discussion.  

47. In the event that a Parent Coordinator is no longer working with the Mother and 

Father and an issue and/or conflict arises that will require necessary  

revisions/changes to the approved and signed Parenting Agreement, both parents 

agree to engage in mediation first to attempt to resolve the issue and/or conflict.  

48. In the event that a Parent Coordinator is no longer working with the Mother and  

 Father, both parents agree to engage in mediation first to address any  

 necessary revisions and/or changes 

49. If the parents are unable to agree to on necessary revisions and/or changes, 

issues and/or conflicts, resolve conflicts via the mediation process, the status 

quo as set forth under this signed and approved Parenting Agreement will remain 

in effect until an agreement is reached, or a Court of competent jurisdiction 

makes a ruling. 

50. The sharing of the cost for a mediator will be addressed in the financial resolution 

of this case.   

IV. COURT APPROVAL AND RESERVATION OF ISSUES 
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51. Pendente Lite Orders: The Pendente Lite Orders previously issued in this matter 

shall otherwise remain in full force and effect. The resolution of all remaining 

issues are reserved for further agreement/Court determination, including but not 

limited to all financial issues (child support, alimony, medical insurance, 

uninsured expenses, housing, transportation, security for support, private 

school, college, equitable division, and fees and costs). 

52. Dismissal of Custody/Visitation Issues and Claims:  Upon court-approval of 

this Parenting Agreement, all non-financial custody and visitation claims, 

Complaints, Counterclaims, Motions, and Rules to Show Cause in this action 

shall be dismissed, with prejudice.   

53. Dismissal of DSS Action: Mother and Father shall jointly request dismissal of 

the pending DSS case upon court-approval of this Parenting Agreement. 

54. Disclosure to Children:  The parties stipulate _____ shall inform the children of 

the Parenting Plan “as ordered by the Court.” 

By their signatures subscribed hereto, the parties and their counsel agree that 

these terms constitute the settlement agreement and agreement of the parties reached 

as a result of the mediation conference held in this matter. 

 

 
             
______        _____ 
Plaintiff       Defendant 
 
 
 
             
_____, ESQUIRE      _____, ESQUIRE 
Attorneys for Plaintiff    Attorneys for Defendant 
   
 
  



STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA )  
 )  AGREEMENT AND RELEASE 

COUNTY OF _____ )  
 
 

This Agreement and Release is entered into by and between the following parties: 

• _____ (“     ”)  

• _____ (“     ”)  

• _____ Company, Inc. (“     ”) 

• _____, LLC (“      ”) 

• _____, LLC (“      ”) 

• _____, LLC (“     ”) 

• ______ (“     ”) 

All of the above are collectively referenced herein as the “Parties” and each one 

individually as a “Party”.   

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, Mrs. _____ and Mr. _____ are married to each other and are parties to a 

divorce action which is pending in the Family Court for South Carolina, _____ Judicial Circuit, 

_____ County, docket number 20__-DR-__-____ (the “Family Court Action”); and  

WHEREAS, [COMPANY] filed a complaint in the Court of Common Pleas for South 

Carolina, _____ Judicial Circuit, _____ County, docket number 20__-__-__-____ (the 

“Common Pleas Action”) in which [COMPANY] sought recovery from Mr. _____ for certain 

claimed debts owed to [COMPANY]; and 

WHEREAS, Mrs. _____ became a party to the Common Pleas Action; and 
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WHEREAS, Mrs. _____ sought to dismiss the Common Pleas Action as a result of the 

pending Family Court Action; and 

WHEREAS, [COMPANY], Mr. _____ and Mrs. _____ agreed to dismiss the Common 

Pleas Action without prejudice to allow [COMPANY] to intervene in the Family Court Action; 

and 

WHEREAS, [COMPANY] intervened in the Family Court Action pursuant to a Consent 

Order entered into between Mr. _____, Mrs. _____ and [COMPANY]; and 

WHEREAS, prior to the filing of the Family Court Action and the Common Pleas Action 

[COMPANY] claimed it loaned certain funds to Mr. _____, Mrs. _____, _____ Properties, and 

_____, LLC (collectively the “_____ Obligations”) which Mrs. _____ disputed and are contested 

liabilities; and 

WHEREAS, Mr. ____, Mr. _____, and [COMPANY] represent and warrant that they 

have not transferred, assigned, or otherwise alienated the claimed _____ Obligations and have 

the present right and legal authority to release such claims; and 

WHEREAS, Mr. _____, Mr. _____, and [COMPANY] represent and warrant that they 

are not aware of any other debts in existence (whether legal or equitable) which they claim Ms. 

_____ is, should be, or may possibly be responsible for in connection with these or their other 

business interests (i.e. _____ Company, _____, Inc., _____, Inc., _____, Inc., _____ Company, 

Inc., etc.); and  

WHEREAS, during the Family Court Action, [COMPANY] sought and obtained an 

order disqualifying [law firm] and [attorney] as counsel for Mrs. _____ as a result of [law firm]’s 

representation of [COMPANY], which order is dated _____; and  
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WHEREAS, as part of the Family Court Action Mr. _____, Mrs. _____ and 

[COMPANY] agreed to a Consent Protective Order dated _____; and 

WHEREAS,  certain allegations were made and discovery occurred during the Family 

Court Action; and 

WHEREAS, Mr. _____, Mrs. _____, and [COMPANY], over a lengthy period of time,  

engaged in extensive negotiations regarding the responsibility for the repayment of the claimed 

_____ Obligations to [COMPANY]; and  

WHEREAS, Mr. _____ and Mrs. _____ have now reached an agreement to resolve all 

of the issues arising out of their marriage and presented in the Family Court Action, including 

the repayment of certain of the claimed _____ Obligations to [COMPANY]; and 

WHEREAS, Mr. _____, Mrs. _____, [COMPANY], _____ Properties, _____, LLC, 

and _____, LLC have now reached a settlement by which the responsibility for the repayments 

of certain of the claimed debt owed to [COMPANY] is the responsibility of Mr. _____ (and 

Mrs. _____ shall bear no responsibility therefor) as a part of the equitable apportionment of 

marital and non-marital assets and debts between Mrs. _____ and Mr. _____ pursuant to §20-3-

610, et seq., S.C. Code of Laws, 1976, as amended; and  

WHEREAS, Mr. _____, Mrs. _____, [COMPANY], and Mr. _____ have reached 

certain other and further agreements and understandings which are material and important to the 

resolution of all the issues including but not limited to the equitable apportionment of marital 

assets and debts and recognition of non-marital assets and debts; and 

WHEREAS, the parties now desire to document their agreement and understandings in 

the form of this Agreement and Release.   
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NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration for the mutual covenants and obligations 

contained in this Agreement and Release, the Parties agree as follows: 

1. The claimed _____ Obligations consist of the following: 

a. ____ and 00/100 Dollars ($_____) loaned by [COMPANY] to Mr. _____ 

on _____, which is documented by the promissory note signed by Mr. 

_____ of the same date, and remains due and owing, with interest,  in 

accordance with the terms of said promissory note.  Mrs. _____ contests 

this debt and it is a disputed liability as it may pertain to her. 

b. _____ and 00/100 Dollars ($_____) loaned by [COMPANY] to Mr. _____ 

on _____, which is documented by the promissory note signed by Mr. 

_____ of the same date, which remains due and owing, with interest, in 

accordance with the terms of said promissory note.  Mrs. _____ contests 

this debt and it is a disputed liability as it may pertain to her. 

c. _____ and 00/100 Dollars ($_____) loaned by [COMPANY] to Mr. _____ 

and _____ Properties on _____, which is documented by the promissory 

noted signed by Mr. _____ of the same date, and further documented by 

the mortgage of real estate dated _____ and filed in _____ County on 

_____at mortgage book _____ at pages ____ to _____, which remains due 

and owing, with interest, in accordance with the terms of said promissory 

note.  Mrs. _____ contests this debt and it is a disputed liability as it may 

pertain to her. 
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d. _____ and 00/100 Dollars ($_____) loaned by [COMPANY] to Mr. _____ 

and _____, LLC on _____, which is documented by the promissory note 

signed by Mr. _____ of the same date, and further documented by Deed 

of Trust dated _____, which remains due and owing, with interest, in 

accordance with the terms of said promissory note.  Mrs. _____ contests 

this debt and it is a disputed liability as it may pertain to her. 

e. The total sum _____ and 00/100 Dollars ($_____) loaned by [COMPANY] 

to Mr. _____ in various installments over a period of time between _____, 

and _____, which is further detailed on Attachment A to this Agreement 

and Release.  Mrs. _____ contests this debt and it is a disputed liability as 

it may pertain to her. 

2. Mrs. _____ waives and disclaims any legal or equitable interest in _____, LLC 

and/or _____ Properties.   

3. Mr. _____ represents he is the only owner of _____, LLC and/or _____ 

Properties.   

4. Mr. _____ acknowledges the validity of all of the _____ Obligations, assumes 

individual responsibility to pay each and every one of the _____ Obligations to 

[COMPANY], acknowledges no part of any of the _____ Obligations has been 

previously paid to [COMPANY],  and forever waives any right to dispute the 

validity or obligation to repay any part of any of the _____ Obligations and to 

make claims against Mrs. _____ to pay all or any part of such _____ Obligations. 
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5. Mrs. _____ disputes and shall have no responsibility to pay any of the _____ 

Obligations.   

6. [COMPANY], its shareholders, affiliates, and related entities, all of its officers, 

directors, and employees, including but not limited to Mr. _____ hereby fully 

release and waive any obligation which Mrs. _____ may have, if any, to pay any 

or all of the _____ Obligations.  [COMPANY], its shareholders, affiliates, and 

related entities, all of its officers, directors, and employees, including but not 

limited to Mr. _____ hereby fully, finally, and forever release, extinguish, and 

forever discharge Mrs. _____ of any claims which were raised or which could 

have been raised solely in connection with the claimed _____ Obligations. 

7. If there is any recorded or other lien or encumbrance currently in favor of 

[COMPANY], its shareholders, affiliates, and related entities, all of its officers, 

directors, and employees, including but not limited to Mr. _____ or currently held 

by [COMPANY], its shareholders, affiliates, and related entities, all of its 

officers, directors, and employees, including but not limited to Mr. _____ 

currently associated with any asset received by Mrs. _____ as part of the equitable 

apportionment of marital property or recognition of non-marital property in the 

Family Court Action, [COMPANY] hereby releases and declares satisfied such 

lien or encumbrance.   [COMPANY] shall execute any document reasonably 

necessary to remove any such lien or encumbrance, should any currently exist.   
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8. Contemporaneously with the execution of this Agreement, Mrs. _____ shall 

execute the affidavit designated Attachment B to this Agreement and Release, and 

deliver the original, executed and notarized affidavit to counsel for [COMPANY]. 

9. Contemporaneously with the execution of this Agreement, Mr. _____ shall 

execute the affidavit designated Attachment C to this Agreement and Release, and 

deliver the original, executed and notarized affidavit to counsel for [COMPANY]. 

10. No part of this document, or any release detailed in it, is intended to release or 

waive any claim which [COMPANY] or Mr. _____ has or may have adverse to 

[LAW FIRM] and/or any attorney now or formerly associated with [LAW FIRM] 

as partner, member, associate or otherwise, specifically including but not limited 

to [ATTORNEY(S)], arising out of or related to the representation by any attorney 

associated with [LAW FIRM], specifically including [ATTORNEY] of Mrs. 

_____ and/or arising out of or related to the defense of [LAW FIRM] in such 

representation.  Mrs. _____ shall bear no responsibility for any such claims. 

11. Mrs. _____ shall not voluntarily assist or aid [LAW FIRM] and/or 

[ATTORNEY(S)]in defense of any claim, demand, action or cause of action 

which [COMPANY] or Mr. _____ may raise or bring against [LAW 

FIRM]and/or any attorney now or formerly associated with [LAW FIRM] as 

partner, member, associate or otherwise, specifically including but not limited to 

[ATTORNEY(S)]. Such assistance or aid shall include any conduct by Mrs. 

_____, independently or in conjunction with others (including the taking of any 
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position or assertion of any privilege[1]), which has or would have the effect of 

limiting or unduly complicating the scope, detail, timing, and delivery by any 

party to [COMPANY] and/or Mr. _____ of any information, testimony, 

materials, or other evidence sought by [COMPANY] and/or Mr. _____ in their 

individual or collective pursuit of any such claim, demand, or cause of 

action.  However, this provision is not to be construed to prevent Mrs. _____ 

from providing information and or testifying pursuant to legal process (such as a 

subpoena) and, further, Mrs. _____ accepting service of legal process (such as a 

subpoena) shall not be deemed as voluntarily assisting or aiding [LAW FIRM], 

[ATTORNEY(S)]. 

12. Mrs. _____ and her other LLCs hereby fully, finally and forever releases, 

extinguishes, and forever discharges [COMPANY], its shareholders, affiliates, 

and related entities, all of its officers, directors, and employees, including but not 

limited to Mr. _____, of any claims which were raised or which could have been 

raised  from the beginning of time through and including the execution of this 

Agreement.   

13. Mr. _____, individually and on behalf of _____ Properties and _____, LLC,  

hereby fully, finally and forever releases, extinguishes, and forever discharges 

 
[1] Ms. _____ is expressly not waiving attorney-client privilege pertaining to issues relating to 
her underlying divorce case. Ms. _____ will not assert attorney-client privilege to the extent it 
is substantially related to any claim, demand, or cause of action which [COMPANY] or Mr. 
_____ may raise or pursue against [LAW FIRM], [ATTORNEY(S)] as they relate to any 
claimed conflict of interest or reasonably related issues, as more specifically addressed in the 
Family Court’s Order dated _____. 
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[COMPANY], its shareholders, affiliates, and related entities, all of its officers, 

directors, and employees, including but not limited to Mr. _____, of any claims 

which were raised or which could have been raised  from the beginning of time 

through and including the execution of this Agreement.   

14. Except as stated otherwise in paragraph 25 below, [COMPANY], its shareholders 

(in their capacity as shareholders), affiliates, and related entities, all of its officers, 

directors, and employees (in their capacity as officers, directors, and/or 

employees), including but not limited to Mr. _____ hereby fully, finally and 

forever releases, extinguishes, and forever discharges Mrs. _____ of any claims 

which were raised or which could have been raised  from the beginning of time 

through and including the execution of this Agreement. This paragraph does not 

and is not intended to release any claims which any individual shareholder, 

officer, director, or employee other than Mr. _____ and/or Mr. _____ may have 

against Mrs. _____ in any of their individual capacities.  Mr. _____ and/or Mr. 

_____ represent that they have no knowledge of the existence of any such potential 

claims. 

15. Except as stated otherwise in paragraph 25 below, Mr. _____ in his individual 

capacity hereby fully, finally and forever releases, extinguishes, and forever 

discharges Mrs. _____ of any claims which were raised or which could have been 

raised from the beginning of time through and including the execution of this 

Agreement. 
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16. Each party understands, agrees, and represents the covenants made in this 

Agreement and Release may affect their rights and liabilities to a substantial 

extent. 

17. Mr. _____ shall not, in any manner, disparage, harass, or make any statement or 

communication, in any form, which may tend to damage, injure, or potentially 

damage or injure the reputation of or defame [COMPANY], its shareholders, 

affiliates, and related entities, any or all of its officers, directors, and employees, 

including but not limited to Mr. _____. 

18. [COMPANY] shall not, in any manner, disparage, harass, or make any statement 

or communication, in any form, which may tend to damage, injure, or potentially 

damage or injure the reputation of or defame Mrs. _____. 

19. Mr. _____ shall not, in any manner, disparage, harass, or make any statement or 

communication, in any form, which may tend to damage, injure, or potentially 

damage or injure the reputation of or defame Mrs. _____ 

20. Mrs. _____ shall not, in any manner, disparage, harass, or make any statement 

or communication, in any form, which may tend to damage, injure, or potentially 

damage or injure the reputation of or defame [COMPANY]. 

21. Mrs. _____ shall not, in any manner, disparage, harass, or make any statement 

or communication, in any form, which may tend to damage, injure, or potentially 

damage or injure the reputation of or defame Mr. _____. 

22. Except as stated otherwise in this paragraph, this Agreement is confidential.  No 

signatory to this Agreement shall provide a copy of this document to any person 
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or entity other than to a legal professional or an accounting professional who is 

engaged to provide services to the person or entity who provides the Agreement.  

No part of this paragraph shall preclude any Party from presenting or using this 

Agreement as part of any legal proceeding to enforce the terms of this Agreement, 

and/or to prosecute or defend any claim or action brought by a Party against 

another Party. 

23. All Parties acknowledge and accept the promises and covenants contained herein 

constitute full, adequate, and final consideration supporting this Agreement. 

24. This Agreement is entered freely and voluntarily.   Each Party represents he, she 

or it enters this Agreement free of duress or the influence of any mind-altering 

substance.  Each Party is represented by independent counsel with whom each 

Party consulted prior to entering this Agreement. 

25. Except as stated otherwise in this paragraph, any claim or cause of action of 

[COMPANY] for attorney’s fees and costs incurred by [COMPANY] in the 

Common Pleas Action and/or Family Court Action is preserved and not waived 

or released by this Agreement, except as to Mrs. _____.   [COMPANY] 

indemnifies and holds Mrs. _____ harmless for any obligation to pay, if any exists 

or arises, any part of the attorney’s fees and costs incurred by [COMPANY] in 

the Common Pleas Action and/or Family Court Action.   No part of this paragraph 

is a waiver or release of any claim which [COMPANY] has or may have against 

[LAW FIRM]and/or individual attorneys as more specifically set forth in 

Paragraph 10 above. 
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26. This Agreement may be enforced by any Party against the other through any legal 

or equitable relief or remedies available.  In the event of a breach of this 

Agreement, the non-breaching Party may seek damages, restitution, and/or 

injunctive relief.   If any action is ever brought to enforce this Agreement, the 

prevailing Party shall be entitled to recover attorney’s fees and costs from the 

breaching Party or Parties. 

27. All indebtedness which is the subject of this Agreement and Release is disputed 

by Mrs. _____ and are contested liabilities.  Any and all such liabilities have been 

equitably apportioned to Mr. _____ as marital debts and/or recognized as non-

marital debts in the Marital Settlement Agreement contemporaneously executed 

with this Agreement.  Even if allowed to do so by applicable law or regulations, 

no Party shall issue or file a Form 1099-C related to this matter.  The Parties do 

not intend to or believe it would be proper or lawful to create any debt forgiveness 

tax liability for Mrs. _____ as a result of this Agreement. 

28. This Agreement shall be interpreted and construed according to the laws of the 

State of South Carolina. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties executed this document on the dates indicated 

with the signatures affixed below. 

 

             
_____       _____  
Plaintiff      Defendant  
 
Dated:_________________________  Dated:_________________________ 
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_____, on behalf of     _____, on behalf   
_____, LLC      _____,  LLC 
 
Dated:_________________________   Dated:_________________________  
 
 
             
_____,  on behalf of     _____ 
_____ Company    
              
Dated:_________________________  Dated:_________________________ 

 
      
_____, on behalf of  
_____, LLC 
 
Dated:_________________________       



31.4 Property Equitable Division – Additional Provisions 
 
Additional Provisions 

1. The party receiving specific property under this Agreement shall be entitled to, 

and the other party shall transfer and assign to him or her, all rights, title, and interest in that 

property, including without limitation the right to receive the benefits of any insurance coverage 

on that property. 

2. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, each party warrants that he or 

she has not transferred, sold, licensed, assigned, or encumbered any property which is awarded 

or confirmed to the other as that party’s sole and separate property, or caused any lien, claim, or 

charge to be made against such property after the date of filing of the pending action. 

3. The party receiving specific property under this Agreement shall be responsible 

for preparing, at his or her own expense, the deed or other documentation necessary to transfer 

that property into his or her sole name. The other party shall cooperate in executing said transfer 

documents immediately upon presentation, and shall do so before a notary when requested. 

4. All joint accounts and joint credit cards shall be closed immediately.  Neither 

party shall make or incur any charges on any joint accounts.  The parties shall cooperate with 

each other in closing any accounts or loans in their joint names. 

5. Each party shall be solely liable for, and shall indemnify and hold the other party 

free and harmless from, any liabilities, claims, debts, or liens concerning the property which is 

awarded or confirmed to that party as his or her separate property by this Agreement. 

6. Each party warrants that he or she has not incurred, and will not incur, any 

obligations for which the other party is or may be liable after the date of filing and the current 

action. 

7. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, each party shall be responsible 

for discharging any and all debts which he or she incurred after the date of filing of the current 

action and shall indemnify and hold the other party free and harmless therefrom. 

8. If either party has incurred any debt, obligation, or liability after the filing date of 

the current action, which is currently outstanding or which arises hereafter, and which has not 

been specifically assigned to the other party under this Agreement. then the party incurring that 



debt shall assume said obligation and shall indemnify, defend, save, and hold the other party 

harmless therefrom. 

9. Petitioner and Respondent are aware that, even if a debt or obligation based upon 

a contract with a third party is assigned to one party as part of the division of property, the credit 

may have a cause of action against both parties if the party to whom the obligation was assigned 

by way of this Agreement (the “indebted party”) defaults on the debt or obligation. 

a. Accordingly, the parties recognize that the allocation of joint debts and obligations made 

in this Agreement may not be binding upon third parties, such as credit card companies, banks 

and other lenders. 

b. If a third party seeks to hold Petitioner or Respondent liable for the debts or obligations 

that the other party has assumed by this Agreement, then the indebted party shall defend and/or 

compromise and settle any lawsuits, claims, demands, or actions brought by the third party.  The 

indebted party shall also indemnify and hold the non-indebted party harmless from any and all 

such claims, demands, liabilities, obligations, or other debts, including reasonable attorney’s fees 

and costs incurred by the non-indebted party. 
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STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
 
COUNTY OF «MAT_COUNTY» 

) 
) 
) 

IN THE FAMILY COURT FOR THE 
«MAT_CIRCUIT» JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

   
«MAT_Plaintiff», 
 
                                    Plaintiff, 
 
            vs. 
 
«MAT_Defendant», 
 
                                   Defendant. 
 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

 
MARITAL SETTLEMENT 

AGREEMENT 
 
 
 

Docket No. 
«MAT_DOcket» 

 
 This Agreement made and entered into this ___ day of _______________, 20__ 

in «MAT_County» County, South Carolina, by and between «MAT_Client», hereinafter 

referred to as «MAT_ClRef2», and «MAT_OpParty», hereinafter referred to as 

«MAT_OPRef2». 

WITNESSETH: 

 WHEREAS, the parties were married on «MAT_DOM», in «MAT_CtyMarr», 

«MAT_StMarr» «MAT_CtryMarr» and they have «MAT_NoChild» «MAT_ChildRefDocs» 

born to their marriage, USE TM INSIDER TO INSERT CHILDREN’S NAMES & DATES OF 

BIRTH.  No other children have been born of this marriage and none are expected. 

 WHEREAS, the parties were married on «MAT_DOM», in «MAT_CtyMarr», 

«MAT_StMarr» «MAT_CtryMarr».  No children have been born of this marriage and none 

are expected. 

 WHEREAS, «MAT_ClRef2» and «MAT_OPRef2» last resided and cohabited as 

wife and husband in «MAT_CtyResidence» County, South Carolina, and are now and 

have been living separate and apart since «MAT_DOS», without intervening marital 

cohabitation. 
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 WHEREAS, «MAT_ClRef2» and «MAT_OPRef2» intend, and it is the purpose of 

this Agreement, to make a complete and final settlement of all claims the parties may 

have against each other for alimony and/or separate maintenance and support, custody 

of the minor «MAT_ChildRefDocs», visitation, child support, a division of property, and 

other related matters. 

 WHEREAS, the parties acknowledge that they are and have been represented by 

separate legal counsel of their respective choosing, «MAT_ClRef2» has been 

represented by «MAT_RespAtty» and «MAT_CoCounsel» and «MAT_OPRef2» has 

been represented by «MAT_OpAtty» and «MAT_CoCnslOP».  The parties further 

acknowledge that they have been completely and fairly represented and believe that they 

have been fully advised of all their rights and responsibilities generally, and especially 

hereunder. 

 WHEREAS, «MAT_ClRef2» has been represented throughout the negotiation of 

this Agreement by «MAT_RespAtty» and «MAT_CoCounsel».  «MAT_OPRef2» has not 

been represented by an attorney.  «MAT_OPRef2» acknowledges that «MAT_OPPRN1» 

has been advised by «MAT_RespAtty» that he/she represents «MAT_ClRef2», that 

«MAT_OPPRN1» has the right to have an attorney to represent «MAT_OPPRN3» 

interests in regard to the negotiation and preparation of this Agreement, as well as all 

matters regarding the marital litigation between the parties, and «MAT_OPRef2» has 

advised «MAT_ClRef2»'s attorney that «MAT_OPPRN1» does not desire to have an 

attorney to represent «MAT_OPPRN2» at this time. 

 WHEREAS, the parties acknowledge that they have each engaged the services of 

separate certified public accountants, «MAT_AcctCL» for «MAT_ClRef2», and 
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«MAT_AcctOP» for «MAT_OPRef2», to advise them of the tax and financial 

consequences associated with this Agreement.  Each party to this Agreement accepts 

and is aware of the tax and financial consequences associated with this Agreement. 

 WHEREAS, the parties hereto now consider it to be in their respective best 

interests and in the best interest of their children to settle between themselves all matters 

in issue and all matters heretofore arising or hereafter to arise from their marital union.  

The parties have reached a permanent and complete agreement and now wish to reduce 

their agreement to writing.  The parties desire that their agreement shall constitute the 

total agreement between them, both now and following any decree of divorce or final 

decree of separate maintenance which either might obtain, with respect to all matters 

relative to child related issues, alimony, debt allocation, property division, attorney fees, 

tax matters, and all other matters which were raised or could have been raised between 

the parties hereto, other than the issue of divorce itself. 

 WHEREAS, the parties acknowledge that each is sufficiently familiar with the 

financial ability, income, debts, expenses, worth and assets of the other.  Each party 

acknowledges that he/she is not entering into this Agreement as a result of duress or any 

undue influence but as the natural consequence of the breakdown of their marriage.  The 

parties fully recognize that each party has freely, actively and fully taken part in the 

negotiation hereof over a reasonable period of time and each fully accepts the terms and 

conditions hereof and each party acknowledges and considers the same to be fair, just 

and equitable under the circumstances. 

 WHEREAS, while full discovery and valuations have been suggested by counsel, the 

parties have chosen not to do so.  They each believe that the financial information 
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referenced in this Agreement is sufficient for both «MAT_ClRef2» and «MAT_OPRef2» to 

analyze this matter and to make settlement decisions.  Accordingly, they each waive the 

right to further discovery and valuations. 

 NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual and several binding 

promises, covenants and undertakings herein contained and for other good and valuable 

consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties 

hereto do hereby acknowledge full satisfaction with regard to the terms and conditions 

hereof and acknowledge that they are fair, just, adequate and reasonable, and hereby 

freely and voluntarily agree as follows: 

1. RECITALS:  The Recitals set forth above are not mere recitals, but are a part and 

parcel of this Agreement and are incorporated herein by reference. 

2. INTERIM ARRANGEMENTS: 

A. «MAT_PaySupport» will pay for health insurance premiums on 

«MAT_PaySupport» on his/her current policy without tax consequences to 

«MAT_PaySupport» through ____ or until «MAT_PaySupport» can acquire 

a new policy in his/her name alone not to exceed three (3) months, 

whichever is later. 

B. «MAT_PaySupport» will continue to provide health insurance for 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» through college and until employed full time and 

he/she/they «MAT_ChildVerb» given health benefits as long as permitted 

to do so by health policy regulations. 

C. «MAT_PaySupport» will pay for «MAT_PaySupport»’s cell phone coverage 

through Verizon for six (6) months from the date of this Agreement, 
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providing no additional new phone costs or additional services, again 

without tax consequences to «MAT_PaySupport». 

3. LIVING SEPARATE. 

A. The parties may and shall hereafter live separate and apart. 

B. Each of the parties specifically acknowledges that he and she have 

consented to the other party to date and consort with members of the 

opposite sex.  Neither party admits that he or she intends to become 

sexually involved with a member of the opposite sex, however, if he and/or 

she does/do become sexually involved with a member of the opposite sex, 

neither party will use such involvement as a ground to obtain a divorce of 

and from the other party. 

4. NO MOLESTATION OR INTERFERENCE: 

A. Neither party shall molest nor interfere with the other, nor compel or attempt 

to compel the other to cohabit or dwell with him or her by any means 

whatsoever, by legal action or otherwise. 

B. Both parties shall be subject to a No Adverse Contact Order (“NACO”) that 

restrains and enjoins the parties from engaging, directly or indirectly, in any 

adverse, hostile, argumentative, threatening or unpleasant conduct, or any 

conduct beyond or worse than that described.  This “NACO” shall allow the 

parties to contact, associate and communicate with each other only so long 

as both parties consent to such conduct; however, either party may end any 

contact, association or communication as being adverse, hostile or 

unpleasant.  The purpose of this “NACO” is to encourage positive contact and 
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communication between the parties, and this “NACO” is not intended to trigger 

any elements of 18 USCA Section 922 (g)(9) nor is it intended to rise to the 

level of or be considered an Order of Protection under the SC Protection from 

Domestic Abuse Act.  Violation of this “NACO” shall subject the offending 

party to the contempt power of the Court. 

5. DIVISION OF PERSONAL PROPERTY: 

A. The parties have divided all personal property that was accumulated 

between the two of them during the course of their marriage. 

B. «MAT_ClRef2» is to have all personal property in «MAT_CLPRN3» 

possession, including LIST ITEMS, and «MAT_CLPRN1» is to have this 

property free and clear of any claim and/or interest from «MAT_OPRef2». 

C. «MAT_OPRef2» is to have that personal property in «MAT_OPPRN3» 

possession, including LIST ITEMS, and «MAT_OPPRN1» will have such 

property free and clear of any claim and/or interest from «MAT_ClRef2». 

D. Attached as Exhibit __ is a list of personal property which each party is to 

have from the marital home and which is to remain in the marital home.  

Wife shall have the items listed in Exhibit __ as “TO WIFE,” Husband is to 

have the items listed in Exhibit __ as “TO HUSBAND” and the items listed 

in Exhibit __ as marital home shall remain in the marital home to be sold 

with the marital home.  The parties will cooperate with each other with 

Husband being permitted to remove the personal property he is to receive 

pursuant to this Agreement from the marital home at a time mutually 

convenient to both parties.  Husband will not remove any property from the 
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marital home without first arranging a time and date with Wife to do so.  

Husband will be permitted to obtain his LIST OF ITEMS from the home as 

soon as practical with the other items due him remaining in the home until 

the home closing (or once the closing date is set). 

6. EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT:  The assets and liabilities of «MAT_PaySupport» 

and «MAT_RecSupport», together with their respective equitable, title, special 

equity, statutory and other rights therein, shall be divided and apportioned in 

accordance with the Marital Assets Addendum attached as Exhibit 1, and subject to 

the following terms and conditions, to-wit: 

A. Marital Assets Addendum:  Exhibit 1 attached to this Agreement is a 

settlement worksheet prepared by «MAT_AcctCL» dated DATE.  

«MAT_ClRef2» («MAT_CLPlDef») will have that property set forth in the 

column entitled “«MAT_CLREF2»” under the section entitled “NAME OF 

DOCUMENT”, and «MAT_OPRef2» will have the property set forth in the 

column entitled “«MAT_OPREF2»” under this section.  The parties have 

attempted to reach an agreement dividing their marital assets on a 50/50 

(equal) basis. 

B. «MAT_ClRef2»’s Assets:  Reiterating that which is set forth in paragraph A 

hereinabove, «MAT_ClRef2» shall have the following properties, free and 

clear of any claim and/or interest from «MAT_OPRef2»: 

(1) «MAT_ClRef2» shall receive all funds in «MAT_CLPRN3» checking 

accounts, savings accounts, IRA accounts, 401(k) accounts, 
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retirement accounts, and the like, free and clear of any claim and/or 

interest from «MAT_OPRef2». 

(2) LIST ASSETS 

(3) The funds in the IRA account which is currently titled in 

«MAT_OPRef2»’s name ($_____).  The funds in this account shall 

be transferred from «MAT_OPRef2»’s IRA account into an IRA 

account for «MAT_ClRef2» (a trustee-to-trustee transfer pursuant to 

Internal Revenue Code §408(d)(6) - tax free on transfer).  

«MAT_OPRef2» shall sign all documents necessary to transfer the 

funds in this account to «MAT_ClRef2» within thirty (30) days of the 

Court approval of this Agreement. 

C. «MAT_OPRef2»'s Assets:  «MAT_OPRef2» shall have the following 

property, free and clear of any claim and/or interest from «MAT_ClRef2»: 

(1) «MAT_OPRef2» shall receive all funds in «MAT_OPPRN3» 

checking accounts, savings accounts, IRA accounts, 401(k) 

accounts, retirement accounts, and the like, free and clear of any 

claim and/or interest from «MAT_ClRef2». 

(2) LIST ASSETS 

D. «MAT_ChildRefDocs»’s Assets:  The «MAT_ChildRefDocs» will retain the 

benefit of the following assets: 

(1) LIST ASSETS 

E. Marital Home:  As to the marital home of the parties located at ADDRESS 

OF MARITAL HOME, South Carolina: 
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(1) As set forth herein above «MAT_RecSupport» shall have the marital 

home, free and clear of any claim and/or interest from 

«MAT_PaySupport».  «MAT_PaySupport» shall provide 

«MAT_RecSupport» with a recorded Deed transferring and 

conveying his/her interest in the marital home to 

«MAT_RecSupport» within sixty (60) days of the execution of this 

Agreement.  The marital home is valued at approximately $_____ 

with a first mortgage indebtedness on the property in the amount of 

approximately $_____.  «MAT_PaySupport» shall maintain and keep 

current the first mortgage indebtedness on the marital home and hold 

«MAT_RecSupport» harmless from same.  During the period of time 

that «MAT_PaySupport» is maintaining the mortgage indebtedness 

of this property, «MAT_PaySupport» shall be responsible for the 

maintenance of the taxes and insurance on same.  Once the 

mortgage indebtedness is paid in full, «MAT_PaySupport» shall no 

longer be required to pay the taxes and insurance on the property.  

«MAT_RecSupport» shall at all times be responsible for the 

maintenance of this property and hold «MAT_PaySupport» harmless 

from same.  Once the mortgage indebtedness is paid in full, 

«MAT_PaySupport» shall be entitled to any funds in the escrow 

account. 

(2) «MAT_PaySupport»  shall be permitted to refinance the mortgage 

indebtedness as long as at the time of refinancing, 
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«MAT_PaySupport» does not increase the balance due on the 

mortgage indebtedness or increase the length of time the mortgage 

indebtedness is to be paid beyond the remaining period of payment 

on the mortgage indebtedness at the time of refinancing.  If 

«MAT_RecSupport» sells the home prior to «MAT_PaySupport» 

paying off the mortgage indebtedness on the home and the mortgage 

indebtedness is paid off at the time of sale, «MAT_PaySupport» shall 

pay «MAT_RecSupport» an amount equal to the balance due on the 

mortgage indebtedness at the time of the pay off of the mortgage 

indebtedness, said payments to be paid at the same amortization 

schedule as the mortgage indebtedness was being paid at the time 

of sale and time of pay off.  «MAT_PaySupport» may pre-pay this 

obligation for the benefit of «MAT_RecSupport» without prejudice, at 

any time. 

(3) The marital home is subject to the outstanding mortgage 

indebtedness of approximately $__________.  There is equity of 

approximately $__________ in the marital home.  «MAT_CusPar» 

shall maintain and keep current the mortgage indebtedness on the 

marital home and hold «MAT_VisPare» harmless from same.  

«MAT_CusPar» shall be responsible for maintaining the taxes, 

insurance, and maintenance of the marital home.  If «MAT_CusPar» 

desires to sell or otherwise dispose of the marital home during the 

next six years period (prior to ___, «MAT_VisPare» shall be 
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permitted to purchase «MAT_CusPar»'s interest in the marital home 

from «MAT_CusPar» at the prevailing fair market value of the home 

at the time «MAT_CusPar» desires to sell or otherwise dispose of 

the home.  Whenever «MAT_CusPar» decides to sell or otherwise 

dispose of the marital home, the parties shall attempt to agree upon 

an individual to appraise the home.  If they cannot agree, then the 

parties shall apply to the Court for the Court to determine who should 

appraise the marital home.  Once the marital home has been 

appraised, «MAT_VisPare» shall have one hundred twenty (120) 

days from the date of the appraisal to pay «MAT_CusPar» for his/her 

interest in the marital home.  If «MAT_VisPare» does not pay 

«MAT_CusPar» within one hundred twenty (120) days, 

«MAT_CusPar» may sell or otherwise dispose of the marital home 

as he/she so desires. 

(4) «MAT_CusPar» and «MAT_VisPare» shall continue to maintain joint 

ownership of the marital home.  The parties shall continue to list the 

marital home for sale with a mutually agreeable realtor (currently 

_____________ with the ___________ Company) at a mutually 

agreeable fair market price (currently $___________).  It is the intent 

of the parties that this property be sold in an orderly fashion at a 

reasonable fair market price.  Each party shall act in good faith with 

respect to the listing, marketing, showing, negotiating, of the sale of 

the home.  All offers on this property shall be exchanged between 
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the parties, each party shall have equal access to the realtor(s) 

selected to sell this property.  The home will be shown on an “upon 

notice” basis. 

(5) Pending the sale of the marital home, «MAT_PaySupport» shall pay 

the taxes, insurance, reasonable and necessary utilities, and 

mortgage indebtedness on the property.  As to maintenance and 

upkeep of the property, «MAT_CusPar» shall not incur any expense 

for the maintenance and upkeep of the residence, except in the case 

of emergency, without written agreement between the parties, email 

to suffice. 

(6) Upon the sale of the marital home, «MAT_PaySupport» shall be 

entitled to receive credit for the amounts that he/she advances for 

the taxes, insurance, maintenance, upkeep, utilities, and mortgage 

indebtedness on the property from ___________, 20___, until date 

of sale.  If there are any profits received by the parties once the 

normal closing costs are paid, i.e., mortgage indebtedness, realtor 

fees, closing costs, and once reimbursements are made to 

«MAT_PaySupport» for payments of taxes, insurance, mortgage 

indebtedness, repairs, etc. from ___________, 20___, those 

proceeds shall be equally divided between the parties.  If the parties 

do not receive sufficient funds from the sale to reimburse 

«MAT_PaySupport» for all, or a portion of, these funds advanced by 

«MAT_PaySupport», «MAT_RecSupport» will not be required to 
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personally pay «MAT_PaySupport» any additional funds for 

reimbursement.  If the parties owe money at closing to complete the 

closing, «MAT_PaySupport» shall be responsible for these 

additional costs and will hold «MAT_RecSupport» harmless from 

such costs. 

(7) «MAT_CusPar» shall have the sole and exclusive use of the marital 

home of the parties until the marital home is sold («MAT_CusPar» to 

vacate prior to closing date on the home) or on __________, 20___, 

whichever date shall first occur.  When «MAT_CusPar» vacates the 

marital home, he/she shall leave the marital home in a clean, 

reasonably good condition (reasonable wear and tear excepted) and 

he/she shall notify «MAT_VisPare» when he/she vacates the home.  

«MAT_CusPar» shall not remove light bulbs, light fixtures, window 

treatments, built-in appliances, or any items attached to or installed 

in the walls except as specifically agreed upon between the parties, 

in writing. 

F. Marital Home & Other Properties to be Sold: 

(1) Husband and Wife shall continue to maintain joint ownership of the 

home and lot located at HOME ADDRESS and LIST OTHER REAL 

ESTATE.  These ___ properties shall immediately be listed for sale 

with a mutually agreeable realtor at a mutually agreeable fair market 

price.  It is the intent of the parties that these assets be sold in an 

orderly fashion at a reasonable fair market price.  Each party shall 
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act in good faith with respect to the listing, marketing, showing, 

negotiating, or sale of the home.  All offers on these properties shall 

be exchanged between the parties.  Each party shall have equal 

access to the realtor(s) selected to sell these properties. 

(2) At all times during the marketing of these properties, the parties shall 

consult in good faith in a timely manner on all issues involving the 

marketing or sale of the properties.  If the parties disagree about any 

issue involving the marketing or sale of the properties, at the request 

of either party, the party shall immediately submit the issue(s) in 

dispute to NAME OF ARBITRATOR (unless the parties mutually 

agree in writing to select another person) to arbitrate the issue in an 

expedient and informal manner with finality. 

(3) «MAT_PaySupport» shall advance up to the sum of $_____ for any 

repairs or upfits, as recommended by the listing realtor(s) to place 

the NICKNAME OF REAL ESTATE property and up to the sum of 

$_____ for any repairs or upfits as recommended by the listing 

realtor(s) to place the NICKNAME OF REAL ESTATE in a 

marketable condition.  Upon the sale of each asset, 

«MAT_PaySupport» shall be repaid any sum advanced pursuant to 

this paragraph.  Such advance shall be treated as a debt to be paid 

to «MAT_PaySupport» at closing (similar to any other encumbrance 

or lien on the property). 
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(4) Upon the sale of each of these assets, «MAT_PaySupport» shall be 

repaid the amounts that he/she advances for the taxes, insurance, 

maintenance, upkeep, and mortgage indebtedness of the sold 

property for all payments made by «MAT_PaySupport» regarding 

these properties from DATE, until the said properties are sold.  The 

reimbursements to «MAT_PaySupport» shall be paid on an 

individual property basis, i.e., once the NICKNAME OF REAL 

ESTATE is sold, «MAT_PaySupport» shall be reimbursed for the 

costs associated with the maintenance of that property pending its 

sale.  Once the NICKNAME OF REAL ESTATE is sold, 

«MAT_PaySupport» shall be reimbursed for the expenses advanced 

by «MAT_PaySupport» regarding this property (from DATE, until the 

property is sold), and once the NICKNAME OF REAL ESTATE is 

sold, «MAT_PaySupport» shall be reimbursed for the expenses 

advanced by «MAT_PaySupport» regarding this property (from 

DATE, until the property is sold). 

(5) The parties anticipate receiving a net profit from the sale of these ___ 

properties.  Once a property is sold, the net proceeds derived from 

the sale of the property (once all expenses are paid regarding the 

property) shall be placed in an interest-bearing account for the 

mutual benefit of the parties and shall be equally divided between 

the parties upon the sale of the ___ properties.  If a property is sold 

and there is a loss from the sale of the property, «MAT_PaySupport» 
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shall be responsible for that loss, however, upon sale of the second 

property, «MAT_PaySupport» shall be reimbursed for the loss from 

the proceeds derived from the sale of the second property prior to 

the remaining funds being placed in an interest-bearing account. 

(6) Each party shall be permitted to claim one-half of all tax deductible 

expenses incurred on these properties from DATE, until the sale of 

the property.  «MAT_PaySupport»'s accountant shall provide 

«MAT_RecSupport», or «MAT_RecSupport»’s accountant, an 

annual statement as to the tax deductibility of the expenses 

associated with the properties.  If there is any rent collected on the 

NICKNAME OF REAL ESTATE or the NICKNAME OF REAL 

ESTATE, from DATE, until either property, or both properties, are 

sold, the rent shall apply toward the expenses associated with the 

maintenance of each property. 

(7) Once all ___ properties are sold, the parties shall equally divide all 

net proceeds derived from the sale of the ___ properties subject to 

the above provisions.  As to interest on the proceeds derived from 

the sale of the properties, each party shall report one-half of the 

interest on his/her income tax returns. 

G. Arbitrator: 

(1) Both parties agree that the Arbitrator shall have the right to conduct 

any informal proceeding that he/she deems reasonable and make a 

final binding decision on the disputed issue(s) after each party is 
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given the opportunity to discuss his or her concerns with the 

Arbitrator and provide him/her with any additional information 

concerning the matter(s).  The Arbitrator shall have the right to call 

and speak to any witness with whom the parties may ask him/her to 

speak before making a final decision, if necessary. 

(2) The Arbitrator shall issue an Arbitration Order, and the parties agree 

to confer continuing jurisdiction upon the Family Court of the 

«MAT_Circuit» Judicial Circuit, «MAT_County» County, to file and 

record the Arbitration Order in this case for enforcement purposes.  

Upon the filing of the Arbitration Order with the Family Court, the 

parties agree that the Order shall have the effect of a final binding 

Order that is enforceable under the contempt powers of the Court as 

any Order of the Court.  The parties further agree to submit 

themselves to the jurisdiction of the Court for enforcement of any 

Arbitration Order, and the parties waive their right to appeal from any 

Arbitration Order. 

(3) The parties shall equally pay in advance the costs of the Arbitrator 

for arbitrating any matter(s), but the Arbitrator shall retain the power 

and authority to impose some or all costs, including but not limited to 

arbitration fees and related attorney’s fees, upon either party in the 

Final Arbitration Order if he/she finds that either party has been 

vindictive, arbitrary, capricious, and/or frivolous in his/her position(s) 

and/or refusal to resolve the matter(s) at issue.  Moreover, the 
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Arbitrator may award such costs/fees in the event either party has 

refused to discuss the issue(s) in controversy with the other party.  If 

either of these properties are not sold by END DATE FOR SALE, 

either party may apply to the Arbitrator to issue an appropriate 

Arbitration Order selling the property at public or private auction. 

H. By signing this Agreement, both parties affirm and verify that each has 

disclosed all assets and liabilities, marital and non-marital, known to that 

party to be owned by either him or her regardless of where the property may 

be presently located.  The parties further acknowledge that the division of 

properties and liabilities as is provided for specifically in this Agreement has 

been determined with reference to all known assets and liabilities which are 

disclosed in this Agreement and the Addendum attached hereto as Exhibit 

1, or identified on either party’s respective Financial Declarations, or other 

Schedules or Exhibits used in the negotiation of this Agreement.  The 

parties further acknowledge that there hereafter be discovered any property 

not disclosed by either party, intentionally or unintentionally, that property 

shall be subject to division by the parties in any court of competent 

jurisdiction.  If any marital assets are discovered after the date that the 

agreement of the parties, which are not reflected on the attached Exhibit 1, 

or the Financial Declarations of the parties, if it is an asset which Husband 

has not divulged to Wife, the asset would be divided by 75% of the value of 

the asset being awarded to Wife and 25% being awarded to Husband.  If it 

is an asset which has not been divulged by Wife, then the asset would be 
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divided by 75% of the value of the asset being awarded to Husband and 

25% to Wife.  If it is an asset which neither party has knowledge of at the 

current time, such asset would be divided on a 50/50 basis.  The parties 

further acknowledge that the assets referenced in this Agreement have 

been stated at “as of dates” and the current account balances may vary. 

I. Within ninety (90) days of the Court-approval of this Agreement, 

«MAT_PaySupport» shall transfer to «MAT_RecSupport» a total of $___ in 

U.S. immediately available funds, without tax consequence to either party, at 

which time the equitable division of the marital property of the parties shall be 

considered complete. 

7. SEPARATE PROPERTY:  Each party shall retain, have, and enjoy, independent 

of any claim, right or demand of the other party, all property of every kind, nature 

and description and wheresoever situated which is now owned or held, or is 

hereafter acquired by him or her, or stands in his or her name, or is acquired by 

him or her as a result of this Agreement. 

8. DEBTS AND OBLIGATIONS: 

A. Upon the execution of this Agreement, each of the parties shall return to the 

other all credit cards and other indicia of credit and shall make no further 

charges thereon.  All accounts of a joint and several nature shall be closed so 

as to not impair the credit of the other.  «MAT_PaySupport» will continue to 

be responsible for the ____.  «MAT_RecSupport» will close ____, and any 

other accounts where «MAT_PaySupport» would have any joint liability or 

guarantee. 
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B. The parties hereby agree that they shall not make any further charges for 

services, property or any other matter in the name of the other or against the 

account of the other.  The parties acknowledge that there are no other debts, 

except those specifically listed in this Agreement, to apportion between them. 

C. Each party shall pay all debts incurred by him or her after the date of this 

Agreement and shall indemnify and hold harmless the other party against 

any responsibility or liability therefor. 

D. Wife knows of no debts that she has incurred for which Husband will be 

responsible other than that which are set forth in this Agreement.  Husband 

knows of no debts for which Wife will be responsible except as set forth in 

this Agreement. 

E. Each party, by his or her signature below, represents that there are no joint 

debts or obligations.  If it is determined that there is a joint obligation or 

obligations, the party incurring the debt or obligation shall pay the obligation 

according to terms satisfactory to the creditor.  The debt shall immediately 

be disclosed to the other party and documentation of compliance shall be 

provided upon request. 

F. Each of the parties acknowledges that he/she has incurred no debt for 

which the other party shall be liable except as set forth in this Agreement.  

If it is determined that Wife has incurred a debt for which Husband shall be 

liable, Wife shall be responsible for that debt and hold Husband harmless 

from same.  If it is determined that Husband has incurred a debt for which 
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Wife will be responsible, Husband shall be obligated to maintain and keep 

current that debt and hold Wife harmless from same. 

9. CHILD CUSTODY: 

A. «MAT_CusPar» will have the sole care, custody and control of the minor 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» of the parties with the «MAT_VisPare» having 

reasonable rights of visitation. 

B. The parties shall have joint custody of the minor «MAT_ChildRefDocs» with 

«MAT_CusPar» as primary custodian. 

C. «MAT_ClRef2» and «MAT_OPRef2» recognize that it is necessary that one 

parent have the final decision as to matters concerning the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» and that as the primary custodial parent this should 

be the right of «MAT_CusPar».  «MAT_CusPar» will take into consideration 

the opinions of «MAT_VisPare» in making decisions, but, in the event of a 

disagreement, «MAT_CusPar» shall make the final decision. 

D. The parties hereto realize that the gift of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» is that 

of God and nature and that their responsibility to the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» 

is joint, and no one parent should have any more rights to the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» than the other.  The «MAT_ChildRefDocs»  being of 

age to make certain decisions for themselves and the parents at this time 

can only guide, and hopefully, influence those decisions to as great an 

extent as possible for the betterment of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» 

physically, spiritually, and mentally.  In the event that the marital discord that 

exists between the parties should in any way over run into the relationship 
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with either parent with the «MAT_ChildRefDocs», reasonable visitation 

shall be exercised and each party shall have an input as to the bringing up 

of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» for their spiritual and emotional well-being. 

E. The parties shall have joint legal custody of the minor 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» of the parties with «MAT_CLPlDef», «MAT_Client», 

hereafter referred to as «MAT_CusPar», being the primary custodial parent 

and with «MAT_OPRef1», «MAT_OpParty», hereafter referred to as 

«MAT_VisPare», being the secondary custodial parent.  «MAT_OPRef1», 

«MAT_OpParty», hereafter referred to as «MAT_CusPar», being the 

primary custodial parent and with «MAT_CLPlDef», «MAT_Client», 

hereafter referred to as «MAT_VisPare», being the secondary custodial 

parent. 

F. It is the intention of «MAT_ClRef2» and «MAT_OPRef2» and they both 

realize the importance of establishing a mother-father relationship with the 

unemancipated «MAT_ChildRefDocs», and it being the intention of the 

«MAT_CusPar» to grant to the «MAT_VisPare» a reasonable right of 

visitation, provided «MAT_VisPare» shall give «MAT_CusPar» a minimum 

of ___ hours advanced notice. 

10. VISITATION / PARENTING SCHEDULE: 

A. Alternating Weekly Schedule:  The «MAT_ChildRefDocs» shall be with 

«MAT_VisPare» on an alternating weekly basis from Wednesday from the 

time they get out of school through Tuesday morning, at which time 

«MAT_VisPare» will take the children to school. 
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B. Alternating Weekly Schedule:  The «MAT_ChildRefDocs» shall be with 

«MAT_VisPare» on an alternating weekly basis from Tuesday from the time 

they get out of school until Wednesday of the week following at which time 

«MAT_VisPare» is responsible for taking the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» to 

school.  This schedule is such that the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» 

«MAT_ChildVerb» with «MAT_VisPare» for six (6) days and with 

«MAT_CusPar» for eight (8) days. 

C. Adjustments for On-Call Schedule:  During the period of time that the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» «MAT_ChildVerb» with «MAT_VisPare» while 

«MAT_VisPare» is on first call, and if «MAT_VisPare» has to go in, 

«MAT_VisPare» will permit the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» to be with 

«MAT_CusPar», rather than with a sitter or some other individual.  First call 

is distinguished from second call where «MAT_VisPare» is backing up 

someone else.  This right of “first refusal” will not apply in that circumstance. 

D. Weekend:  «MAT_VisPare» shall be permitted to visit with the minor 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» every other weekend from Friday at 5:30 p.m. until 

Sunday at 5:30 p.m. 

E. Weekend Visitation:  «MAT_VisPare» shall continue to exercise visitation 

every other weekend.  The weekend shall be defined as Friday at 6:00 p.m. 

until the Monday morning immediately following each weekend that 

«MAT_VisPare» has visitation.  On Monday mornings, «MAT_VisPare» 

shall be responsible for taking the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» to day care and/or 

school.  This extended weekend schedule shall continue only so long as the 
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«MAT_VisPare»’s visitation does not interfere with the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs»’s school schedules or school performance or cause 

any other problems at school. 

F. Extended Weekend Visitation:  If the «MAT_VisPare»’s regularly scheduled 

weekend falls on Labor Day weekend or Memorial Day weekend, then 

«MAT_VisPare» shall be allowed to return the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» to 

school and/or day care on Tuesday morning immediately following the 

Monday of the regularly scheduled weekend.  If the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» 

have a school holiday on either Friday or Monday which falls during 

«MAT_VisPare»’s regularly scheduled weekend, then if the holiday 

includes a Friday, «MAT_VisPare» shall be permitted to pick up the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» on Thursday at 6:00 p.m. and return the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» on Monday morning or if the holiday is on a Monday, 

«MAT_VisPare» shall be allowed to pick up the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» on 

Friday at 6:00 p.m. and return the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» on Tuesday 

morning. 

G. Weekday Visitation:  During the week that «MAT_VisPare» does not have 

weekend visitation, «MAT_VisPare» shall have visitation on Wednesday 

afternoons beginning as soon as «MAT_VisPare» is able to arrange for the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» to be picked up from the day care and/or school until 

8:00 p.m.  «MAT_VisPare» shall be responsible for feeding, bathing and 

ensuring that the children do their homework while they are in his care.  This 

visitation shall continue only so long as it does not interfere with the 
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«MAT_ChildRefDocs»’s school schedules or school performance or cause 

any other problems at school. 

H. Holiday Visitation:  The holiday schedule (Thanksgiving, Easter, Christmas, 

Mother’s Day/Father’s Day) supersedes the regular weekend schedule.  

Allowing «MAT_VisPare» to return the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» to school 

shall continue only so long as this visitation does not interfere with the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs»’s school schedules or school performance or cause 

any other problems at school. 

I. Thanksgiving Holiday:  The «MAT_ChildRefDocs» shall be with 

«MAT_CusPar» during Thanksgiving of even number years and with 

«MAT_VisPare» during Thanksgiving of odd number years with 

Thanksgiving holiday being defined from the time that the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» get/s out of school for Thanksgiving holidays until 

the Monday morning immediately following Thanksgiving when the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» shall be returned to school. 

J. Thanksgiving Holiday:  «MAT_CusPar» shall have the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» during Thanksgiving holidays on even number years 

and «MAT_VisPare» shall have the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» during 

Thanksgiving holidays of odd number years; Thanksgiving holidays shall be 

defined as being from Wednesday immediately prior to Thanksgiving to 6:00 

p.m., until the Monday morning immediately following Thanksgiving. 

K. Thanksgiving:  «MAT_VisPare» shall be permitted to have visitation with 

the «MAT_ChildRefDocs», each Thanksgiving from Wednesday at 5:30 
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p.m. to the Sunday immediately following Thanksgiving at 5:30 p.m. during 

odd number years. 

L. Christmas Holidays:  The parties shall alternate the first and second weeks 

of the Christmas holidays; the first week being defined as being from the 

time the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» «MAT_ChildVerb» released from school on 

the day school is dismissed for Christmas holidays until December 25 at 

3:00 p.m.; the second week being defined as December 25 at 3:00 p.m. 

until January 1 at 6:00 p.m.  In odd number years, «MAT_CusPar» shall 

have the first week and «MAT_VisPare» shall have the second week.  In 

even number years, «MAT_VisPare» shall have the first week and 

«MAT_CusPar» shall have the second week. 

M. Christmas Holidays:  The parties shall alternate the first and second weeks 

of the Christmas holiday; the first week being defined as 6:00 p.m. the day 

school is dismissed until December 26 at 10:00 a.m.; the second week 

being defined as December 26 at 10:00 a.m. until January 1 at 6:00 p.m. 

except that if January 1 is on a Saturday or Sunday, the visitation shall end 

on the Monday morning immediately following January 1.  In ___, 

«MAT_CusPar» shall have the first week and «MAT_VisPare» shall have 

the second week and the parties shall thereafter alternate each year. 

N. Christmas:  «MAT_CusPar» and «MAT_VisPare» shall equally divide the 

time that the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» have for Christmas vacation.  Unless 

otherwise agreed upon between the parties, the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» will 

be with «MAT_CusPar» on Christmas Eve (evening/night) and Christmas 
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morning with «MAT_VisPare» obtaining custody of the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» each Christmas Day by 2:00 p.m.  On or before 

November 15 of each year, the parties shall agree in writing as to 

«MAT_VisPare»'s visitation with the «MAT_ChildRefDocs».  If the parties 

cannot agree by November 15 of each year, either party may petition the 

Court for the Court to determine «MAT_VisPare»'s Christmas visitation. 

O. Spring Break:  The parties shall equally divide the time that the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» «MAT_ChildVerb» out of school for their spring 

break each year.  The party who has the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» on the 

weekend immediately prior to the «MAT_ChildRefDocs»’s spring break will 

have the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» through Wednesday at 5:00 p.m.  The other 

party shall receive the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» at 5:00 p.m. on Wednesday 

and be able to keep the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» through the weekend 

following the conclusion of his/her/their spring break.  As to Easter, there 

will be no special provision regarding Easter and the parent who has the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» on Easter weekend during his/her normal rotation 

will have the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» with him/her on Easter Sunday. 

P. Easter:  «MAT_CusPar» shall have the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» during 

Easter weekend of odd number years and «MAT_VisPare» shall have the 

children during Easter weekend of even number years; Easter weekend 

shall be defined as being from Friday immediately prior to Easter at 6:00 

p.m. until Monday morning immediately following Easter Sunday. 
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Q. Mother’s Day/Father’s Day:  Mother shall have the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» 

with her each Mother’s Day and Father shall have the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» with him each Father’s day beginning at 6:00 p.m. 

on Saturday immediately preceding Mother’s Day/Father’s Day until the 

Monday morning immediately following Mother’s Day/Father’s Day. 

R. Mother’s Day/Father’s Day Weekend:  Mother shall have the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» each Mother’s Day Weekend and Husband shall 

have the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» each Father’s Day Weekend, beginning at 

6:00 p.m. on Friday immediately preceding Mother’s Day /Father’s Day until 

the Monday morning immediately following Mother’s Day/Father’s Day. 

S. «MAT_ChildRefDocs»’s Birthdays:  The «MAT_ChildRefDocs» shall 

celebrate his/her/their respective birthdays in the home of the parent with 

whom he/she/they «MAT_ChildVerb» scheduled to be with at that time. 

T. Summer:  The parties will continue the normal rotation of their time with the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» during the summer, however, the parties will make 

such adjustments in the rotation of their time with the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» 

so that «MAT_CusPar» will get two (2) full weeks with the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» and «MAT_VisPare» will get two (2) full weeks with 

the «MAT_ChildRefDocs».  The two weeks the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» will 

be with «MAT_CusPar» during the summer and the two weeks that the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» will be with «MAT_VisPare» during the summer will 

not be consecutive weeks and the time that each parent has with the 
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«MAT_ChildRefDocs» shall be expanded so that the period of time at least 

goes from Saturday to Saturday for the weeks they each select. 

U. Summer:  In addition to the alternating weekend visitation that 

«MAT_VisPare» has with the «MAT_ChildRefDocs», «MAT_VisPare» shall 

have two weeks visitation with the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» each summer.  

«MAT_VisPare» shall advise «MAT_CusPar» by May 1 of each year, in 

writing, as to the two weeks visitation desired with the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» for the upcoming summer. 

V. Summer:  During the summer break from school, both parents will be 

entitled to two (2) weeks of non-consecutive parenting time with the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» uninterrupted by the parenting time of the other 

parent.  This will not include the week prior to school reconvening during 

which the parties will revert to the alternating weekend / Wednesday 

schedule set forth above to prepare the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» for the 

school regimen.  These summer weeks of parenting time will run from 

Friday at 6:00 p.m. until the following Friday at 6:00 p.m. and will include 

that parent’s regular alternating weekend.  In odd numbered years 

«MAT_VisPare» will notify «MAT_CusPar» by May 15th of the weeks 

desired and «MAT_CusPar» will notify «MAT_VisPare» by May 30th of the 

weeks desired.  In even numbered years, this notice provision will be 

reversed with «MAT_CusPar» receiving the first choice by May 15th and 

«MAT_VisPare» notifying «MAT_CusPar» by May 30th. 
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W. Summer:  Beginning June 1 of each year, the weekend schedule shall 

cease and the «MAT_VisPare» shall have the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» during 

even number years from June 1 at 6:00 p.m. through June 15 at 6:00 p.m. 

and July 1 at 6:00 p.m. through July 15 at 6:00 p.m. and from August 1 at 

6:00 p.m. through August 7 at 6:00 p.m. with «MAT_CusPar» having the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» from June 15 through June 30 and from July 15 

through July 31 and from August 7 through August 15.  During odd number 

years, the «MAT_CusPar» shall have the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» from June 

1 through June 15 and July 1 through July 15 and August 1 through August 

7 with the «MAT_VisPare» having the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» from June 15 

at 6:00 p.m. through June 30 at 6:00 p.m. and July 15 at 6:00 p.m. through 

July 31 at 6:00 p.m. and August 7 at 6:00 p.m. through August 15 at 6:00 

p.m.  The every other weekend schedule shall resume the first week 

following August 15.  If the «MAT_VisPare» has had the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» the weekend immediately preceding the first 

weekend following August 15, then 

«MAT_VisPare»«MAT_ChildRefDocs»’s every other weekend shall begin 

the second weekend after August 15. 

X. Missed Visitation:  If the «MAT_VisPare» chooses not to exercise any of the 

above visitations, «MAT_VisPare» shall not be entitled to make up the lost 

visitation unless he/she was unable to exercise visitation because of illness, 

which must be substantiated by a doctor’s statement.  The makeup 
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visitation shall be exercised within a thirty (30) day period at the 

«MAT_CusPar»’s discretion. 

Y. Other:  «MAT_CusPar» and «MAT_VisPare» shall have the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» with her/him during such other times as are mutually 

agreeable between the parties. 

Z. Other:  «MAT_VisPare» shall have such other contact and visitation with 

the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» as is mutually agreeable between the parties. 

AA. Transportation:  «MAT_VisPare» shall be responsible for transporting the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» during visitation. 

BB. Transportation:  NAME is __ years of age and soon be obtaining an 

unrestricted driver's license.  Once NAME obtains his/her unrestricted 

driver's license, his/her may provide for his/her own transportation for 

visitation purposes, and his/her shall be permitted to drive to 

«MAT_VisPare»'s home at the beginning of each visitation period and drive 

to «MAT_CusPar»'s home at the conclusion of each visitation period.  

Neither parent should be required to provide transportation for NAME to visit 

with the other parent or return to the other parent. 

CC. Wishes of NAME:  The visitation provided to «MAT_VisPare» in this 

agreement shall take into consideration NAME's wishes and desires in this 

regard.  NAME shall not be required to visit with «MAT_VisPare» if he/she 

does not desire to do so, however, «MAT_CusPar» shall not discourage 

NAME from visiting «MAT_VisPare», nor shall «MAT_CusPar» interfere 

with NAME visiting with «MAT_VisPare» as provided herein above. 
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11. TELEPHONE ACCESS: 

A. «MAT_VisPare» shall be permitted to contact the «MAT_ChildRefDocs», 

by telephone, at reasonable times during the day/evening, at reasonable 

hours. 

B. Each party shall be permitted to contact the «MAT_ChildRefDocs», by 

telephone, while the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» «MAT_ChildVerb» with the 

other party, one (1) time each day between the hours of 6:30 p.m. and 8:00 

p.m., primarily to tell the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» good night. 

C. The parties agree that the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» will have access to a 

telephone at all times when they are with either parent.  The non-custodial 

parent will have daily telephone visitation with the «MAT_ChildRefDocs».  If 

the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» «MAT_ChildVerb» not at home, the parent will 

leave one message, and the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» will call back before 

bedtime the same day.  The non-custodial parent will not call after 8:00 p.m., 

although the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» may return the call after 800 p.m. 

D. The parties shall have reasonable telephone access to the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» while in the physical control of the other parent.  

Neither party will harass or burden the other with excessive or abusive 

phone calls or any other such non-productive communications.  The parties 

shall within twenty-four (24) hours of any change in home or work numbers 

notify the other party of the change.  If the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» 

«MAT_ChildVerb» speaking with either parent and the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» accidentally hangs up the phone/terminates the 
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telephone conversation, then the parties shall be permitted to immediately 

call the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» back and resume the conversation with the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs». 

12. PARENTING GUIDELINES: 

A. If either party has any knowledge of any illness or accident, or other 

circumstances seriously affecting the «MAT_ChildRefDocs»’s health or 

general welfare, «MAT_CusPar» or «MAT_VisPare», as the case may be, 

will promptly notify the other of such circumstances. 

B. Each of the parties hereto agrees to keep the other informed at all times of 

the whereabouts of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» when they 

«MAT_ChildVerb» with the «MAT_CusPar» or «MAT_VisPare» 

respectively, and they mutually agree that if either of them has any 

knowledge of any illness or accident, or other circumstances seriously 

affecting the «MAT_ChildRefDocs»’s health or general welfare, the 

«MAT_CusPar» or «MAT_VisPare», as the case may be, will promptly 

notify the other of such circumstances. 

C. Each party shall keep the other informed of his or her address and 

telephone numbers, business, home and cell phone. 

D. The parties will exchange e-mail addresses and will use it to notify each 

other regarding issues involving the «MAT_CusPar».  They will also 

exchange their addresses, telephone numbers, any other relevant 

numbers, including work and cell phone numbers, and they agree that they 

will have voice mail at all times on their respective cell phones. 
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E. Each party shall keep the other informed of his or her address and 

telephone numbers and each party shall provide the other with ninety (90) 

days advance notice of his or her intentions to move from __________ 

County, South Carolina. 

F. Each party shall exert every reasonable effort to maintain free access and 

unhampered contact between the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» and each of the 

parties and to foster a feeling of affection between the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» and the other party.  Neither party shall do anything 

which may estrange the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» from the other party or injure 

the «MAT_ChildRefDocs»’s opinion as to his/her/their mother or father or 

which may hamper the free and natural development of the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs»’s love and respect for the other party. 

G. Each parent shall be entitled to complete, detailed information from any 

pediatrician, general physician, dentist, consultant, or specialist attending 

the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» for any reason whatsoever and to be furnished 

with copies of any reports given by the latter, or any of them, to the other 

parent.  Each party shall sign whatever documents necessary to authorize 

the other party to obtain such information directly from the 

physician/professional attending to the «MAT_ChildRefDocs». 

H. Both parents shall be listed on all applications, information requests, and 

similar forms with any pediatrician, general physician, dentist, consultant, or 

specialist attending the «MAT_ChildRefDocs». 
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I. Each parent shall be entitled to complete, detailed information from any 

teacher or school giving instructions to the «MAT_ChildRefDocs», or which 

the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» may attend, and to be furnished with copies of 

all reports given by them, or any of them, to the other parent.  Each parent 

shall sign whatever authorizations necessary to permit the other parent to 

obtain information directly from any teacher or school giving instructions to 

the «MAT_ChildRefDocs», or which the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» may attend. 

J. Both parents shall be listed on all applications, information requests, and 

similar forms with any teacher or school giving instructions to the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs». 

K. Each parent shall be entitled to complete, detailed information regarding the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs»’s extracurricular activities.  Each parent shall sign 

whatever authorizations necessary to permit the other parent to obtain 

information directly from the provider of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs»’s 

extracurricular activities.  Both parents shall be listed on all applications, 

information requests, and similar forms when the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» 

«MAT_ChildVerb» enrolled in extracurricular activities. 

L. Both parents will attempt to ensure that the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» attend 

all extracurricular activities, sports, and other events that occur during the 

time the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» «MAT_ChildVerb» with the other parent.  

Both parents shall be entitled to participate in all of the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs»’s extracurricular activities, sports, and other events, 

except those events occurring at the respective residences.  The parties 
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agree that they shall each give prompt and timely notification (preferably by 

e-mail) to the other of special events, extracurricular activities, sports 

events, etc., in which the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» participate.  The parties 

agree that it is in the best interest of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» that 

he/she/they be supported by both parents’ presence at such special events 

whenever possible.  Both parties shall be entitled to full access to all records 

and information concerning the «MAT_ChildRefDocs»’s education and 

healthcare.  The parties will need to cooperate, coordinate and be 

reasonable with each other regarding this specific provision of their 

agreement.  Provided, however, if an activity or event is more of a one-on-

one activity between one parent and the «MAT_ChildRefDocs», then the 

other parent shall give due respect to that parent and 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs», and allow the one-on-one activity between the 

parent and«MAT_ChildRefDocs» to occur.  Both parents should not attend 

an activity where it would not be appropriate for both parents to attend. 

M. «MAT_CusPar» shall not enroll the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» in any 

extracurricular activities for which financial reimbursement is expected from 

«MAT_VisPare» without first obtaining «MAT_VisPare»’s written consent, 

to include that amount, if any, which «MAT_VisPare» is agreeable to 

reimbursing regarding the extracurricular activity.  «MAT_VisPare» shall not 

enroll the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» in any extracurricular activities for which 

financial reimbursement is expected from «MAT_CusPar» without first 

obtaining «MAT_CusPar»’s written consent, to include that amount, if any, 
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which «MAT_CusPar» is agreeable to reimbursing regarding the 

extracurricular activity. 

N. The parties shall consult with each other with respect to the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs»’s education and religious training, summer camp 

selection, illness and operations (except in emergencies), health, welfare, 

involvement in extracurricular activities, and other matters of similar 

importance affecting the «MAT_ChildRefDocs», whose well-being, 

education and development shall at all times be the paramount 

consideration of «MAT_CusPar» and «MAT_VisPare».  

O. However, as stated herein, «MAT_CusPar», as the primary custodial 

parent, shall have the right to make the final decision, subject to the 

provisions of paragraph ___ herein below. 

P. Neither party shall incur any expense, except in the case of emergency, for 

which he/she expects reimbursement from the other party without first 

obtaining the written consent of the other party or without first obtaining a 

Court Order regarding same. 

Q. As to religious training, the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» may attend a church of 

«MAT_VisPare»’s choosing while in the physical custody of 

«MAT_VisPare» and the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» may attend a church of 

«MAT_CusPar»’s choosing when the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» 

«MAT_ChildVerb» in the physical custody of «MAT_CusPar». 

R. If «MAT_CusPar» or «MAT_VisPare» is of the opinion that a decision needs 

to be made regarding the «MAT_ChildRefDocs»’s education and religious 
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training, summer camp selection, operations (except in emergencies), or 

other matters of similar importance affecting the «MAT_ChildRefDocs», the 

parties shall consult with each other regarding such decisions.  If the parties 

cannot reach an agreement regarding same, «MAT_CusPar» shall be able 

to make the decision with «MAT_VisPare» having the right to have the 

decision mediated.  If «MAT_VisPare» insists upon the decision being 

mediated, both parents shall be equally responsible for the cost of 

mediation.  Once the parties mediate, if the parties continue to disagree 

regarding the decision, each party specifically reserves the right to have the 

decision determined by the Court with the prevailing party in Court being 

entitled to an award of attorney’s fees and costs regarding the mediation 

and Court proceeding. 

S. It is understood that the rights of visitation herein provided shall, 

nevertheless, be such that they shall not interfere with, nor adversely affect, 

the school, religious or social activities of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» or 

his/her/their health or general welfare. 

13. ALIENATION OF «MAT_CHILDREFDOCS»’S AFFECTIONS: 

A. Both parents will encourage the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» to love, respect and 

honor the other parent and neither of them shall alienate or attempt to 

alienate or diminish the affections of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» from the 

other parent or disparage or allow others to disparage the other parent in 

the presence of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs». 
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B. Both parties shall refrain from making disparaging remarks about the other 

in the presence of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» and shall discourage third 

parties from doing so. 

14. PARENTING RESTRAINING ORDERS: 

A. «MAT_CusPar» and «MAT_VisPare» shall be restrained and strictly 

enjoined from bothering, abusing, threatening abuse, harassing, or 

interfering with the other party. 

B. «MAT_CusPar» and «MAT_VisPare» are strictly restrained and enjoined 

from consuming or being under the influence of drugs or alcohol when the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» «MAT_ChildVerb» in his or her care. 

C. «MAT_VisPare» shall submit to any random drug testing requested by 

«MAT_CusPar» if he/she feels the need to have her/him do so.  If 

«MAT_VisPare» should refuse such testing, or if she/he tests positive for 

drugs or alcohol, «MAT_CusPar» shall have the right to apply to the Court 

for whatever relief he/she deems appropriate at that time. 

D. «MAT_VisPare» will not consume alcohol.  «MAT_CusPar» will not 

excessively consume alcohol while the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» 

«MAT_ChildVerb» under his/her care.  Neither parent shall allow others to 

consume alcohol to excess while the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» 

«MAT_ChildVerb» under his or her care.  Neither parent will consume any 

illegal drug or abuse any prescription drugs or allow others to do so while 

the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» «MAT_ChildVerb» under his or her care. 
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E. «MAT_VisPare» agrees that for as long as he/she wishes to exercise 

parenting time with the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» «MAT_ChildVerb»pursuant 

to the terms of this agreement that he/she will be subjected to random 

alcohol testing of no more than one (1) time per month at «MAT_CusPar»’s 

request.  «MAT_VisPare» will submit timely to the request for testing and 

the results will be submitted directly to «MAT_CusPar» and 

«MAT_VisPare» by the testing agency.  «MAT_VisPare» will advance the 

cost of the testing.  Should the test show no alcohol consumption by 

«MAT_VisPare», «MAT_CusPar» will reimburse «MAT_VisPare» the cost 

of the test within five (5) days.  Should the testing be positive for alcohol use 

by the «MAT_VisPare», then he/she will be responsible for the cost of 

testing.  Should the testing indicate alcohol use by «MAT_VisPare», then 

«MAT_VisPare» will be precluded from transporting the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» in a motor vehicle him/herself during any parenting 

time and, further, he/she will be restrained from traveling outside of the 

«MAT_County» County area with «MAT_ChildRefDocs» during any of 

his/her parenting time.  These restraints on his/her parenting time will 

continue until «MAT_VisPare» passes another random test.  Absent a bona 

fide emergency preventing «MAT_VisPare» from timely submitting to a test 

which can be documented, «MAT_VisPare»’s failure to submit timely to a 

test will be deemed to be a positive test.  Provided, further, that in the event 

of a documented bona fide emergency preventing «MAT_VisPare» from 

timely submitting to a test which can be documented, «MAT_VisPare» will 
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immediately submit to another test when requested by «MAT_CusPar».  A 

reasonable procedure will be implemented by the parties to effectuate the 

requirements set forth above within ten (10) days of signing of this 

agreement. 

F. Each party is strictly restrained and enjoined from going to or about the 

other party’s residence unless it is to pick up or return the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» or unless he/she is there by specific invitation from 

the other party. 

G. Each of the parties shall keep the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» in a safe and moral 

environment when the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» «MAT_ChildVerb» in his/her 

physical custody.  Each shall be prohibited from exposing the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» to overnight guests of the opposite sex not related 

by blood or marriage.  This does not include married men or women who 

accompany their spouse.  Overnight shall be defined from 1:00 a.m. through 

7:00 a.m.  Each party shall be prohibited from the excessive use of alcohol 

or being under the influence of alcohol when the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» 

«MAT_ChildVerb» in his or her care. 

H. Neither party will permit individuals of the opposite sex to whom they are 

not married and with whom they are romantically involved to spend 

overnight while the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» «MAT_ChildVerb» in his/her 

physical custody.  Overnight is to be defined as being from 11:00 p.m. 

through 8:00 a.m. 

15. RELOCATION: 
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A. As to the issue of relocation, neither party will relocate the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» outside the «MAT_County» County area without the 

consent of the other party or a Court Order authorizing relocation after 

ninety (90) days written notice has been provided to the other party.  This 

provision is not intended to imply that either party may relocate outside the 

«MAT_County» County area, nor does it imply that the Court could not 

authorize a relocation.  Both «MAT_CusPar» and «MAT_VisPare» 

affirmatively represent to each other that neither of them has a present 

intention to relocate outside the «MAT_County» County area. 

16. CHILD SUPPORT: 

A. Exchange of Income Tax Returns:  Annually, commencing April 15, ______, 

the parties shall exchange complete income tax returns by providing each 

other with a copy of his/her state and federal income tax returns, with all 

attached schedules, on or before April 15th of each year.  The child support 

due to «MAT_RecSupport» for the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» shall be adjusted 

annually, commencing with the May 1, ______, payment.  The child support 

should be paid in two (2) equal installments and the current payment shall 

be $_________ on the 1st and the 15th day of each month.  The child support 

shall be paid directly to «MAT_RecSupport» by mail, postmarked on or 

before the date due, commencing with the payment due on __________. 

B. Monthly Payments:  «MAT_PaySupport» shall pay directly to 

«MAT_RecSupport» child support for the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» in the sum 

of $______ commencing and effective ______, and continuing thereafter 
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on the first day of each month until the youngest child reaches age eighteen 

(18) and graduates from high school, enters the military services, dies, or is 

determined to be otherwise emancipated pursuant to Court Order based 

upon the laws of the State of South Carolina.  Provided, further, child 

support shall continue through the month of August after ______ graduates 

from high school if he/she intends to attend college.  The child support 

payments shall be paid directly to «MAT_RecSupport» by 

«MAT_RecSupport» mailing a check to «MAT_RecSupport» so that it is 

received no later than by the first (1st) date of each month or by direct 

deposit to «MAT_RecSupport»'s account by the bank no later than the first 

(1st) of each month; provided, however, should it appear on Affidavit of 

«MAT_RecSupport» that «MAT_PaySupport» has on two (2) or more 

occasions been five (5) or more days late making said payments, all future 

child support payments shall be paid through the Family Court, plus the 

Court service fees, without the necessity of further hearing or Order. 

C. Health Insurance and Uninsured Medical and Dental:  «MAT_PaySupport» 

shall continue to provide and maintain comprehensive health, 

hospitalization, and dental insurance, with a prescription medication card (if 

available), covering the «MAT_ChildRefDocs», subject to the same 

contingencies as set forth herein as to child support.  «MAT_PaySupport» 

shall pay sixty (60%) percent and «MAT_RecSupport» shall pay forty (40%) 

percent of the reasonable uninsured unreimbursed medical, dental, 

orthodonture, hospital, prescription drug, and other health related expenses 
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of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs», after «MAT_CusPar» pays the first $250 per 

year of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs»'s uninsured medical and dental 

expenses.  This obligation to pay the aforesaid uninsured health and dental 

expenses shall continue so long as child support is payable with respect to 

the «MAT_ChildRefDocs».  Payments/reimbursements shall be paid within 

thirty (30) days of receipt of invoice or receipt therefor. 

D. Medical and Health Insurance: 

(1) «MAT_PaySupport» shall maintain medical and health insurance on 

the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» of the parties.  The «MAT_CusPar» shall 

pay the first $250 per year per child of the uninsured medical 

expenses.  Each party shall pay one-half of all uninsured medical, 

optical, and prescription expenses not covered by insurance which 

exceed the $250 per calendar year per child. 

(2) A Qualified Medical Child Support Order shall be entered permitting 

«MAT_RecSupport» to submit his/her medical claims through the 

medical and health insurance carrier («MAT_PaySupport»’s 

employer) rather than through «MAT_PaySupport», since he/she is 

the primary custodial parent.  «MAT_PaySupport»’s attorney shall 

be responsible for the preparation of this Order. 

(3) If «MAT_RecSupport» is able to provide medical and health 

insurance for the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» at a cost less than 

«MAT_PaySupport», at a later date, he/she shall be permitted to 

provide such coverage.  If there is a lapse in coverage because 
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«MAT_PaySupport» loses his/her employment due to his/her fault, 

or changes employment because of his/her fault, 

«MAT_PaySupport» shall pay the total of the uninsured expenses 

resulting from his/her failure to provide medical and health insurance 

coverage for the «MAT_ChildRefDocs».  If «MAT_PaySupport» 

loses or changes his/her employment, «MAT_PaySupport» shall 

notify, in writing, «MAT_RecSupport» of his/her loss or change of 

employment so that «MAT_RecSupport» shall obtain medical and 

health insurance for the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» through his/her place 

of employment as soon as practical after receiving the written notice. 

17. SECURITY FOR SUPPORT:  «MAT_PaySupport» shall maintain and keep in 

force life insurance on his/her life with a death benefit of no less than $500,000, 

payable to «MAT_RecSupport» for the benefit of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs», until 

the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» graduate from college.  This life insurance shall also 

secure «MAT_PaySupport»'s obligation to support the «MAT_ChildRefDocs».  

This obligation to maintain security shall be subject to modification and termination 

during «MAT_PaySupport»'s lifetime in the same manner as provided herein for 

child support as if ordered by the Court. 

18. REVIEW OF CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATION:  The parties agree to review the 

child support obligation by completing the DSS form Child Support Obligation 

Worksheet A (a copy of the most recent calculation is attached hereto as Exhibit 

1).  If the DSS form 27151 is subsequently modified and/or if the present Child 

Support Guidelines are modified, the parties agree to be bound by the modified 
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DDS form 27151 and/or modified Child Support Guidelines which are in effect 

when the child support provisions in this Agreement are reviewed.  This calculation 

and review of child support will be performed on _______, and annually thereafter.  

The _______ calculation and the annual calculations thereafter, will be based on 

the parties' incomes for the prior year with the increase, or decrease, in child 

support to be effective on _______ of each year.  The parties agree to exchange 

W-2 forms and any other documentation showing income, bonuses, etc., on or 

before _______ of each year.  The parties agree to exchange income tax returns, 

annually, on or before _____ of each year, commencing _______, and continuing 

for as long as «MAT_PaySupport» has a duty and responsibility to contribute 

support the «MAT_ChildRefDocs». 

19. UNALLOCATED SUPPORT FOR THE «MAT_CUSPAR» AND 

«MAT_CHILDREFDOCS»: 

A. «MAT_PaySupport» agrees to pay to «MAT_RecSupport» directly periodic 

payments in the amount of $_______ per month commencing _______, 

said payments to be paid in equal payments of _______ on the first and 

fifteenth of each month unless another schedule of payment is agreed to by 

the parties in writing.  Beginning in _______, the periodic payments will be 

reduced to $_______ per month, payable in equal payments of $_______ 

on the first and the fifteenth of each month, unless another schedule of 

payment is agreed to by the parties in writing.  The periodic payments of 

unallocated support are to be reduced by and subject to the hereinafter 

stated contingencies: 
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(1) Upon the death of «MAT_PaySupport», all support payable by 

«MAT_PaySupport» shall forever cease and terminate. 

(2) Upon the death of «MAT_RecSupport», all support payable by 

«MAT_PaySupport» shall forever cease and terminate. 

(3) Upon the remarriage of Wife/Mother, the monthly support payments 

payable to Wife/Mother shall be reduced to $_______ per month and 

shall be paid as child support of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs». 

(4) Upon the entry of either of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» into the military 

service, upon either of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» ceasing to reside 

with «MAT_CusPar» on a full-time basis, upon «MAT_CusPar» 

ceasing to have full legal custody of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs», upon 

the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» becoming self-supporting or otherwise 

emancipated. 

B. «MAT_PaySupport» acknowledges and represents that he/she presently 

has and anticipates sufficient income with which to pay the above stated 

unallocated support.  Likewise, «MAT_RecSupport» acknowledges and 

represents that the above support provisions are reasonable, adequate, 

and consistent with his/her needs and the needs of the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs», after due consideration of «MAT_PaySupport»'s 

present and expected earnings as set forth in his/her Financial Declaration.  

«MAT_RecSupport» further acknowledges and represents that the above 

support is a substitute for and in lieu of the alimony, unallocated support, 

child support, and other forms of support that he/she and/or the 
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«MAT_ChildRefDocs» may be entitled to under the laws of the State of 

South Carolina or any other state of competent jurisdiction. 

C. In the event «MAT_RecSupport», directly or indirectly, obtains a 

subsequent Order of the Court contrary, supplemental, or concurrent with 

«MAT_PaySupport»'s obligation herein to pay unallocated support, or any 

other monetary obligations regarding «MAT_RecSupport» or the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs», «MAT_PaySupport»'s obligations under the terms 

of this Agreement shall abate and terminate on a pro rata basis. 

D. The unallocated periodic support payments provided for hereinabove shall 

be now, and during the full term of this Agreement, deductible to 

«MAT_PaySupport» and taxable to «MAT_RecSupport» for State and 

Federal income tax purposes, the deductibility and taxability of said 

payments being relied upon and anticipated by «MAT_PaySupport» and 

«MAT_RecSupport».  «MAT_RecSupport» should be solely responsible for 

his/her State and Federal tax liabilities as a result of the payment of the said 

unallocated periodic support payments now and during the full term of this 

Agreement, and, further, agrees to sign and file State and Federal tax 

returns declaring and reporting said unallocated periodic support payments 

as his/her income during all years in which he/she receives such 

unallocated periodic support payments.  In the event «MAT_RecSupport» 

fails to declare and report as his/her income the aforesaid unallocated 

periodic support payments in accordance with the foregoing, 

«MAT_RecSupport» shall indemnify and reimburse «MAT_PaySupport» for 
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any and all tax losses, penalties, interest, assessments with respect to 

his/her tax filings. 

E. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to prohibit or interfere with either 

party, «MAT_PaySupport» and/or «MAT_RecSupport», from applying to 

the Court for an increase in the unallocated support payments, and/or a 

decrease in the unallocated support payments, based upon the statute and 

case laws of the State of South Carolina and based upon a showing of a 

substantial change of conditions. 

20.19. CHILDREN'S COLLEGE EXPENSES: 

A. The parties agree that the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» should receive a college 

education commensurate with his/her/each child's needs and abilities.  

Accordingly, «MAT_CusPar» and «MAT_VisPare» agree to confer with 

each other when each/the child becomes of college age.  At that time, the 

parties will assist each/the child with the selection of an appropriate in-state, 

state-supported South Carolina college or university and course of study.  

«MAT_CusPar» shall assist each/the child with making applications for 

grants and scholarships.  Subject to the decisions in the cases entitled 

Hughes v. Hughes, 313 S.E.2nd 32, Kerr v. Kerr, 193 S.E.2d 704, Risinger 

v. Risinger, 253 S.E.2d 652, and Bearden v. Bearden, 252 S.E.2d 128, 

«MAT_PaySupport» shall pay for each/the child's tuition, room and board, 

and book supplies to the extent that such expenses are not paid by grants 

and scholarships for each/the child to attend an in-state, state-supported 

South Carolina college or university and course of study.  After the funds 
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from each/the child's grants and scholarships have been applied and 

exhausted, «MAT_PaySupport»'s responsibility or obligation to contribute 

toward each/the child's college education shall be equal to the balance due 

or required by the college or university for recommended supplies, tuition, 

books, room and board as provided in the published fees and expenses for 

a child to attend a college or university at an in-state, state-supported South 

Carolina college or university and course of study.  As an example, the 

published expenses for a South Carolina resident to attend the fall and 

spring semesters of the University of South Carolina for _____ is attached 

as Exhibit 1.  The total cost for tuition, room and meal plan, and books and 

supplies is $_______.  If a child were to attend the University of South 

Carolina at this time, «MAT_PaySupport»'s total obligation would be 

$_____ less the amount of all grants and scholarships received by that 

each/the child. 

B. If each/the child does not attend an in-state, state-supported college or 

university, then «MAT_PaySupport» shall still be obligated to pay the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs»'s college-related expenses, as set forth herein, to 

the financial extent of an in-state, state-supported school. 

C. «MAT_CusPar» and «MAT_VisPare» agree that the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» 

should receive a college education commensurate with his/her/their needs 

and abilities.  Accordingly, «MAT_CusPar» and «MAT_VisPare» agree to 

confer with each other when the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» becomes of college 

age.  At that time, they will assist the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» with the 
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selection of an appropriate in-state, state-supported South Carolina college 

or university and court of study.  Applications shall be made for grants and 

scholarships.  Subject to the Risinger, et al. criteria, «MAT_CusPar» and 

«MAT_VisPare» agree to each pay one-half (1/2) of the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs»'s tuition to the extent it is not paid by grants and 

scholarships.  «MAT_PaySupport» shall be responsible for and timely pay 

all of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs»'s day-to-day living expenses, including 

book expenses, room and board, transportation, spending money and the 

like. 

D. The parties acknowledge that «MAT_PaySupport» has accounts which 

he/she has set up to be applied toward the college educational expenses of 

the «MAT_ChildRefDocs».  At the date of filing, «MAT_PaySupport» had 

approximately $_____ set aside in his/her account for _____, $_____ set 

aside in his/her account for _____, and $_____ set aside in his/her account 

for _____.  The parties acknowledge that «MAT_PaySupport» may apply 

the funds in these accounts toward his/her obligation, if any he/she has, to 

pay toward the room, board, tuition and books of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» 

to attend college as set forth herein. 

21.20. POST-HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION OF «MAT_CHILDREFDOCS»: 

A. The parties acknowledge that if either or both of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» 

attends college, or pursue a formal post-high school education, the issue of 

the payment of the cost for the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» to obtain such 

education shall be left open for determination by the Family Court of the 
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«MAT_Circuit» Judicial Circuit, «MAT_County» County, which shall retain 

exclusive jurisdiction of this matter.  «MAT_PaySupport» and 

«MAT_RecSupport» agree to be bound by the decisions in the cases 

entitled Wagner v. Wagner, 285 S.C. 430, 329 S.E.2d 788 (Ct App. 1985); 

McKinney v. McKinney, 282 S.C. 96, 316 S.E.2d 728 (Ct App. 1984); and 

Hughes v. Hughes, 280 S.C. 388, 313 S.E.2d 32 (Ct App. 1984), Kerr v. 

Kerr, 193 S.E.2d 704 (1982), Risinger v. Risinger, 253 S.E.2d 652 (1979), 

and Bearden v. Bearden, 252 S.E.2d 128 (1979), as far as the responsibility 

of each of the parties for payment of the cost for collegiate education of the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs».  Each party, pursuant to the Wagner, McKinney, 

Hughes, Kerr, Risinger, and Bearden decisions, acknowledges that he and 

she have an obligation to support the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» should 

he/she/they seek a collegiate or formal post-high school education and each 

party agrees that the amount of support for said «MAT_ChildRefDocs» 

«MAT_ChildVerb» to be based upon the conditions existing at the time 

collegiate or formal post-high school education may come into effect. 

B. «MAT_PaySupport» and «MAT_RecSupport» agree, in principal, that each 

of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» of the parties should receive a four-year 

undergraduate college education, such education to be commensurate with 

the respective abilities and needs of «MAT_ChildRefDocs». 

C. «MAT_PaySupport» and «MAT_RecSupport» shall have an equal voice as 

to the suitability of each of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» to attend college and 

the particular educational institution to be attended by each/the 
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«MAT_ChildRefDocs», including, but not limited to, whether or not the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» should so attend; which institution the 

«MAT_ChildRefDocs» should attend; and in which program or course of 

study the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» should pursue.  The parties shall exercise 

good faith in these negotiations and consent or agreement shall not be 

unreasonably withheld. 

D. It is further agreed that the parties shall jointly endeavor, with the aid and 

assistance of each/the «MAT_ChildRefDocs», to acquire all possible 

scholarships, grants, financial aid and work-study benefits shall be 

exhausted first prior to the parties expending any of their funds for the 

education of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs»; provided, however, this provision 

shall not require the exhaustion of repayable loans prior to the payment of 

funds by the parties.  If loans are needed, the family shall cooperate in 

acquiring said loans. 

E. It is further agreed and stipulated that the parties hereby acknowledge and 

agree that the «MAT_ChildRefDocs», individually and/or collectively, may 

have an independent right or cause of action once they are sui juris to 

maintain and bring independent causes of action against either or both of 

the parents under the case of Risinger v. Risinger for the payment of 

support and educational benefits beyond the age of eighteen (18) years.  

The parties therefore agree and stipulate that in the event that either or both 

of the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» bring such an action, the obligations of 

«MAT_PaySupport» and «MAT_RecSupport» to provide educational 
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benefits, other funds, and support to the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» for bringing 

the action shall terminate and forever end under the terms of this Agreement 

and «MAT_PaySupport» and «MAT_RecSupport» shall have no further 

obligation hereunder to provide the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» the college 

education expenses provided for hereinabove, nor shall the parties hereto 

be obligated to provide the other financial obligations elsewhere provided in 

this Agreement with respect to the «MAT_ChildRefDocs». 

22.21. GUARDIAN AD LITEM:  Each party shall pay one-half of the Guardian ad Litem 

fee. 

23.22. SPOUSAL SUPPORT AND WAIVERS:  Except as provided herein as to interim 

health insurance provision provided above, «MAT_PaySupport» and 

«MAT_PaySupport» hereby irrevocably waive and release each other for all claims 

to spousal support, pendente lite and permanently, to include but not be limited to 

all claims and rights to separate maintenance and alimony. 

24.23. ALIMONY AND/OR SEPARATE MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT: 

A. Both parties feel that they are totally familiar with the financial status of the 

other party. 

B. Bar to Alimony:  «MAT_PaySupport» does not desire to receive alimony 

and/or separate maintenance and support of and from «MAT_RecSupport», 

he/she acknowledges that he/she knows that if he/she does not reserve 

his/her right to receive alimony and/or separate maintenance and support 

of and from «MAT_RecSupport» at this time, that he/she will not be able to 

receive such support from «MAT_RecSupport» in the future.  
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«MAT_PaySupport» specifically waives his/her right to receive alimony 

and/or separate maintenance and support of and from «MAT_RecSupport» 

and specifically consents to being forever barred from receiving same. 

C. Permanent Periodic Alimony:  «MAT_PaySupport» shall pay directly to 

«MAT_RecSupport», as and for permanent periodic alimony, the sum of 

$________ per month commencing and effective on the first day of the first 

calendar month after this Agreement is signed and continuing to be paid on 

or before the first day of each and every month thereafter as though the 

alimony was ordered to be paid to «MAT_RecSupport» by 

«MAT_PaySupport» pursuant to Court Order.  The permanent periodic 

alimony payments shall be paid directly to «MAT_RecSupport» by 

«MAT_PaySupport» mailing a check to «MAT_RecSupport» so that it is 

received by «MAT_RecSupport» no later than by the first (1st) day of each 

month or by direct deposit to «MAT_RecSupport»'s account by the bank no 

later than the first (1st) of each month.  When the «MAT_ChildRefDocs» 

«MAT_ChildVerb» emancipated, the alimony shall increase to $________ 

per month.  These support levels shall be subject to the automatic increase 

provisions provided and set forth in the Child Support Section of this 

Agreement. 

D. The obligation to pay permanent periodic alimony to «MAT_RecSupport» 

shall absolutely and forever terminate on the earlier of the death of 

«MAT_RecSupport» or «MAT_PaySupport», or the remarriage of or 

cohabitation by Mother/Wife as defined by '20-3-130, South Carolina Code 
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of Laws (1976, as amended).  Both parties acknowledge that under South 

Carolina law, permanent periodic alimony is subject to modification upon 

substantially changed circumstances occurring in the future. 

E. Should it appear upon Affidavit of «MAT_RecSupport» that 

«MAT_PaySupport» is on two (2) or more occasions five (5) or more days 

later in one calendar year making said payments, all future alimony 

payments shall be paid through the Family Court, plus the Court service 

fees, without the necessity of further hearing or Order. 

F. These payments of permanent periodic alimony shall be deductible to 

«MAT_PaySupport» for State and Federal income tax purposes as alimony 

and shall be taxable to «MAT_RecSupport» for State and Federal income 

tax purposes as alimony, pursuant to '20-3-130(F), South Carolina Code 

of Laws (1976, as amended). 

G. Tax Intent:  The parties intend that all amounts payable to 

«MAT_RecSupport» by «MAT_PaySupport» under this paragraph will 

constitute alimony or separate maintenance payments within the meaning 

of Section 71 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986; and that such 

payments will be includable in «MAT_RecSupport»'s gross income and will 

be deductible by «MAT_PaySupport» under Section 215 of the Internal 

Revenue Code of 1986 for federal income tax purposes.  If the payments 

should be found not to be taxable to «MAT_RecSupport» by a court of 

competent jurisdiction or a final determination by the Internal Revenue 

Service, «MAT_RecSupport» will pay «MAT_PaySupport» an amount by 
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which his/her federal or state tax liability for any year is less than if the 

payments would have been includable in his/her gross income.  

«MAT_RecSupport» may request that «MAT_PaySupport» offset his/her 

payments to him/her under paragraphs by the amount of this payment.  For 

any prior year in which «MAT_PaySupport» was denied a deduction for 

these payments, «MAT_RecSupport» agrees to file a claim for refund for 

any taxes he/she may have paid by virtue of including the payments in 

his/her income, cooperate fully in obtaining the refund, and transfer the 

refund to «MAT_PaySupport», including signing any refund check. 

H.F. Security for Support:  «MAT_PaySupport» shall maintain and keep in 

force life insurance on his/her life with a death benefit of no less than 

$500,000, payable to «MAT_RecSupport» until «MAT_RecSupport» dies or 

remarries.  This coverage is the same coverage provided above to secure 

child support.  This obligation to maintain security shall be subject to 

modification and termination during «MAT_PaySupport»'s lifetime in the 

same manner as provided above regarding permanent periodic alimony; 

provided, however, upon «MAT_PaySupport»'s death his/her obligations to 

«MAT_RecSupport» shall not be subject to further modification without 

«MAT_RecSupport»'s consent.  The payment of this life insurance premium 

shall not be deductible or taxable as alimony, pursuant to '20-3-130(F), 

South Carolina Code of Laws (1976, as amended). 
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I.G. Waiver:  «MAT_PaySupport» hereby irrevocably waives all spousal support 

rights including all rights to alimony and separate maintenance and support, 

past, present and future. 

25.24. HEALTH INSURANCE: 

A. Health Insurance:  «MAT_PaySupport» represents and warrants that 

«MAT_RecSupport» is currently covered under his/her medical and dental 

insurance policy through «MAT_PaySupport»'s employment with ____.  

«MAT_PaySupport» shall continue to maintain and pay for 

«MAT_RecSupport»'s medical and dental insurance coverage so long as 

«MAT_RecSupport» is eligible for coverage under that plan.  

«MAT_PaySupport» shall not take any affirmative action to disqualify 

«MAT_RecSupport» from coverage under the plan.  When 

«MAT_RecSupport» is no longer eligible for coverage under the plan, 

«MAT_PaySupport» shall pay «MAT_RecSupport» the sum of $___ per 

month towards «MAT_RecSupport»'s health insurance premiums, with 

«MAT_RecSupport» being responsible for the excess premiums.  This 

obligation to pay $___ per month shall continue until «MAT_RecSupport» 

dies, remarries, or becomes eligible for group medical insurance with 

benefits comparable to the current coverage.  The obligations set forth in 

this paragraph are not subject to modification or termination for any reason 

except as stated herein.  These payments by «MAT_PaySupport» shall not 

be taxable or deductible as alimony. 
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B. «MAT_RecSupport» is currently covered under «MAT_PaySupport»=s 

group medical and health insurance program through __________.  

«MAT_PaySupport» shall continue to maintain and pay for 

«MAT_RecSupport»=s medical and health insurance coverage so long as 

the parties are married.  Once the parties are divorced, «MAT_RecSupport» 

shall be responsible for providing for his/her own health insurance 

coverage.  «MAT_PaySupport» is informed by «MAT_RecSupport» that 

he/she has been advised by the group agent that he/she may convert to a 

single policy of his/her own, without going through underwriting, upon 

written request of «MAT_PaySupport», and «MAT_PaySupport» shall 

cooperate with «MAT_RecSupport» to enable him/her to be covered in that 

manner or otherwise through provisions of the company=s group policy, if 

applicable.  «MAT_PaySupport» shall cooperate with «MAT_RecSupport» 

in providing whatever information that is needed to «MAT_RecSupport», 

and signing any needed documentation upon receipt, so that he/she can 

have insurance coverage provided to him/her on a continual basis without 

penalty once he/she is no longer eligible to be covered through 

«MAT_PaySupport»=s insurance plan with ____________ due to the 

divorce of the parties. 

26.25. LIFE INSURANCE: 

A. «MAT_PaySupport» currently has a policy of insurance on his/her life in the 

face amount of $____________ with ________.  This is a term policy.  

«MAT_RecSupport» is the current beneficiary of that policy and he/she shall 
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remain the irrevocable beneficiary so long as the alimony obligation 

continues or until «MAT_RecSupport» obtains a separate policy, whichever 

event shall first occur.  «MAT_PaySupport» will maintain the existing life 

insurance policy through the current level term period with a premium of 

$______ per year.  The policy provides that the premiums will substantially 

increase above $________ per year to $_____ per year in the year 20___.  

«MAT_PaySupport» shall not be required to maintain life insurance for the 

benefit of «MAT_RecSupport» once the annual premiums increase to 

$_____ in the year 20___.  If «MAT_RecSupport» desires to continue life 

insurance on «MAT_PaySupport», «MAT_PaySupport» will promptly 

cooperate with «MAT_RecSupport» in all respects (e.g., submit to physical, 

complete forms, sign documents) in obtaining insurance on 

«MAT_PaySupport» at his/her expense at or before the level term period of 

premiums of $_____ per year end, and if he/she secures the coverage prior 

to the premium increase in 20___, «MAT_PaySupport» shall reimburse 

«MAT_RecSupport» for the premiums up to $______ per year through the 

end of the level term period.  Once «MAT_RecSupport» secures such 

coverage, he/she relinquishes any interest that he/she may have in the 

existing policy and «MAT_PaySupport» shall have the existing policy free 

and clear of any claim and/or interest from «MAT_RecSupport» and 

«MAT_PaySupport» shall be permitted to name whomever he/she desires 

as a beneficiary of the policy.  «MAT_PaySupport» shall sign an 
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authorization to allow «MAT_RecSupport» to obtain proof of the beneficiary 

designation per this section directly from ___. 

B. «MAT_PaySupport» currently has a policy of insurance on his/her life in the 

face amount of $__________.  So as to secure the payment of alimony, 

«MAT_PaySupport» shall designate «MAT_RecSupport» as beneficiary on 

a policy of life insurance with a death benefit payable to 

«MAT_RecSupport» in the initial amount of $_____________.  

«MAT_PaySupport» can reduce this benefit each year pursuant to the 

attached schedule.  Within thirty (30) days of Court approval of this 

Agreement, «MAT_PaySupport» shall provide «MAT_RecSupport» with 

verification that the foregoing life insurance coverage is in existence with 

the proper beneficiary designation.  Thereafter, upon request by 

«MAT_RecSupport», «MAT_PaySupport» shall provide proof once a year 

that this coverage remains in effect.  «MAT_PaySupport» shall notify the 

life insurance company in writing that «MAT_RecSupport» may request and 

receive information directly from the insurance carrier as evidence of 

«MAT_PaySupport»=s compliance with the life insurance provisions of this 

Agreement.  Premium payments made by «MAT_PaySupport» in 

connection with this provision shall not be deductible to 

«MAT_PaySupport» nor taxable to «MAT_RecSupport» as alimony.  

«MAT_PaySupport»=s responsibility to provide this Asecurity for support@ 

shall end at such time as his/her alimony obligation to «MAT_RecSupport» 

terminates. 
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C. If «MAT_PaySupport» fails to maintain the insurance as provided for in this 

Article, «MAT_RecSupport», in addition to other remedies, shall have a lien 

upon «MAT_PaySupport»=s property, real or personal, in an amount 

commensurate with the amount of insurance not so maintained. 

D. Should «MAT_PaySupport» fail to pay a premium when due, 

«MAT_RecSupport» shall have the right to make payment thereon and in 

such event «MAT_PaySupport» shall immediately reimburse 

«MAT_RecSupport» for such debt so paid by him/her.  «MAT_PaySupport» 

shall make arrangements with the insurance carrier, wherever possible, to 

notify «MAT_RecSupport» of the due date of any premium so that he/she 

will receive notice thereof. 

E. In the event of the death of «MAT_PaySupport», if there is not in effect the 

life insurance required by this Article, the amount of such insurance not in 

effect at the time of death shall be a charge against the 

«MAT_PaySupport»=s estate in favor of «MAT_RecSupport».  All life 

insurance proceeds under this Agreement shall be paid free and clear of all 

estate, inheritance and income taxes. 

27.26. JOINT 20   INCOME TAX RETURNS:  The parties shall file joint ____ income tax 

returns, state and federal.  The tax returns shall be prepared by _________, CPA, 

and each party shall cooperate with __________ in providing him/her with all 

information regarding potential deductions to include mortgage interest paid, 

doctor bills, etc., for the parties and their «MAT_ChildRefDocs».  It is anticipated 

by the parties that they will owe income taxes once the _____ joint income tax 
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returns are filed.  «MAT_RecSupport»=s liability toward income taxes due for 

______ shall be limited to one-half of the outstanding liability capped at 

$__________.  «MAT_PaySupport» shall hold «MAT_RecSupport» harmless and 

indemnify him/her from any other liability related to the joint ______ tax returns, 

which exceeds $_________. 

28.27. TAX MATTERS: 

A. Through and including the _____ tax year, «MAT_PaySupport» and 

«MAT_RecSupport» filed joint federal and state income tax returns.  It is 

anticipated that the parties shall file joint federal and state income tax 

returns for the year ____.  In the event that the parties are audited for any 

part of the joint federal and state income tax filings, both parties agree to 

fully cooperate and to provide such documentation and assistance as is 

reasonably needed to defend such an audit.  «MAT_PaySupport» shall hold 

«MAT_PaySupport» harmless from all taxes, interest, and penalties 

regarding their joint income tax filings.  If the parties file joint income tax 

returns, «MAT_PaySupport» shall be entitled to any refunds and if any 

taxes are due, «MAT_PaySupport» shall be responsible for the payment of 

those taxes and hold «MAT_PaySupport» harmless from same. 

B. Commencing with the tax year_____, the parties shall file separate federal 

and state income tax returns.  «MAT_PaySupport» shall be responsible for 

his/her tax obligations.  «MAT_PaySupport» shall be responsible for his/her 

tax obligations. 
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C. In order to avoid unintended tax consequences, the parties shall execute 

and deliver to the other such title documents as are necessary to transfer 

all properties consistent with the terms of this Agreement as soon as 

practical after the execution of this Agreement.  Neither party shall sell or 

do any other act that would precipitate tax consequences to the other 

spouse, including, but not limited to, selling property while such property 

remains jointly titled. 

D. «MAT_PaySupport» shall indemnify and hold harmless 

«MAT_RecSupport» from any and all liability whatsoever, including taxes, 

penalties, interest and costs (including attorney and accountant fees) 

related to all tax returns filed during the marriage, including joint personal 

returns, any and all returns filed for any entities in which 

«MAT_PaySupport» has or has had any ownership interest, and trust 

returns (if any), the representations and statements on which returns 

«MAT_PaySupport» represents and warrants as truthful and accurate. 

E. Alternate Division of Refunds on Prior Joint Returns:  The parties have filed 

joint federal and state income tax returns for years prior to 20___.  With 

respect to these joint returns, «MAT_PaySupport» has the sole 

responsibility for any deficiency or assessment.  «MAT_PaySupport» may 

take any actions he/she deems necessary to defend any deficiency or 

assessment and will solely pay all costs incurred.  «MAT_PaySupport» will 

cooperate fully and promptly in these matters, including executing a power 

of attorney and any other necessary instructions, providing information and 
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testimony, and endorsing any refund checks or vouchers.  With respect to 

the joint returns filed in any year prior to 20___, the parties will divide equally 

any refund of taxes paid, less reasonable expenses of obtaining the refund, 

including attorney's fees, provided that any part of a refund arising from the 

carryback of any item from a year in which a joint return is not filed by the 

parties will be allocated solely to the party responsible for the carryback.  

Either party may request and prosecute a claim for refund. 

F. Proportional Division on Prior Joint Returns:  The parties have filed joint 

federal and state income tax returns for years prior to 20___.  With respect 

to the joint returns, the right to any refund and the responsibility for any 

deficiency will be allocated between the parties as follows:  (a) first, in the 

same proportion as the items of income, deduction, or credit creating the 

refund or deficiency are attributable to either party and (b) second, the 

remainder will be divided equally between the parties.  Either party may file 

and prosecute a claim for refund or defend any assessment and the 

reasonable expenses, including attorney's fees, will be allocated between 

the parties in the same proportion as the refund or deficiency.  Both parties 

will cooperate fully and promptly in these matters. 

29.28. HOLD HARMLESS: 

A. «MAT_PaySupport» specifically agrees to indemnify and hold 

«MAT_RecSupport» harmless from all debts and liabilities including unpaid 

income taxes associated with all present or contingent liabilities pertaining 
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to the property being conveyed to «MAT_RecSupport», and all loans or 

claims arising from such general or limited partnerships. 

B. «MAT_PaySupport» shall hold «MAT_RecSupport» harmless from any 

notes or mortgages pertaining to his/her separate property or business or 

any debts he/she incurred not specifically addressed in this Agreement. 

C. «MAT_PaySupport» warrants that he/she has placed no liens or mortgages 

on any land or partnership interest or stock being transferred to her/him 

except such liens which were executed with «MAT_PaySupport». 

30.29. OMITTED PROPERTY:  By signing this Agreement, both parties affirm and verify 

that each has disclosed all assets and liabilities, marital or non-marital, known to 

that party to be owned by him or her regardless of where the property may be 

presently located.  The parties further acknowledge that the division of properties 

and liabilities as is provided for specifically in this Agreement has been determined 

with reference to all known assets and liabilities which are disclosed in this 

Agreement, on any addendum attached hereto, or identified on either of the parties' 

respective Financial Declarations or other schedules or exhibits used in the 

negotiations of this Agreement.  The parties further acknowledge that should there 

hereafter be discovered any property not disclosed by either party, intentionally or 

unintentionally, that property shall be subject to division by the parties in any Court 

of competent jurisdiction to the extent such property is marital, as defined by S.C. 

Code Ann. §20-3-630. 

31.30. AUDIO TAPE RECORDINGS:  The «MAT_OPRef2» has audio tape recordings of 

voice mails from «MAT_ClRef2»=s cell phone.  «MAT_OPRef2» shall provide to 
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«MAT_OPPRN3» attorney the audio tape recording which «MAT_OPPRN1» 

made (original and copies) to «MAT_OPPRN3» attorney, who will in turn provide 

the audio tape recordings to «MAT_ClRef2»=s attorney immediately upon the 

Agreement of the parties being approved by the Court and being made an Order 

of the Court.  «MAT_OPRef2» shall be prohibited from disseminating in any way 

copies of the audio tapes or permitting the audio tapes from being played for third 

parties.  «MAT_OPRef2» shall be restrained and strictly enjoined from playing the 

audio tapes or disclosing the contents of any audio tapes of voice mails from 

«MAT_ClRef2»=s cell phone to anyone at any time.  The parties have signed a 

Tri-Party Agreement and Mutual and Reciprocal Release and each party affirms 

that the Tri-Party Agreement and Mutual and Reciprocal Release shall be 

enforceable in the Family Court of the «MAT_Circuit» Judicial Circuit, 

«MAT_County» County, State of South Carolina, should either party violate the 

provisions of the Tri-Party Agreement and Mutual and Reciprocal Release. 

32.31. DIARY.  «MAT_OPRef2» is in possession of either a portion of all of 

«MAT_ClRef2»=s personal diary.  Upon execution of this Decree and the running 

of the 30-day period during which time this Order can be appealed, 

«MAT_OPRef2» shall return whatever portion of the diary «MAT_OPPRN1» 

possesses as well as any copies «MAT_OPPRN1» has made of same to 

«MAT_OPPRN3» attorney, who will in turn deliver the document and any copies 

to «MAT_ClRef2»=s attorney.  No copies of any portions of the diary shall be kept 

by «MAT_OPRef2» or «MAT_OPPRN3» attorney.  «MAT_OPRef2» shall be 

prohibited from disseminating in any way any information contained in the diary. 
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33.32. INCRIMINATING EVIDENCE: 

A. Wife has informed Husband that she has employed the services of an 

investigator and that she has obtained incriminating evidence on Husband. 

B. All incriminating evidence which Wife has obtained (whether photographs, 

videotape, objects, tangible items, documents, electronic data, or 

otherwise) either through her investigator, her attorney, or any by other 

means, shall be provided by Wife to her attorney, including every original 

and every copy in existence.  Wife expressly warrants and represents that 

all incriminating evidence is being turned over to her attorney without 

exception.  No incriminating evidence shall be retained by Wife, her 

attorney, her investigator, or any other person, firm, corporation or 

organization.  Wife=s attorney shall provide all such incriminating evidence 

to Husband=s attorney within ten (10) days of the date the parties sign this 

Agreement.  Wife shall also sign a statement specifically warranting that no 

incriminating evidence exists outside that which she has provided to her 

attorney pursuant to this Agreement.  If after the date this Agreement is 

signed, any incriminating evidence should turn up in the possession of any 

person, firm, corporation or organization for any reason or by any means 

whatsoever, Wife shall forever forfeit her right to receive any further 

payments (excepting child support) of any kind which might otherwise be 

due under this Agreement, regardless of how the incriminating evidence 

may have come into the possession of such person, firm, corporation or 

organization.  Wife further expressly agrees to defend, indemnify and hold 
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Husband completely harmless in the event that any incriminating evidence 

should ever turn up in the possession of any person, firm, corporation or 

organization contrary to the terms of this Agreement.  Nothing in this 

paragraph shall be construed to in any way limit Husband=s right to protect 

his reputation and privacy should incriminating evidence turn up in the 

hands of any person, firm, corporation or organization after the date this 

Agreement is signed. 

C. Husband has informed Wife that he has employed the services of an 

investigator and that he has obtained incriminating evidence on Wife. 

D. All incriminating evidence which Husband has obtained (whether 

photographs, videotape, objects, tangible items, documents, electronic 

data, or otherwise) either through his investigator, his attorney, or any by 

other means, shall be provided by Husband to his attorney, including every 

original and every copy in existence.  Husband expressly warrants and 

represents that all incriminating evidence is being turned over to his attorney 

without exception.  No incriminating evidence shall be retained by Husband, 

his attorney, his investigator, or any other person, firm, corporation or 

organization.  Husband=s attorney shall provide all such incriminating 

evidence to Wife=s attorney within ten (10) days of the date the parties sign 

this Agreement.  Husband shall also sign a statement specifically warranting 

that no incriminating evidence exists outside that which he has provided to 

his attorney pursuant to this Agreement.  If after the date this Agreement is 

signed, any incriminating evidence should turn up in the possession of any 
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person, firm, corporation or organization for any reason or by any means 

whatsoever, Husband shall pay Wife $____________, at the rate of 

$______ per month, commencing on the 8th day of the month immediately 

following the evidence turning up, regardless of how the incriminating 

evidence may have come into the possession of such person, firm, 

corporation or organization.  Husband further expressly agrees to defend, 

indemnify and hold Wife completely harmless in the event that any 

incriminating evidence should ever turn up in the possession of any person, 

firm, corporation or organization contrary to the terms of this Agreement.  

Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to in any way limit Wife=s right 

to protect her reputation and privacy should incriminating evidence turn up 

in the hands of any person, firm, corporation or organization after the date 

this Agreement is signed. 

34.33. ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS: 

A. Husband and Wife agree that they will be responsible for their own 

attorney's fees and costs incurred in the negotiation of this Agreement, 

together with the payment of their own attorney's fees and costs incurred in 

the bringing and prosecution of the matter that is presently pending in the 

Family Court of the «MAT_Circuit» Judicial Circuit, «MAT_County» County, 

South Carolina. 

B. Upon execution of this Agreement, each party shall be responsible for his 

or her own unpaid attorney fees, suit money and costs incurred or involved 

in this matrimonial dispute from inception and also in the negotiation, 
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preparation and approval of this Agreement and for all attorney fees and 

costs heretofore or hereafter incurred in any litigation brought before any 

Court for the purpose of approving this Agreement and/or to divorce the 

parties, without further contribution from the other party. 

35.34. BANKRUPTCY:  «MAT_PaySupport» acknowledges that he/she has a 

responsibility for the payment of alimony to «MAT_RecSupport» as well as 

liabilities to third parties and further acknowledges his/her obligation to hold 

«MAT_RecSupport» harmless and indemnify him/her for all payments due to third 

parties.  «MAT_PaySupport» further agrees and acknowledges that his/her 

obligation to be responsible for certain debts and liabilities both to 

«MAT_RecSupport» and to third parties under the terms of this Agreement are to 

be considered non-dischargeable debts under the Bankruptcy Code, these 

obligations being part of the financial support settlement for both parties.  

«MAT_PaySupport» acknowledges that his/her failure to fulfill these obligations as 

provided herein, would gravely impact on «MAT_RecSupport»=s financial stability 

and cause substantial hardship upon «MAT_RecSupport» if he/she were required 

to pay for the debts and liabilities to third parties or not receive the monies owed 

by «MAT_PaySupport» pursuant to this Agreement. 

36.35. APPROVAL, MODIFICATION, AND ENFORCEMENT OF AGREEMENT: 

A. This Agreement shall be submitted to the Family Court for the 

«MAT_Circuit» Judicial Circuit in «MAT_County» County, South Carolina, 

for the purpose of having the Court review and approve the terms and 

conditions of this Agreement and for the issuance of an appropriate Order 
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approving the terms and conditions hereof and making the same the Order 

of the Court and if approved, shall be incorporated in and merged with the 

Order of the Court / but not merged with the Order of the Court; the 

parties specifically agree that this is a contractual agreement, that 

even though the Court will review the Agreement, that the Agreement 

will retain its contractual integrity, and that it is not to be modified 

except pursuant to mutual agreement of the parties. 

B. Each party solemnly agrees to promulgate and support the Court's approval 

of this Agreement and do nothing in derogation hereof or in any way attempt 

to discourage said approval and merger by the Court.  If the Court does not 

approve this Agreement in its totality, this Agreement shall be null and void. 

C. Once approved and made the Order of this Court, the Family Courts of the 

State of South Carolina shall have continuing jurisdiction to enforce the 

terms and conditions of this Agreement, along with any Order issued with 

respect thereto, and both parties shall be subject to the contempt powers 

and jurisdiction of the Family Courts of the State of South Carolina with 

respect to any breach or violation of this Agreement or the Order of this 

Court. 

D. «MAT_ClRef2» and «MAT_OPRef2» hereby acknowledge and agree that 

this is a full and complete property and support agreement with respect to 

all matters raised and with respect to those which could have been raised 

in the controversy between them, and is considered by them to be a fully 

integrated agreement.  It is the intent of the parties hereto that the provisions 
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of this Agreement shall govern all rights and obligations of the parties, as 

well as all rights of modification; and, further, that the terms and conditions 

of this Agreement and any Order approving the same, shall not be 

modifiable by the parties or any Court without the written consent of 

«MAT_ClRef2» and «MAT_OPRef2», saving and excepting the matters of 

child education, which terms and conditions are now and shall always be 

subject to modification and termination by the Family Courts of the State of 

South Carolina.  The parties specifically agree that the Family Courts of the 

State of South Carolina (or any other Court) shall not have any jurisdiction 

to modify, supplement, terminate, or amend this Agreement, or the rights 

and obligations of the parties, except as provided above. 

E. In the event that with party breaches any provision of this Agreement and 

the other party retains counsel to assist in the enforcing the terms thereof, 

the parties hereby agree that the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover 

all reasonable attorney’s fees, court costs and expenses from the breaching 

party. 

37.36. GENERAL PROVISIONS:  The parties represent to each other and further agree 

to the following, to-wit: 

A. Voluntary Agreement:  Each party acknowledges that he and she are fully 

informed as to his or her legal rights and obligations; that each of them has 

entered into and executed this Agreement after conferring with each of their 

respective independent attorneys, and having such knowledge and 

opportunity, each of them executes this Agreement freely and voluntarily, 
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intending to be bound forever by it and intending that it shall be enforceable 

by either party by proceedings in the Family Court for the «MAT_Circuit» 

Judicial Circuit in «MAT_County» County, South Carolina.  It is further 

understood and agreed that this Agreement is not, and is not to be 

construed to be, an agreement for divorce. 

B. Complete Agreement:  This Agreement expresses the entire agreement 

between the parties, supersedes any prior understandings or agreements 

between them and there are not any other representations or warranties 

other than those specifically set forth herein. 

C. Full Disclosure:  Each party represents to the other that a true and accurate 

disclosure has been made to the other of all assets and financial matters. 

D. Waiver of Estate Rights:  Each party hereby releases and relinquishes and 

by these presents are hereby barred from any and all rights and claims he 

or she may have or hereafter acquire as a spouse under the present or 

future laws of any jurisdiction by way of dower, inheritance, descent, 

distribution, elective share, and all other rights or claims whatsoever, 

including but not limited to claims in or to the property or estate of the other, 

whether real, personal or mixed, and whether now owned or hereafter 

acquired.  Both parties are aware of their elective share rights and they 

hereby release and relinquish any right to elective share that he or she may 

have with the full knowledge of all rights thereto. 

E. Enforcement:  Each party may apply to the Family Courts of the State of 

South Carolina for an Order directing specific performance of any act or 
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duty imposed upon the other under the terms of this Agreement, and for 

appropriate relief to enforce the terms and conditions hereof. 

F. Defaults Not Waived:  No waiver of any breach by either party of the terms 

and conditions of this Agreement shall be binding upon either of the parties 

unless reduced to writing and subscribed to by both of the parties.  The 

failure of either party to insist upon strict performance of any of the 

provisions of this Agreement shall not be construed as a waiver of any 

continuing or subsequent default of the same or similar nature. 

G. Applicable Law:  This Agreement was duly executed and delivered in the 

State of South Carolina, and its terms and conditions shall be governed by 

and interpreted under the laws of the State of South Carolina. 

H. Addresses:  Until all of the obligations created by this Agreement have been 

fully performed by both parties, each party shall at all times keep the other 

informed of his or her residential address and shall notify the other of any 

change of residential address within ten (10) days of any change, providing 

the address of the new residence. 

I. Reconciliation:  This Agreement shall not be invalidated by a reconciliation 

or resumption of marital cohabitation of the parties.  This Agreement shall 

be nullified in the event of reconciliation only if the parties specifically 

execute a statement, signed by each of them with the same formality as this 

Agreement, declaring this Agreement to be null and void. 
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J. Severability:  If any provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid or 

unenforceable, all other provisions shall nevertheless continue to be fully 

effective. 

K. Language Usage:  Whenever the context of any provision requires, the 

masculine gender shall be deemed to include the feminine (or vice versa), 

the neuter to include either or both genders (or vice versa).  An error in such 

usage shall not be used by either party to defeat the intended effect of any 

provision of this Agreement. 

L. Construction Against Drafting Party Inapplicable:  Both parties (and their 

respective counsel) shall be treated as having drafted this Agreement 

cooperatively; therefore, neither party shall have any ambiguity construed 

against him or her and neither party shall be entitled to claim the benefit of 

any ambiguity resulting from the drafting of this Agreement. 

M. Headings:  The headings used in this Agreement are for convenience of the 

parties only and shall not be used to establish or interpret any of the rights 

or obligations set forth in this Agreement. 

N. Binding Effect:  This Agreement shall be binding upon the parties, their 

respective heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns and shall in any 

event be governed by the laws of the State of South Carolina. 

O. Modifications:  A modification of the terms of this Agreement shall be 

effective only if made in writing and executed with the same formality as this 

Agreement. 
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P. Implementation:  The parties expressly agree that, at any time hereafter, 

each of them shall make, execute and deliver any and all further and other 

instruments or papers or things as may be reasonably required or desirable 

for the purpose of giving full effect to this Agreement (including but not 

limited to deeds, renunciations, bills of sale, titles, income tax returns, tax 

reporting forms, powers of attorney authorizing amendments to tax returns 

and assignments, and other such documents).  «MAT_PaySupport» shall 

be responsible for drafting and filing all such documents. 

38.37. RELEASE:  Both parties hereby release and discharge the other for themselves, 

their heirs, their personal representatives and assigns, of and from all manner of 

actions, causes of actions, suits, debts, counts, judgments, claims and demands 

whatsoever in law or equity (except any debts or obligations specifically assumed 

by either party pursuant to these agreements) which occurred or may have 

occurred at any time during the marriage and through the date of the approval of 

these agreements. 

39.38. EFFECT OF DIVORCE:  This Agreement shall not be construed in any measure 

as a consent or condonation of a divorce in favor of either party, nor shall it be a 

bar to any action or proceedings for divorce to be hereinafter instituted; it is an 

Agreement which is contractual in nature and is intended as a binding settlement 

of the parties' rights, duties, and responsibilities regarding all matters dealt with 

herein.  Should a Judgment or Decree of Divorce or Separate Maintenance be 

entered in any Court of competent jurisdiction in any proceeding currently pending 

or in the future, then this Agreement shall be submitted to the Court as an 
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Agreement, to be incorporated and merged / but not merged with any Judgment 

or Decree of Divorce or Separate Maintenance entered between the parties. 

40.39. WAIVER OF REVIEW OF THE AGREEMENT:  Husband and Wife acknowledge 

that according to the statute and case law of the State of South Carolina, that Court 

has the right, duty, and/or obligation to review the Agreement at a hearing on the 

merits of an action for a divorce between the parties; both parties specifically waive 

the right, duty, and/or obligation for the Court to review this Agreement at a hearing 

on the merits of a divorce action which may be later instituted between the parties, 

and both parties specifically consent to being bound by the Agreement without 

further review, modifications, and/or scrutiny by the Court, once the Agreement is 

reviewed by the Court and approved by the Court, except as provided in the 

Agreement.  Nothing in this paragraph is to be construed to prohibit either party 

from petitioning the Court for an increase or decrease in the alimony and/or child 

support obligations of the parties as permitted pursuant to the statute and case 

laws of the State of South Carolina. 

WHEREFORE, we hereby subscribed our names at the end of this instrument, 

consisting of _____ pages, typewritten on one side only of each page, and for the 

purposes of identification, we have subscribed our initials at the bottom of each page on 

the date or dates as hereinbelow indicated. 

WITNESSES: 
 
 
_________________________   ______________________________ 
       «MAT_CLIENT» 
 
_________________________ 
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_________________________   _______________________________ 
       «MAT_OPPARTY» 
 
_________________________ 
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ATTORNEY CERTIFICATION 
 
 I, «MAT_RespAtty», an attorney licensed to practice in South Carolina, certify that I 

have examined the MARITAL SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT by and between 

«MAT_CLIENT» residing in «MAT_ClCtyRes» County, South Carolina (herein 

"«MAT_ClRef2»"), and «MAT_OPPARTY», residing in «MAT_OPCtyRes» County, South 

Carolina (herein "«MAT_OPRef2»"), and that as «MAT_ClRef2»'s attorney, I have advised 

«MAT_CLPRN2» with regard to «MAT_CLPRN3» rights and responsibilities thereunder. 

 
 
      _____________________________________ 
      «MAT_RESPATTY» 
Dated:________________________ 
 
 
 
 ATTORNEY CERTIFICATION 
 
 
 I, «MAT_OpAtty», an attorney licensed to practice in South Carolina, certify that I 

have examined the MARITAL SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT by and between 

«MAT_CLIENT» residing in «MAT_ClCtyRes» County, South Carolina (herein 

"«MAT_ClRef2»"), and «MAT_OPPARTY», residing in «MAT_OPCtyRes» County, South 

Carolina (herein "«MAT_OPRef2»"), and that as «MAT_OPRef2»’s attorney, I have advised 

«MAT_OPPRN2» with regard to «MAT_OPPRN3» rights and responsibilities thereunder. 

 
 
      _____________________________________ 
      «MAT_OPATTY» 
Dated:_________________________ 
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Introduction

• Explanation of Materials and Resources

• Drafting Marital Settlement Agreements is not a “cookie cutter” 
process

• Words are important – you are a skilled wordsmith.

• Each word, sentence, and paragraph must be tailored to the needs 
and circumstances of your case.

• These materials are not intended to be cut and pasted without your 
input and skill, they are guidelines.

• Settling a case is not easy, you must have agreement on each and 
every word.

Introduction (Continued)

• The final product usually results from thoughtful compromise, not 
from the rigid embrace of the “usual language” pushed by either side.

• The level of detail necessary is dictated by the core issues.

• Read and save the agreements prepared by others – learn from them.

• Avoid unnecessary and duplicitous provisions.

• Tone is important, such as choice of parental designations, order of 
provisions in the agreement, etc.

• Capitalizing on mistakes and unintended mistakes – don’t do it –
trouble for your client and you later, especially your reputation.

3
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Introduction (Continued)

• Do not write agreements which require language above your pay 
grade (i.e. tax issues, military retirement division orders, civil service 
retirement orders, QDRO’s).

• Tax issues are for tax attorneys and CPA’s – not family law attorneys.

• Make sure you have full information about the assets and liabilities 
before you write the agreement.

• Read the agreement, over and over, front to back.  It gets better in 
the process and you miss less.  

The Preamble

• The parties, marriage, and children

• Counsel

• Experts, GAL’s and Mediator 

• Full disclosure

• What issues the agreement settles

• Circumstances in which the agreement is based – important

• Incorporate Preamble into agreement, otherwise not a part of the 
contract

5
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Prenuptial Agreement

• Valid or Invalid or What?

• Satisfied?

• What applies going forward?

Coordinate Temporary Agreements and 
Orders

• Start and stop dates

• Arrears

7
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Custody
• Choice of terms: custody/visitation, legal custody vs. physical custody, 
primary vs. secondary parent, parenting plans, parenting time

• Tone and dignity
• Incorporate calendars, Judge’s guidelines – why do that?
• How deep to dive on custody and visitation terms?

• Parenting time schedules need to be specific – look for and avoid 
conflicting provisions

• Pandemic provisions

• Decision‐making alternatives

• Always leave a “parachute” – can go to Court
• Move away clause

Visitation

• Be clear in schedule 
• School Year Schedules

• Every Other Weekend Visitation
• Expanded Every Other Weekend Visitation
• Week‐to‐Week
• Off‐Week Visitation 

• Holiday Schedules
• School Holidays vs. Religious Holidays
• Holidays for Various Religions

• Special Visitation Situations

9
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Child Related Specific Issues

• Modifiability of ancillary payments such as for private school, college, 
cars, insurance, and the like

• Religious decisions 

• Pandemic schedule

• COVID and other vaccines 

Child Support

• Direct Child Support

• Health Insurance 

• Uncovered Medical Expenses

• Private School and College

• Security for Support

• Modification

• Termination, automatic contingencies 

• Extending emancipation

11
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Alimony

• Know the different types of alimony (permanent periodic, lump sum, 
rehabilitative, etc.)

• Be clear on termination and modification

• Be clear on amount and duration

• Be clear on waivers

Equitable Apportionment

• Specifically list all assets and debts to be divided
• State full facts regarding each asset and debt to be divided
• State whether retained or will receive
• Percentage or sum‐certain division 

• If incorporating MAA’s or CPA spreadsheet, still deal with each specific 
asset and debt in the agreement, say which takes priority 

• Know the difference between types of deeds (quit claim, limited warranty, 
general warranty), it makes a difference

• Address omitted assets and debts, warranty of disclosure 

• Tax basis

13
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Debts

• List all debts, be specific 

• Hold harmless and indemnification 

• Removing other spouse off debt

• Bankruptcy – Domestic Support Obligations

Tax Issues

• Dependency exemptions/tax credit allocation – may be more 
important in the future with monthly payments re: expanded child tax 
credit.

• Payment of past, present, and future taxes, interest, and penalties

• Hold harmless and indemnification

15
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Attorney’s Fees, Suit Money, and Costs

• Make provisions for everyone on your side to get paid, including you, 
mediation, GAL, appraisers, etc. 

• Your client needs to know what is owed when you settle the case

• Don’t let yourself get discharged in Bankruptcy or “Sorry, I don’t have 
the money.”

Restraining Orders

• Restraining Orders vs. NACO Orders

• Be specific on expected problems 

• Target offensive conduct, specifically

17
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Releases

• Release of “all claims,” or just those “arising from the marriage”

• Pending motions and rules to show cause – they don’t go away unless 
specifically released.

• Understand what is being released 

“Real” Boilerplate

• Really read the boilerplate 

• Usual provisions 

19
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Special Issues

• “Seal” the signatures – 20 year enforceability (SC Code § 15‐2‐520)

• The old merger vs. non‐merger issue

• Trusts

• Confidentiality 

• Choice of law and forum for disputes

• Waiver of right of appeal

• Changing beneficiaries and the like (See: S.C. Code § 62‐2‐507)

• Changing passcodes and electronic access 

Final Thoughts and Questions

Thank you for attending!

JAMES T. McLAREN
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1508 Laurel Street (29201)
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Columbia, South Carolina 29211
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JOHN O. McDOUGALL
McDougall Self Currence & McLeod, LLP
791 Greenlawn Drive, Suite 4 (29290)

Post Office Box 90860
Columbia, South Carolina 29290

Telephone: 803‐776‐3130
Fax: 803‐776‐7748

Email: jom@mscmlaw.com
Website: www.mcdougallandself.com

REID T. SHERARD
Haynsworth Sinkler Boyd, P.A.
1 North Main Street, 2nd Floor

P.O. Box 2048 (29602)
Greenville, South Carolina 29601

Telephone: 864‐240‐3200
Fax: 864‐240‐3300 

Email: rsherard@hsblawfirm.com
Website: www.hsblawfirm.com
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